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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANIMALS, INC.,  

501 Front St. 
Norfolk, VA 23510, 

 
ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 

170 East Cotati Ave. 
Cotati, CA 94931,  

 
HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA NETWORK, 

485 Labella Vista Way 
Freeland, WA 98249, 

 
Plaintiffs, 

 
v. 

 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM, 

4400 Rickenbacker Cswy. 
Miami, FL 33149,  
 

FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, D/B/A PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT, 

4590 MacArthur Blvd., Ste. 400 
Newport Beach, CA 92660, 

 
Defendants. 

 
 
Civ. No. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

 
1. This is a citizen suit, brought pursuant to Section 11(g)(1)(A) of the 

Endangered Species Act (“ESA”), 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(1)(A), to address ongoing 

violations of the ESA and its implementing regulations arising out of the operation of the 

Miami Seaquarium (“Seaquarium”), a marine animal display facility located in Miami-

Dade County, on Virginia Key, Florida. Plaintiffs bring this lawsuit against Defendants 

for “taking” the endangered orca Lolita in violation of the ESA and its implementing 
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regulations. Specifically, the Seaquarium confines Lolita – a highly intelligent, social, 

and complex individual – to a small, shallow, and barren concrete tank, without 

adequate protection from the sun, and without a single orca companion. For more than 

forty years, Lolita has been unable to swim any meaningful distance, dive, forage, or 

carry out virtually any natural behaviors, and has been forced to spend the majority of 

her life at, or just below, the surface of the water, with only animals of other species with 

which she is not compatible. These inhumane conditions “harm” and “harass” Lolita in 

continuing violation of the “take” prohibition of the ESA. Plaintiffs seek declaratory and 

injunctive relief to end these violations.  

Jurisdiction and Venue 

2. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to Section 11(g) of the 

ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g), and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

3. Plaintiffs have complied with the pre-suit notice provisions of the ESA. 

Pursuant to Section 11(g)(2)(A)(i), 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(2)(A)(i), on May 11, 2015, 

Plaintiffs mailed to Defendants, the Secretary of the Department of Commerce (“DOC”), 

and the Assistant Administrator for the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”). A 

notice of violation and intent to file suit (“Notice of Intent”), attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

More than sixty days have passed since the Notice of Intent was served on Defendants 

and these agencies. 

4. Neither the Secretary nor the United States has commenced or is 

diligently prosecuting any action to redress the violations set forth in the Notice of Intent. 

Id. § 1540(g)(2)(A)(ii)–(iii). 
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5. Venue is appropriate in the Southern District of Florida, pursuant to 

Section 11(g)(3)(A) of the ESA, id. § 1540(g)(3)(A), because the violations of the ESA 

set forth herein occurred, and continue to occur, within this judicial district. 

Parties 

6. Plaintiff People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. (“PETA”) is a 

Virginia non-stock corporation and animal protection charity pursuant to Section 

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, with its headquarters located in Norfolk, 

Virginia. PETA is dedicated to protecting animals from abuse, neglect, and cruelty.  It 

undertakes these efforts through public education, cruelty investigations, research, 

animal rescue, legislation, special events, celebrity involvement, protest campaigns, 

administrative petitions and comments, and lawsuits to enforce laws enacted to protect 

animals. It brings this case on its own behalf to protect its organizational interests and 

resources. 

7. As part of its organizational activities, PETA has been and will continue to 

be required to expend resources educating the public about the unlawful and inhumane 

conditions in which Lolita has been kept for decades at Seaquarium. Seaquarium 

misrepresents to the public, including children, that the manner in which Lolita is held 

and exhibited is both lawful and humane and “Lolita is healthy and thriving.” However, 

these conditions cause Lolita much harm and harassment.  Accordingly, PETA has 

been and will continue to be required to spend resources informing the public that, in 

fact, the conditions under which Lolita is held cause her to suffer greatly.  PETA has 

also been and will continue to be required to spend resources to urge Seaquarium to 

release Lolita from these harmful conditions. PETA has been and will continue to be 
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required to expend these resources as a direct result of the unlawful and inhumane 

conditions in which Seaquarium holds Lolita. 

8. PETA’s injuries are likely to be redressed if Lolita is removed from these 

unlawful conditions and placed in a more natural setting where she could live in an 

appropriate environment and be treated humanely. PETA will no longer have to expend 

resources educating the public about or seeking to improve the unlawful and inhumane 

conditions in which Lolita is kept because Seaquarium would only be able to maintain 

Lolita by providing her with a larger living space, shelter from the sun, and a companion 

of her own species, or, if unable to provide her with these basic necessities in 

compliance with the ESA, by ensuring that Lolita is transferred to a different location, 

such as a sea pen or seaside sanctuary in her home waters of Washington State, where 

she can experience conditions that are consistent with her biological and other needs.  

9. The resources PETA spends educating the public that the conditions 

under which Lolita is presently kept are unlawful and inhumane, and urging Seaquarium 

to release Lolita from these conditions, could then be directed to other PETA projects, 

including efforts to protect other marine mammals and other animal species, in 

furtherance of its overall mission.  

10. Plaintiff Animal Legal Defense Fund (“ALDF”) is a non-profit corporation 

and charity pursuant to Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, based in Cotati, 

California. For more than three decades, ALDF has fought to protect the lives and 

advance the interests of animals. 

11. ALDF spends substantial resources each year advocating on behalf of 

animals used for exhibition and entertainment. ALDF files lawsuits and administrative 
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petitions, including filings directly related to Seaquarium and Lolita, and also spends 

resources educating the public regarding the unlawful and inhumane conditions in which 

Lolita is kept. Like PETA, ALDF has been and will continue to be required to spend 

these resources on trying to correct the public misimpression fostered by Seaquarium 

that Lolita is healthy, happy, and living in lawful and humane conditions, and urging 

Seaquarium to improve her conditions or release her, as long as the Seaquarium 

continues to maintain Lolita in these conditions. ALDF has been and will continue to be 

required to expend its resources as a direct result of Seaquarium’s failure to comply 

with the ESA by maintaining Lolita in unlawful and inhumane conditions. 

12. This drain on ALDF’s resources is likely to be redressed if Lolita is 

removed from these unlawful conditions and placed in a more natural setting.  ALDF 

would no longer have to expend resources educating the public about the unlawful and 

inhumane conditions in which Lolita is kept, nor would it have to continue urging 

Seaquarium to improve her conditions or release her.  

13. Those resources could then be directed to other ALDF projects, including 

efforts to protect and conserve orcas and other animals, in furtherance of its overall 

mission. 

14. Plaintiff Orca Network is a non-profit organization based in Freeland, 

Washington, and dedicated to raising awareness of the killer whales of the Pacific 

Northwest and the importance of providing them healthy and safe habitats. 

15. Orca Network’s activities include tracking and documenting the activities 

of the L pod of the Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SRKW”) population—the pod from 

which Lolita was captured—and educating the public online and by presentations locally 
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and worldwide about the natural history of the SRKWs, Lolita’s capture, the conditions 

in which she is held at Seaquarium, the misperception perpetrated by Seaquarium that 

she is being treated humanely, and a proposal for her to be returned to her natural 

habitat.  

16. Orca Network is injured by having to spend resources to educate the 

public that Seaquarium’s practices create the false impression that Lolita is being 

treated in a lawful and humane manner, when in fact the conditions under which she is 

maintained are extremely inhumane and unlawful, and by urging Seaquarium to 

improve her conditions or release her. 

17. Orca Network’s injuries are likely to be redressed if Lolita is removed from 

these unlawful conditions and placed in a more natural setting because Orca Network 

will no longer have to expend resources educating the public about the unlawful and 

inhumane conditions in which Lolita is kept because Seaquarium would only be able to 

maintain Lolita by providing her with improved living conditions or ensure that she is 

sent somewhere else that can humanely and lawfully care for her. 

18. These resources could be spent on the organization’s other projects to 

protect and conserve the still-wild members of the SRKW population and other orcas. 

19. Plaintiff Howard Garrett lives in Freeland, Washington, and is the director 

of Orca Network. For many years he has derived significant aesthetic pleasure from 

studying and observing the SRKWs. 

20. Mr. Garrett has followed Lolita’s plight for decades. Since 1993, when he 

developed a personal bond with Lolita upon first seeing her in person, he has visited her 

at Seaquarium on several occasions. Each time, he has suffered great aesthetic harm 
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from seeing her held in inhumane and unlawful conditions—i.e., in an extremely small 

and shallow tank without protection from the sun or any companions of her own 

species. Mr. Garrett is forced to make the choice of having to visit Lolita at Seaquarium 

and suffering additional  aesthetic harm from seeing her held in these conditions, as 

well as contributing monetarily to the very facility that is causing her suffering, or 

refraining from visiting her to avoid that harm—both of which cause him additional 

aesthetic injury. Because of Mr. Garrett’s well-known dedication and commitment to 

Lolita, members of the public who visit Lolita also regularly contact him with reports, 

photographs, and video of her conditions.  

21. For years, Mr. Garrett has submitted materials both to Seaquarium’s 

owners and the federal government in an effort to obtain lawful and more humane 

treatment for Lolita, and he regularly contributes to social media discussions regarding 

Lolita’s plight and efforts to rescue her. 

22. Mr. Garrett’s aesthetic injuries are likely to be redressed if Lolita is 

removed from these unlawful conditions and placed in a more natural setting where she 

can be humanely and lawfully cared for. If Lolita were placed in lawful and humane 

conditions or sent to a coastal sanctuary in her native waters, Mr. Garrett would visit her 

often to study, photograph, and observe her, and do everything possible to assist in her 

transition. 

23. Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC, d/b/a Palace Entertainment 

(“Palace”), is a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware with its 

corporate headquarters in Newport Beach, California. Defendant owns and operates 
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Seaquarium and is ultimately responsible for the unlawful acts described in this 

Complaint. 

24. Defendant Miami Seaquarium is the entity under which Palace operates 

the marine animal facility, and is responsible for the unlawful acts described in this 

Complaint.  

Statutory Background 

25. The ESA defines an “endangered species” as “any species which is in 

danger of extinction.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(6).  

26. Section 9(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B), prohibits the 

“take” of any endangered species.  

27. The ESA defines the term “take” to include “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, 

shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such 

conduct.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). The term “harm” includes an act which “kills or injures” 

an endangered or threatened animal. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3. The term “harass” includes an 

“intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury [to an 

endangered animal] by annoying [her] to such an extent as to significantly disrupt 

normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or 

sheltering.” Id. 

28. Section 9(a)(1)(D) of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(D), also makes it 

unlawful to “possess, sell, deliver, carry, transport, or ship” any endangered species that 

has been unlawfully taken in violation of Section 9(a)(1)(B).  
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29. Section 11(e)(4)(a) of the ESA, id, § 1540(e)(4)(a), provides that all wildlife 

taken, possessed, transported, delivered, or received contrary to the provisions of the 

ESA “shall be subject to forfeiture to the United States.” 

30. These prohibitions apply to endangered animals held in captivity as well 

as those in the wild. See, e.g., 80 Fed. Reg. 7380, 7385 (Feb. 10, 2015) (“[T]he ESA 

does not allow for captive held animals to be assigned separate legal status from their 

wild counterparts on the basis of their captive status.”); id. (“captive members of a listed 

species are also subject to the relevant provisions of section 9 of the ESA as 

warranted”). 

General Allegations 

31. Seaquarium is a marine animal park located at 4400 Rickenbacker 

Causeway on Virginia Key in Miami-Dade County, Florida. Seaquarium confines and 

exhibits marine animals and charges the public a fee to view, feed, and interact with the 

animals. 

32. Among the animals confined at Seaquarium is the orca known as Lolita, 

the lone surviving captive member of the endangered SRKW Distinct Population 

Segment (“DPS”), and the only orca at Seaquarium.  

33. Lolita was captured from the “L” pod of the SRKW population on August 8, 

1970, in Penn Cove off the coast of Washington State. She was approximately 3 to 6 

years old at the time of her capture. Lolita was then purchased by Seaquarium, where 

she has been held since September 24, 1970. 

34. The SRKW DPS is listed as endangered under the ESA, 50 C.F.R. § 

224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 (Nov. 18, 2005), and, following a petition submitted by 
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Plaintiffs, Lolita is specifically included in the listed SRKW DPS, see 80 Fed. Reg.7380 

(Feb. 10, 2015) (amending the regulatory language of the ESA listing to remove the 

exclusion for captive orcas); id. at 7388 (“[T]he ESA does not support the exclusion of 

captive members from a listing based solely on their captive status.”). 

35. As of December 31, 2014, the SKRW population totaled only 79, making it 

one of the most endangered populations on the planet. The SRKWs became 

endangered, in large part, due to captures in the 1960s and 1970s for marine parks 

such as Seaquarium. More than a dozen orcas were reportedly killed and more than 40 

others were captured and delivered to marine parks around the world, including 

Seaquarium. 

36. The brief page of Seaquarium’s website in which Lolita’s species, Orcinus 

orca, is discussed, lists the “Status” of the species as “Healthy Populations.” 

37. Seaquarium does not possess a permit from NMFS to “take” Lolita. 

38. In their natural habitat, members of the SRKW DPS are far-ranging and 

deep-diving, and they exhibit strong and long-lasting social bonds in complex societies 

with unique genetic and acoustic characteristics.  

39.  Orcas are also extremely intelligent mammals whose brains are highly 

developed—in some respects even more than humans—in areas related to complex 

cognitive functions such as self-awareness, intuition, judgment, social and emotional 

cognition, culture, and language. 

40. At Seaquarium, Lolita—who is approximately 20 feet long and weighs 

7,500 pounds—is confined to a small, shallow, and barren concrete tank, without 

adequate protection from the sun, without a single orca companion, and with animals of 
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other species that are not biologically or socially compatible with her. For more than 

forty years, Lolita has been unable to swim any meaningful distance, dive, forage, or 

carry out virtually any natural behaviors, and she is forced to spend the majority of her 

life at, or just below, the surface of the water. 

41. Seaquarium confines Lolita to an inadequate tank.  

42. Orcas are among the fastest animals in the ocean. In the wild, they may 

swim nearly 100 miles per day, and regularly dive many hundreds of feet beneath the 

ocean’s surface. At Seaquarium, Lolita is kept in an oblong tank that measures just 80 

feet by 60 feet.  Lolita does not even have free range of this tiny area because the tank 

has a large concrete obstruction measuring approximately 45 feet long by 5 feet wide in 

the center that is used as a stage by Lolita’s trainers during public performances. The 

tank therefore has an unobstructed space of only 80 feet by 35 feet. Lolita’s tank is only 

twenty feet deep at its deepest point. 

43. Even assuming the gates on either side of the concrete platform were 

open to allow her to swim the entire circumference of the tank, she would have to do so 

more than 2,300 times in a single day to approximate the distance an orca may swim in 

a single day in the wild. 

44. The dimensions of the tank and concrete platform prevent Lolita from 

turning about or swimming freely. Instead, Lolita must make continual and substantial 

corrective adjustments to her normal movements and behaviors in order to avoid 

colliding with the tank’s platform and walls.  

45. The tank in which Lolita is held does not even meet the “minimum” size 

required for orcas under the Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”) standards. 9 C.F.R. § 3.104. 
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46. Lolita regularly exhibits repetitive abnormal behaviors such as bobbing 

and listlessly floating at the surface of her tank.  These are physical manifestations of 

psychological stress caused by her small enclosure and being deprived of the ability to 

engage in her natural behaviors, such as swimming long distances, diving in deep 

waters, searching or hunting for food, and engaging in social interaction with other 

members of her species.  

47. Seaquarium fails to provide Lolita with adequate protection from the sun. 

48. All cetaceans have extremely delicate skin that is susceptible to sunburn 

and other damage.  

49. In the wild, orcas spend the majority (up to 95 percent) of their lives 

submerged at depths where potential damage from ultraviolet radiation is minimized 

due to refraction and filtration. At Seaquarium, the small, shallow, and barren enclosure 

in which Lolita is kept causes her to spend extended periods of time at the surface of 

the tank.  

50. There are no natural or artificial shade structures positioned over any 

portion of Lolita’s tank. Instead, the tank is completely exposed and provides no 

opportunity for Lolita to shield herself from direct sunlight during the most intense heat 

of the day, when the sun is highest and strongest and no shadows are cast in the tank.  

51. Because the tank is only 20 feet deep at its deepest point, Lolita is unable 

to dive to protect herself from ultraviolet rays. Moreover, because the water in the tank 

is relatively clear, even if Lolita were able to rest at the bottom of the small and shallow 

tank, the lack of turbidity from dissolved organic matter means that she remains 

exposed to ultraviolet radiation from the sun.  
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52. A former caretaker of Lolita has reported that Lolita often suffered sunburn 

at Seaquarium, causing her skin to crack and bleed.  

53. Lolita is routinely exposed to intense ultraviolet radiation as she floats 

around the surface of her tank.  

54. Lolita’s tank is surrounded by stadium seating that is shaded for the 

comfort of Seaquarium’s customers. The stadium shading does not extend over the 

tank.  

55. In addition to sunburn and potential adverse impacts from the application 

of sunscreen to a wild marine animal, exposure to ultraviolet radiation is a factor in the 

development of cataracts and retinal damage in cetaceans and may also act as an 

immunosuppressant. 

56. Seaquarium’s failure to provide adequate protection from the sun also 

violates the minimum standards required for shelter under the AWA. 9 C.F.R. § 

3.103(b). 

57. Seaquarium isolates Lolita from any other member of her species. 

58. The SRKW population is highly social in the wild. Population members live 

in highly stable social groups with strong long-term associations. 

59. Some individuals, such as mothers and sons, stay together for life. These 

close relationships are so crucial that even adult offspring of a post-reproductive orca 

mother have been shown to have a significantly increased mortality risk in the year after 

their mother’s death. 

60. The SRKWs also have a distinctive set of call types—a unique dialect that 

is passed down through vocal learning from mothers and pod members to calves. 
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Indeed, in one well-studied population, family-specific call types dramatically increase in 

the days following a birth, which indicates that the calls are “family badges” that are 

actively taught more rapidly because they are important for recognizing and maintaining 

contact with the family.  

61. These pod-specific dialects are maintained notwithstanding extensive 

interactions between pods.  In addition, certain calls are shared between pods, which is 

further evidence of a complex population structure and the importance of 

communication and culture to their sophisticated society. 

62. Lolita is a member of a highly-social, endangered population. 

63. Lolita has been confined without another orca since 1980, when her 

tankmate Hugo—a SRKW captured in 1968 in the waters of Washington State—died. 

64. Lolita’s isolation deprives her of the interaction and stimulation 

fundamental to her physical, social, and psychological well-being. This social isolation 

deprives Lolita of her fundamental need to engage in social contact with other members 

of her species, which is crucial to ensuring her psychological welfare and providing her 

a humane environment. 

65. Seaquarium holds Lolita with numerous Pacific white-sided dolphins, a 

species with which Lolita is not compatible and would not interact in the wild. Upon 

information and belief, Seaquarium’s forced pairing of Lolita and these dolphins causes 

additional stress and physical harm to Lolita. 

66. These conditions violate the minimum standards for social housing 

required by the AWA. 9 C.F.R. § 3.109. 
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67. Seaquarium promotes the public misimpression that it provides Lolita with 

an appropriate environment and that she is healthy and thriving at Seaquarium, when in 

fact, Lolita is being maintained in harmful, inhumane, and unlawful conditions.  

68. Seaquarium has made millions of dollars from exhibiting Lolita, who is 

their “star” attraction, from members of the public who were misled by Seaquarium’s 

misimpressions. 

69. Despite the prohibitions of the ESA, Defendants confine Lolita to a small, 

shallow, and barren concrete tank, without adequate protection from the sun, without an 

orca companion, and with incompatible animals, and force her to perform multiple times 

daily.  

70. The conditions in which Lolita is held inflict physical and psychological 

injury on her. 

71. The conditions in which Lolita is held significantly disrupt and impair her 

normal behavioral patterns, including her ability to engage in normal movement and 

postural adjustments, sheltering, and social relationships with other orcas. 

72. Cetacean experts state that Lolita would thrive if transferred to a protected 

sea pen in her native waters, where the more natural conditions would allow her to swim 

without constant adjustments to her movement and posture, dive to avoid the heat and 

radiation of the sun, interact with other members of her species, and generally provide 

her with physical and psychological enrichment crucial to her well-being. 
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Claims for Relief 

Count One:  Unlawful Take of a Southern Resident Killer Whale 

73. The allegations set forth in the preceding paragraphs are hereby realleged 

and incorporated by reference herein. 

74. Seaquarium’s ongoing practice of keeping Lolita in a small, barren, and 

unprotected tank, deprived of interaction with a member of her own species, and with 

incompatible animals violates the “take” prohibition of Section 9 of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 

1538(a)(1)(B). 

Count Two:  Unlawful Possession of a Taken  
Southern Resident Killer Whale 

 
75. The allegations set forth in the preceding paragraphs are hereby realleged 

and incorporated by referefce herein. 

76. Seaquarium’s ongoing practice of keeping Lolita in a small, barren, and 

unprotected tank, deprived of interaction with a member of her own species, and with 

incompatible animals violates the ESA’s prohibition against the possession of an 

endangered species that has been unlawfully taken, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(D). 

 Relief Requested 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant the following 

relief: 

a. Enter a declaratory judgment that Seaquarium’s treatment of Lolita 

violates the ESA’s prohibition on the “take” of an endangered species set forth in 16 

U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B); 
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b. Enter a declaratory judgment that Seaquarium has violated and continues 

to violate 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(D) by possessing Lolita, who has been unlawfully 

taken by Seaquarium; 

c. Enjoin Seaquarium from continuing to violate the ESA and its 

implementing regulations with respect to Lolita, including the prohibition on “taking” an 

endangered species; 

d. Enjoin Seaquarium from continuing to violate the ESA and its 

implementing regulations with respect to possessing Lolita, whom the Seaquarium  has 

unlawfully “taken;” 

e. Order Seaquarium to forfeit possession of Lolita and order her transferred 

to a sea pen, in accordance with an established rehabilitation and retirement plan, 

where she would have the opportunity to behave naturally in an environmentally 

stimulating setting that prevents her from being further “taken;” 

f. Award Plaintiffs their reasonable attorneys’ and expert fees and costs for 

this action; and 

g. Grant such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Date: July 20, 2015   Respectfully submitted,  
 

/s/ Paul J. Schwiep__________________ 
Paul J. Schwiep, Fla. Bar No. 823244 
Coffey Burlington, P.L. 
2601 South Bayshore Dr., PH! 
Miami, FL 33133 
Telephone: (305) 858-2900 
Facsimile: (305) 858-5261 
pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com  
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/s/ Jared Goodman________________ 
Jared Goodman (pro hac vice application 
forthcoming) 
PETA Foundation 
1536 16th St. NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Telephone: (202) 540-2204 
Facsimile: (202) 540-2208 
JaredG@petaf.org  
 
/s/ Matthew Strugar ________________ 
Matthew Strugar (pro hac vice application 
forthcoming) 
PETA Foundation 
2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
Telephone: (323) 210-2263 
Facsimile: (202) 540-2208 
Matthew-S@petaf.org   
 
/s/ Matthew Liebman ________________ 
Matthew Liebman (pro hac vice application 
forthcoming) 
Animal Legal Defense Fund  
170 E. Cotati Ave. 
Cotati, CA 94931 
Telephone: (707) 795-2533 
Facsimile: (707) 795-7280 
MLiebman@aldf.org  
 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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May 11, 2015 
 
Via E-mail, First Class and Certified Mail Return Receipt Requested 
 

Arthur Hertz, General Manager 
Miami Seaquarium 
4400 Rickenbacker Cswy. 
Key Biscayne, FL 33149 
ahertz@msq.cc  
 
Penny Pritzker 
Secretary of Commerce 
1401 Constitution Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20230 
thesec@doc.gov  
 
Eileen Sobeck 
Assistant Administrator for Fisheries 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
1315 East-West Hwy. 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 
eileen.sobeck@noaa.gov  
 
Re: Notice of Intent to File Citizen Suit Pursuant to the Endangered 

Species Act 
 
The purpose of this letter is to notify the owners and operators of Miami 
Seaquarium (“Seaquarium”), located at 4400 Rickenbacker Causeway, Key 
Biscayne, Florida,  33149, that People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. 
(PETA), the Animal Legal Defense Fund, Orca Network, Howard Garrett, and 
Karen Hanson Ellick intend to file suit against Seaquarium in federal district court 
pursuant to 16 U.S.C § 1540(g)(1)(A) of the federal Endangered Species Act 
(ESA) for chronic and ongoing violations of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a). This 
letter is being provided to you pursuant to the 60-day notice requirement of 
16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(2)(C). 
 
Specifically, these organizations and individuals intend to file suit under the ESA 
against Seaquarium due to Seaquarium’s ongoing take of the orca known as 
Lolita, the lone surviving captive member of the Southern Resident killer whale 
(SRKW) Distinct Population Segment (DPS). The SRKW DPS is listed as 
endangered under the ESA, 50 C.F.R. § 224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 (Nov. 18, 
2005), and Lolita is specifically included in the listed SRKW DPS, see 80 Fed. 
Reg.7380 (Feb. 10, 2015) (amending the regulatory language of the ESA listing to 
remove the exclusion for captive whales from the SRKW DPS).  
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In their natural habitat, members of the SRKW DPS are far-ranging, deep-diving, and exhibit 
strong and long-lasting social bonds in complex societies with unique genetic and acoustic 
characteristics. At Seaquarium, Lolita—who is approximately 20 feet long and weighs 7,500 
pounds—is confined to a small, shallow, and barren concrete tank, without protection from the 
hot sun, and without an orca companion. For more than 40 years, she has been unable to swim 
any meaningful distance, dive, forage, or carry out virtually any natural behaviors, and is forced 
to spend the majority of her life at, or just below, the surface of the water.  
 
According to renowned orca experts, these conditions result in a “stunning level of deprivation” 
and cause Lolita to suffer. By holding Lolita in inadequate conditions and subjecting her to 
inhumane treatment, Seaquarium has violated, and continues to violate, Section 9 of the ESA, 
16 U.S.C. § 1538(a), and its corresponding regulations, 50 C.F.R. §§ 17.40(B)(i)–(ii), which 
unequivocally prohibit the “take” of members of the SRKW DPS, and include prohibitions on 
harassment1 and harm.2 
 
While “generally accepted” husbandry practices that meet Animal Welfare Act (AWA) 
requirements are exempt from the regulatory definition of “harass” under the ESA, id. § 17.3—
the regulatory definition of “harm” does not contain any similar exemption—Seaquarium has 
failed to provide Lolita with the minimum space, shelter, and social housing mandated by even 
the minimum standards of the AWA. See 9 C.F.R. §§ 3.104(a), 3.103(b), 3.109.  Indeed, even if 
the conditions in which Lolita is confined were AWA-compliant—which they certainly are not—
these conditions are not “generally accepted,” and therefore would still constitute harassment and 
a prohibited “take.” Additionally, notwithstanding this regulatory exemption, “maintaining 
animals in inadequate, unsafe or unsanitary conditions, physical mistreatment, and the like 
constitute harassment,” and the ESA “continues to afford protection to listed species that are not 
being treated in a humane manner.” Captive-Bred Wildlife Regulation, 63 Fed. Reg. 48634, 
48638 (Sept. 11, 1998). 
 
Seaquarium confines Lolita to a woefully inadequate tank.  
 
Orcas are among the fastest animals in the ocean, swim up to nearly 100 miles per day, and 
regularly dive many hundreds of feet beneath the ocean’s surface. At Seaquarium, Lolita is kept 
in a tank that measures 80 feet by 60 feet, has a large concrete obstruction in the center, and is 
only 20 feet deep at its deepest point. The tank holds approximately .0008% of the minimum 
volume of water that an orca traverses daily in nature. Even assuming the gates on either side of 
the concrete platform were open to allow her to swim the entire circumference of the tank, she 
would have to do so more than 2,300 times in a single day to approximate the distance she may 
have swam in that time in the wild. 
 
According to leading orca researcher Dr. Ingrid Visser, the concrete platform in the center of the 
tank requires Lolita “to make continual and substantial corrective adjustments to her normal 
movements and behaviours in order to avoid colliding with the platform and walls. She is 

                                                 
1 “Harass” is defined by regulation as “an intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of 
injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which 
include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3.  
2 “‘Harm’ . . . means an act which actually kills or injures wildlife.” Id. 
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completely unable to turn about and swim freely . . . .” Dr. Ingrid Visser, Comments to NOAA–
NMFS–2013–0056, at 4 (March 28, 2014) [hereinafter Visser Comments]. Dr. Visser added that 
the tank does not provide Lolita with appropriate space “to allow her to engage in normal 
behaviours or exercise,” id. “nor address any aspect at all of the ecosystem she has been taken 
from, nor provide her with any features in the tank that would approximate such an ecosystem,” 
id. at 5. Dr. Visser concluded that, “[i]n essence, [Lolita] is kept in a too small, featureless, 
barren tank which amounts to sensory deprivation.” Id.  
 
Small enclosures have been shown to induce stress in various species, and naturally 
wide-ranging species such as orcas show the most evidence of stress and psychological 
dysfunction in captivity. Ros Clubb & Georgia Mason, Animal Welfare: Captivity Effects on 
Wide-Ranging Carnivores, 425 NATURE 473 (2003). Captive cetaceans tend to exhibit  abnormal 
behaviors when space is limited; they cannot engage in behavior it is highly motivated to 
perform, such as searching or hunting for food, seeking social interaction, or trying to escape; 
and when they are kept alone, deprived of stimulus diversity, or are subject to environmental 
stress. Laurence Couquiaud, Special Issue: Survey of Cetaceans in Captive Care, 31(3) Aquatic 
Mammals 279, 297 (2005); Françoise Wemelsfelder, Animal Boredom: Understanding the 
Tedium of Confined Lives, in MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING IN ANIMALS (Franklin D. 
MacMillan ed. 2005), at 85. Specifically, “[c]aptivity of orcas in small tanks is also known to 
induce physical and psychological manifestations of stress,” such as Lolita’s stereotypic bobbing 
and logging behaviors observed by Dr. Visser at Seaquarium. Visser Comments, at 2-3. 
Similarly, according renowned cetacean cognition expert Dr. Lori Marino: “This low level of 
physical activity is gravely inadequate for such a large and sophisticated apex predator, and the 
small size of Lolita’s . . . tank and lack of opportunities for exercise undoubtedly harm Lolita.” 
Dr. Lori Marino, Comments to NOAA–NMFS–2013–0056, at 4 (March 28, 2014) [hereinafter 
Marino Comments]. Seaquarium’s practice of confining Lolita to this unlawfully small tank 
constitutes a take in violation of the ESA. 
 
Seaquarium fails to provide Lolita with protection from the sun. 
 
All cetaceans have extremely delicate skin that is susceptible to sunburn and other damage. In 
the wild, orcas spend the majority (up to 95 percent) of their lives submerged at depths where 
potential damage from ultraviolet radiation is minimized due to refraction and filtration. Visser 
Comments, at 7. 
 
In captivity, orcas typically lie at the surface of the tank while sleeping and spend extended times 
at the surface. At Seaquarium, Dr. Visser observed Lolita logging and bobbing at the surface of 
the water for extended periods. Seaquarium provides no opportunity for Lolita to shield herself 
from direct sunlight during the most intense heat of the day, when the sun is highest, strongest, 
and no shadows are cast in the tank. Moreover, because the tank is only 20 feet deep at its 
deepest point, Lolita is denied the opportunity to dive to protect herself from ultraviolet rays. 
Indeed, Lolita was reported by a former caretaker to have often suffered sunburn at Seaquarium, 
causing her skin to crack and bleed. Seaquarium’s failure to provide Lolita with protection from 
the sun constitutes a take in violation of the ESA. 
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Seaquarium isolates Lolita from any other member of her species. 
 
It is well-established that the SRKWs are highly social in the wild. Long-term studies of wild 
orcas have shown that most populations live in stable social groups with strong and long-term 
associations and some individuals, such as mothers and sons, stay together for life. E.g., Luke 
Rendell & Hal Whitehead, Culture in Whales and Dolphins, 24 Behav. & Brain Sci. 309, 314 
(2001); Robin W. Baird & Hal Whitehead, Social Organization of Mammal-Eating Killer 
Whales: Group Stability and Dispersal Patterns, 78 Can. J. of Zoology 2096 (2000). In resident 
orca populations of the Pacific Northwest, including the SRKWs, orcas live in “highly stable 
matrilineal pods averaging 12 animals” and “there is no known case of individuals changing 
pods.” Rendell & Whitehead, supra, at 314 (citations omitted). In fact, these close relationships 
are so crucial that even adult offspring of a post-reproductive orca mother have been shown to 
have a significantly increased mortality risk in the year after their mother’s death. Emma A. 
Foster et al., Adaptive Prolonged Postreproductive Life Span in Killer Whales, 337 Sci. 1313 
(2012). 
 
Resident pods also have distinctive sets of discrete call types known as dialects that are passed 
down through vocal learning—i.e., the dialect is learned by calves through contact with their 
mothers and other pod members. Rendell & Whitehead, supra, at 314 (citations omitted). Indeed, 
in one well-studied population, family-specific call types dramatically increase in the days 
following a birth, which “supports the idea that discrete calls in orcas indeed function as family 
badges and suggests that the family may actively enhance vocal learning of a signal that is 
crucial for recognizing and maintaining contact with the family.” Brigitte M. Weiss et al., Vocal 
Behavior of Resident Killer Whale Matrilines with Newborn Calves: The Role of Family 
Signatures, 119(1) J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 627, 634 (2006). These dialects “are maintained despite 
extensive associations between pods,” and some calls are shared between pods, “suggesting 
another level of population structure” and further evidencing the importance of communication 
and culture to their complex society. Rendell & Whitehead, supra, at 314. Indeed, “It is highly 
abnormal for orca to be solitary in the wild.” Visser Comments, at 5. 
 
Despite being a member of a highly social endangered population, Lolita has been confined 
without another orca to provide her with the interaction and stimulation fundamental to her 
physical, social, and psychological well-being since 1980, when her tankmate Hugo—a SRKW 
captured in 1968 in the waters of Washington State—died. Dr. Visser writes that this virtual 
“isolation deprives her of the basic standard of engaging in any social context,” which is 
“paramount to ensure her psychological welfare.” Visser Comments, at 5-6. As Dr. Marino 
notes, the orca brain evolved to analyze complex social input and Lolita’s conditions, “when 
compared with the complex lives and needs of wild orcas, reveals the stunning level of 
deprivation and harm that [she] continues to bear.” Marino Comments, at 4. Seaquarium’s 
isolation of Lolita from any other member of her species constitutes a take in violation of the 
ESA. 
 

* * * 
 
Please be advised that the conditions set forth herein violate the ESA’s prohibition on the “take” 
of Lolita. Therefore, unless the above-described violations cease immediately, the foregoing 
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organizations and individuals, at the expiration of sixty (60) days, intend to file suit against 
Seaquarium under the ESA for these violations. Pursuant to the ESA, the plaintiffs will seek an 
injunction against continued violations, including, but not limited to, requesting that the court 
order the transfer of Lolita to a sea pen in accordance with an established rehabilitation and 
retirement plan, as well as attorney’s fees and litigation costs. Any and all communication related 
to this matter should be directed to me at the address and telephone number listed below. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
 
Jared S. Goodman 
Director of Animal Law 
202-540-2204  
JaredG@petaf.org  
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

PEOPLE  FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT 
OF ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL 
DEFENSE FUND, HOWARD GARRETT, and 
ORCA NETWORK, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN 
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendants.  
 

CASE NO. 1:15-CV-22692-UU 

  
DEFENDANTS’ ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT 

FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
   
 Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC, d/b/a Palace Entertainment and d/b/a Miami 

Seaquarium (“Miami Seaquarium”), hereby submit their Answer to Plaintiffs’ Complaint for 

Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (“Complaint”) (ECF Doc. No. 1).1  The numbered paragraphs 

below correspond to the numbered paragraphs in Plaintiffs’ Complaint.  To the extent a response 

is required that is not explicitly provided herein, Miami Seaquarium denies Plaintiffs’ 

allegations.   

 In response to the allegations in Plaintiffs’ Complaint, Miami Seaquarium states as 

follows: 

1. The first sentence of ¶ 1 of the Complaint describes the nature of the Complaint 

and does not require a response except to the extent that Miami Seaquarium denies that its 

operations amount to violations of the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) and its implementing 
                                                 
1 The two named defendants are one legal entity. 
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regulations.  Miami Seaquarium denies the remainder of the paragraph’s allegations with the 

exception that Miami Seaquarium admits that Lolita is a relatively intelligent and complex 

marine mammal and is no longer housed with another orca.  Specifically, Miami Seaquarium 

denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to any relief.  Any other allegations are denied.  

2. Paragraph 2 of the Complaint states legal conclusions to which no response is 

required.  To the extent a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies Plaintiffs’ allegations. 

3. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 3 of the Complaint regarding service of the notice-of-intent-to-sue letter on 

government officers, and therefore denies them.  Miami Seaquarium admits its own receipt of the 

notice-of-intent-to-sue letter. 

4. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 4 of the Complaint. 

5. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 5 of the Complaint that allege that 

Miami Seaquarium has violated any provisions of the ESA.  The allegation of venue states a 

conclusion of law to which no response is required. 

6. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 6 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis 

7. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 7 of the Complaint. 

8. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 8 of the Complaint. 

9. In response to the allegations of ¶ 9 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium denies 

the allegations that grant of remedies in this case would allow PETA to do certain things, notes 

that PETA is free to spend its resources as it chooses, and denies any other allegations of the 

paragraph. 
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10. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 10 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

11. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 11 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that 

basis.  The allegations of the other sentences are denied, except that it is admitted that Plaintiff 

ALDF files lawsuits and administrative petitions regarding animals. 

12. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 12 of the Complaint. 

13. In response to the allegations of ¶ 13 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium denies 

the allegations that grant of remedies in this case would allow ALDF to do certain things, notes 

that ALDF is free to spend its resources as it chooses, and denies any other allegations of the 

paragraph. 

14. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 14 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

15. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 15 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis, except that 

Miami Seaquarium denies on knowledge all allegations that Miami Seaquarium’s care for Lolita 

is unlawful or inhumane, or that Miami Seaquarium perpetuates any misconception or false 

impression about her treatment and care. 

16. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 16 of the Complaint. 

17. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 17 of the Complaint. 

18. In response to the allegations of ¶ 18 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium denies 

the allegations that grant of remedies in this case would allow ORCA Network to do certain 
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things, notes that ORCA Network is free to spend its resources as it chooses, and denies any 

other allegations of the paragraph. 

19. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 19 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

20. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 20 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that 

basis, except that Miami Seaquarium denies on knowledge the allegation regarding Lolita’s 

“plight.”  The allegations of the second, third and fourth sentences are denied.   Regarding the 

allegations of the fifth sentence Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the 

truth or falsity of the allegations, and denies the allegation on that basis. 

21. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 21 that Mr. Garrett has submitted 

materials to the federal government and on at least one occasion to Miami Seaquarium.  Miami 

Seaquarium admits on information and belief that Mr. Garrett discusses Lolita on social media. 

Miami Seaquarium denies all other allegations of the paragraph. 

22. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 22 of the Complaint. 

23. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 23 of the Complaint that it engages 

in unlawful activities regarding Lolita and admits that Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Palace 

Entertainment owns and operates Miami Seaquarium. 

24. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 24 of the Complaint that it engages 

in unlawful activities regarding Lolita and admits that Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Palace 

Entertainment owns and operates Miami Seaquarium 

25. The allegations of ¶ 25 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  
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To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.     

26. The allegations of ¶ 26 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

27. The allegations of ¶ 27 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.  Plaintiffs’ selective quotation of definitions from 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 is particularly 

incomplete because Plaintiffs omit portions that address care for captive members of endangered 

species. 

28. The allegations of ¶ 28 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

29. The allegations of ¶ 29 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 
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paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

30. The allegations of ¶ 30 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

31. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 31 of the Complaint that it exhibits 

animals and charges for admission.  Miami Seaquarium further states that some of the animal 

exhibits include interaction of animals with customers and some provide for feeding of animals 

by customers, but that Lolita’s exhibit is not one of those exhibits.  All other allegations are 

denied. 

32. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 32 of the Complaint except that 

Miami Seaquarium admits that Lolita is the only orca currently at Miami Seaquarium and admits 

that Lolita is the only living captive orca found by the National Marine Fisheries Service 

(“NMFS”) to have originated from the Southern Resident Killer Whale population.  Further 

answering, Miami Seaquarium states that NMFS found Lolita to have originated from the 

Southern Resident population in a rulemaking proceeding rather than in an adjudication, and 

Miami Seaquarium does not concede that Lolita is of Southern Resident origin.  See Final Rule, 

80 Fed. Reg. 7380 (Feb. 15, 2015) (“Final Rule”).  Orcas as a species are not listed as 

endangered, and the only population of orcas that is listed as endangered is the Southern 

Residents.  All other allegations of the paragraph are denied. 
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33. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 33 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis, with the 

exception that Miami Seaquarium admits that Lolita was captured off the coast of Washington 

State in 1970 when she was approximately five years old, has been housed at Miami Seaquarium 

since 1970, and is now the only orca housed at the Miami Seaquarium.  See the response above 

to ¶ 32 of the Complaint for more information regarding Lolita’s origins.  All other allegations of 

the paragraph are denied. 

34. The allegations of ¶ 34 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required, except that the allegation that NMFS in the Final Rule concluded that Lolita 

most likely originated from the Southern Resident population is admitted, as is the allegation that 

Plaintiffs filed a petition leading up to the Final Rule.  See the response above to ¶¶ 32 and 33 of 

the Complaint for more information.  

35. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 35 of the 

Complaint.  The population number stated may be approximately correct, but the allegation of 

“most endangered” status is inaccurate and misleading.  Miami Seaquarium denies the 

allegations of the second sentence of ¶ 35.  Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to 

determine the truth or falsity of the allegations of the third sentence of ¶ 35, and therefore denies 

them on that basis.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium notes that Southern Resident Killer 

Whales are listed under the ESA as a “distinct population segment” and not as a “species.”  The 

species as a whole (i.e., orcinus orca) is not endangered or threatened and is not listed as such.  

36. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 36 of the Complaint and notes that 

the species mentioned on the website (orcinus orca) is not listed as endangered or threatened 

under the ESA, and therefore the information provided on its website is accurate.  See response 
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above to ¶ 32 of the Complaint for information regarding the very recent decision by NMFS to 

include Lolita within the endangered listing of one of the many populations of orcinus orca, the 

Southern Residents.  

37. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegation in ¶ 37 of the Complaint that its actions 

in caring for Lolita amount to “take,” and denies the implications that its actions in caring for 

Lolita require a NMFS permit.  As such, Miami Seaquarium admits the allegation in ¶ 37 of the 

Complaint that it does not possess a NMFS permit. 

38. Miami Seaquarium admits on information and belief the allegation in ¶ 38 that 

orcas are far-ranging, but denies the implication that these activities are necessary components of 

an orca’s well-being.  Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or 

falsity of the remainder of the allegations of ¶ 38 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on 

that basis. 

39. Miami Seaquarium admits on information and belief the allegation in ¶ 39 that 

orcas are relatively intelligent mammals.  Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to 

determine the truth or falsity of the remainder of the allegations of ¶ 39 of the Complaint and 

therefore denies them on that basis. 

40. In response to the allegations of ¶ 40 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium admits 

that Lolita is 20 foot long and states that the 7500 pound weight measurement is an extrapolation 

from morphometric measurements.  Further answering, her weight varies.  Miami Seaquarium 

further admits Lolita is the only orca currently housed at Miami Seaquarium.  All other 

allegations of ¶ 40 of the Complaint are denied. 

41. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 41 of the Complaint.  See the 

response below to the allegations of ¶ 45 of the Complaint, where Miami Seaquarium cites 
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findings by the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (“APHIS”), the agency responsible 

for enforcing compliance with the Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”), that the pool size is adequate. 

42. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of the first and second sentences of ¶ 42 of the Complaint and therefore denies 

them on that basis.  With respect to the third sentence of ¶ 42 of the Complaint, Miami 

Seaquarium admits that Lolita’s main pool is oblong with a long axis of 80 feet and a short axis 

of 60 feet (as measured by APHIS).  Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the fourth and 

fifth sentences of ¶ 42 of the Complaint.  Although Miami Seaquarium admits that there is a thin 

slightly-curved crescent-shaped island in the pool that serves as a workspace for Miami 

Seaquarium personnel, Lolita generally has free range of the area beside and behind the island.   

Miami Seaquarium admits the allegation in the last sentence of ¶ 42 of the Complaint that the 

pool measures 20 feet at its deepest point.  

43. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 43 of the Complaint. 

44. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 44 of the Complaint. 

45. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 45 of the Complaint.  Further 

answering, Miami Seaquarium states that, contrary to the Plaintiff’s allegations, APHIS has 

repeatedly found that Lolita’s pool complies with the pool size requirement for orcas under the 

AWA and 9 C.F.R. § 3.104.  (“[O]ur agency has re-evaluated the measurements.  Based on this 

re-assessment, we gave determined that the pool meets the AWA space requirements for marine 

mammals.”).2  (“Our agency has recently reevaluated the size of Lolita’s pool.  Based on this 

reassessment, we have determined that the pool meets the AWA space requirements for marine 
                                                 
2 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011). 
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mammals.  The requirements for the Minimum Horizontal Dimension in Section 3.104, do not 

preclude a partial obstruction such as the concrete structure in Lolita’s pool and the pool exceeds 

the minimum requirements in all required directions.”).3 

46. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 46 of the Complaint. 

47. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 47 of the Complaint.  Further 

answering, APHIS inspections confirm that Lolita has adequate protection from the sun.   

(“Animal enclosures have adequate shade… shade and protection from weather is provided by 

the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool, and based on the facility’s inspection history, Lolita has 

none of the skin and eye lesions associated with inadequate shade.”).4 

48. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 48 of the Complaint as overbroad. 

49. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 49 of the 

Complaint because it lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of the 

allegations.  Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the second sentence of ¶ 49 of the 

Complaint. 

50. Miami Seaquarium admits and denies in part the allegations of the first sentence 

of ¶ 50 of the Complaint.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium states that there are no shade 

structures positioned directly over Lolita’s pool, but denies that this prevents adequate shade 

from being provided through the stadium structure, pool walls, and other means.  Not only have 

APHIS reports found that the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool provides adequate shade, 

APHIS veterinarians state that pool shade cloth can be harmful to a whale’s health.  (“Animal 
                                                 
3 Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal 
Care to Katherine Meyer (Mar. 28, 2012). 
4 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011). 
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enclosures have adequate shade … Shade cloth is not a desirable option for dolphins and whales, 

since it can lead to pathogen buildup that could compromise their health.  However, shade and 

protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool…”).5  Miami 

Seaquarium denies the allegations of the second sentence ¶ 50 of the Complaint. 

51. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 51 of the Complaint, except that it 

admits the pool is 20 feet deep as measured by APHIS.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium 

states that APHIS has found that the pool depth provides Lolita with adequate opportunity to 

protect herself from the sun.  (“The majority of the pool is 20 feet deep, more than adequate to 

provide protection by submerging.  There was no evidence of solar damage to the skin or active 

issues with the eyes.”).6 

52. Miami Seaquarium understands that the allegations of ¶ 52 of the Complaint 

relate to a report to Plaintiffs from a former caretaker of Lolita who worked at Miami 

Seaquarium during the years 1970 through 1973 regarding events that occurred during those 

years.  Given the passage of so many years and changes in personnel, Miami Seaquarium 

presently lacks sufficient information to determine whether these allegations from more than 40 

years ago are true or false, and therefore denies them.  Miami Seaquarium denies on the basis of 

knowledge any implications that Lolita’s skin is now sunburnt or damaged from sun.  APHIS 

reports confirm that Lolita’s skin condition does not show signs of sun damage.  (“Lolita has 

                                                 
5 Id. 
6 Memorandum from Dr. Mary Moore to Dr. Greg Gaj (Apr. 25, 2011). 
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none of the skin and eye lesions associated with inadequate shade.”).7  (“Her skin is smooth and 

glistening, and her eyes are bright.”).8 

53. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 53 of the Complaint. 

54. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 54 of the Complaint that Lolita’s 

pool is surrounded by covered stadium seating that does not extend vertically over Lolita’s pool, 

but denies that this prevents the covered stadium seating from shading the pool.  APHIS 

inspectors confirm that the shading of the stadium seating, although it does not physically extend 

over the pool, does indeed provide Lolita’s pool with adequate shade.  (“Animal enclosures have 

adequate shade … shade and protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around 

Lolita’s pool …”).9  Any other allegations of ¶ 54 are denied. 

55. Miami Seaquarium denies any allegations of ¶ 55 of the Complaint that relate to 

Lolita, including the allegation implying that sunscreen is needed and used.  To the extent that ¶ 

55 contains statements about wild marine animals generally, the allegations are denied as 

overbroad. 

56. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 56 of the Complaint.  APHIS has 

repeatedly found that Miami Seaquarium provides Lolita with adequate protection from the sun 

as required by 9 C.F.R. § 3.103(b).  (“Animal enclosures have adequate shade … shade and 

                                                 
7 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011). 
8 Report of Site Visit to Miami Seaquarium, prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDA Marine 
Mammal Advisor, attachment from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert E. Rose (Dec. 23, 2004). 
9 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011). 
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protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool …”).10  (“The 

majority of the pool is 20 feet deep, more than adequate to provide protection by submerging.  

There was no evidence of solar damage to the skin or active issues with the eyes.”).11  (“Shade 

and protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool.  Lolita has 

none of the skin and eye lesions association with inadequate shade.”).12 

57. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 57 of the Complaint.  Further 

answering, Miami Seaquarium does not “isolate” Lolita.  Lolita resided with another orca (Hugo) 

who died in 1980.    

58. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 58 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

59. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 59 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

60. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 60 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

61. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 61 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

62. The allegations of ¶ 62 of the Complaint are denied, except that it admitted that 

NMFS found Lolita to be of Southern Resident origin in the rulemaking proceeding discussed in 

the response above to ¶ 32 of the Complaint.   

                                                 
10 Id. 
11 Memorandum from Dr. Mary Moore to Dr. Greg Gaj (Apr. 25, 2011). 
12 Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal 
Care to Katherine Meyer (Mar. 28, 2012). 
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63. In response to the allegations of ¶ 63 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium admits 

that Lolita has not been housed with another orca since 1980 when Hugo died.  Allegations 

regarding Hugo’s origins are denied based on lack of information to determine truth or falsity.  

All other allegations of the paragraph are denied.   

64. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 64 of the Complaint.  

65. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegation of ¶ 65 of the Complaint that Lolita would not interact with Pacific white-sided 

dolphins in the wild and therefore denies it on that basis.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium 

houses Lolita with an appropriate numbers of dolphins.  APHIS reports confirm that Lolita 

appears to be compatible with her dolphin companions, and that the dolphins do not cause her 

stress.  (“The whale is presently housed with a single male Pacific white-sided dolphin… The 

two animals appeared to be compatible… [Lolita] is a healthy animal with few stress factors in 

her life.  Her lymphocyte count is impressive for an animal her age, and again, shows this animal 

is well adjusted and stress-free.”).13  All other allegations of ¶ 65 of the Complaint are denied.  

66. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 66 of the Complaint that 

Seaquarium violates the AWA social housing standard, 9 C.F.R. § 3.109.  Specifically, APHIS 

has repeatedly found that Miami Seaquarium meets the social housing standards for Lolita set 

forth in 9 C.F.R. § 3.109 by housing her with white-sided dolphins.  (“Miami Seaquarium also 

meets the AWA regulations requiring that social marine mammals, such as orcas, be housed with 

at least one compatible animal of the same or biologically related species.  Lolita has shared her 

tank for many years with Pacific white-sided dolphins that are, like Lolita, cetacean 

                                                 
13 Report of Site Visit to Miami Seaquarium, prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDA Marine 
Mammal Advisor, attachment from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert E. Rose (Dec. 23, 2004). 
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mammals.”).14  (“Miami Seaquarium meets Section 3.109 of the AWA regulations requiring that 

social marine mammals, such as orcas, be housed with at least one compatible animal of the 

same or biologically related species.  Lolita has shared her tank for many years with Pacific 

white-sided dolphins that are, like Lolita, cetacean mammals and therefore a biologically related 

species.”).15 

67. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 67 of the Complaint. 

68. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 68 of the Complaint.   

69. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 69 of the Complaint. 

70. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 70 of the Complaint.   

71. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 71 of the Complaint.   

72. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 72 of the Complaint.  Contrary to 

Plaintiffs’ allegations that Lolita should be moved to a different or larger facility, APHIS reports 

indicate that any significant changes to Lolita’s environment could cause her harm.  (“It is 

important to note that anthropomorphically one might like to see this animal in larger quarters, it 

must also be considered that these animals are creatures of habit, and may respond adversely to 

changes to their environment.  A larger pool might enrich this animal’s life, however it could as 

easily cause undue stress to move her to an entirely new environment at her age.  This decision 

                                                 
14 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011). 
15 Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal 
Care to Katherine Meyer (Mar. 28, 2012). 
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should be left to the husbandry, veterinary, and curatorial staff at the Miami Seaquarium, who 

know this animal best, as to what situation might be optimal for this whale.”).16 

RESPONSE TO CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 
 

 Plaintiffs’ “Claims for Relief” numbered “a,” “b,” “c,” “d,” “e,” “f,”, and “g” state the 

relief sought by Plaintiffs in this action, and no response is required.  To the extent a response is 

required, Seaquarium denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief they seek.  With 

respect to the claim for injunctive relief, Plaintiffs have not shown satisfaction of any of the 

elements necessary to obtain injunctive relief in an ESA “take” case.  Plaintiffs have failed to 

establish liability, irreparable harm, that the balancing of the private interests favors issuing an 

injunction, or that the public interest favors issuing an injunction.  In particular, it would be 

contrary to the public interest to order that Lolita be moved from a facility where she has thrived 

for 45 years.    

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

 Without taking the burden of proof on an issue on which that burden properly rests on 

Plaintiffs, Miami Seaquarium states that the following matters bar some or all of Plaintiffs’ 

claims: 

 1. Plaintiffs have not stated a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

 2. Plaintiffs lack standing to sue. 

 3.      Miami Seaquarium is in compliance with the requirements of the ESA.  In addition, 

the lawsuit improperly seeks to hold Miami Seaquarium liable for the results of actions occurring 

before the effective date (May 15, 2015) of the Final Rule expanding the 2005 endangered listing 

                                                 
16 Report of Site Visit to Miami Seaquarium, prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDA Marine 
Mammal Advisor, attachment from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert E. Rose (Dec. 23, 2004). 
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of wild Southern Resident Killer Whales to include captive Southern Residents.  See 80 Fed. 

Reg. 7380.  Miami Seaquarium reasonably relied on the laws in effect from 1970 through May 

15, 2015 in developing and executing a plan for the care of Lolita during that 45 year time 

period.  Indeed, Miami Seaquarium’s care for Lolita started in 1970, before the Endangered 

Species Act was enacted in 1973.  It would be unjust and unreasonable, as well as contrary to 

Lolita’s best interest, for a court to order substantial changes to that successful care plan now.    

 4. Depending on the issue, portions of the lawsuit may be barred under principles of 

res judicata or collateral estoppel, based on the results of prior litigation filed by Plaintiffs.  

         WHEREFORE, Miami Seaquarium respectfully requests that the Court: 

1. Deny Plaintiffs’ Complaint and enter judgment in favor of Miami Seaquarium; 

2. Award Miami Seaquarium its attorneys’ fees and costs of litigation; and 

3. Grant Miami Seaquarium such other and further relief as is just and proper. 

 
Dated: August 28, 2015   Respectfully submitted, 

 
s/Michael G. Murphy     
Michael G. Murphy, Esq. 
Fla. Bar No. 139890 
murphymg@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
450 South Orange Ave., Suite 650 
Orlando, FL  32801      
Telephone: (407) 420-1000 

 
Jennifer B. Moore, Esq. 
(Pro hac vice) 
moorej@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
Terminus 200 
3333 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 2500 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Telephone: (678) 553-2100 

James H. Lister, Esq. 
(Pro hac vice) 
jlister@dc.bhb.com  
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C. 
1156 15th Street, NW, Suite 1020 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Telephone: (202) 659-5800 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I certify on August 28, 2015, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the 
Court using CM/ECF. I certify this document is being served this day on counsel: Paul J. 
Schwiep, Esq., Coffey Burlington, P.L., 2601 South Bayshore Drive, PH, Miami, FL 33133, 
pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com; Jared Goodman, Esq., PETA Foundation, 1536 16th Street 
NW, Washington, DC 20036, jaredG@petaf.org; Matthew Strugar, Esq., PETA Foundation, 
2154 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90026, Matthew-S@petaf.org; Matthew Liebman, 
Esq., Animal Legal Defense Fund, 170 E. Cotati Avenue, Cotati, CA 94931, 
MLiebman@aldf.org, Counsel for Plaintiffs via transmission generated by CM/ECF.  
 

s/Michael G. Murphy      
Michael G. Murphy 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

PEOPLE  FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT 
OF ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL 
DEFENSE FUND, HOWARD GARRETT, and 
ORCA NETWORK, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN 
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendants.  
 

CASE NO. 1:15-CV-22692-UU 

  
DEFENDANTS’ AMENDED ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT 

FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
   
 Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC, d/b/a Palace Entertainment and d/b/a Miami 

Seaquarium (“Miami Seaquarium”), hereby submit the following Amended Answer to Plaintiffs’ 

Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (“Complaint”) (ECF Doc. No. 1).1  This 

Amended Answer is filed as of right pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(a)(1)(A), 

and it amends Miami Seaquarium’s Original Answer filed on August 28, 2015 (ECF Doc. No. 

18).  For the convenience of the Court, there are no deletions from the Original Answer, and any 

additions to the Original Answer are bolded and italicized. 

 The numbered paragraphs below correspond to the numbered paragraphs in Plaintiffs’ 

Complaint.  To the extent a response is required that is not explicitly provided herein, Miami 

Seaquarium denies Plaintiffs’ allegations.   

                                                 
1 The two named defendants are one legal entity. 
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 In response to the allegations in Plaintiffs’ Complaint, Miami Seaquarium states as 

follows: 

1. The first sentence of ¶ 1 of the Complaint describes the nature of the Complaint 

and does not require a response except to the extent that Miami Seaquarium denies that its 

operations amount to violations of the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) and its implementing 

regulations.  Miami Seaquarium denies the remainder of the paragraph’s allegations with the 

exception that Miami Seaquarium admits that Lolita is a relatively intelligent and complex 

marine mammal and is no longer housed with another orca.  Specifically, Miami Seaquarium 

denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to any relief.  Any other allegations are denied.  

2. Paragraph 2 of the Complaint states legal conclusions to which no response is 

required.  To the extent a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies Plaintiffs’ allegations. 

3. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 3 of the Complaint regarding service of the notice-of-intent-to-sue letter on 

government officers, and therefore denies them.  Miami Seaquarium admits its own receipt of the 

notice-of-intent-to-sue letter. 

4. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 4 of the Complaint. 

5. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 5 of the Complaint that allege that 

Miami Seaquarium has violated any provisions of the ESA.  The allegation of venue states a 

conclusion of law to which no response is required. 

6. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 6 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis 

7. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 7 of the Complaint. 

8. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 8 of the Complaint. 
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9. In response to the allegations of ¶ 9 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium denies 

the allegations that grant of remedies in this case would allow PETA to do certain things, notes 

that PETA is free to spend its resources as it chooses, and denies any other allegations of the 

paragraph. 

10. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 10 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

11. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 11 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that 

basis.  The allegations of the other sentences are denied, except that it is admitted that Plaintiff 

ALDF files lawsuits and administrative petitions regarding animals. 

12. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 12 of the Complaint. 

13. In response to the allegations of ¶ 13 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium denies 

the allegations that grant of remedies in this case would allow ALDF to do certain things, notes 

that ALDF is free to spend its resources as it chooses, and denies any other allegations of the 

paragraph. 

14. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 14 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

15. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 15 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis, except that 

Miami Seaquarium denies on knowledge all allegations that Miami Seaquarium’s care for Lolita 

is unlawful or inhumane, or that Miami Seaquarium perpetuates any misconception or false 

impression about her treatment and care. 

16. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 16 of the Complaint. 
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17. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 17 of the Complaint. 

18. In response to the allegations of ¶ 18 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium denies 

the allegations that grant of remedies in this case would allow ORCA Network to do certain 

things, notes that ORCA Network is free to spend its resources as it chooses, and denies any 

other allegations of the paragraph. 

19. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 19 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

20. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 20 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that 

basis, except that Miami Seaquarium denies on knowledge the allegation regarding Lolita’s 

“plight.”  The allegations of the second, third and fourth sentences are denied.  Regarding the 

allegations of the fifth sentence Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the 

truth or falsity of the allegations, and denies the allegation on that basis. 

21. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 21 that Mr. Garrett has submitted 

materials to the federal government and on at least one occasion to Miami Seaquarium.  Miami 

Seaquarium admits on information and belief that Mr. Garrett discusses Lolita on social media. 

Miami Seaquarium denies all other allegations of the paragraph. 

22. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 22 of the Complaint. 

23. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 23 of the Complaint that it engages 

in unlawful activities regarding Lolita and admits that Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Palace 

Entertainment owns and operates Miami Seaquarium. 
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24. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 24 of the Complaint that it engages 

in unlawful activities regarding Lolita and admits that Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Palace 

Entertainment owns and operates Miami Seaquarium 

25. The allegations of ¶ 25 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.     

26. The allegations of ¶ 26 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

27. The allegations of ¶ 27 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.  Plaintiffs’ selective quotation of definitions from 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 is particularly 

incomplete because Plaintiffs omit portions that address care for captive members of endangered 

species. 

28. The allegations of ¶ 28 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 
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paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

29. The allegations of ¶ 29 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

30. The allegations of ¶ 30 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required and quote or paraphrase statutes and regulations that speak for themselves.  

To the extent that a response is required, Miami Seaquarium denies any portions of these 

paragraphs that do not completely and accurately quote or paraphrase the referenced statutes or 

regulations.   

31. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 31 of the Complaint that it exhibits 

animals and charges for admission.  Miami Seaquarium further states that some of the animal 

exhibits include interaction of animals with customers and some provide for feeding of animals 

by customers, but that Lolita’s exhibit is not one of those exhibits.  All other allegations are 

denied. 

32. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 32 of the Complaint except that 

Miami Seaquarium admits that Lolita is the only orca currently at Miami Seaquarium and admits 

that Lolita is the only living captive orca found by the National Marine Fisheries Service 

(“NMFS”) to have originated from the Southern Resident Killer Whale population.  Further 

answering, Miami Seaquarium states that NMFS found Lolita to have originated from the 

Southern Resident population in a rulemaking proceeding rather than in an adjudication, and 
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Miami Seaquarium does not concede that Lolita is of Southern Resident origin.  See Final Rule, 

80 Fed. Reg. 7380 (Feb. 15, 2015) (“Final Rule”); see also NOAA Fisheries (NMFS) Press 

Release, “Captive killer whale included in endangered listing” (Feb. 4, 2015) (announcing 

Final Rule) (attached as Ex. A).  Orcas as a species are not listed as endangered, and the only 

population of orcas that is listed as endangered is the Southern Residents.  All other allegations 

of the paragraph are denied. 

33. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 33 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis, with the 

exception that Miami Seaquarium admits that Lolita was captured off the coast of Washington 

State in 1970 when she was approximately five years old, has been housed at Miami Seaquarium 

since 1970, and is now the only orca housed at the Miami Seaquarium.  Miami Seaquarium 

further notes that its care for Lolita has kept her alive far longer than the median lifespan of 

wild female Southern Resident Killer Whales.2  See the response above to ¶ 32 of the Complaint 

for more information regarding Lolita’s origins.  All other allegations of the paragraph are 

denied. 

34. The allegations of ¶ 34 of the Complaint state legal conclusions to which no 

response is required, except that the allegation that NMFS in the Final Rule concluded that Lolita 

most likely originated from the Southern Resident population is admitted, as is the allegation that 

Plaintiffs filed a petition leading up to the Final Rule.  See the response above to ¶¶ 32 and 33 of 

the Complaint for more information.  

                                                 
2 See E. Ward, et al, Estimating the Impacts of Chinook Salmon Abundance and Prey 
Removal by Ocean Fishing on Southern Resident Killer Whale Population Dynamics, NOAA 
Technical Memorandum NMFS-NWFSC-123, 10 (July 2013) (finding that that female orcas 
in the wild Southern Resident population have a median lifespan of just 37.8 years) (relevant 
excerpts attached as Ex. B).   
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35. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 35 of the 

Complaint.  The population number stated may be approximately correct, but the allegation of 

“most endangered” status is inaccurate and misleading.  Miami Seaquarium denies the 

allegations of the second sentence of ¶ 35.  Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to 

determine the truth or falsity of the allegations of the third sentence of ¶ 35, and therefore denies 

them on that basis.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium notes that Southern Resident Killer 

Whales are listed under the ESA as a “distinct population segment” and not as a “species.”  The 

species as a whole (i.e., orcinus orca) is not endangered or threatened and is not listed as such.  

36. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 36 of the Complaint and notes that 

the species mentioned on the website (orcinus orca) is not listed as endangered or threatened 

under the ESA, and therefore the information provided on its website is accurate.  See response 

above to ¶ 32 of the Complaint for information regarding the very recent decision by NMFS to 

include Lolita within the endangered listing of one of the many populations of orcinus orca, the 

Southern Residents.  

37. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegation in ¶ 37 of the Complaint that its actions 

in caring for Lolita amount to “take,” and denies the implications that its actions in caring for 

Lolita require a NMFS permit.  As such, Miami Seaquarium admits the allegation in ¶ 37 of the 

Complaint that it does not possess a NMFS permit. 

38. Miami Seaquarium admits on information and belief the allegation in ¶ 38 that 

orcas are far-ranging, but denies the implication that these activities are necessary components of 

an orca’s well-being.  Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or 

falsity of the remainder of the allegations of ¶ 38 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on 

that basis. 
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39. Miami Seaquarium admits on information and belief the allegation in ¶ 39 that 

orcas are relatively intelligent mammals.  Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to 

determine the truth or falsity of the remainder of the allegations of ¶ 39 of the Complaint and 

therefore denies them on that basis. 

40. In response to the allegations of ¶ 40 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium admits 

that Lolita is 20 foot long and states that the 7500 pound weight measurement is an extrapolation 

from morphometric measurements.  Further answering, her weight varies.  Miami Seaquarium 

further admits Lolita is the only orca currently housed at Miami Seaquarium.  All other 

allegations of ¶ 40 of the Complaint are denied. 

41. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 41 of the Complaint.  See the 

response below to the allegations of ¶ 45 of the Complaint, where Miami Seaquarium cites 

findings by the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (“APHIS”), the agency responsible 

for enforcing compliance with the Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”), that the pool size is adequate. 

42. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of the first and second sentences of ¶ 42 of the Complaint and therefore denies 

them on that basis.  With respect to the third sentence of ¶ 42 of the Complaint, Miami 

Seaquarium admits that Lolita’s main pool is oblong with a long axis of 80 feet and a short axis 

of 60 feet (as measured by APHIS).  Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the fourth and 

fifth sentences of ¶ 42 of the Complaint.  Although Miami Seaquarium admits that there is a thin 

slightly-curved crescent-shaped island in the pool that serves as a workspace for Miami 

Seaquarium personnel, Lolita generally has free range of the area beside and behind the island.   

Miami Seaquarium admits the allegation in the last sentence of ¶ 42 of the Complaint that the 

pool measures 20 feet at its deepest point.  
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43. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 43 of the Complaint. 

44. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 44 of the Complaint. 

45. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 45 of the Complaint.  Further 

answering, Miami Seaquarium states that, contrary to the Plaintiff’s allegations, APHIS has 

repeatedly found that Lolita’s pool complies with the pool size requirement for orcas under the 

AWA and 9 C.F.R. § 3.104.  (“[O]ur agency has re-evaluated the measurements.  Based on this 

re-assessment, we gave determined that the pool meets the AWA space requirements for marine 

mammals.”).3  (“Our agency has recently reevaluated the size of Lolita’s pool.  Based on this 

reassessment, we have determined that the pool meets the AWA space requirements for marine 

mammals.  The requirements for the Minimum Horizontal Dimension in Section 3.104, do not 

preclude a partial obstruction such as the concrete structure in Lolita’s pool and the pool exceeds 

the minimum requirements in all required directions.”).4 

46. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 46 of the Complaint. 

47. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 47 of the Complaint.  Further 

answering, APHIS inspections confirm that Lolita has adequate protection from the sun.   

(“Animal enclosures have adequate shade… shade and protection from weather is provided by 

                                                 
3 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011) (attached as Ex. C). 
4 Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal 
Care to Katherine Meyer, Esq. (Mar. 28, 2012) (attached as Ex. D).  Letter is in response to 
February 16, 2012 letter from Ms. Meyer written on behalf of Animal Legal Defense Fund, 
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, and others. 
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the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool, and based on the facility’s inspection history, Lolita has 

none of the skin and eye lesions associated with inadequate shade.”).5 

48. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 48 of the Complaint as overbroad. 

49. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the first sentence of ¶ 49 of the 

Complaint because it lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of the 

allegations.  Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of the second sentence of ¶ 49 of the 

Complaint. 

50. Miami Seaquarium admits and denies in part the allegations of the first sentence 

of ¶ 50 of the Complaint.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium states that there are no shade 

structures positioned directly over Lolita’s pool, but denies that this prevents adequate shade 

from being provided through the stadium structure, pool walls, and other means.  Not only have 

APHIS reports found that the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool provides adequate shade, 

APHIS veterinarians state that pool shade cloth can be harmful to a whale’s health.  (“Animal 

enclosures have adequate shade … Shade cloth is not a desirable option for dolphins and whales, 

since it can lead to pathogen buildup that could compromise their health.  However, shade and 

protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool…”).6  Miami 

Seaquarium denies the allegations of the second sentence ¶ 50 of the Complaint. 

51. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 51 of the Complaint, except that it 

admits the pool is 20 feet deep as measured by APHIS.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium 

states that APHIS has found that the pool depth provides Lolita with adequate opportunity to 

protect herself from the sun.  (“The majority of the pool is 20 feet deep, more than adequate to 

                                                 
5 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011) (Ex. C). 
6 Id.  (Ex. C). 
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provide protection by submerging.  There was no evidence of solar damage to the skin or active 

issues with the eyes.”).7 

52. Miami Seaquarium understands that the allegations of ¶ 52 of the Complaint 

relate to a report to Plaintiffs from a former caretaker of Lolita who worked at Miami 

Seaquarium during the years 1970 through 1973 regarding events that occurred during those 

years.  Miami Seaquarium’s counsel has conferred with Plaintiffs’ counsel and has confirmed 

that the former caretaker referred to in ¶ 52 of the Complaint is Patricia Sykes, who was only 

employed at Miami Seaquarium from 1970 to 1973.  Miami Seaquarium has attached Ms. 

Sykes’ declaration (filed by the same Plaintiffs in another case in this Court concerning 

Lolita) containing these allegations as Exhibit F.  Given the passage of so many years and 

changes in personnel, Miami Seaquarium presently lacks sufficient information to determine 

whether these allegations from more than 40 years ago are true or false, and therefore denies 

them.  Miami Seaquarium denies on the basis of knowledge any implications that Lolita’s skin is 

now sunburnt or damaged from sun.  APHIS reports confirm that Lolita’s skin condition does not 

show signs of sun damage.  (“Lolita has none of the skin and eye lesions associated with 

inadequate shade.”).8  (“Her skin is smooth and glistening, and her eyes are bright.”).9 

53. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 53 of the Complaint. 

54. Miami Seaquarium admits the allegations of ¶ 54 of the Complaint that Lolita’s 

pool is surrounded by covered stadium seating that does not extend vertically over Lolita’s pool, 

                                                 
7 Memorandum from Dr. Mary Moore of APHIS to Dr. Greg Gaj of APHIS (Apr. 25, 2011) 
(attached as Ex. E). 
8 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011) (Ex. C). 
9 Report of Site Visit to Miami Seaquarium, prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDA Marine 
Mammal Advisor, attachment from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert E. Rose (Dec. 23, 2004) (attached 
as Ex. G). 
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but denies that this prevents the covered stadium seating from shading the pool.  APHIS 

inspectors confirm that the shading of the stadium seating, although it does not physically extend 

over the pool, does indeed provide Lolita’s pool with adequate shade.  (“Animal enclosures have 

adequate shade … shade and protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around 

Lolita’s pool …”).10  Any other allegations of ¶ 54 are denied. 

55. Miami Seaquarium denies any allegations of ¶ 55 of the Complaint that relate to 

Lolita, including the allegation implying that sunscreen is needed and used.  To the extent that ¶ 

55 contains statements about wild marine animals generally, the allegations are denied as 

overbroad. 

56. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 56 of the Complaint.  APHIS has 

repeatedly found that Miami Seaquarium provides Lolita with adequate protection from the sun 

as required by 9 C.F.R. § 3.103(b).  (“Animal enclosures have adequate shade … shade and 

protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool …”).11  (“The 

majority of the pool is 20 feet deep, more than adequate to provide protection by submerging.  

There was no evidence of solar damage to the skin or active issues with the eyes.”).12  (“Shade 

and protection from weather is provided by the stadium seating around Lolita’s pool.  Lolita has 

none of the skin and eye lesions association with inadequate shade.”).13 

                                                 
10 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011) (Ex. C). 
11 Id.  (Ex. C). 
12 Memorandum from Dr. Mary Moore of APHIS to Dr. Greg Gaj of APHIS (Apr. 25, 2011) 
(Ex. E). 
13 Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal 
Care to Katherine Meyer, Esq., attorney for ALDF, PETA, and others (Mar. 28, 2012) (Ex. D). 
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57. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 57 of the Complaint.  Further 

answering, Miami Seaquarium does not “isolate” Lolita.  Lolita resided with another orca (Hugo) 

who died in 1980.    

58. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 58 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

59. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 59 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

60. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 60 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

61. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegations of ¶ 61 of the Complaint and therefore denies them on that basis. 

62. The allegations of ¶ 62 of the Complaint are denied, except that it admitted that 

NMFS found Lolita to be of Southern Resident origin in the rulemaking proceeding discussed in 

the response above to ¶ 32 of the Complaint.   

63. In response to the allegations of ¶ 63 of the Complaint, Miami Seaquarium admits 

that Lolita has not been housed with another orca since 1980 when Hugo died.  Allegations 

regarding Hugo’s origins are denied based on lack of information to determine truth or falsity.  

All other allegations of the paragraph are denied.   

64. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 64 of the Complaint.  

65. Miami Seaquarium lacks sufficient information to determine the truth or falsity of 

the allegation of ¶ 65 of the Complaint that Lolita would not interact with Pacific white-sided 

dolphins in the wild and therefore denies it on that basis.  Further answering, Miami Seaquarium 

houses Lolita with an appropriate numbers of dolphins.  APHIS reports confirm that Lolita 
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appears to be compatible with her dolphin companions, and that the dolphins do not cause her 

stress.  (“The whale is presently housed with a single male Pacific white-sided dolphin… The 

two animals appeared to be compatible… [Lolita] is a healthy animal with few stress factors in 

her life.  Her lymphocyte count is impressive for an animal her age, and again, shows this animal 

is well adjusted and stress-free.”).14  All other allegations of ¶ 65 of the Complaint are denied.  

66. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 66 of the Complaint that 

Seaquarium violates the AWA social housing standard, 9 C.F.R. § 3.109.  Specifically, APHIS 

has repeatedly found that Miami Seaquarium meets the social housing standards for Lolita set 

forth in 9 C.F.R. § 3.109 by housing her with white-sided dolphins.  (“Miami Seaquarium also 

meets the AWA regulations requiring that social marine mammals, such as orcas, be housed with 

at least one compatible animal of the same or biologically related species.  Lolita has shared her 

tank for many years with Pacific white-sided dolphins that are, like Lolita, cetacean 

mammals.”).15  (“Miami Seaquarium meets Section 3.109 of the AWA regulations requiring that 

social marine mammals, such as orcas, be housed with at least one compatible animal of the 

same or biologically related species.  Lolita has shared her tank for many years with Pacific 

white-sided dolphins that are, like Lolita, cetacean mammals and therefore a biologically related 

species.”).16 

67. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 67 of the Complaint. 

68. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 68 of the Complaint.   

                                                 
14 Report of Site Visit to Miami Seaquarium, prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDA Marine 
Mammal Advisor, attachment from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert E. Rose (Dec. 23, 2004) (Ex. G). 
15 Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern 
Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 
and Betty Goldentyer, et al. (June 29, 2011) (Ex. C). 
16 Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal 
Care to Katherine Meyer, Esq., attorney for ALDF, PETA, and others (Mar. 28, 2012) (Ex. D). 
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69. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 69 of the Complaint. 

70. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 70 of the Complaint.   

71. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 71 of the Complaint.   

72. Miami Seaquarium denies the allegations of ¶ 72 of the Complaint.  Contrary to 

Plaintiffs’ allegations that Lolita should be moved to a different or larger facility, APHIS reports 

indicate that any significant changes to Lolita’s environment could cause her harm.  (“It is 

important to note that anthropomorphically one might like to see this animal in larger quarters, it 

must also be considered that these animals are creatures of habit, and may respond adversely to 

changes to their environment.  A larger pool might enrich this animal’s life, however it could as 

easily cause undue stress to move her to an entirely new environment at her age.  This decision 

should be left to the husbandry, veterinary, and curatorial staff at the Miami Seaquarium, who 

know this animal best, as to what situation might be optimal for this whale.”).17 

RESPONSE TO CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 
 

 Plaintiffs’ “Claims for Relief” numbered “a,” “b,” “c,” “d,” “e,” “f,”, and “g” state the 

relief sought by Plaintiffs in this action, and no response is required.  To the extent a response is 

required, Seaquarium denies that Plaintiffs are entitled to any of the relief they seek.  With 

respect to the claim for injunctive relief, Plaintiffs have not shown satisfaction of any of the 

elements necessary to obtain injunctive relief in an ESA “take” case.  Plaintiffs have failed to 

establish liability, irreparable harm, that the balancing of the private interests favors issuing an 

injunction, or that the public interest favors issuing an injunction.  In particular, it would be 

contrary to the public interest to order that Lolita be moved from a facility where she has thrived 

for 45 years.    

                                                 
17 Report of Site Visit to Miami Seaquarium, prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDA Marine 
Mammal Advisor, attachment from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert E. Rose (Dec. 23, 2004) (Ex. G). 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

 Without taking the burden of proof on an issue on which that burden properly rests on 

Plaintiffs, Miami Seaquarium states that the following matters bar some or all of Plaintiffs’ 

claims: 

 1. Plaintiffs have not stated a claim upon which relief can be granted. 

 2. Plaintiffs lack standing to sue. 

 3. Miami Seaquarium is in compliance with the requirements of the ESA.  In 

addition, the lawsuit improperly seeks to hold Miami Seaquarium liable for the results of actions 

occurring before the effective date (May 15, 2015) of the Final Rule expanding the 2005 

endangered listing of wild Southern Resident Killer Whales to include captive Southern 

Residents.  See 80 Fed. Reg. 7380.  Miami Seaquarium reasonably relied on the laws in effect 

from 1970 through May 15, 2015 in developing and executing a plan for the care of Lolita during 

that 45 year time period.  Indeed, Miami Seaquarium’s care for Lolita started in 1970, before the 

Endangered Species Act was enacted in 1973.  It would be unjust and unreasonable, as well as 

contrary to Lolita’s best interest, for a court to order substantial changes to that successful care 

plan now.    

 4. Depending on the issue, portions of the lawsuit may be barred under principles of 

res judicata or collateral estoppel, based on the results of prior litigation filed by Plaintiffs. 

 5. Issues in the case within the concurrent jurisdiction of the Court and the 

National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) may be within the primary jurisdiction of 

NMFS.   

         WHEREFORE, Miami Seaquarium respectfully requests that the Court: 

1. Deny Plaintiffs’ Complaint and enter judgment in favor of Miami Seaquarium; 
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2. Award Miami Seaquarium its attorneys’ fees and costs of litigation; and 

3. Grant Miami Seaquarium such other and further relief as is just and proper. 

 
Dated: September 18, 2015   Respectfully submitted, 

 
s/Michael G. Murphy     
Michael G. Murphy, Esq. 
Fla. Bar No. 139890 
murphymg@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
450 South Orange Ave., Suite 650 
Orlando, FL  32801      
Telephone: (407) 420-1000 

 
Jennifer B. Moore, Esq. 
(Pro hac vice) 
moorej@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
Terminus 200 
3333 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 2500 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Telephone: (678) 553-2100 

James H. Lister, Esq. 
(Pro hac vice) 
jlister@dc.bhb.com  
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C. 
1156 15th Street, NW, Suite 1020 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Telephone: (202) 659-5800 

 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I certify on September 18, 2015, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the 
Court using CM/ECF. I certify this document is being served this day on counsel: Paul J. 
Schwiep, Esq., Coffey Burlington, P.L., 2601 South Bayshore Drive, PH, Miami, FL 33133, 
pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com; Jared Goodman, Esq., PETA Foundation, 1536 16th Street 
NW, Washington, DC 20036, jaredG@petaf.org; Matthew Strugar, Esq., PETA Foundation, 
2154 W. Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90026, Matthew-S@petaf.org; Matthew Liebman, 
Esq., Animal Legal Defense Fund, 170 E. Cotati Avenue, Cotati, CA 94931, 
MLiebman@aldf.org, Counsel for Plaintiffs via transmission generated by CM/ECF.  
 

s/Michael G. Murphy      
Michael G. Murphy 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 
PEOPLE  FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT 
OF ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL 
DEFENSE FUND, HOWARD GARRETT, and 
ORCA NETWORK, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN 
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendants.  
 

CASE NO. 1:15-CV-22692-UU 

  
DEFENDANT MIAMI SEAQUARIUM’S MOTION TO DISMISS  

AND FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS AND  
INCORPORATED MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT THEREOF  

 
Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC, d/b/a Palace Entertainment and Miami Seaquarium 

(“Miami Seaquarium”) respectfully moves this Court to dismiss pursuant to Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) for lack of jurisdiction and for judgment on the pleadings pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(c) as to the following claims in the Complaint (ECF Doc. 1) 

filed by Plaintiffs People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. (“PETA”), Animal Legal 

Defense Fund (“ALDF”), Howard Garrett, and Orca Network (collectively “Plaintiffs”):   

(1) Plaintiffs’ claim for “forfeiture” of Lolita.  There is no private cause of action under the 

Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) for a citizen to sue for forfeiture of wildlife, so the 

claim does not state a claim upon which relief may be granted.  For the same reason, 

Plaintiffs have not established the redressability element of standing to sue for forfeiture.  

Dismissal of this claim is appropriate under both Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c) and 12(b)(1). 

(2) Plaintiffs’ claim that the absence of another orca in Lolita’s pool is ESA-prohibited 

“take” of Lolita.  Plaintiffs have not pleaded or established that it is “likely” rather than 

“speculative” that a judicial order would result in another orca being housed with Lolita.  

Orcas are no longer captured from the wild for U.S. aquariums, and any transfer to or 

from another aquarium would require the consent of a third party not before the Court.  
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Thus, Plaintiffs have not established the redressability element of standing to sue.  The 

Court must dismiss this claim for lack of jurisdiction under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1).   

(3) Plaintiffs’ claim that allegedly “inadequate shade” constitutes prohibited “take” of Lolita.   

Plaintiffs have not pleaded that Lolita has suffered sunburn or other actual sun-related 

injury since the ESA “endangered” listing went into effect on May 11, 2015, or at any 

time recent enough in the past to provide a basis for concluding that future actual injury is 

“imminent” and “reasonably certain.”  Plaintiffs’ allegations that there is a risk of “harm” 

(and thus “take”) occurring due to allegedly inadequate shade therefore fail to state a 

claim for relief.  Under the governing definitions, “take” by “harm” exists only if an 

actual injury occurs.  See 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19); 50 C.F.R. § 222.102.  Because no such 

actual injury is alleged, judgment on the pleadings is proper under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c).   

This motion challenges the claims identified above because they relate to threshold 

defects, making them appropriate for resolution at the outset pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 12(b)(1) or 12(c).  By addressing and resolving these threshold defects now, the Court 

can significantly streamline the issues that must be resolved in this case.  Miami Seaquarium 

incorporates the memorandum of law below in support of this motion. 

I.  CASE BACKGROUND, FACTS, AND LEGAL STANDARDS 

  A.    Lolita’s Life at Miami Seaquarium 

 Miami Seaquarium is an aquarium in Miami that has exhibited wildlife to the public since 

the 1950s.  This case focuses on Lolita, a female killer whale (orca) who has lived at Miami 

Seaquarium since 1970.  Compl. ¶ 33.  Before an effective moratorium was put in place during 

the 1970s on capture of orcas for exhibition in aquariums, Lolita was legally captured off the 

coast of Washington State in 1970 when she was approximately five years old and brought to 

Miami.  Id. (alleging Lolita was 3 to 6 years old when captured).    

Then, in 1972, Congress enacted the Marine Mammal Protection Act (“MMPA”), which 

prohibited “take” (including capture) of marine mammals (including orcas) without an MMPA 

permit from the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”).  16 U.S.C. § 1372(a)(1).  The 

MMPA soon resulted in a practical moratorium on capture of orcas from the wild – Miami 

Seaquarium knows of no permit for capture of an orca from the wild for exhibition being granted 
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by NMFS in over 30 years.1  The MMPA exempted Lolita from its prohibitions because she was 

already in captivity when it was enacted.  16 U.S.C. § 1372(e).    

 After decades of dedicated veterinary care and the provision of exercise opportunities in 

public performance and otherwise, Lolita is a healthy animal.  She is still active enough at the 

approximate age of 50 (12 years older than the median lifespan of wild female orcas) to engage 

in “public performances” in her pool.  See Compl. ¶ 42.2  Although this Motion does not ask the 

Court to accept the truth of Miami Seaquarium’s position that Lolita is healthy and humanely 

treated, Miami Seaquarium’s Amended Answer supplies background on this point that can be 

considered in the context of a Rule 12(c) motion for judgment on the pleadings and a Rule 

12(b)(1) motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction.  See Horsley v. Feldt, 304 F.3d 1125, 1134 

(11th Cir. 2002) (Answer is a “pleading” that may be considered in reviewing a Rule 12(c) 

motion); Florida Family Policy Council v. Freeman, 561 F.3d 1246, 1253 (11th Cir. 2009) (“in 

determining subject matter jurisdiction we are permitted to look at all of the evidence presented,” 

not “confine[d] ... to the complaint.”); Am. Answer ¶¶ 45, 47, 50, 51, 52, 54, 56, 65, 66, and 72 

(quoting APHIS findings specifically rejecting claims that care for Lolita violates APHIS’s pool-

size, companionship, and shading standards at 9 C.F.R. § 3.101-110 (implementing the humane 

care requirement of the Animal Welfare Act, 7 U.S.C. § 2131-59 (the “AWA”))).  

B. Regulation of Miami Seaquarium’s Exhibition of Lolita, Prior AWA 
Litigation Among the Parties, and the Initiation of this ESA Lawsuit. 

For the first 45 years Lolita resided at Miami Seaquarium (i.e., from 1970 through May 

11, 2015, the date on which she became a part of the Southern Resident Killer Whale population 

and the ESA became applicable to her), Miami Seaquarium’s exhibition of Lolita was governed 

at the federal level solely by the AWA, 7 U.S.C. § 2131-59.  APHIS, which implements the 

AWA, has adopted specific standards (rules) that implement the duty of all exhibitors under the 
                                                           
1 The last MMPA permit for capture for display in aquariums was granted to Sea World in 1983, 
and even that permit grant was voided on judicial review.  See Jones v. Gordon, 621 F. Supp. 7 
(D. Alaska 1985), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, 792 F.2d 821 (9th Cir. 1986).  
2 A NMFS publication found that female orcas in the wild Southern Resident population (of 
which NMFS has found Lolita to be a part, 80 Fed. Reg. 7380), have a median lifespan of 37.8 
years.  E. Ward, et al., Estimating the Impacts of Chinook Salmon Abundance and Prey Removal 
by Ocean Fishing on Southern Resident Killer Whale Population Dynamics, NOAA Technical 
Memorandum NMFS-NWFSC-123, 10 (July 2013) (relevant excerpts provided in Am. Answer 
Ex. B (ECF. Doc. 22-2)).  Miami Seaquarium provides this information for background and does 
not request that this Court assumes the truth of this information for the purposes of this motion.   
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AWA to provide humane care to the wildlife they exhibit.  These standards are codified at 9 

C.F.R. § 3.101-110 and include specific rules for orcas regarding pool size and specific rules for 

marine mammals generally regarding companionship and shading from the sun.   

  Until very recently, Lolita was not subject to the ESA.  In 2005, NMFS, which 

implements the ESA as to various marine mammals, added a discrete population of orcas – the 

wild Southern Resident Killer Whales (“SRKW”) – to the list of endangered species, finding that 

they are exposed to pollution in the waters off Washington State where they swim, food sources 

are inadequate, and heavy shipping and boat traffic in the area present additional hazards.  70 

Fed. Reg. 69,903, 69,908 (Nov. 18, 2005).  At that time, NMFS excluded any captive SRKW 

from the listing.  Id. at 69,911.  Other orca populations are not listed as endangered by the ESA.  

Several years later, in response to a Petition filed by Plaintiffs, NMFS prospectively repealed the 

exclusion of captive SRKWs from the ESA listing, finding that Lolita is the only known living 

captive SRKW.  See Final Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 7,380 (Feb. 10, 2015).  This revised listing rule 

became effective May 11, 2015.  Id.  Thus, the prohibition against “take” of a member of an 

endangered species which Plaintiffs contend was violated in this case (16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)) 

did not go into effect until May 11, 2015.   

This is not the first time that Plaintiffs have administratively or judicially challenged 

Miami Seaquarium’s care for Lolita.  In 2012, all of the same organizational Plaintiffs who now 

bring this lawsuit sued APHIS for judicial review of APHIS’s annual renewals of Miami 

Seaquarium’s AWA exhibitor license, based on claims (rejected by APHIS in the reports 

discussed above) that Miami Seaquarium’s care for Lolita violates AWA pool-size, 

companionship, and shade standards.3  Miami Seaquarium intervened in that case.  Judge Lenard 

held in favor of the defendants in March 2014, concluding that the renewal of an AWA license is 

not an occasion for judicial review of the various APHIS findings noted above that Miami 

Seaquarium’s care for Lolita complied with those AWA standards.4  The Eleventh Circuit 

affirmed in June 2015.5  Earlier, two of the Plaintiffs in this case (PETA and Mr. Garrett) as well 

                                                           
3 Animal Legal Def. Fund v. U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 1:13-cv-20076-JAL (S.D. Fla., transferred 
from N.D. Cal). 
4 See id. at 15-18. 
5 Animal Legal Def. Fund v. U.S. Dep’t. of Agric., 789 F.3d 1206 (June 15, 2015).   However, 
because Judge Lenard had granted summary judgment to APHIS, the Eleventh Circuit’s opinion 
presumed the truth of some incorrect facts alleged by Plaintiffs. 
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Dr. Ingrid Visser, the “leading orca researcher” Plaintiffs reference in the notice-of-intent-to-sue 

letter (Compl. Ex. A, at 2) filed an unsuccessful lawsuit against another aquarium exhibiting 

orcas, alleging that keeping orcas in captivity was “slavery” in violation of the Thirteenth 

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.  Tilikum ex. Rel. People for the Ethical Treatment of 

Animals, Inc. v. Sea World Parks & Entm’t., Inc., 842 F. Supp. 2d 1259, 1260 (S.D. Cal. 2012).  

On the very same day the ESA listing and “take” prohibition went into effect with respect 

to Lolita (May 11, 2015), the same organizational Plaintiffs sent to NMFS and Miami 

Seaquarium a notice-of-intent to sue letter alleging that Miami Seaquarium was already in 

violation of the newly-applicable prohibition against “take” by virtue of the same pool size, 

companionship, and sun shading issues raised by Plaintiffs in the AWA context.  See Compl. ¶ 3, 

Ex. A.  When NMFS did not respond by bringing civil or criminal action against Miami 

Seaquarium, Compl. ¶ 4, Plaintiffs filed this suit under the ESA citizen suit provision, 16 U.S.C. 

§ 1540(g), advancing the same claims regarding pool size, companionship, and shading that 

Plaintiffs has unsuccessfully pursued before APHIS and Judge Lenard but now under a different 

statute, the ESA.  In their Complaint, Plaintiffs request an order that Lolita be “forfeited” and 

transferred to a “sea pen,” and they seek other injunctive and declaratory relief.  Compl. prayers 

for relief  “a” through “g.” 

C.  Definitions Applicable to Deciding If “Take” Is Occurring. 

The ESA’s definition of “take” is central to Plaintiffs’ claims that “take” of Lolita is 

occurring and thus to resolving this lawsuit.  The ESA prohibits “take” of any endangered 

species, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B), which the ESA defines as “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, 

wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.”  16 U.S.C. § 

1532(19).  The Complaint refers in the “Statutory Background” section to the “harm” and 

“harass” components of the “take” definition, see Compl. ¶ 27, but Plaintiffs do not specify 

which of those two types of “take” they are alleging with respect to their three claims (i.e., pool 

size, companionship, shade from the sun).  See id. ¶¶ 40-72. 

The determination of what constitutes “take” is necessarily affected by whether the 

wildlife is in captivity or in the wild.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”), which 

implements the ESA as to land-based wildlife, has addressed this issue.  FWS has concluded 

that, because captivity disrupts key elements of the behavior of animals in the wild, but Congress 

decided not to prohibit keeping ESA-listed animals in captivity, Congress intended that the ESA 
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“take” prohibition be applied in a manner that does not result in proper animal husbandry 

activities being found to be “take,” even if normal behaviors in the wild are disrupted by 

captivity.6  The ESA itself specifically discusses captive members of endangered species, relaxes 

some ESA prohibitions for captive animals, and does not impose additional requirements for 

captive animals.  See 16 U.S.C. § 1538(b)(1) (entitled “Species held in captivity or controlled 

environment”); see also § 1538(a)(1)(D) (prohibiting “possession” only if the animal was 

unlawfully taken).  Endangered species thus live in zoos and aquariums across the United States. 

NMFS, which implements the ESA as to most marine mammals, including the SRKW, 

defines “harm” in the ESA’s definition of “take” as “an act which actually kills or injures fish or 

wildlife.” 50 C.F.R. § 222.102; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(G) (authorizing adoption of rules 

to implement the “take” prohibition).  Given this definition, courts have rejected claims that the 

presence of risk factors creating the “potential” for injury constitutes “actual injury” and held 

that even “a significant risk of injury” is not enough to constitute “harm.”  See, e.g., Am. Bald 

Eagle v. Bhatti, 9 F.3d 163, 166 and n.5 (1st Cir. 1993) (applying FWS definition of “harm,” 50 

C.F.R. § 17.3, which tracks NMFS’s definition).   

Neither the ESA nor the NMFS regulations define “harass” in the definition of “take.”  

Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, however, defines “harass” as “to vex, trouble, or 

annoy continually or chronically.”  See Babbitt v. Sweet Home Communities for a Great Oregon, 

515 U.S. 687, 697 (1995) (citing Webster’s definition of “harm” in evaluating what is “take” by 

“harm”).  FWS does define “harass” in its rules.  See 50 C.F.R. § 17.3.7  Under the two-part 

FWS definition, (1) conduct that creates a “likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such 
                                                           
6 “The Service is concerned that persons who legally hold such wildlife without a permit, and 
who provide humane and healthful care to their animals, would be held to an impossible standard 
by the concept that holding captive-born animals in captivity constitutes harassment simply 
because their behavior differs from that of wild specimens of the same species.  Such a 
construction of the concepts of ‘harass’ and ‘take’ would virtually result in a comprehensive 
prohibition on the possession of listed wildlife species; mere possession of listed species would 
then require the issuance of Section 10 permits.  If Congress had intended this result, the 
prohibition on possession in Section 9 of the ESA would not have been limited to endangered 
fish or wildlife species taken in violation of the ESA.”  Proposed Rule, 58 Fed. Reg. 32,632, 
32,635 (June 11, 1993).  FWS finalized this rule in 1998.  63 Fed. Reg. 48,634 (Sept. 11, 1998).   
7 FWS adopted the definition of harass in the rulemaking discussed above.  It found that 
disruption of wild behaviors as a result of captivity could not itself be “take.”  See note 6, supra. 
Although not directly controlling as to Lolita, because NMFS administers the SRKW ESA 
listing, the FWS rules implementing the ESA are instructive on this point.   
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an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns” can be harassment, but (2) care 

for captive animals that complies with “generally accepted … animal husbandry practices that 

meet or exceed the minimum standards for facilities and care under the [AWA]” is not 

harassment.  See 50 C.F.R. § 17.3.  FWS incorporated the AWA humane care standards into its 

“harass” definition given APHIS’s superior experience with animal husbandry issues.8    

In the Proposed Rule to include Lolita in the SRKW listing, NMFS proposed to include 

in the Final Rule an advance ruling that the following practices would not be “take” of Lolita and 

so would not require an ESA permit if Lolita were including in the ESA listing: 

“continued provision of Animal Welfare Act-compliant care and maintenance 
… including handling and manipulation as necessary for care and maintenance, as 
long as such practices or procedures are not likely to result in injury.”   

See Proposed Rule, 79 Fed. Reg. 4,313, 4318 (Jan. 27, 2014) (emphasis added).  In its Final 

Rule, NMFS declined to decide in advance what would or would not constitute “take” of Lolita 

because such a decision would be better made in a later proceeding focusing on “take” issues.  

See 80 Fed. Reg. at 7389. 

II.   ARGUMENT 

A.  Standards Governing Dismissal for Lack of Jurisdiction and Judgment 
on Pleadings 

 In order for a court to have subject-matter jurisdiction over a case, the plaintiff must have 

standing to bring that case.  The Supreme Court has clearly stated: 

“[T]o satisfy Article III’s standing requirements, a plaintiff must show (1) it has 
suffered an ‘injury in fact’ that is (a) concrete and particularized and (b) actual or 
imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical; (2) the injury is fairly traceable to the 
challenged action of the defendant; and (3) it is likely, as opposed to merely 
speculative, that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision.”  

Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Envtl. Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 180-81 (2000) 

(emphasis added) (citing Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61 (1992)).  

Plaintiffs must separately establish standing for each of its claims:  “our standing cases confirm 

that a plaintiff must demonstrate standing for each claim he seeks to press” and “must 

demonstrate standing separately for each form of relief sought.”  DaimlerChrysler Corp. v. 

Cuno, 547 U.S. 332, 352 (2006) (quoting Laidlaw, 528 U.S. at 185).  Because the injury-in-fact 

                                                           
8 See Final Rule, 63 Fed. Reg. 48,634, 48,636 (Sept. 11, 1998).   
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and causation elements of standing are contested but depend on facts that may be disputed, this 

Rule 12 motion focuses only on the redressability element of standing with respect to the 

forfeiture and companionship claims.  See Sections II.B and II.C below.    

       To survive a Rule 12(b)(1) motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction, the three standing 

components, including redressability, must “be pleaded with a fair degree of specificity” by the 

plaintiff.  See Steele v. Nat’l Firearms Act Branch, 755 F.2d 1410, 1414 (11th Cir. 1985); see 

also Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd. v. Seminole Tribe of Florida, 641 F.3d 1259, 1266 (11th Cir. 

2011) (must plead how obstacles to redressability would be overcome).  While specifically 

pleaded facts are generally taken as true at the Rule 12 stage, the Court is free to look outside the 

pleadings for more information when considering issues of jurisdiction, including the 

redressability element of standing to sue.  See Florida Family Policy Council v. Freeman, 561 

F.3d 1246, 1253 (11th Cir. 2009).  The burden to establish standing is on plaintiff.  Id.      

     Turning to the merits, a judgment on the pleadings under Rule 12(c) is appropriate when 

no issues of material fact exist and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.  Ortega 

v. Christian, 85 F.3d 1521, 1524 (11th Cir. 1996).  As is true with a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, the 

court must accept the specific non-conclusory “facts in the complaint as true and view them in 

the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.”  Id.  So viewed, a complaint’s allegations must 

plausibly suggest that the plaintiff has a right to relief.  See Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 

544, 556 (2007) (retiring the “no set of facts” language previously used to describe 

that standard); Boyd v. Peet, 249 F. App’x. 155, 157 (11th Cir. 2007) (Twombly applies to Rule 

12(c) as well as 12(b)(6)). 

B. The Court Must Dismiss Plaintiffs’ Claim for Forfeiture of Lolita 
Because the ESA Does Not Provide a Private Cause of Action for 
Forfeiture of Wildlife.  

Plaintiffs’ claim for “forfeiture” of Lolita should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(c) and 

Rule 12(b)(1) because Plaintiffs lack a private cause of action to sue for forfeiture and therefore 

cannot state a claim upon which relief may be granted and also cannot establish the redressability 

element of standing to sue for forfeiture.  See Compl. p. 17 (requesting that the Court “Order 
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Seaquarium to forfeit possession of Lolita …”).9  Because the claim’s deficiency involves purely 

issues of law, it is not necessary to examine any materials other than the Complaint. 

  The Government enforcement provisions of the ESA allow the United States to seek 

“forfeiture to the United States” of wildlife “taken” or “possessed” in violation of the ESA.  See 

16 U.S.C. § 1540(e).  The ESA’s narrower provision for private enforcement, however, does not 

provide a right to seek a private forfeiture to plaintiffs in citizen suits.  See 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g).  

Because Plaintiffs cannot seek forfeiture due to their lack of a private cause of action, that claim 

fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted and must be dismissed.  As the Eleventh 

Circuit has plainly stated, “Sandoval teaches that we ought not imply a private right of action 

because ‘[t]he express provision of one method of enforcing a substantive rule suggests that 

Congress intended to preclude others.’” Love v. Delta Air Lines, 310 F.3d 1347, 1353 (11th Cir. 

2002) (quoting Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 290 (2001)).  “Raising up causes of action 

where a statute has not created them may be a proper function for common-law courts, but not 

for federal tribunals.”  Sandoval, 532 U.S. at 287 (internal quotations omitted).   

The conclusion that private citizens, such as Plaintiffs, have no right to forfeiture of an 

animal pursuant to the ESA’s citizen suit provision is mandated by the text of the statute and 

comes easily from comparing the different subsections of the ESA’s enforcement section, 16 

U.S.C. § 1540.  This section grants specific enforcement rights to the U.S. government that it 

withholds from private citizens.  More specifically, Subsections (a) and (b), respectively entitled 

“Civil penalties” and “Criminal violations,” grant the government the right to assess and sue for 

“civil penalties” and to criminally prosecute any party who has violated the ESA, the rules 

implementing the ESA, or the terms of permits issued under the ESA.  Subsection (e), entitled 

“Enforcement,” begins by providing that the “provisions of this chapter and any regulations or 

permits issued pursuant thereto shall be enforced by the Secretary [i.e., the government].”  

Paragraph (e)(4), the ESA provision specifically establishing the government’s right to sue for a 

                                                           
9 The evaluation of failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted under Rule 12(c) 
(which is similar to Rule 12(b)(6), as discussed above) and the analysis of the redressability 
element of standing under Rule 12(b)(1) follow the same path.  See Bauer v. Marmara, 774 F.3d 
1026, 1032 (D.C. Cir. 2014), aff’g, 942 F. Supp. 2d 31, 43 (D.D.C 2013) (dismissing citizen suit 
for forfeiture of a ship because of absence of private cause of action for citizen to sue for 
forfeiture; D.C. Circuit dismisses for lack of standing due to lack of redressability, District Court 
dismisses for failure to state a claim based on the same reasoning). 
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forfeiture, further elaborates by providing that wildlife “taken” in violation of the ESA, any ESA 

rule, or any ESA permit is “subject to forfeiture to the United States.”  16 U.S.C. § 1540(e)(4) 

(emphasis added).   

By contrast, the “citizen suit provision” in Subsection (g) of the statute upon which 

Plaintiffs rely in this case only furnishes private citizen plaintiffs with limited enforcement 

authority.  The citizen suit provision authorizes suits for injunction to “enjoin” persons from 

violating the ESA or ESA rules, but it omits any mention of private suits to enforce the terms of 

ESA permits.  More importantly, it also omits any mention of private citizen suits for forfeiture 

of wildlife, whether the forfeiture be to the government or to the citizen.  See § 1540(g)(1)(A).   

While there is no case directly evaluating the lack of a cause of action for a private 

citizen to sue for forfeiture of ESA-protected wildlife, the reasoning of courts evaluating private 

citizens’ causes of action in the ESA support the conclusion that there is no private cause of 

action for forfeiture.  For example, recognizing the contrast between the Government 

enforcement provisions in Subsections (a), (b), and (e) discussed above and the citizen suit 

enforcement provision in Subsection (g), the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia 

held that private citizens lack a private cause of action to sue an exhibitor of wildlife to enforce 

ESA permits.  Am. Soc’y for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals v. Ringling Bros. & Barnum & 

Bailey Circus, 502 F. Supp. 2d 103, 111-13 (D.D.C. 2007) (“ASPCA”).  All other courts which 

have reached this issue have agreed with the ASPCA court.10  

Because the forfeiture cause of action likewise appears in the Government enforcement 

provisions but not in the private citizen enforcement provision, the ASPCA Court’s analysis of 

the significance of the omission of permit enforcement authority from the private enforcement 

provision is highly instructive on the parallel issue of who may sue for forfeiture:  

Section 11 of the ESA [16 U.S.C. § 1540] provides for a broad enforcement scheme 
of which citizen suits are only one part … By specifically referencing permits in 
subsections (a), (b), and (e) of Section 11 (governing civil enforcement, criminal 

                                                           
10 See S. Yuba River Citizens League v. NMFS, 629 F. Supp. 2d 1123, 1129 (E.D. Cal. 2009) 
(“[T]he ESA’s citizen suit provision does not refer to alleged violations of permits issued under 
the Act.  The court must presume that this omission represents a deliberate exclusion of some 
claims from the scope of the citizen suit provision.”); see also Atl. Green Sea Turtle v. Cnty. 
Council of Volusia Cnty., No. 6:04-cv-1576-Orl-31KRS, 2005 WL 1227305, at *14 (M.D. Fla. 
2005) (“The ESA … does not provide a private enforcement mechanism covering the terms and 
conditions of … permits) (vacated as moot, Jan. 20, 2006). 
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sanctions, administrative or judicial seizure and forfeiture), but not referencing 
permits in subsection (g) (pertaining to citizen suits), Congress evidenced its intent to 
preclude private parties from permit enforcement.  See Bates v. United States, 522 
U.S. 23, 29-30, 118 S.Ct. 285, 139 L.Ed.2d 215 (1997) (“Where Congress includes 
particular language in one section of a statute but omits it in another section of the 
same Act, it is generally presumed that Congress acts intentionally and purposely in 
the disparate inclusion or exclusion.”) 

ASPCA, 502 F. Supp. 2d at 112.  The conclusion that there is no private cause of action to sue for 

forfeiture of wildlife is even stronger than the parallel conclusion that there is no private cause of 

action to enforce permit terms.  In the context of a forfeiture, there is the critical matter of caring 

for the wildlife after it is forfeited.  While the ESA provides for the possibility of “forfeiture to 

the United States” in an action brought by the United States, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(e)(4), it is 

important to note that the statute also provides the United States with the discretion to choose not 

to seek forfeiture in any situation where it is ill-equipped to care for the wildlife in question after 

a forfeiture, or where forfeiture would not be in the best interest of the animal.  See § 1540(e)(4) 

(wildlife is “subject to forfeiture to the United States,” meaning only if the United States requests 

forfeiture).  Congress could not have intended to allow a private party to sue for a remedy (i.e., 

“forfeiture to the United States”) that, if granted, would result in the Government being forced to 

care for forfeited wildlife (i.e., an orca) that it did not seek to obtain and may be completely 

unprepared to house, feed, and care for in a manner that is in the best interests of the animal.      

Finally, the conclusion that only the United States Government can sue for forfeiture of 

Lolita is bolstered by longstanding precedent interpreting other statutes that, like the ESA, allow 

citizens to assist the government in enforcement but only expressly mention a governmental right 

to seek forfeiture.  These statutes are consistently interpreted to allow only the government to 

seek forfeiture, unless the statute expressly allows a citizen suit for forfeiture. See, e.g., Bauer v. 

Marmara, 774 F.3d at 1032 (the ship forfeiture case noted above); Conn. Action Now, Inc. v. 

Roberts Plating Co., Inc., 457 F.2d 81, 84 (2d Cir. 1972) (private plaintiffs may not sue qui tam 

for criminal fines under § 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899).  The rule of statutory 

construction against implying a citizen cause of action to sue for forfeiture applies to private 

plaintiffs claiming to be injured by the defendant’s conduct. See In re Digimarc Corp. Derivative 

Litigation, 549 F.3d 1223, 1229-33 (9th Cir. 2008) (allegedly defrauded investor lacked private 

right of action to enforce Sarbanes-Oxley provision for forfeiture of executive pay). 
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In short, the question of whether Plaintiffs possess the legal right to seek a forfeiture of 

Lolita to them is a question of law that can and should be resolved by this Court now.  Pursuant 

to the plain language of the ESA, and as supported by the case law referenced above, Plaintiffs’ 

claim for forfeiture must be dismissed.  Love, 310 F.3d at 1353; Bauer, 774 F.3d at 1032.11 

C. Plaintiffs Lack Standing to Pursue their Same-Species Companionship Claim.    

Plaintiffs’ claim that failure to provide Lolita with a companion of the same species is a 

“take” must be dismissed for lack of standing to sue because Plaintiffs fail to plead how it is 

“likely” rather than “speculative’ the Court could redress the lack-of-companionship injury by 

entering a judicial order resulting in Lolita being housed with another orca.  Laidlaw Envtl. 

Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. at 180-81; see Compl. ¶¶ 65-71.  Simply put, this Court cannot issue 

an order directing that another wild orca be captured for housing with Lolita because this would 

violate existing laws, including the MMPA as discussed above, 16 U.S.C. § 1372(a)(1).  

Similarly, this Court cannot compel third parties who are not before this Court to enter into a 

private transaction with Miami Seaquarium to obtain another captive orca.  Moreover, even if 

Plaintiffs were to somehow obtain forfeiture of Lolita to them in this case, Plaintiffs do not 

allege that they possess or have access to another orca to house with Lolita.  The injury alleged 

by Plaintiffs is therefore not redressable by this Court, and this claim should be dismissed for 

lack of jurisdiction. 

1. Review of the Parties’ Positions on the Merits of the Companionship Claim.  

 To frame the jurisdictional redressability issue, it helps to review the parties’ position on 

the merits.  In their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege Miami Seaquarium “isolates” Lolita from other 

members of her species, although they note that Lolita previously had an orca companion (Hugo) 

who died in 1980.  Compl. ¶¶ 57, 63.  They contend that the lack of an orca companion must 

cause Lolita to suffer psychological injury that Plaintiffs believe constitutes “take.”  See id. ¶ 64.  

While Plaintiffs acknowledge that Lolita is housed with Pacific white-sided dolphins, they 
                                                           
11 The savings clause in the final sentence of the citizen suit provision does not assist Plaintiffs.  
It states:  “The injunctive relief provided by this subsection shall not restrict any right which any 
person … may have under any statute or common law to seek enforcement of any standard or 
limitation or to seek any other relief (including relief against the Secretary or a State agency).”  
16 U.S.C. § 1540(g).  This savings provision merely preserves remedies granted under other 
legal authority, for example declaratory judgments available under 28 U.S.C. § 2201, and not 
foreclosed by an ESA provision that provides a remedy to the government that it withholds from 
private citizens.  See ASPCA, S. Yuba River Assn., Atl. Green Sea Turtle, supra.   
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contend that she is allegedly not compatible with these dolphins and “would not interact [with 

them] in the wild.”  Id. ¶ 65.  Even assuming, for argument’s sake, that these allegations of 

incompatibility were true – which they are not, see Am. Answer ¶¶ 65, 66 (quoting APHIS 

reports finding Lolita interacts positively with dolphins and that provision of biologically-related 

species such as dolphins as companions complies with humane care standards administered by 

APHIS), the same-species companionship claim would still lack merit.  Plaintiffs’ claims that an 

orca companion must be provided unpersuasively ask this Court to read into the ESA’s definition 

of “take” a mandatory same-species companionship requirement, even though such a 

requirement is missing from the comprehensive statutory definition, as well as from the 

provision regarding captive members of endangered species.  16 U.S.C. §§ 1532(19), 1538(b)(1).   

A same-species companionship requirement is also absent from the NMFS rules implementing 

the “take” prohibition.  50 C.F.R. §§ 222.102, 224.102, 224.103.  

2. Plaintiffs Fail to Show that the Alleged “Injury” of Lack of an Orca 
Companion is Redressable by this Court. 

 APHIS rejected Plaintiffs’ same-species companionship claim in the AWA context.  

Should this claim go forward, this Court should do the same since the claim is unprecedented in 

the context of the ESA and there is no ESA case law on it.  However, the Court need not decide 

whether such a same-species companionship requirement exists here.  Regardless of a claim’s 

factual merits, unless Plaintiffs provide specific allegations demonstrating that it is “likely” 

rather than “speculative” that a court can issue a ruling which would redress the alleged “injury,” 

the claim must be dismissed.  Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd., 641 F.3d at 1266.  Particularly 

given the risks of issuing an advisory opinion in such uncharted waters, the federal courts should 

(and must) defer resolution of the same-specific companionship claim raised by Plaintiffs until a 

suit is filed that presents a controversy where redressability exists.   

An example of where redressability would exist might be a suit against a zoo or aquarium 

that owns two or more members of an endangered species which it houses separately, but could 

be judicially ordered to house together.  This case does not present such a situation.  In their 

Complaint, Plaintiffs do not even begin to plead with a “fair degree of specificity,” Steele, 755 

F.2d at 1414, how this Court could enter a judicial order causing another orca to be housed with 

Lolita, even if it were inclined to strip Miami Seaquarium of possession of Lolita, as Plaintiffs 

request.  See Compl. ¶¶ 57-65, 71-72, prayers for relief “b,” “d,” and “e”; see also Part II.A 

supra.  The Complaint also fails to mention even once how a judgment could overcome the 
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problem of finding another orca to be a companion.  This is fatal to Plaintiffs’ same-species 

companionship claim. 

While there is no case law on attempts to establish redressability with respect to an ESA 

same-species companionship claim, in Hollywood Mobile Estates, the Eleventh Circuit did 

dismiss a complaint at the Rule 12 stage based on a plaintiff’s similar failure to plead in the 

complaint the facts needed to overcome obstacles to redressability.  See 641 F.3d at 1266 

(plaintiff tenant failed to articulate in complaint how the defendant Secretary of the Interior as 

trustee to tribal land could be ordered by a court to require a third-party tribal landlord to restore 

tenant plaintiff to possession).  There, as here, the plaintiff did not articulate a remedy “likely” to 

relieve injury.  Thus, the claim was dismissed.  Id.; see also Region 8 Forest Serv. Timber 

Purchasers Council v. Alcock, 993 F.2d 800, 808 (11th Cir. 1993) (noting there must be “a 

‘substantial likelihood’  that this injury will be redressed by the relief they seek.”).   

As noted above, the one specific remedy Plaintiffs seek in this case is “forfeiture” 

followed by “transfer to a sea pen.”  Compl. prayer for relief “e.”  Plaintiffs do not allege that 

this hypothetical “sea pen” even exists today, let alone how Plaintiffs possess or have access to 

another orca that could be transferred into this mythical sea pen to be Lolita’s companion.  

Compl. ¶¶ 57-65, 71-72, prayers for relief “b,” “d,” and “e.”  Thus, as was true in Alcock, the 

redressability of Plaintiffs’ claim is highly speculative.  See 993 F.2d at 808 (plaintiff timber 

companies failed to adequately allege redressability because it “is purely speculative” whether 

judicial action requiring the U.S. Forest Service to take certain steps preparatory to timber sales 

“would result in greater timber availability” for harvest by plaintiffs).  Moreover, as discussed 

above, the ESA does not provide a citizen suit private right of action for forfeiture, so Plaintiffs 

could not gain the possession-by-forfeiture of Lolita needed to accomplish the transfer of her to a 

sea pen.  See Section II.B above.    

Even if Plaintiffs could somehow overcome both of these obstacles, there is yet another 

formidable obstacle to redressability, as moving Lolita would require a permit that NMFS might 

or might not grant.  As recently noted by the Seventh Circuit, when a regulatory authority “might 

grant [a] permit” needed for the plaintiff to take advantage of the requested remedy, but “might 

also deny the permit for any number of reasons,” redressability simply does not exist.  Cabral v. 

City of Evansville, Ind., 759 F.3d 639, 642-43 (7th Cir. 2014); see also Alcock, 993 F.2d at 808-

09 (redressability absent where the “question of whether injury would be redressed by favorable 
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decision ‘depends on the unfettered choices made by independent actors not before the courts 

and whose exercise of broad and legitimate discretion the courts cannot presume either to control 

or to predict.’” (quoting ASARCO Inc. v. Kadish, 490 U.S. 605, 614 (1989)). 

In this case, it is entirely speculative whether NMFS would grant the permit necessary to 

move Lolita to a “sea pen” or anywhere else.  Along with the Final Rule, NMFS issued a Press 

Release on February 4, 2015, stating that “any future plan to move or release Lolita would 

require a permit from NOAA Fisheries [aka NMFS] and would undergo rigorous scientific 

review.”12  Particularly given Lolita’s age and customization to captivity, whether NMFS would 

grant a permit under 16 U.S.C. § 1539 for transfer to a sea pen, which would amount to a partial 

release, is also highly speculative at best.  Indeed, 50 C.F.R. § 216.27(a)(1)(iii) specifically 

acknowledges that after two years in captivity, marine mammals are presumed to no longer be 

releasable to the wild.   

In addition to forfeiture and transfer to a sea pen, Plaintiffs seek a declaratory judgment 

finding non-compliance with the “take” prohibition and an injunction requiring compliance with 

the ESA.  Plaintiffs once again fail to plead facts showing these alternative remedies are likely to 

relieve injury by finding a companion orca for Lolita.  Compl. prayers for relief “a” and “c.”  

Moreover, even if Plaintiffs’ duty under Hollywood Mobile Homes to plead facts showing 

redressability in the Complaint were relaxed, no potential injunctive or declaratory remedy is 

“likely” to remedy the alleged lack-of-companionship injury for numerous very obvious reasons.   

First, the Court cannot order capture of another orca from the wild to be Lolita’s 

companion, given the moratorium on capture from the wild discussed above. 16 U.S.C. § 

1372(a)(1).  See Section I.A above.  Second, orcas cannot be transferred among aquariums 

without the consent of all aquariums involved, and Miami Seaquarium is the only aquarium that 

                                                           
12 See NOAA Fisheries (NMFS) Press Release, “Captive killer whale included in endangered 
listing,” Feb. 4, 2015 (Am. Answer Ex. A (ECF Doc. 22-1)).  NMFS did not explain in its Press 
Release why any “move” of Lolita would require a permit, but it seems clear that NMFS is 
concerned that the disruption resulting from such a major disruption after 45 years at Miami 
Seaquarium might constitute “take” by “harm” or “harassment,” and thus a permit under 16 
U.S.C. § 1539 overriding the “take” prohibition imposed by 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1) would be 
necessary.  The Court may consider the NMFS Press Release as part of the pleadings, or it may 
consider the Press Release because the Court is not confined to the complaint in deciding its 
subject matter jurisdiction, even at the Rule 12 stage.  Florida Family Policy Council, 561 F.3d 
at 1253; see also Land v. Dollar, 330 U.S. 731, 735 n.4 (1947). 
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is a party to this case.  Other aquariums are independent actors, and the need for their consent to 

any transfer, which cannot be judicially ordered, prevents the possibility of aquarium-to-

aquarium transfer of an orca from establishing redressability.  ASARCO, 490 U.S. at 614; Alcock, 

993 F.2d at 808-09.  Third, it is entirely speculative whether NMFS would grant a permit to 

facilitate an institution-to-institution transfer, given the risks of housing the 50-year-old Lolita 

with another (likely) younger, stronger orca after 35 years as the largest creature in her pool.13  

As a result, Plaintiffs are essentially asking this Court to render an advisory opinion with respect 

to actions that independent third parties (who are not before this Court) may or may not be 

willing to take in the future.  The law simply does not permit this.  See Frank Krasner Enters., 

Ltd. v. Montgomery Cnty., Md., 401 F.3d 230, 236 (4th Cir. 2005) (“Likewise, even if we were to 

hear the case and hold for the Appellees, we could not compel the Ag Center to rent space to 

Krasner … This would, then, be just the sort of advisory opinion federal courts must not 

give.”) (emphasis added); Levine v. BellSouth Corp., 302 F. Supp. 2d 1358, 1367 and n.6 (S.D. 

Fla. 2004) (desired remedy “is inherently speculative on its face because it concerns the actions 

of independent third parties whose behavior is not subject to any order of this Court.”).   

In Loggerhead Turtle v. County Council of Volusia County, Florida, the Eleventh Circuit 

addressed the showing of redressability necessary for an ESA “take” case to be heard on the 

merits.  148 F.3d 1231 (11th Cir. 1998).  There, the plaintiffs alleged that the defendant Volusia 

County’s refusal to ban beach driving and artificial light sources during sea turtle nesting season 

constituted “take” by distracting protected turtles who then perished.  Id. at 1235.  The Eleventh 

Circuit allowed the case to proceed to the merits, but only after finding that the defendant County 

government had the legal power to carry out the remedy the plaintiffs requested that the Court 

order.  Id. at 1258.  In particular, the Eleventh Circuit found that redressability existed under the 

particular facts of that case because the individual municipalities within the County (which the 

County claimed controlled beachfront lighting) were actually subordinate government entities 

that the County could direct (if ordered by the Court) to ban the beachfront lighting that 

                                                           
13 In order to grant such a permit, NMFS would have to make a series of agency decisions that 
would each have a variety of potential outcomes (e.g., NMFS would have to evaluate the 
potential for harm to Lolita from the massive disruption to her accustomed lifestyle after 45 
years in her pool, and consider the potential for negative interactions if she were to be introduced 
to another orca, because it is unknown how the 50-year-old Lolita, who has been the only orca in 
her pool for 35 years, would interact with the other likely younger and stronger orca).   
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disorientated the turtles.  See id. at 1247.  Such control by the parties to the case and the ability to 

effectively insist upon cooperation from third parties is clearly absent in this case.  

 As described above, both because no party over which the Court has jurisdiction has 

another orca and because any transfer of Lolita would likely require a permit NMFS might or 

might not grant, the this Court, unlike the Loggerhead Turtle court, does not have the ability to 

redress the alleged injury from the lack of a same-species companion, if such companionship 

were even required under the ESA.  See Ariz. Christian Sch. Tuition Org. v. Winn, 563 U.S. 125, 

131 S. Ct. 1436, 1444 (2011) (dismissing for lack of standing where “[e]ach of the inferential 

steps to show causation and redressability depends on premises as to which there remains 

considerable doubt”).  The same-species companionship claim must be dismissed for lack of 

standing to sue.  

D. The Inadequate Shade Claim Is a Non-Actionable Claim that a Potential for 
Injury Exists, Rather than an Actionable Claim that Injury Has Actually 
Occurred, Since the ESA Listing Became Effective or is Reasonably Certain 
to Imminently Occur. 

Plaintiffs’ claim that Miami Seaquarium’s provision of allegedly inadequate shade to 

Lolita is a “take” must be dismissed pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c) for failure to state a claim.  

The ESA’s take prohibition (ESA Section 9) is triggered by an allegation of:  (a) “actual injury” 

(i.e., sunburn) occurring since the ESA listing went into effect on May 11, 2015; or (b) imminent 

future actual injury.  50 C.F.R. § 222.102 (NMFS rule defining “harm” in the definition of “take” 

as requiring “an act which actually kills or injures fish or wildlife”);  Am. Bald Eagle v. Bhatti, 9 

F.3d 163, 166 (1st Cir. 1993); Defenders of Wildlife v. Bernal, 204 F.3d 920, 924 (9th Cir. 2000).  

The prohibition on “take” by “harm” is thus not triggered by an allegation of circumstances 

posing a “potential” risk of injury that may or may not occur (i.e., the potential for future 

sunburn or other injury associated with inadequate shade).  See, e.g., Bhatti; Bernal, supra.   

In construing the parallel FWS definition of “harm” in 50 C.F.R. § 17.3, which likewise 

requires “actual injury,” the Supreme Court noted that a plaintiff “cannot enforce the § 9 

prohibition [against “take” by “harm”] until an animal has actually been killed or injured.”  

Sweet Home, 515 U.S. at 703 (1995) (emphasis added).  The Supreme Court noted that FWS 

(and also NMFS) chose to administratively define “harm” in the definition of “take” to exclude 

situations where a defendant’s conduct created the risk or potential for future injury, but no 

actual injury had occurred.  Id. at 711. 
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The First and Ninth Circuits have interpreted the Sweet Home opinion to allow “take” 

claims to proceed where actual injury has not yet occurred only if actual injury is “imminent” 

and “will actually” occur or is “reasonably certain” to occur.  Bhatti, 9 F.3d at 166 (plaintiff must 

show harm “will actually” occur); Bernal, 204 F.3d at 925 (“a reasonably certain threat of 

imminent harm to a protected species is sufficient…”).  But “potential” for injury is not enough 

to establish “take” by “harm,” so alleging a risk factor that might lead to actual injury is not 

enough to go forward: 

[F]or there to be “harm” under the ESA, there must be actual injury to the listed 
species.  Accordingly, courts have granted injunctive relief only where petitioners 
have shown that the alleged activity has actually harmed the species or if 
continued will actually, as opposed to potentially, cause harm to the species. 

Bhatti, 9 F.3d at 166; Forest Conservation Council v. Rosboro Lumber Co., 50 F.3d 781, 784-85 

(9th Cir. 1995) (“injury that may or may not occur” is non-actionable “potential” harm); accord 

San Carlos Apache Tribe v. U.S., 272 F. Supp. 2d 860, 874 (D. Ariz. 2007). 

The allegations in the Complaint of the alleged risks to Lolita from allegedly insufficient 

shade do not make out a claim for “take” under these standards.  The Complaint includes plenty 

of allegations that “inadequate shade” is a general risk factor, but the Complaint does not allege 

any present or recent actual injury to Lolita, such as a recent sunburn.  For example, in 

Paragraphs 47 and 48, Plaintiffs allege that “Seaquarium fails to provide Lolita with adequate 

protection from the sun” and that “[a]ll cetaceans have extremely delicate skin that is susceptible 

to sunburn and other damage.”  In Paragraphs 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, and 56 of the Complaint, 

Plaintiffs allege why they believe the shading arrangements are inadequate.  In Paragraph 55, 

Plaintiffs allege generally that “exposure to ultraviolet radiation is a factor in the development of 

cataracts and retinal damage in cetaceans and may also act as an immunosuppressant.”  

Significantly, in none of these paragraphs do Plaintiffs make any allegation that Lolita is 

suffering (or has suffered at any reasonably recent time) any of the ailments that Plaintiffs allege 

might be produced by the risk factor of inadequate shade.  These are classic allegations of 

potential for injury rather than actual injury (or “imminent” and “reasonably certain” future 

actual injury) and simply do not state a Section 9 claim.  See Sweet Home, Bhatti, supra.14     

                                                           
14 Although Plaintiffs mention the prohibition on “take” by “harassment” in their statutory 
background section (Compl. ¶ 27), they do not refer to “take” by “harassment” anywhere in the 
specific allegations concerning inadequate shade, and the impacts on Lolita Plaintiffs allege 
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  In fact, the only statement in the Complaint that alleges Lolita has suffered an actual 

injury resulting from inadequate shade refers to events that allegedly took place at some point in 

the past that Plaintiffs do not specify, but even that statement does not allege that those events 

occurred after the ESA listing went into effect on May 11, 2015, or were in the recent enough 

past to qualify as a predictor of imminent future actual injury.  See Compl. ¶ 52; Final Rule, 80 

Fed. Reg. 7,380 (effective date).  Furthermore, the Complaint does not allege that the present 

shade conditions are the same as the conditions in place at the time of the alleged sunburn when: 

A former caretaker of Lolita has reported that Lolita often suffered [past tense] 
sunburn at Seaquarium, causing her skin to crack and bleed.  

Compl. ¶ 52 (bracketed material added).  The absence of any allegation of recent harm and any 

allegation that present shade and care conditions are the same as they were at the time of this 

alleged past incident results in Plaintiffs failing to satisfy their burden under the Twombly 

standard for applying both Rules 12(b)(6) and 12(c).  Boyd v. Peet, 249 F. App’x. 155, at *157 

(11th Cir. 2007).  Under that standard, Plaintiffs must state sufficient facts to set forth a 

“plausible” claim – here, a claim that actual injury has occurred since the ESA listing went into 

effect on May 11, 2015, or is “imminent” and “reasonably certain.”  See Twombly, 550 U.S. at 

556.  It is undisputed that Lolita has been at Miami Seaquarium for 45 years.  There is no basis 

for inferring “imminent” and “reasonably certain” repetition of an incident that occurred at some 

unspecified point in a 45-year care history, particularly as there is no allegation care 

arrangements have remained unchanged.  Were the alleged incident reported by a former 

caretaker to Plaintiffs so recent as to provide a plausible basis for inferring “imminent” and 

“reasonably certain” repetition after the ESA listing went into effect, Plaintiffs would have every 

incentive to provide a date for their allegation.    

The lack of any allegation of any actual sun-related injury occurring since the ESA listing 

went into effect on May 11, 2015, or occurring so recently as to make future injury imminent and 

reasonably certain is alone sufficient to require dismissal of the inadequate shade claim.  Should 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
might happen if the risks posed by allegedly inadequate shade came to pass all are in the nature 
of harm rather than harassment.  See Compl. ¶¶ 47-56 (no reference to harassment; allegations of 
risk of sunburn injuries, injuries from sunburn treatment, cataracts, retinal damage, and damage 
to the immune system).  Thus no “take” by “harassment” claim is made with respect to allegedly 
inadequate shade, and the “take” by “harm” claim that is made must be dismissed for failure to 
allege actual injury occurring after the ESA listing went into effect on May 11, 2015.    
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any more be necessary, however, the Eleventh Circuit has held that the Court may grant a 

defendant’s motion for judgment on the pleadings on the basis of a document attached to the 

defendant’s answer but not the complaint, provided that “the attached document is: (1) central to 

the plaintiff’s claim; and (2) undisputed,” meaning that its “authenticity … is not challenged.”  

Horsley, 304 F.3d at 1134 (holding that converting Rule 12(c) motion to one for summary 

judgment is not required in this situation).  Plaintiffs have acknowledged in correspondence 

between counsel that the former caretaker referred to in paragraph 52 reporting past “crack and 

bleed” sunburn injury is Patricia Sykes.  In the AWA litigation before Judge Lenard, PETA, 

ALDF, Mr. Garrett, and Orca Network (all Plaintiffs in this case) submitted the Declaration of 

Ms. Sykes (since deceased) in which she detailed her report by explaining that she was employed 

by Miami Seaquarium from 1970 to 1973 and allegedly saw sunburn causing Lolita’s skin to 

“crack and bleed” at that time.  Am. Answer Ex. F (ECF Doc. 22-6).  Thus, the conditions 

necessary to invoke Horsley are met:  (1) the document attached to the Answer is central to 

Plaintiffs’ allegations of a past sunburn injury reported by a former caretaker, who Plaintiffs 

agree is Ms. Sykes; and (2) the authenticity of the document, a declaration submitted to this 

Court by Plaintiffs themselves, cannot reasonably be questioned.  Surely, an allegation of an 

actual sunburn injury occurring between 1970 and 1973 (a period in which Miami Seaquarium 

has just acquired Lolita and was learning how to care for her) is way too far in the past to present 

a plausible claim that repetition more than 40 years later in 2015 is “imminent” and “reasonably 

certain” to occur.  Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ inadequate shade claim should be dismissed. 

Conclusion 

 For the foregoing reasons, the Court should dismiss Plaintiffs’ claim for forfeiture of 

Lolita, their claim that that failure to provide Lolita with another orca as a companion is “take,” 

and their claim that provision of allegedly inadequate shade is “take.”  

Dated: September 18, 2015   Respectfully submitted, 
 

s/Michael G. Murphy     
Michael G. Murphy, Esq. 
Fla. Bar No. 139890 
murphymg@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
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Telephone: (407) 420-1000 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
For more than forty years, Miami Seaquarium (“Seaquarium” or “Defendant”) has 

confined the orca named Lolita—a highly intelligent, social, complex and now officially 

“endangered” animal—to a small, shallow, barren, concrete tank, without adequate protection 

from the sun, and without a single orca companion. During this time, Lolita has been unable to 

swim any meaningful distance, dive, forage, or carry out any natural orca behaviors, and she has 

been forced to spend the majority of her life at, or just below, the surface of the water, with only 

animals of other species with which she is not compatible. As a result of Defendant’s conduct, 

Lolita has sustained sunburns; suffered damage to her psychological welfare; and been unable to 

engage in normal movement or postural adjustments, seek shelter, or establish and enjoy 

relationships with other members of her own species. These inhumane conditions “harm” and 

“harass” Lolita in continuing violation of the “take” prohibition of the Endangered Species Act 

(“ESA”).  

In an effort to side-step Plaintiffs’ two straightforward claims for this conduct—i.e., that 

Seaquarium (1) is unlawfully “taking” Lolita in violation of Section 9 of the ESA and (2) is 

therefore in possession of an endangered animal that has been unlawfully taken, also in violation 

of Section 9—Defendant, which has already filed an Answer in this case, improperly seeks 

“dismissal” under Rule 12(b)(1) or judgment on the pleadings under Rule 12(c) as to one of 

Plaintiffs’ requested remedies and certain facts underlying its “take” claim on the grounds that 

Plaintiffs have failed to allege sufficient redressability. Defendant’s 12(b)(1) motion is 

completely improper at this stage of the litigation and must be denied for this reason alone. 

Defendant’s 12(c) motion must also fail—Plaintiffs have pleaded facts sufficient to allege that 

Lolita has been harmed and harassed by Defendant’s failure to provide her with shade and same-

species companionship, and that they are entitled to equitable relief in the form of a Court order 

requiring Seaquarium either to stop violating the ESA with respect to its treatment of Lolita or, if 

it is unable to do so, forfeit or relinquish possession of her so that she will no longer be “taken” 

in violation of the ESA.1 

                                                           
1 Although, as explained infra, Defendant has moved to dismiss parts of Plaintiffs’ “take” claim, 
it has not moved to dismiss any of Plaintiffs’ allegations that Lolita is being “taken” because the 
size of her tank is too small. See Compl. ¶¶ 41-46. Thus, even if this Court were to grant 
Defendant’s motion in some respect, this case will necessarily proceed to the discovery phase.  
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II. CASE BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT FACTS AS ALLEGED  
IN THE COMPLAINT 
A. The Endangered Species Act 
The ESA defines an “endangered species” as “any species which is in danger of 

extinction.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(6). Under the ESA, it is unlawful to “take” an endangered species, 

16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B), or to “possess” any endangered species that has been unlawfully 

taken, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(D). The ESA defines “take” to include “harass, harm, pursue, 

hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” 

16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). The term “harm” includes an act which “kills or injures” an endangered or 

threatened animal, and encompasses an “intentional or negligent act or omission which creates 

the likelihood of injury [to an endangered animal] by annoying [her] to such an extent as to 

significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, 

feeding, or sheltering.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3. These prohibitions apply to both wild and captive 

endangered animals. See, e.g., 80 Fed. Reg. 7380, 7385 (Feb. 10, 2015) (“[T]he ESA does not 

allow for captive held animals to be assigned separate legal status from their wild counterparts 

on the basis of their captive status.”); id. (“captive members of a listed species are also subject to 

the relevant provisions of section 9 of the ESA as warranted”). 

Under Section 10 of the ESA, an entity may apply for a permit to engage in otherwise 

prohibited activities upon a showing that such activities “enhance the propagation or survival” of 

the species. 16 U.S.C. § 1539(a)(1)(A). Seaquarium does not possess a permit to “take” Lolita. 

Compl. ¶ 37. 

The ESA specifically authorizes a private right of action “to enjoin any person . . . who is 

alleged to be in violation of any provision of this chapter or regulation issued under the authority 

thereof.” 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(1)(A). 

B. Seaquarium’s Inhumane Treatment of Lolita 
Seaquarium is a marine mammal park in Miami-Dade County, Florida. Compl. ¶ 31. 

Seaquarium confines and exhibits marine mammals and charges the public a fee to view, feed, 

and interact with the animals. Id. Among the animals confined at Seaquarium is the orca known 

as Lolita, the lone surviving captive member of the endangered Southern Resident Killer Whale 

(“SRKW”) Distinct Population Segment (“DPS”), and the only orca at Seaquarium. Id. ¶ 32. 

Lolita was captured from the “L” pod of the SRKW population on August 8, 1970, in Penn Cove 
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off the coast of Washington State, and was thereafter purchased by Seaquarium, where she has 

been held since September 24, 1970. Id. ¶ 33. 

The SRKW DPS has been listed as endangered under the ESA since 2005, 50 C.F.R. § 

224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 (Nov. 18, 2005), and, following a petition submitted by Plaintiffs 

and others, Lolita is now specifically included in the listing, see 80 Fed. Reg. 7380 (Feb. 10, 

2015) (amending the listing rule for the SRKW DPS to remove the exclusion for captive orcas); 

id. at 7388 (“[T]he ESA does not support the exclusion of captive members from a listing based 

solely on their captive status.”). See also Compl. ¶ 34. As of December 31, 2014, the SRKW 

population totaled only 79 orcas, making it one of the most endangered populations on the 

planet. Id. ¶ 35. The SRKWs became endangered, in large part, due to captures in the 1960s and 

1970s for marine parks such as Seaquarium. Id. 

In the wild, orcas may swim nearly 100 miles per day, and regularly dive many hundreds 

of feet beneath the ocean’s surface. Id. ¶ 42. Indeed, in their natural habitat, members of the 

SRKW DPS are far-ranging and deep-diving. Id. ¶ 38. Nevertheless, for more than forty years, 

Seaquarium has confined Lolita—who is approximately 20 feet long and weighs 7,500 pounds—

to a small, shallow, barren, concrete tank measuring 80 by 60 feet (and containing unobstructed 

space of only 80 by 35 feet).2 Id. ¶ 42. During this time, Lolita has been unable to swim any 

meaningful distance, dive, forage, or carry out any natural behaviors, and has been forced to 

spend the majority of her life at, or just below, the surface of the water. Id. ¶ 40. Indeed, even 

assuming she had unobstructed access to the entirety of her tank—which she does not, Compl. 

¶¶ 42, 44—she would have to swim its circumference more than 2,300 times in a single day to 

approximate the distance an orca might travel in the wild. Id. ¶ 43. The dimensions of the tank 

prevent Lolita from turning around or swimming freely, and she must make continual and 

substantial corrective adjustments to her normal movements and behaviors in order to avoid 

colliding with the tank’s platform and walls. Id. ¶ 44.  

Orcas, including the members of SRKW, are extremely intelligent mammals whose 

brains are highly developed in areas related to complex cognitive functions such as self-

awareness, intuition, judgment, social and emotional cognition, culture, and language. Id. ¶ 39. 

                                                           
2 Lolita does not have free range of motion in this tank because it has a large concrete obstruction 
measuring approximately 45 by 5 feet in the center. The obstruction is used as a stage by Lolita’s 
trainers during public performances. Compl. ¶ 42. 
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In the wild, the SRKW population members live in highly stable social groups with strong long-

term associations. Id. ¶ 58. Some individuals, such as mothers and sons, stay together for life. Id. 

¶ 59. The SRKWs also have a distinctive set of call types, a unique dialect that is passed down 

through vocal learning from mothers and pod members to calves. Id. ¶60. These pod-specific 

dialects are maintained notwithstanding extensive interactions between pods. In addition, certain 

calls are shared between pods, which is further evidence of a complex population structure and 

the importance of communication and culture in their sophisticated society. Id. ¶ 61.  

Lolita’s isolation deprives her of this type of interaction and stimulation, which is 

fundamental to her physical, social, and psychological well-being. Id. ¶¶ 57, 64. She has been 

confined without another orca since 1980, when her tankmate Hugo—a SRKW captured in 1968 

from the waters of Washington State—died. Id. ¶ 63. Seaquarium now holds Lolita with 

numerous Pacific white-sided dolphins, a species with which Lolita is not compatible and would 

not interact in the wild. Id. ¶ 65. Upon information and belief, Defendant’s pairing of Lolita with 

these dolphins causes her stress and physical harm. Id. 

As a result of these conditions, Lolita regularly exhibits repetitive abnormal behaviors 

such as bobbing and listlessly floating at the surface of her tank. Compl. ¶ 46. These are physical 

manifestations of psychological stress caused by her small enclosure and being deprived of the 

ability to engage in her natural behaviors, such as swimming long distances, diving in deep 

waters, searching or hunting for food, and engaging in social interaction with other members of 

her species. Id.  

Seaquarium also fails to provide Lolita with adequate protection from the sun. Id. ¶ 47. 

All cetaceans have extremely delicate skin that is susceptible to sunburn and other damage. Id. ¶ 

48. In the wild, orcas spend the majority (up to 95 percent) of their lives submerged at depths 

where potential damage from ultraviolet radiation is minimized due to refraction and filtration. 

Id. ¶ 49. At Seaquarium, the small, shallow, barren enclosure in which Lolita is kept causes her 

to spend extended periods of time at the surface of the tank. Id. There are no natural or artificial 

shade structures positioned over any portion of Lolita’s tank, id. ¶ 50 and, because the tank is 

only 20 feet deep at its deepest point, Lolita is unable to dive to protect herself from ultraviolet 

rays, id. ¶ 51. The lack of turbidity in the tank from organic matter further limits protection from 

the sun. Id. As a result of these conditions, Lolita is routinely exposed to intense ultraviolet 

radiation and has often suffered sunburn, causing her skin to crack and bleed. Id. ¶¶ 52-53. 
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All of these inhumane conditions “harm” and “harass” Lolita in continuing violation of 

the “take” prohibition of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. §1538(a)(1)(B), and the prohibition on the 

possession of an endangered animal that has been unlawfully taken, 16 U.S.C. §1538(a)(1)(D). 

See Compl. ¶¶ 25-74. Further, if, as Seaquarium suggests, it is revealed as a consequence of this 

litigation that Seaquarium is unable to remedy these unlawful activities by improving the 

conditions under which Lolita is kept, see Def. Br. at 12-13, then transferring Lolita to a sea pen 

in her native waters off the coast of Washington would redress the aesthetic and other injuries 

suffered by Plaintiffs as a result of this illegal treatment. Compl. ¶¶ 9, 12, 17-18, 22. Indeed, 

cetacean experts agree that “Lolita would thrive if transferred to a protected sea pen in her native 

waters, where the more natural conditions would allow her to swim without constant adjustments 

to her movement and posture, dive to avoid the heat and radiation of the sun, potentially interact 

with other members of her species, and generally provide her with physical and psychological 

enrichment crucial to her well-being.” Id. ¶ 72; see also id. ¶¶ 12, 17-18, 22 (alleging that each 

of the Plaintiffs’ injuries would be redressed if Lolita were returned to a more natural setting).   

C. Proceedings to Date 

The Complaint in this action was filed on July 20, 2015. (ECF No. 1.) Defendant’s 

answer was originally due on August 11, 2015; however, on August 6, 2015, Defendant filed a 

motion, which Plaintiffs did not oppose, seeking additional time to respond. (ECF No. 12.) By 

order of this Court, Defendant therefore filed its Answer on August 28, 2015. (ECF Nos. 13, 18.) 

Defendant did not file a motion to dismiss before, or even concurrently with, its Answer, nor 

before, or even concurrently with, its Amended Answer, filed on September 18, 2015. (ECF No. 

22.) Rather, Defendant waited three-and-a-half weeks after filing its Answer before filing the 

motion now before this Court. (ECF No. 25.) 

As Defendant notes in its motion, the instant lawsuit is not the first litigation involving 

these parties. Def. Br. at 4. In Animal Legal Def. Fund v. U.S. Dep't of Agric., 789 F.3d 1206 

(11th Cir. 2015), PETA, ALDF, Orca Network, and others brought suit against the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), alleging that 

the USDA’s rubber-stamping of Seaquarium’s annual license renewal application, 

notwithstanding evidence that Lolita’s conditions violated several Animal Welfare Act (AWA) 
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standards, violated the AWA.3 However, Defendant’s discussion of this case, Def. Br. at 4, is 

nothing but a red herring: the APA litigation is completely immaterial to this action.  

In that case, neither Judge Lenard of this Court nor the Eleventh Circuit considered 

whether the conditions in which Lolita is held violate either the ESA or AWA standards. On the 

contrary, the USDA insisted that it was not allowed to consider whether Seaquarium was 

violating any AWA standards when the agency decided to renew its AWA exhibitor’s license. 

Rather, the agency took the position—upheld by both Judge Lenard and the Court of Appeals—

that it must renew the permit regardless of any such violations. See 789 F.3d at 1223 (concluding 

that the “USDA’s interpretation—which does not condition renewal on compliance with animal 

welfare standards . . . —is a reasonable one.”). Indeed, the court specifically found that the 

USDA may renew a license “even if it knows an exhibitor is not compliant with AWA standards 

governing ‘the humane handling, care, treatment and transportation of animals.’” Id. at 1215 

(citation omitted). Therefore, contrary to what Defendant would have this Court believe, that 

case says nothing about whether Seaquarium is in violation of the AWA standards or the ESA, 

and the conditions in which Lolita is held have not been addressed by any court. 

Defendant’s self-serving references to what the USDA has or has not found, Def. Br. at 

3-5, 13, are entirely inappropriate at this stage of the litigation. As explained below, at this stage, 

Plaintiffs allegations must be accepted as true. Moreover, although that should be the end of the 

matter, Plaintiffs dispute the USDA’s findings, have voluminous evidence that any such findings 

are without basis, and intend to present additional evidence through discovery that will further 

demonstrate that Lolita is being “taken” in violation of the ESA. 

III. ARGUMENT 

Defendant seeks: (1) dismissal, pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1), of Plaintiffs’ factual 

allegations regarding Lolita’s lack of companionship; (2) judgment on the pleadings, pursuant to 

Rule 12(c), regarding Plaintiffs’ factual allegations relating to Lolita’s lack of shade; and 

(3) either dismissal or judgment on the pleadings regarding one of Plaintiffs’ several requested 

remedies for their injuries—forfeiture of Lolita. However, Defendant’s 12(b)(1) arguments are 

                                                           
3 The AWA, 7 U.S.C. § 2131—which is not at issue in this case but upon which Defendant 
relies—authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture  to set “minimum” requirements for the treatment 
of all animals used in exhibition and research, regardless of whether such animals are listed as 
either “endangered” or “threatened” under the ESA. 7 U.S.C. § 2143(a)(2). 
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untimely and must be rejected and, even if this Court were to entertain that tardy basis for 

Defendant’s motion, both Defendant’s 12(b)(1) and 12(c) arguments must be determined based 

solely on the allegations set forth in Plaintiffs’ Complaint. Plaintiffs’ allegations are more than 

sufficient to allow this case to proceed to discovery.   

A. Defendant’s 12(b)(1) Motion Is Untimely and Should Be Denied 

Defendant Seaquarium purports to seek dismissal pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1) of both 

Plaintiffs’ forfeiture remedy and their factual allegations regarding Seaquarium’s failure to 

provide Lolita with the companionship of other orcas on the grounds that Plaintiffs cannot 

“establish” sufficient redressability for these matters. See Def. Br. at 8-16. 

Putting aside the many other flaws with these arguments, see infra at Sections III(B)-(D), 

it is well settled that “[a] motion asserting any [defenses under Rule 12(b)] must be made before 

pleading if a responsive pleading is allowed.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b) (emphasis added). In other 

words, “[i]f the defendant decides to assert a Rule 12(b) defense by motion, then he must do so 

before filing the answer.” 5C Charles Alan Wright & Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice & 

Procedure § 1361 (2015) (emphasis added) (“Wright & Miller”).  

Here, however, Defendant filed its motion to dismiss under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1) on 

September 23rd, 2015, after filing its Answer nearly a month earlier, on August 28, 2015. (ECF 

No. 18). Accordingly, Defendant’s 12(b)(1) arguments were filed too late to be entertained by 

the Court at this stage of the litigation.  

B. Review of Defendant’s Arguments Under Rule 12(c) Must Be Based Solely on 
Plaintiff’s Allegations in Their Complaint 
1. The Court Must Apply Rule 12(b)(6) Standards to Defendant’s 

Motion 
Defendant’s remaining arguments regarding Lolita’s lack of shade and Plaintiffs’ 

requested remedies arise under Rule 12(c), which governs judgment on the pleadings.4 Judgment 

on the pleadings is appropriate only when the moving party clearly establishes that no material 

issue of fact remains unresolved and that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Greenberg 

                                                           
4 To the extent the Court considers Defendant’s untimely 12(b)(1) argument, it may do so only 
under the standards that apply to  Rule 12(c). Skrtich v. Thornton, 280 F.3d 1295, 1307 n. 13 
(11th Cir. 2002) (noting that “a motion [to dismiss] may be construed as a request for judgment 
on the pleadings pursuant to [Rule] 12(c)” (emphasis in original)). 
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v. Gen. Mills Fun Grp., Inc., 478 F.2d 254, 256 (5th Cir. 1973).5 A fact is “material” if it “might 

affect the outcome of the suit under the governing [substantive] law.” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 

Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247 (1986).  

Where a court considers a challenge to subject matter jurisdiction under Rule 12(c), the 

Rule 12(b)(1) standards apply. Wright & Miller, § 1367 (2015). However, under Rule 12(b)(1), 

attacks on subject matter jurisdiction come in two forms: facial and factual. Id. Facial attacks are 

resolved in the same manner as a motion under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim, 

“requir[ing] the court merely to look and see if [the] plaintiff has sufficiently alleged a basis of 

subject matter jurisdiction, and the allegations in his complaint are taken as true for the purposes 

of the motion.” McElmurray v. Consol. Gov’t of Augusta-Richmond Cty., 501 F.3d 1244, 1251 

(11th Cir. 2007) (quoting Lawrence v. Dunbar, 919 F.2d 1525, 1529 (11th Cir. 1990)); Fru Veg 

Mktg., Inc. v. Vegfruitworld Corp., 896 F. Supp. 2d 1175, 1179 (S.D. Fla. 2012) (“On a facial 

attack, a plaintiff is afforded safeguards similar to those provided in opposing a Rule 12(b)(6) 

motion, meaning that the court must consider the allegations of the complaint to be true.”). 

Defendant concedes that this standard is applicable to its Rule 12(c) Motion, explaining that 

“[t]he evaluation of failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted under Rule 12(c) 

(which is similar to Rule 12(b)(6) . . .) and the analysis of the redressability element of standing 

under Rule 12(b)(1) follow the same path.” Def. Br. at 9 n.9 (emphasis added).6 

Motions for judgment on the pleadings on non-jurisdictional grounds are also “governed 

by the same standard as a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim on which relief may be 

granted.” Black v. Kerzner Int’l Holdings Ltd., 958 F. Supp. 2d 1347, 1349 (S.D. Fla. 2013) 

(internal citations and quotations mark omitted); Slagle v. ITT Hartford, 102 F.3d 494, 497 (11th 

Cir. 1996) (“When reviewing a judgment on the pleadings, [courts] accept the facts in the 

                                                           
5 All cases decided by the former Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals prior to September 30, 1981, are 
binding on the district courts within the Eleventh Circuit. Bonner v. City of Prichard, 661 F.2d 
1206, 1207 (11th Cir. 1981) (en banc). 
6 Even if Defendant had mounted a factual attack, Plaintiffs’ claims would be analyzed pursuant 
to Rule 12(b)(6) since the ESA provides both the basis for this Court’s jurisdiction and Plaintiffs’ 
substantive claims for relief. See Garcia v. Copenhaver, Bell & Assocs., M.D.’s, P.A., 104 F.3d 
1256, 1261 (11th Cir. 1997) (where a statute provides the basis for both subject matter 
jurisdiction and the plaintiff’s substantive claim, “the proper course of action for the district 
court is to find that jurisdiction exists and deal with the objection as a direct attack on the merits 
of plaintiff’s case”, analyzing the motion under Rule 12(b)(6)). 
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complaint as true and view them in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.” (quoting 

Ortega v. Christian, 85 F.3d 1521, 1524 (11th Cir. 1996))). 

Therefore, in considering any part of Defendant’s motion not denied as untimely or 

improper, the Court must apply Rule 12(b)(6) standards and “accept as true the factual 

allegations in the complaint and draw all reasonable inferences from these allegations in the 

plaintiff’s favor.” Mack v. City of High Springs, 486 F. App’x 3, 6 (11th Cir. 2012) (citation 

omitted). A complaint “does not need detailed factual allegations” to withstand this standard of 

review, but the allegations “must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level.” 

Speaker v. U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. Ctrs. for Disease Control & Prevention, 623 

F.3d 1371, 1380 (11th Cir. 2010) (quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 

(2007)). “A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the 

court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” 

Id. (quoting Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009)). 

2. Defendant’s Motion Impermissibly Relies on Information Outside of 
the Complaint. 

Although Plaintiffs’ plausible factual allegations must be assumed to be true and all 

inferences drawn in their favor, supra Section III(B)(1), Defendant nevertheless attempts to 

frontload the ultimate merits inquiry in this case by asserting that the Court should consider the 

34 pages of extraneous material it attached to its Answer. See Def. Br. at 13. The Court may not 

do so at this juncture.  

As a general rule, at this stage of the litigation the Court may not consider extrinsic 

evidence not included in the Complaint without converting the motion to one for summary 

judgment. See, e.g., Tracfone Wireless, Inc. v. Access Telecom, Inc., 642 F. Supp. 2d 1354, 1363 

& n.7 (S.D. Fla. 2009). Indeed, Circuit precedent allows a court to consider a document attached 

to a motion for judgment on the pleadings only when that document is (1) central to the 

plaintiff’s claim and (2) undisputed. Horsley v. Feldt, 304 F.3d 1125, 1134 (11th Cir. 2002). In 

this context, a document is central to the plaintiff’s claim when it “is at the very heart” of the 

claim, Day v. Taylor, 400 F.3d 1272, 1276 (11th Cir. 2005), and the document is “undisputed” 

when its authenticity is not challenged. Horsley, 304 F.3d at 1134. Documents introduced by 

defendants that are not central to the plaintiffs’ claim, but are instead central to an affirmative 

defense, are not covered by this doctrine. Aronson v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc., 30 F. Supp. 3d 
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1379, 1397 (S.D. Fla. 2014); Douglas v. Bayview Loan Servicing, LLC, No. CA 11-00495-KD-

C, 2012 WL 345364, at *4 (S.D. Ala. Jan. 13, 2012) report and recommendation adopted, No. 

CA 11-00495-KD-C, 2012 WL 345363 (S.D. Ala. Feb. 1, 2012).7 

Here, the extrinsic evidence Defendant attempts to rely on in this motion fails this test. 

The exhibits to the Amended Answer consist primarily of documents from or involving the 

USDA’s Animal Health and Plant Inspection Service, see ECF No. 22-3, 22-4, 22-5, 22-7, which 

is tasked with administering the AWA, 7 U.S.C. § 2131 et seq., not the ESA—the only statute at 

issue in this case. Defendant’s exhibits also include excerpts purported to be from academic 

research addressing the longevity of wild orcas, ECF No. 22-2; a press release from the 

Department of Interior’s National Marine Fisheries Service announcing Lolita’s listing as 

endangered, ECF No. 22-1; and a declaration from one of Lolita’s former trainers from another 

lawsuit, ECF No. 22-7.  

However, notably, Plaintiffs do not reference any of these documents in the Complaint 

and none of these documents are “at the very heart” of Plaintiffs’ claims. Day, 400 F.3d at 1276. 

To the contrary, the USDA documents involving alleged AWA compliance are not only 

irrelevant to the issue of whether or not Defendant is violating the ESA, see supra, Section 

II(A),8 but, if relied on by Defendant at subsequent stages of this litigation, will be vigorously 

disputed by Plaintiffs.  

                                                           
7 This rule is typically applied to allow consideration of contracts between the parties that are 
central to the dispute. See, e.g., Bamert v. Pulte Home Corp., 445 Fed. App’x. 256, 268 (11th 
Cir. 2011) (purchase agreement in a case alleging securities law violations); Perera v. H & R 
Block E. Enterprises, Inc., 914 F. Supp. 2d 1284, 1289 (S.D. Fla. 2012) (employment contract in 
a wage and hour dispute). 
8 As Defendant notes, in its final rule amending the SRKW DPS endangered listing to include 
Lolita, the National Marine Fisheries Service “declined to decide in advance what would or 
would not constitute ‘take’ of Lolita.” Def. Br. at 7. Indeed, as Defendant also acknowledges, id., 
NMFS has chosen not to adopt the Fish & Wildlife Service’s exemption, in its definition of 
“harass,” for “generally accepted . . . [a]nimal husbandry practices that meet or exceed the 
minimum standards for facilities and care under the [AWA].” Id. (emphases added). Even if it 
had, however, Plaintiffs possess evidence and believe discovery will reveal additional evidence 
that the conditions in which Lolita is held are not “generally accepted,” and that Seaquarium 
does not “meet or exceed” the minimum standards of the AWA.   
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The same holds for the excerpts9 of research on wild-orca longevity—whether Defendant 

is harming or harassing Lolita hardly depends on the lifespan of wild members of her species. It 

is no defense under the ESA that an animal is suffering less-than-lethal harm or harassment.  

The press release announcing Lolita’s listing is likewise irrelevant. While the endangered 

listing itself is arguably central to Plaintiffs’ claims insomuch as it forms the basis for Plaintiffs’ 

ability to bring suit under the ESA, the agency’s press release announcing such a change has no 

such bearing. Nor is the declaration from Lolita’s former trainer addressing the fact that she 

suffered from sunburn decades ago “at the heart” of Plaintiffs’ claim, nor even at the heart of 

their assertion that Lolita is currently deprived of adequate shelter and “routinely exposed to 

intense ultraviolet radiation.” Compl. ¶¶ 50, 53. 

Defendant’s introduction of extrinsic evidence also fails to meet the second prong of the 

analysis—i.e., that the documents may be considered only if they are undisputed. Horsley, 304 

F.3d at 1134. Plaintiffs dispute all of the extrinsic evidence relied on by Defendant, and, apart 

from the declaration of the former trainer, Plaintiffs also have no knowledge of the authenticity 

of any of this material upon which Defendant seeks to rely. Defendant has not even attempted to 

authenticate the material, and, to the extent required for this motion, Plaintiffs challenge the 

authenticity of that material.  

Thus, Defendant is attempting to bypass discovery and jump straight to the ultimate 

merits inquiry based on selective and extrinsic evidence. Its evidence seeks to contradict the 

well-pled allegations in the Complaint as an end-run around the fundamental rule that, at the 

motion to dismiss stage, allegations in the Complaint are assumed to be true and a defendant’s 

contravening assertions are taken to be false. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 

controlling precedent prevent reliance on such evidence at this stage of the litigation. This Court 

should ignore Defendant’s extrinsic evidence and decide Defendant’s motion based on the four 

corners of the Complaint.10 

                                                           
9 Defendant’s reliance on the excerpts of the academic research is also improper in that it is not a 
complete document. See Horsley, 304 F.3d at 1135 (considering material that was central to the 
plaintiffs’ claims on Rule 12 motion but refusing to consider excerpts of a transcript because it 
was not a complete document). 
10 If the Court is inclined to convert Defendant’s motion to one for summary judgment, pursuant 
to Rule 12(d) Plaintiffs would need to take discovery to obtain additional evidence to enable 
them to brief these issues under the summary judgment standard.  
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C. Defendant Confuses Factual Allegations and a Request for Relief with a 
Cause of Action 

Plaintiffs assert only two causes of action in this matter: (1) that Seaquarium has 

committed an unlawful take of a SRKW under 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B); and (2) that 

Seaquarium unlawfully possesses, under 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(D), an endangered species that 

has been unlawfully taken. Compl. ¶¶ 74-76. Yet, inexplicably, Defendant purports to seek 

dismissal of “claims” for 1) failure to provide Lolita with a companion, 2) failure to provide 

Lolita with shade, and 3) forfeiture of Lolita. See Def. Br. at 1-2. Even a cursory review of the 

Complaint makes clear that Plaintiffs have not pled any of these so-called “claims.” Instead, 

Plaintiffs make allegations regarding companionship and shade as factual support for their two 

ESA claims. The forfeiture “claim” is also not a claim at all, but a single aspect of Plaintiffs’ 

request for equitable relief. Compl. at Relief Requested, para. (e).  

In essence, Defendant attempts to escape liability for its ongoing ESA violations by 

seeking to limit the factual record and the availability of equitable remedies before the parties 

have even had the opportunity to conduct discovery. Such gamesmanship should not be 

permitted. Plaintiffs have properly alleged facts entitling them to relief for their two causes of 

action, and Defendant’s procedurally improper motion should be denied.  

1. Defendant’s Challenge to Factual Allegations Is Procedurally 
Improper 

A motion to dismiss a claim cannot be used to challenge only certain allegations within a 

claim while the underlying claim is not itself challenged. See Thompson v. Paul, 657 F. Supp. 2d 

1113, 1129 (D. Ariz. 2009) (“The Court is unaware . . . of any situation in which a Rule 12(b)(6) 

motion may be used to strike certain allegations in support of a claim, where the underlying 

claim itself is not challenged.” (emphasis added)).11 Defendant nevertheless seeks to do precisely 

                                                           
11 Of course, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do provide a mechanism to remove particular 
allegations from a complaint: a motion to strike under Rule 12(f), see Thompson, 657 F. Supp. 2d 
at 1129, which Defendant chose not to bring. Defendant’s motion should not be construed as a 
motion to strike for a multitude of reasons: the Federal Rules do not authorize transforming a 
Rule 12(b) or (c) motion into a Rule 12(f) motion; a Rule 12(f) motion is barred by the filing of 
Defendant’s Answer, Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(f)(2); and Defendant does even attempt to satisfy the 
legal standard for such relief, which requires a showing that allegations are “redundant, 
immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous,” Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(f). Moreover, motions to strike are 
disfavored, Augustus v. Bd. of Pub. Instruction, 306 F.2d 862 (5th Cir. 1962), “will usually be 
denied unless the allegations have no possible relation to the controversy and may cause 
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this. Plaintiffs allege a series of facts establishing that Defendant is “taking” Lolita in violation of 

the ESA by both harming and harassing her in a manner that entitles Plaintiffs to relief under the 

ESA: Plaintiffs allege that Defendant confines Lolita to a small, shallow, and barren concrete 

tank, without adequate protection from the sun, and without a single orca companion, depriving 

her of the ability to swim any meaningful distance, dive, forage, or carry out virtually any natural 

behaviors, and forcing her to spend her life at, or just below, the surface of the water. Compl. 

¶¶ 1, 38-72. Defendant attempts to recast certain of these allegations as individual “claims” in 

order to circumscribe the factual record well before trial or summary judgment—indeed, before 

the parties have even had the opportunity to engage in any discovery whatsoever.  

Defendant’s motion to dismiss should be denied for this reason alone. As in all cases, the 

Court should defer resolving the question of whether Plaintiffs’ factual allegations can 

ultimately be proven until summary judgment (if Defendant renews them) or trial.  

2. Seaquarium’s Challenge to Plaintiffs’ Requested Form of Injunctive 
Relief Is Also Procedurally Improper  

In challenging Plaintiffs’ requested injunctive relief, Defendant again attempts to 

undermine Plaintiffs’ ability to seek relief by conflating their requested remedies with their 

claims. Defendant seeks to dismiss Plaintiffs’ “claim” for forfeiture, Def. Br. at 1, 8-12, 

however, as explained above, Plaintiffs assert only two claims, both of which arise under Section 

1538 of the ESA. As a remedy for these violations, Plaintiffs request forfeiture of Lolita as 

merely one form of injunctive relief that Plaintiffs may be entitled to if they prevail on their 

claims. Compl. at Relief Requested, para. (e).  

“It is . . . well-established that injunctive relief is not a proper claim for relief in and of 

itself, but rather a remedy that is available upon a finding of liability on a claim.” Wells Fargo 

Bank, N.A. v. Barber, 85 F. Supp. 3d 1308, 1313 (M.D. Fla. 2015) (citing Alabama v. U.S. Army 

Corps of Eng’rs, 424 F.3d 1117, 1127 (11th Cir. 2005)). “The question [of] whether a plaintiff 

has stated a claim turns not on whether he has asked for the proper remedy but whether [he] is 

entitled to any remedy.” City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 130 (1983) (citations and 

emphasis omitted). “[A] demand for relief is not part of a plaintiff’s statement of the claim.” 

Charles v. Front Royal Volunteer Fire & Rescue Dep’t, Inc., 21 F. Supp. 3d 620, 629 (W.D. Va. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           

prejudice to one of the parties,” BB In Tech. Co. v. JAF, LLC, 242 F.R.D. 632, 641 (S.D. Fla. 
2007) (internal quotation omitted), and the allegations Defendant challenges directly relate to 
Plaintiffs’ First Claim for Relief, Compl. ¶ 74. 
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2014) (citing Bontkowski v. Smith, 305 F.3d 757, 762 (7th Cir. 2002)). “The sufficiency of a 

pleading is tested by the Rule 8(a)(2) statement of the claim for relief and the demand for 

judgment is not considered part of the claim for that purpose.” Dingxi Longhai Dairy, Ltd. v. 

Becwood Tech. Grp. L.L.C., 635 F.3d 1106, 1108 (8th Cir. 2011) (quoting Charles Alan Wright, 

et al., 5 Federal Practice And Procedure § 1255 (3d ed. 2004)). “As such, the nature of the relief 

included in the demand for judgment is immaterial to the question of whether a complaint 

adequately states a claim upon which relief can be granted.” Charles, 21 F. Supp. 3d at 629. 

Accordingly, it is improper for Defendant to challenge the propriety of Plaintiffs’ requested relief 

in a Rule 12(c) motion that, by its own admission, is equivalent to a motion to dismiss for failure 

to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6). Def. Br. at 9 n.9.  

Even assuming arguendo that Defendant were correct that forfeiture could never be a 

proper remedy—which, as explained below at Section III(D)(3), is plainly false—“dismissal” of 

requested relief would be improper at this time through Defendant’s 12(c) motion (or its tardy 

12(b)(1) motion). Bontkowski v. Smith, 305 F.3d 757, 762 (7th Cir. 2002). “[T]he selection of an 

improper remedy in the . . . demand for relief will not be fatal to a party’s pleading if the 

statement of the claim indicates the pleader may be entitled to relief of some other type.” Dingxi 

Longhai Dairy, 635 F.3d at 1108 (collecting authorities). “Any doubt on this score is dispelled 

by Rule 54(c), which provides that a prevailing party may obtain any relief to which he’s entitled 

even if he has not demanded such relief in his pleadings.” Bontkowski, 305 F.3d at 762 (citing 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(c)). There is no basis for the Court to address the nature of the appropriate 

relief at this stage of the proceedings since “relief . . . of some other type” is clearly available to 

Plaintiffs. Dingxi Longhai Dairy, 635 F.3d at 1108. 

D. Plaintiffs Have Sufficiently Alleged Redressability and that Lolita is Being 
Harmed and Harassed 
1. Plaintiffs’ Factual Allegations Relating to Same-Species 

Companionship are Redressable  
Defendant contends that Plaintiffs’ allegations regarding same-species companionship 

must be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1) because they constitute an unredressable “claim”. 

As explained above, this argument fails because it is both too late and not properly the subject of 

a motion to dismiss. Even if the facts underlying Plaintiffs’ allegations could properly be 

challenged here, however, Plaintiffs have adequately alleged redressability and Defendant’s 

motion must therefore be denied. 
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To begin with, Defendant asserts that Plaintiffs’ allegations that Lolita has been forced to 

live without the companionship of members of her own species for so many years are not 

sufficient to establish that she is being “taken” simply because the definition of “take” in the 

ESA does not speak to this precise issue. See Def. Br. at 12-13. However, as explained by the 

Supreme Court many years ago, the term “take” in the statute “is defined . . . in the broadest 

possible manner to include every conceivable way in which a person can ‘take’ or attempt to 

‘take’ any fish or wildlife,” and that this “‘would allow, for example, the Secretary to regulate or 

prohibit the activities of birdwatchers where the effect of those activities might disturb the birds 

and make it difficult for them to hatch or raise their young.’” Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of 

Cmtys. for a Great Or., 515 U.S. 687, 704-05 (1995) (emphasis added). Like same-species 

companionship, “bird-watching” is certainly not included in the definition of “take”—yet, as the 

Supreme Court has explained, the term “take” is broadly construed to include even that 

seemingly innocuous activity when, under the factual circumstances of a particular case, it 

“harms” or “harasses” the endangered species in question.  

Here, Plaintiffs have more than adequately alleged how keeping a complex, intelligent, 

and social animal in complete isolation from members of her own species for so many years both 

“harms” and “harasses” her in violation of the “take” prohibition of the ESA. See, e.g., Compl. ¶ 

38 (members of this species “exhibit strong and long-lasting social bonds in complex societies”); 

id. ¶ 40 (“Lolita . . . is confined . . . without a single orca companion”); id. ¶ 46 (“Lolita regularly 

exhibits repetitive abnormal behaviors” which are “physical manifestations of psychological 

stress caused by . . . being deprived of the ability to engage in her natural behaviors, such as . . . 

engaging in social interaction with other members of her species”); see also id. ¶¶ 57 – 64. 

Moreover, to demonstrate that the requirement of redressability is sufficiently alleged at 

this stage of the proceeding, Plaintiffs need only plead sufficient facts that, taken as true, raise a 

“reasonable inference,” Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678, that their injury will likely “be redressed by a 

favorable decision,” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992). “At the pleading 

stage . . . we ‘presum[e] that general allegations embrace those specific facts that are necessary 

to support the claim’” Id. (citations omitted). Here, Plaintiffs request an order either barring 

Seaquarium from keeping Lolita in conditions that violate the ESA or, if it is unable to do so, 

directing it to forfeit possession of Lolita so that she can be relocated to a place where she would 

be able to enjoy the company of other orcas—i.e., a sea pen in her native waters. These remedies 
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would fully redress Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries. See Compl. at ¶ 9, 12, 17-18, 22 (alleging that the 

organizations’ resource injuries would be redressed by such relief because the organizations 

would no longer have to spend resources on advocating for Lolita’s protection, and that Plaintiff 

Garrett’s aesthetic and other injuries would be redressed because he would be able to observe 

Lolita in a humane setting).  

Defendant’s self-serving statements that there are no other orcas who can be placed at 

Seaquarium with Lolita, and that Lolita could not be placed with any other orcas in captivity 

elsewhere, Def. Br. at 12-13, are improperly before the Court because they rely on extrinsic 

evidence that may not be considered at this juncture. See supra at Section III(B)(2). Moreover, 

should the evidence adduced in this case support Seaquarium’s assertions on this point, i.e. that it 

is unable to cure this particular problem, this would not render Plaintiffs’ injuries non-

redressable, as Plaintiffs have requested an alternative remedy for the “take” of Lolita—that she 

be relocated to a sea pen in her native waters in Washington State which experts agree would be 

a successful remedy to her inhumane treatment.12 See Compl. ¶ 72 (“Cetacean experts state that 

Lolita would thrive if transferred to a protected sea pen in her native waters, where the more 

natural conditions would allow her to . . . interact with other members of her species, and 

generally provide her with physical and psychological enrichment crucial to her well-being.”). 

Indeed, should Seaquarium’s inappropriate factual assertions prove to be true, this would only 

strengthen Plaintiffs’ request for this alternative remedy.13 

Likewise, Defendant’s argument that Plaintiffs’ same-species companionship allegations 

are unredressable because they are “speculative” does not relate to this requested relief. Rather, it 

is based upon a fabricated laundry list of remedies that are not referenced anywhere in the 

Complaint—contrary to Defendant’s contentions, Plaintiffs do not request that the court “issue 

an order directing that another wild orca be captured for housing with Lolita”, nor do they seek 

                                                           
12 Defendant’s argument that Plaintiffs’ same-species companionship allegations are 
unredressable because an NMFS permit is necessary to transport Lolita also fails. Under the 
ESA, a permit to transport animals is required only where such transport constitutes an unlawful 
“take” or is done in the course of commercial activity. See 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(E)-(F). 
Lolita’s relocation to a sea pen would not be done for a commercial purpose. Likewise, 
Defendants have not articulated any reason why such a rescue mission would be considered a 
“take” under the ESA, particularly when, as alleged by Plaintiffs, “Cetacean experts state that 
Lolita would thrive if transferred to a protected sea pen in her native waters.” Compl. ¶ 72. 
13 Although Defendant refers to this remedy as “hypothetical” and “mythical,” Def. Br. at 14, 
Plaintiffs will produce evidence at trial that the sea pen remedy is indeed completely feasible. 
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to “compel third parties who are not before this Court to enter into a private transaction with 

Miami Seaquarium to obtain another captive orca.” Def. Br. at 12. 

2. Plaintiffs Sufficiently Pleaded Violations Related to Absence of Shade 

Even if the Court concludes that Defendant properly moved to dismiss Plaintiffs’ “claim” 

that Seaquarium’s failure to provide adequate shade to Lolita is a “take,” “pursuant to Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 12(c) for failure to state a claim,” Def. Br. at 17, the motion must be denied because 

Plaintiffs have sufficiently pleaded their allegations. Under the Iqbal standard, Plaintiffs have 

unquestionably satisfied their burden of establishing facial plausibility. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 663 

(“A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to 

draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” (citation 

omitted)). Plaintiffs have alleged that Seaquarium confines Lolita to a shallow, unprotected tank, 

without any structures to shield her from the sun’s rays, and that such conditions cause her 

delicate skin to sustain repeated sunburns. See, e.g., Compl. ¶ 47 (“Seaquarium fails to provide 

Lolita with adequate protection from the sun.”); id. ¶ 48 (“All cetaceans have extremely delicate 

skin that is susceptible to sunburn and other damage.”); id. ¶ 50 (“There are no natural or 

artificial shade structures positioned over any portion of Lolita’s tank. Instead, the tank is 

completely exposed and provides no opportunity for Lolita to shield herself from direct sunlight 

during the most intense heat of the day, when the sun is highest and strongest and no shadows 

are cast in the tank.”); id. ¶ 52 ( “Lolita [has] often suffered sunburn at Seaquarium, causing her 

skin to crack and bleed.”); id. ¶ 70 (“The conditions in which Lolita is held inflict physical and 

psychological injury on her.”). 

Thus, Lolita is harmed and harassed from the absence of shade at Seaquarium, and 

remains in those conditions that prevent her from seeking shade. See 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). 

These allegations, at the very least, present “enough fact to raise a reasonable expectation that 

discovery will reveal evidence of” an ongoing take, Watts v. Florida Int'l Univ., 495 F.3d 1289, 

1296 (11th Cir. 2007), particularly when “the pleadings are construed broadly” and “the 

allegations in the complaint are viewed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff,” id. at 1295 
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(citing Levine v. World Fin. Network Nat’l Bank, 437 F.3d 1118, 1120 (11th Cir. 2006) and 

Hawthorne v. Mac Adjustment, Inc., 140 F.3d 1367, 1370 (11th Cir. 1998)).14 

Defendant’s attempt to read a temporal limitation into Plaintiffs’ allegations also lacks 

merit. Defendant alleges that Plaintiffs “have not pleaded that Lolita has suffered sunburn or 

other actual sun-related injury . . . at any time recent enough in the past to provide a basis for 

concluding that future actual injury is ‘imminent’ and ‘reasonably certain.’” Def. Br. at 2, 18-19. 

This argument is flawed, however, because it completely disregards Plaintiffs’ allegations that 

Seaquarium’s violations are “ongoing,” Compl. ¶ 1, and that Seaquarium is causing Lolita not 

only to be harmed, but also to be harassed, id. ¶¶ 1, 7, 47-56, 71, a separate form of “take” under 

the ESA that requires not “actual injury” but only a “likelihood of injury.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3(c).  

As Plaintiffs’ allegations related to Lolita’s lack of shade are much “more than a mere 

recitation of the elements of the cause of action” and “[t]he facts alleged in the complaint are 

plausible and raise a reasonable expectation that discovery could supply additional proof of 

[Defendant’s] liability,” Chaparro v. Carnival Corp., 693 F.3d 1333, 1337 (11th Cir. 2012), 

Defendant’s motion to dismiss or for judgment on the pleadings on this basis must be denied. 

3. Forfeiture Is an Appropriate Remedy for Defendant Seaquarium’s 
Violation of the ESA and Will Redress Plaintiffs’ Injury 

As explained above, Plaintiffs request injunctive relief pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g) as 

a remedy for their claims relating to Defendant’s ongoing violations of the ESA. Plaintiffs’ 

proposed injunctive relief includes, but is not limited to, an order barring Seaquarium from 

continuing to violate the ESA and directing it either to stop maintaining Lolita in conditions that 

“take” her in violation of the ESA, or to forfeit possession of Lolita. See Compl. at 17. Contrary 

to Defendant’s motion, this latter remedy falls well within the scope of this Court’s remedial 

power pursuant to the ESA and indeed well within its broader equitable powers beyond the ESA.  

“[S]tatutes providing for particular grants of jurisdiction should be read against the 

backdrop of the courts’ general ability to provide equitable relief.” Aransas Project v. Shaw, 835 
                                                           
14 Defendant, in an attempt to limit Plaintiffs’ well-pleaded claims, alleges that “no ‘take’ by 
‘harassment’ claim is made with respect to allegedly inadequate shade,” because in Defendant’s 
estimation, the allegations made with regard to Seaquarium’s failure to provide Lolita with 
adequate shade “are in the nature of harm rather than harassment.” Def. Br. at 18-19 n.14. 
Plaintiffs have pleaded that Lolita’s conditions harass her, their allegations support the 
conclusion that Lolita is being harassed, and they in no way limit their claims to harm from 
inadequate shade. Compl. ¶¶ 1, 7, 47-56, 71. 
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F. Supp. 2d 251, 272 (S.D. Tex. 2011), citing Weinberger v. Romero-Barcelo, 456 U.S. 305, 

306-07 (1982); see also Strahan v. Coxe, 127 F.3d 155, 170 (1st Cir. 1997) (“The ESA does not 

limit the injunctive power available in a citizen suit, and, thus, we understand the Act to grant a 

district court the full scope of its traditional equitable injunctive powers. Equitable injunction 

includes the power to provide complete relief in light of the statutory purpose.”) (internal 

citations and quotations omitted) (emphasis added). “Thus, if Defendants are found to have 

violated the provisions of the ESA, the Court can impose affirmative obligations upon 

Defendants to ensure their compliance with federal law.” Aransas Project, 835 F. Supp. 2d at 

272. The fact that the statute does not specifically enumerate all forms of injunctive relief 

available does not bar the Court from ordering forfeiture of Lolita as a remedy for Plaintiffs’ 

claims. To the contrary, such an action may be a logical and necessary affirmative step for 

ensuring that this particular Defendant complies with the ESA, especially if the evidence shows, 

as Seaquarium seems to suggest in its brief, that there is no other way to remedy the illegal 

“take” of Lolita. As the Supreme Court explained decades ago, “[t]he essence of equity 

jurisdiction has been the power of [the Court] . . . to mould each decree to the necessities of the 

case.” Hecht v. Bowles, 321 U.S. 321, 329 (1944).15 

Defendant’s attempt to analogize Plaintiffs’ request for forfeiture to a request for the 

issuance of a permit in Am. Soc'y For Prevention of Cruelty to Animals v. Ringling Bros. & 

Barnum & Bailey Circus, 502 F. Supp. 2d 103 (D.D.C. 2007), which is completely inapposite, 

fails. That decision addressed the ability of a plaintiff to challenge a defendant’s compliance with 

a permit issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Here, Defendant does not have a permit to 

“take” Lolita nor, as far as Plaintiffs can tell, has it applied for one since Lolita was listed. As 

such, Plaintiffs’ request for injunctive relief does not require any “determination that [a] permit 

                                                           
15 Indeed, at least one court has found, at the motion to dismiss stage, that a plaintiff’s injury 
under the ESA could be redressable based in part upon his request for forfeiture of an 
endangered animal. In Am. Soc'y for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals v. Ringling Bros. & 
Barnum & Bailey Circus, 317 F.3d 334, 338 (D.C. Cir. 2003), an appellate decision in the same 
litigation as the case that Defendant cites in its Motion, see Def. Br.at 10, the plaintiff former 
Ringling Brothers employee sought “two forms of relief—an injunction that would stop Ringling 
Bros. from continuing to mistreat the elephants in violation of the Endangered Species Act and 
its regulations and an order directing Ringling Bros. to forfeit possession of the elephants.” 317 
F.3d at 338. (emphasis added). Based upon these requests for relief, the court held that, “[i]f [the 
plaintiff] wins the case, we must assume—because the case is at the pleading stage—that his 
injury will be resolved.” Id. 
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is not properly being enforced.” Id. at 113. Rather, Plaintiffs merely seek to compel Defendant to 

comply with the ESA as is specifically contemplated by the citizen suit injunction provisions of 

16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)—i.e., by either improving Lolita’s conditions so that she is no longer being 

“taken” in violation of the statute or, if Seaquarium is unable or unwilling to do so, by 

relinquishing possession of this endangered animal so that she can be relocated to an 

environment in which she will not be unlawfully taken.  

Moreover, even if forfeiture were not an available form of injunctive relief under the 

ESA (though clearly it is), Plaintiffs still meet the redressability requirement of standing. 

Defendant asserts that Plaintiffs must “demonstrate standing separately for each form of relief 

sought.” (Def. Br. at 7.) However, this requirement does not obligate Plaintiffs to allege that each 

potential form of requested injunctive relief would afford them complete relief from their 

injuries. See, e.g., Los Angeles Haven Hospice, Inc. v. Sebelius, 638 F.3d 644, 655 (9th Cir. 

2011) (finding that even at the summary judgment stage “[a] plaintiff must demonstrate standing 

separately for each form of relief sought, but is not required to demonstrate that a favorable 

decision will relieve ‘his every injury’”) (internal citations omitted); see also Lujan, 504 U.S. at 

561 (explaining how the “degree of evidence” required of plaintiffs varies at each “successive 

stage[] of litigation”). Accordingly, courts have found redressability where a plaintiff pleads 

several potential equitable remedies in order to provide a range of options for the court. Aransas 

Project v. Shaw, 835 F. Supp. 2d 251, 260 (S.D. Tex. 2011) (denying defendant’s motion for 

summary judgment and finding sufficient showing of redressability where “Plaintiff states that 

the list of equitable remedies in its Complaint is neither mandatory nor exhaustive, but rather a 

‘range of options,’ all meant to ensure that the Defendants take the Cranes' need for fresh water 

into account.”). Thus, the possibility the Court may modify or grant only a portion of Plaintiffs’ 

requested relief does not rob Plaintiffs of standing as to any of their claims.16  

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court deny Defendant’s 

Motion to Dismiss and for Judgment on the Pleadings.  

                                                           
16 See also Section III.C.2, supra, citing Dingxi Longhai Dairy, 635 F.3d at 1108 ("[T]he 
selection of an improper remedy in the . . . demand for relief will not be fatal to a party’s 
pleading if the statement of the claim indicates the pleader may be entitled to relief of some other 
type.”). 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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v.

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT,

Defendants. 
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Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Miami Seaquarium (“Miami Seaquarium” or 

“Defendant”) respectfully submits this Reply to Plaintiffs’ Opposition (ECF Doc. 30) to Miami 

Seaquarium’s Motion to Dismiss and for Judgment on the Pleadings (ECF Doc. 25). 

A. Plaintiffs’ Procedural Arguments are Without Merit.

Much of Plaintiffs’ Opposition consists of procedural challenges to the propriety of 

Defendant’s Motion rather than substantive opposition to the points made in the Motion.  

While Plaintiffs do not suggest the merits-based challenge to parts of the Complaint 

under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c) is untimely, Plaintiffs contend that Defendant’s motion to dismiss 

parts of the Complaint for lack of subject matter jurisdiction is untimely because Defendant has 

already filed an Answer.  Opp’n 7.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(h)(3), however,  provides that the issue of 

subject matter jurisdiction can be raised “at any time,” and Rule 12(h)(1) provides that the 

defense listed in Rule 12(b)(1) (lack of subject matter jurisdiction) is not waivable.  See Majd-

Pour v. Georgiana Cmty. Hosp., Inc., 724 F.2d 901, 902 (11th Cir. 1984) (“It is well established 

that the question of subject matter jurisdiction may be raised at any stage in the proceedings by 

any party or by the court on its own motion.”).  Thus, “[a] question of federal jurisdiction may 

be raised at any time either by the court sua sponte or by motion of any interested party,” Burks 

v. Texas Co., 211 F.2d 443, 445 (5th Cir. 1954) (emphasis added, cited in Majd-Pour), and 

Plaintiffs’ “claim that 12(b) motions filed ‘post-answer’ are untimely is without merit.”  In re 

Waterfront License Corp., 231 F.R.D. 693, 696 (S.D. Fla. 2005) (emphasis added); see also 

Patel v. Contemporary Classics of Beverly Hills, 259 F.3d 123, 126 (2nd Cir. 2001) (a district 

judge should treat a post-answer Rule 12(b) motion raising any of the defenses protected from 

waiver by Rule 12(h) – including lack of subject matter jurisdiction – as filed under Rule 12(c) 

and decide the motion).  Plaintiffs’ argument is baseless. 

Plaintiffs’ challenge to the propriety of moving to dismiss some but not all of the 

Complaint must also fail.  Plaintiffs contend that the issues of whether Lolita must be provided 

a same-species companion and adequate shade, and the issue of whether the Court should order 

forfeiture, are all merely “allegations” within a single indivisible omnibus claim that Defendant 

is committing “take” of Lolita.  Opp’n 12-14.  As such, Plaintiffs claim that moving to dismiss 

only some of these “allegations” is not allowed under Rule 12.

Plaintiffs’ overly rigid reading of Rule 12 is not supported by Eleventh Circuit case law.  

If entire counts or claims had to be challenged on an all-or-nothing basis, plaintiffs could 
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strategically avoid partial motions to dismiss by lumping different arguments and theories into 

one or two omnibus counts.  Instead, federal courts routinely narrow the issues by dismissing 

part of a single count or claim.  See, e.g., Aronson v. Celebrity Cruises, Inc., 30 F. Supp. 3d 

1379, 1384 & 1399 (S.D. Fla. 2014) (plaintiff filed “single counts of negligence” against two 

defendants; Court dismissed three of the many theories in that count:  “failure to warn,” “failure 

to provide medical care,” and “International Safety Management Code”). Examples abound.1      

Courts dismiss parts of a single claim or count so frequently that the Eleventh Circuit 

had to emphasize that a district court order dismissing part of a single claim cannot be certified 

for interlocutory appeal under Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b), because that rule allows interlocutory 

appeals only when an entire “claim” is dismissed.  In discussing the interlocutory appeal rules 

that apply when a district court dismisses “one of the two theories” in “a one-count complaint,” 

the Eleventh Circuit recognized that district courts can and are granting orders dismissing parts 

of individual claims.  See Lloyd Noland Found., Inc. v. Tenet Health Care Corp., 483 F.3d 773, 

780-81 (11th Cir. 2007) (describing and following the Fifth Circuit’s decision in Schexnaydre v. 

Travelers Ins. Co., 527 F.2d 855, 856 (5th Cir. 1976)); Edwards v. Prime, Inc., 602 F.3d 1276, 

1289 (“None of those partial dismissals … dispos[ed] of an entire claim”) (emphasis in 

original).  

Ignoring this clear cut authority from the Eleventh Circuit, Plaintiffs cite one district 

court opinion from within the Ninth Circuit which held that a motion to strike individual 

allegations, rather than a Rule 12(b)(6) or 12(c) motion, was the proper way to challenge part of 

a claim.  See Thompson v. Paul, 657 F. Supp. 2d 1113, 1129 (D. Ariz. 2009).  Even if this case 

were controlling, which it is not, the Ninth Circuit later rejected that view, holding that a motion 

to dismiss, not a motion to strike, is the proper vehicle for any challenge to the legal sufficiency 

of all or part of a complaint.  Whittlestone, Inc. v. Handi-Craft Co., 618 F.3d 970, 974 (9th Cir. 

                                                

1    Edwards v. Prime, Inc., 602 F.3d 1276, 1289 (11th Cir. 2010) (recognizing claim partially 
dismissed to the extent claim sought equitable relief); Crate v. Q’s Rest. Grp. LLC, 2014 WL 
10556347, at *5 (M.D. Fla. May 2, 2014) (dismissing the “dual occupation theory” that was part 
of “Count II” in a wage case); Echevarria-de-Pena v. U.S., 2013 WL 616932, at *12 (S.D. Fla. 
Feb. 19, 2013) (Second Cause of Action regarding care for inmate dismissed in part – failure to 
provide exercise program allegation dismissed, failure to provide medical care allegation 
survives); Bert Smith Oldsmobile, Inc. v. Gen. Motors Corp., 2005 WL 1210993, at *7 (M.D. 
Fla. May 20, 2005) (dismissing contract count as to some but not all breaches).
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2010); see also Chartis Specialty Ins. Co. v. U.S., 2013 WL 3803334, at *15 (N.D. Cal. July 19, 

2013) (citing Whittlestone, rejecting argument a motion to dismiss is only “available to dismiss 

claims, not allegations”).    

The substantial distinctions among the three “take” claims/issues also undercuts 

Plaintiffs’ argument that they are inseverable.  Plaintiffs implicitly recognized the factual and 

legal distinctions between the pool size, shade, and companionship issues by dividing these 

claims into three sections in their Notice of Intent to File Citizen Suit.  Compl. Ex. A 

(“Seaquarium confines Lolita to a woefully inadequate tank;” “Seaquarium fails to provide 

Lolita with protection from the sun;” and “Seaquarium isolates Lolita from any other member of 

her species.”).  Plaintiffs cite to different sections of the Animal Welfare Act rules to support 

their different arguments regarding the pool size, same-species-companionship, and shade, 

Compl. ¶¶ 45, 56, and 66, thus relying on distinct underlying legal authorities for each claim (or 

issue).  Plaintiffs also focus on different evidence to support these claims (pool dimensions, 

social companionship requirements, and sun angles/shadows) and remedies.  For example, 

building a gigantic pool would not satisfy Plaintiffs’ demand that there be an orca companion, 

and providing an orca companion would not satisfy their claim that there must be more shade.  

Finally, regarding the challenge to the request for forfeiture, federal courts routinely 

grant Rule 12 motions to dismiss claims for statutorily unavailable remedies.  Edwards, 602 

F.3d at 1287 (discussed above); Malone v. Chambers Cnty. Bd. of Comm’rs, 875 F. Supp. 773, 

783 (M.D. Ala. 1994); Butler v. Cleburne Cnty. Comm’n, 2012 WL 2357740, at * 21 (N.D. Ala. 

Jan. 17, 2012); Brown v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 2013 WL 3442042, at *4 (W.D. Tex. July 8, 2013) 

(“motions to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) are also frequently used to challenge the availability 

of certain categories of relief.”)  

B. The Government’s Forfeiture Cause of Action Cannot Be Shoehorned into a 
Private Plaintiff’s Citizen Cause of Action for Injunctive Relief.

Despite the express Congressional choice to provide a cause of action for “forfeiture” to 

the United States in the Government enforcement provisions of the ESA (16 U.S.C. § 1540(e)) 

but not to private citizens in the neighboring private enforcement provisions (§ 1540(g)), 

Plaintiffs now contend that their request for “forfeiture” is just a type of injunctive relief that the 

ESA makes available to private citizen plaintiffs.  Opp’n 18; § 1540(g)(1)(A) (citizen may sue 

to “to enjoin any person … who is alleged to be in violation … of this chapter”).   
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Plaintiffs’ attempt to read a forfeiture remedy into this injunctive relief provision defies 

the rule of statutory construction that the express grant of a cause of action in one statutory 

provision must be read as precluding the implicit grant of that same cause of action in a 

neighboring provision from which it is omitted.  Love v. Delta Air Lines, 310 F.3d 1347, 1352 

(11th Cir. 2002) (“The express provision of one method of enforcing a substantive rule suggests 

that Congress intended to preclude others”) (citation omitted).  Defendant made this point in its 

Motion, citing a series of ESA cases in which federal courts had unanimously reached the 

parallel conclusion with respect to another type of enforcement action (permit enforcement) that 

was similarly expressly authorized in the ESA Government enforcement provisions but not the 

ESA private enforcement provision.  See Mot. 10-11; 16 U.S.C. § 1540(a), (b), (e) and (g).  

Plaintiffs’ only response to this analogous and persuasive authority is to state that the particular 

cause of action in those ESA cases (permit enforcement) is not at issue here.  Opp’n 19.  In 

making this perfunctory argument, Plaintiffs offer no reasons why the normal rules of statutory 

construction governing private causes of action should control as to permit enforcement 

authority but not to the parallel issue of forfeiture enforcement authority.  The reason for this is 

clear – there is no logical basis for making such an argument.

Plaintiffs also offer no response to the point that it makes no sense to allow private 

citizens to sue for “forfeiture to the United States” (16 U.S.C. § 1540(e)) when the result would 

be the Government finding itself involuntarily charged with caring for wildlife it might be ill-

prepared to feed and house.  Mot. 11.  Nor do they respond to the case law holding that 

forfeiture statutes are presumptively not privately enforceable.  Id.2  

                                                

2  Plaintiffs cite a 2003 D.C. Circuit opinion issued at the outset of the Ringling Brothers
litigation in which that Court briefly remarked the private plaintiffs there sought both on 
injunction against mistreatment of elephants and forfeiture of elephants and had adequately 
addressed redressability.  Am. Soc’y for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals v. Ringling Bros. and 
Barnum & Bailey Circus, 317 F.3d 334, 338 (D.C. Cir. 2003).  That Court did not determine if 
the ESA provides a private cause of action for forfeiture.  Id.  However, on remand in the same 
case, the District Court held in 2007 that the inclusion of permit enforcement authority in the 
Government enforcement provisions, but not in the private enforcement provision, meant that 
there was no private cause of action to enforce permits.  502 F. Supp. 2d 103, 112-13 (D.D.C. 
2007).  Not surprisingly, given the parallel between permit enforcement authority and forfeiture 
enforcement authority, the plaintiffs then abandoned their forfeiture claim.  See 944 F. Supp. 2d 
1, 9 (D.D.C. 2013) (“They abandoned with prejudice the claim for forfeiture in 2008 ….”).
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Furthermore, forfeitures are simply not a category of injunctive relief, as Plaintiffs 

suggest in their Opposition.  For example, the Eleventh Circuit has held that a statute-of-

limitation requiring that suits for enforcement of a “civil fine, penalty or forfeiture” be brought 

within five years did not apply to a suit for an injunction.  U.S v. Banks, 115 F.3d 916, 919 (11th 

Cir. 1997) (citing 28 U.S.C. § 2462, emphasis added).  The Banks court held that the statute’s 

“plain language” only covered suits for a “civil fine, penalties, and forfeiture” and so “does not 

apply to equitable remedies” such as injunctions.  Id.; accord Nat’l Parks & Conservation Ass’n 

v. Tennesse Valley Auth., 502 F.3d 1316, 1326 (11th Cir. 2007).  Consistent with that 

conclusion, this Court described the procedures governing ESA forfeiture cases, explaining they 

are “in rem” proceedings initiated by the Government upon a showing of “probable cause,” and 

may result in vesting title in the Government.   U.S. v 3,210 crusted sides of Caiman crocodilus 

yacare, 636 F. Supp. 1281, 1283 (S.D Fla. 1986) (“Caiman crocodilus”).  By contrast, an 

injunction commands a person to act or refrain from acting, and is not “in rem” relief.

Moreover, if forfeiture were a type of injunction, the Government in every ESA 

forfeiture case would have to prove all four elements needed for an injunction (i.e., liability, 

irreparable harm, the balancing of hardships, and the public interest).  See Animal Welfare Inst. 

v. Martin, 623 F.3d 19, 26-27 (1st Cir. 2010).  That is not how ESA forfeiture actions proceed.  

See Caiman crocodilus, supra.  By granting often overly zealous citizen plaintiffs the right to 

seek injunctive relief, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g), Congress afforded ESA defendants the important 

protections available in injunction actions, including the right to insist that the plaintiff prove all 

injunction elements.  Meanwhile, it reserved the more rigid non-equitable forfeiture cause of 

action for U.S. attorneys who exercise prosecutorial discretion.  § 1540(e)(4)(A). 3    

In sum, forfeiture is a statutory cause of action the ESA provides to the Government, not 

a type of injunctive relief available to private ESA plaintiffs.  The Complaint does not state a 

viable cause of action for forfeiture, so dismissal or judgment on the pleadings is required.  

C. Plaintiffs Do Not Plead Facts Establishing It Is Likely a Judicial Order Would 
Redress the Alleged Same-Species Companionship Injury. 

                                                

3  In the Complaint, Plaintiffs root their “forfeiture” claim in the Government enforcement 
provision, § 1540(e), not the private injunctive relief provision.  Compl. ¶ 29 (citing § 1540(e)).    
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Turning to the question of whether the same-species-companionship claim is 

redressable, Plaintiffs cite Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992) for the 

proposition that allegations of standing do not have to be as detailed at the Rule 12 stage as they 

must be at the Rule 56 stage, but in doing so they overlook that the Eleventh Circuit, in applying 

Lujan, has since confirmed that a “a fair degree of specificity” in pleading standing is still 

required at the Rule 12 stage.  See Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd. v. Seminole Tribe of Florida, 

641 F.3d 1259, 1266 (citing Lujan, but still dismissing at Rule 12 stage because redressability 

allegations “failed to allege what the Secretary could have done to prevent the Tribe from 

repossessing the leased property or cite any authority that empowered the Secretary to act for 

the benefit of Hollywood”); Steele v. Nat’l Firearms Act Branch, 755 F.2d 1410, 1414 (11th 

Cir. 1985) (holding that each standing element must be plead “with a fair degree of specificity”) 

(cited in Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd.; Mot. 8, 13).  In Barber v. America’s Wholesale 

Lender, the Court cited the Steele “fair degree of specificity” pleading standard as controlling, 

while citing Lujan in same passage, indicating that Steele is good law and consistent with Lujan.  

542 F. App’x 832, 834 (11th Cir. 2013).

Factually, Plaintiffs contend redressability exists in this case by pointing to their 

unexplained threadbare allegation that “Lolita would thrive if transferred to a protected sea pen 

in her native waters, where the more natural conditions would allow her to … interact with 

other members of her species …”  Compl. ¶ 72.  However, Plaintiffs do not attempt to explain 

in their Complaint (or Opposition) how they will overcome the obvious obstacle of finding 

another orca to interact with Lolita in a sea pen.  Compare Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd., 641 

F.3d at 1266.  They supply not one iota of information as to how another orca might come to 

interact with Lolita and be her companion.4  While a court must generally accept well-pleaded 

factual allegations, wholly conclusory allegations such as these do not suffice under either 

Steele’s “fair degree of specificity” standard for pleading standing or the general Twombly 

pleading standard. Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 557 (2007) (“a conclusory 

                                                

4   If Plaintiffs are impliedly alleging that wild orcas outside the sea pen would interact with 
Lolita through the sea pen chain (which is not expressly alleged in the Complaint), such an 
implied allegation is also speculative and conclusory.  Plaintiffs do not allege facts showing that 
it is likely rather than speculative that wild orcas would swim right by the sea pen and choose to 
remain there long enough to provide companionship to Lolita through the sea pen chain.  
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allegation … does not supply facts adequate to show illegality.”).  Plaintiffs admit that transfer 

to a sea pen would only “potentially” allow Lolita to “interact with other members of her 

species.”  Opp’n 5 (emphasis added).  Obtaining an orca companion is “speculative” and not 

“likely,” as required for standing.  Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd., 641 F.3d at 1266.

Moreover, finding another orca to be Lolita’s companion is just one of several links in a 

chain of events that would all have to happen to “redress” the alleged same-species 

companionship injury (Plaintiffs’ proposal is to obtain Lolita and move her across the nation to 

a “sea pen” in her “native waters.”)  The first link is that Plaintiffs must obtain possession of 

Lolita by forfeiture.  Mot. 14.  Plaintiff contend forfeiture is an available cause of action, but 

offer no explanation as to how they will obtain possession of Lolita if it is not, so this critical 

first link is doubtful.  See Opp’n 15.  The next link is establishing a viable sea pen that meets 

Lolita’s needs.  This is also highly questionable – the Complaint does not allege the sea pen 

exists or describe how or when it would come to be built and staffed by appropriate care 

personnel.  See Compl. ¶ 72; Mot. 14.  See Ariz. Christian Sch. Tuition Org. v. Winn, 131 S.Ct. 

1436, 1444 (2011) (dismissing as “[e]ach of the inferential steps to show ... redressability 

depends on premises as to which there remains considerable doubt.”) (cited in Mot. 17). 

But there is yet one more link in the chain of events – establishing regulatory authority 

to move Lolita to the yet-to-be-established sea pen.  Plaintiffs do not challenge the case law 

holding that when a proposed remedy is contingent on obtaining a permit that a third party 

regulator might or might not grant, the remedy is speculative and redressability is absent.  Mot. 

14 (citing Cabral v. City of Evansville, Ind., 759 F.3d 639, 642-43 (7th Cir. 2014)).  Instead 

Plaintiffs assert, without any foundation in fact, that NMFS would not require an ESA permit to 

move Lolita, who is 50 years old and has lived at Miami Seaquarium for 45 years, across the 

country to an entirely different environment.  Plaintiffs claim such a “rescue mission” would not 

be “take” and so would not require a permit.  Opp’n 16, n.12.  But in its Press Release 

accompanying the Final Rule (80 Fed. Reg. 7,380) including Lolita in the ESA listing, NMFS 

said flatly that any plan to “move” Lolita would require a permit that would be granted only 

after “rigorous scientific review.”  Am. Answer Ex. A.  Given this clear statement by NMFS, 

the chain of events needed for redressability grows ever more tenuous:  Plaintiffs must persuade 

NMFS that NMFS erred.
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To the extent the Court even needs to consider the additional degree of doubt introduced 

by this last link in the chain of events needed for redressability, the Court should reject 

Plaintiffs’ plea to disregard the NMFS Press Release as “extrinsic evidence.”  Opp’n 11.  The 

Press Release is part of the package of documents NMFS released in February 2015 with the 

Final Rule announcing the inclusion of Lolita in the ESA listing, which is the regulatory event 

precipitating this lawsuit.  See Compl. ¶ 34.  It is an unquestionably authentic document 

published on the same NMFS webpage as the Final Rule and the other documents in the 

package.5  Plaintiffs ambitiously contend the Final Rule is “central” to the Complaint but the 

Press Release is not.  Opp’n 11 (citing Horsley test).  But just as the Court may consider related 

transactional documents signed by the parties as part of a single transaction, not just the specific 

contract document referenced in a complaint, so too may the Court consider the Press Release 

as part of the package of documents including the Final Rule cited in the Complaint.  See 

Rosenblum v. Travelbyus.com Ltd., 299 F.3d 657, 660-63 (7th Cir. 2002) (considering employee 

agreement not referenced in complaint that was signed together with acquisition agreement 

referenced in the complaint as part of the one overall transaction).  Thus, the NMFS Press 

Release may be considered by this Court even if arguendo Plaintiffs are correct that the same 

standards for considering defendant-supplied documents apply to this subject matter jurisdiction 

issue as apply to merits issues.  Opp’n 9-10.  The public record status of the NMFS Press 

Release makes the attempt to exclude it even more strained.  See, Luke v. Residential Elevators, 

Inc., 2011 WL 311370, at *1 (N.D. Fla. Jan. 28, 2011) (“[T]he court may consider public 

records on a motion to dismiss without converting the motion to one for summary judgment.”) 

(citing Universal Express, Inc. v. United States SEC, 177 F. App’x 52, 53 (11th Cir. 2006)).

                                                

5 The Final Rule, Press Release, Q&A, and List of References are posted together at:   
http://www.westcoast.fisheries noaa.gov/protected species/marine mammals/killer whale/lolita petition html

(last visited Nov. 6, 2015).  These documents making up the Final Rule package are judicially 
noticeable, as they “can be accurately and readily determined from sources whose accuracy 
cannot reasonably be questioned.”  Fed. R. Evid. 201(b)(2).  Plaintiffs were parties to the 
administrative proceeding resulting in NMFS’s adoption of the Final Rule.  Compl. ¶ 34.  See
Ware v. Polk Cnty. Bd. of Cnty. Comm’rs, 394 F. App’x 606, 608-09 (11th Cir. 2010) 
(considering record of prior case between parties in deciding a motion to dismiss).   
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D. Plaintiffs Do Not Meet Their Pleading Burden on Their Shade Claim.

Although Plaintiffs have had ample opportunity to do so, they have not included in their 

Complaint any allegation that Lolita is now actually suffering a sun-related injury, or that she 

has suffered such an injury at any time since ESA listing on May 11, 2015.  Plaintiffs do not 

attempt to refute the cases establishing that a claim for “take” by “harm” requires an actual 

injury to wildlife after ESA listing occurs.  See 50 CFR 222.102 (defining “harm”); Mot. 17-20. 

Straining to convert the past-tense allegation in Complaint ¶ 52 that Lolita suffered 

sunburn at some unspecified time in her 45 year care history into an allegation of present injury 

that might make out a claim of “harm” occurring since the ESA listing, Plaintiffs point to 

Complaint ¶ 1, which summarizes all of the Complaint’s allegations (pool size, companionship, 

shade) and offers the 100,000 foot level conclusion that ESA violations are “ongoing.” Opp’n 

18. This introductory sentence is not specific to shade issues and is far too conclusory to convert 

the specific allegations in ¶ 52 of past injury into an allegation of present injury occurring since 

ESA listing on May 11, 2015.  See Twombly, 550 U.S. at 557.  Plaintiffs point to Complaint ¶ 

53, which alleges that Lolita is now exposed to excessive sun, but that is just another allegation 

that the sun presents a risk factor for Lolita that might lead to injury.  See Opp’n 11.  Under the 

cases holding that potential for injury is not “harm,” allegations of risk factors do not state a 

claim for “take” by “harm.”  See Mot. 17-20. 

In their Opposition, Plaintiffs do not dispute that upwards of 98% of Lolita’s care 

history at Miami Seaquarium from 1970 to the present occurred before the ESA listing went 

into effect on May 11, 2015.  This amply justifies a conclusion that the allegation in ¶ 52 that a 

“former caretaker of Lolita has reported that Lolita often suffered sunburn” does not allege an 

actionable post-listing injury.  However, should the Court arguendo read ¶ 52 as alleging a 

sunburn injury that might have occurred recently enough to give rise to a viable claim by 

“harm,” then it can and should consider a document (the Sykes Declaration) Plaintiffs submitted 

to the Court in the prior AWA case.  It clarifies that past-tense allegation dates from 1970-1973, 

the years former caretaker Sykes cared for Lolita, over 40 years before the ESA listing.  

Although Plaintiffs purport to globally dispute the authenticity of all exhibits to the 

Amended Answer, they tacitly acknowledge the authenticity of the Sykes Declaration: 

“Plaintiffs dispute all of the extrinsic evidence relied on by Defendant, and, apart from the 

declaration of the former trainer [the Sykes declaration], Plaintiffs also have no knowledge of 
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the authenticity of any of this material upon which Defendant seeks to rely.”  Opp’n 11.  The 

declaration bears the ECF timestamp showing the date Plaintiffs here submitted it to Judge 

Lenard.  Am. Answer Ex. F.6 As there is no actual authenticity dispute, the second element 

required for a defendant-supplied document to be relied upon in deciding a Rule 12(c) motion is 

satisfied.  Horsley v. Feldt, 304 F.3d 1125, 1134 (11th Cir. 2002); cf. White v. Bank of Am. 

Bank, NA, 597 F. App’x 1015, 1018-19 (11th Cir. 2014) (element not satisfied where plaintiff 

provided document-specific reasons authenticity was in doubt). Plaintiffs point to no other 

allegation in the Complaint that Lolita has ever actually suffered a sun-related injury, so ¶ 52 

and the former caretaker report it references are absolutely “central” to the Complaint’s shade 

claim.  This satisfies the first Horsley element.  See Day v. Taylor, 400 F.3d at 1272, 1276 (11th 

Cir. 2005) (brief oblique reference in complaint to contract); Ware, 394 F. App’x at 608-09 

(records from prior litigation between parties considered under Horsley standard discussed in 

Day v. Taylor).     

The issue of whether Plaintiffs allege “harassment” in their shade allegations is fully 

addressed in the Motion and the Opposition.  Defendant reads the shade allegations as alleging 

potential for harms such as skin damage, eye damages, and immune system damage (plus the 

one decades-old allegation of past sunburn in ¶ 52), not harassment.  Mot. 18, n.14.  Plaintiffs 

read the allegations as including harassment.  Opp’n 18.  If the Court finds that harassment is 

not alleged in the shade allegations, it should dismiss the entire shade claim.  If it finds that 

harassment is alleged there, the Court should dismiss the claim that inadequate shade is causing 

“take” by “harm.”  That alone would focus the parties on the definition of “harass” and 

significantly narrow the litigation, as “take” by “harm” and “take” by “harassment” are different 

theories given the different definitions of “harm” and “harass.”  See Opp’n 18 (discussing 

“harass” definition at 50 CFR 17.3, although not the captivity provision); Mot. 5-7.        

E. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss and 

for Judgment on the Pleadings. 

                                                

6 The PACER docket entries are judicially noticeable and confirm that each Plaintiff here jointly 
filed it in the previous case on April 5, 2013 at ECF Doc. 79-6 (Case 1:13-cv-20076-JAL).
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Dated: November 6, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

/s Michael G. Murphy, Esq.
Michael G. Murphy, Esq.
Fla. Bar No. 139890
murphymg@gtlaw.com
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A.
450 South Orange Ave., Suite 650
Orlando, FL  32801     
Telephone: (407) 420-1000

Jennifer B. Moore, Esq.
(Pro hac vice)
moorej@gtlaw.com
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP
Terminus 200
3333 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 2500
Atlanta, GA 30305
Telephone: (678) 553-2100

James H. Lister, Esq.
(Pro hac vice)
jlister@dc.bhb.com
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C.
1156 15th Street, NW, Suite 1020
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202) 659-5800
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing has been furnished through ECF filing to all 

counsel of record in this case on November 6, 2015.

/s Michael G. Murphy, Esq.
Michael G. Murphy
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

Case No. 15-CIV-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 
 

PEOPLE  FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE 
FUND, HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 
NETWORK, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL FUN 
PARKS, LLC, d/b/a PALACE 
ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendant.  
 

 

 
DECLARATION OF MARK SIMMONS  

IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 

I, Mark Simmons, declare and state as follows:  
 

1. I have been a professional in the field of marine mammal sciences for 28 years 

and have experience both in working with killer whales in human care at an aquarium and in 

attempting to transition a killer whale from an aquarium setting to a sea pen setting.  

2.  I worked directly and indirectly with killer whales for 12 of those years 

(including at SeaWorld), both in zoos and the wild1. Additionally, I have consulted with 

organizations housing and/or studying wild killer whale populations over an additional four years 

(not concurrently). While under the employ of SeaWorld, I was responsible for the management 

of the killer whale stadium along with two other colleagues. I also worked at Sealand of the 

Pacific, a floating facility located within a marina in Victoria British Columbia and which 

housed (among other species) three adult killer whales (Haida, Nootka and Tilikum).  

                                                           
1      I wanted to clarify the statement in my Report that “I have worked directly with killer whales in a daily capacity 
for 12 years.” My “direct” work with killer whales is comprised of employment at SeaWorld and through the Keiko 
Release project, totaling 9.5 years of direct hands-on experience. Additional work beyond those 9.5 years involved 
advising and teaching trainers (indirect) that work with killer whales. 
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3. I worked with the killer whale Keiko under the employ of an organization seeking 

to transition Keiko from zoological care in an aquarium, to a sea pen, followed by release to the 

wild.   More specifically, I was the Director of Husbandry for the Keiko Release Project in 

Iceland where I drafted the behavioral and logistical protocols for rehabilitation and release 

which later became the Iceland Ministry of Fisheries Release Permit. In this position, I was 

responsible for the implementation of the release plan, including facility, staff and animal 

management on a daily basis.  

4. I am one of very few individuals that have first-hand experience working with a 

killer whale in a sea pen, bay enclosure and open ocean scenarios. I worked in Iceland with 

Keiko in a sea pen and bay enclosure for a total of 20 months2. 

5. At present, my company, Ocean Embassy, Inc., provides professional consulting 

on all matters related to marine mammals, including zoological, wild animal studies and federal 

protective and regulatory legislation for multiple foreign governments. In my role with Ocean 

Embassy, I have provided professional consultation to over 21 marine mammal organizations 

both in the United States and abroad, including multiple open-water type facilities and three 

animal rehabilitation and release projects. 

6.  I also have experience working with killer whales in the wild.  Since 2003, I have 

assisted and participated in wild animal Health & Environmental Risk Assessment involving 

bottlenose dolphins under National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) permit and in conjunction 

with the Georgia Aquarium, Southeastern Stranding Network, Harbor Branch Oceanographic 

Institute and Marine Mammal Conservancy. In this capacity, I have conducted field operations 

involving animal collection, health monitoring, biological sample collection and tagging/tracking 

of over 300 marine mammals. 

7. I live in Orlando, Florida and have seen Lolita and her pool at Miami Seaquarium 

on multiple occasions over the past 20 years, both as a member of the public, and in the capacity 

as a consultant for an organization that once considered purchasing Miami Seaquarium. In 2012, 

my most recent visit, I brought a professional masters class from the University of Miami to 

Miami Seaquarium where they toured back-of-house facilities and held a private husbandry 

conditioning session with Lolita. I have observed many interactions with Lolita from poolside 

                                                           
2 Correction to corresponding statement in my Expert Opinion. This was a typo and should have been 20 months, 
not 22 months.  
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which includes observations of her behavioral responses, physical disposition and overall 

appearance. I have found Lolita to be highly engaged with the training staff and in exemplary 

physical condition with no outward signs of distress or developmental neurosis.  

8. In preparing this document, I have read the materials listed in my expert 

disclosure dated February 7, 2016 (“Report”), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and 

incorporated herein, including the document titled “Proposal to Retire the Orca Lolita to her 

Native Habitat in the Pacific Northwest” (www.orcanetwork.org) and “Lolita Translocation and 

Reintroduction Action Plan’” I reviewed the proposed relocation site on Orcas Island via Google 

Earth and have seen a recent eight minute video of the proposed location taken by the 

Defendant’s counsel. It should also be noted that I have been at the area and site in 1998 while 

visiting Orca Lab though no consideration for the proposed sea pen use was known then.  

9.   To put it bluntly, Plaintiffs’ proposed plan to move Lolita from Miami 

Seaquarium to a sea pen is poorly thought out, is not adequately funded, faces numerous 

unsolved logistical barriers, and, most importantly, is enormously contrary to Toki’s best 

interests.   All of this is fully covered in my extensive Report.    All of the statements in the 

Report are true and correct.3 

10. I did want to stress a few key points: 

(a).     Keiko was in his 20s when he was relocated from an aquarium to the sea pen in 

Iceland where I cared for him, and had been in zoological care for 18 years.   Thus, Keiko 

was less than half the age that Lolita is now (approximately 50), and he had been in human 

care slightly less than a third of the time Lolita has been (46 years).  Keiko was removed 

from a very bad situation in an aquarium in Mexico City which was simply unable to care 

for him, where he was badly sunburned, and where he appeared to be declining in health in 

an alarming fashion. Unlike Lolita, Keiko was shown to have a productive immune system 

comparable to his younger age.     

(b).      The sea pen in Iceland cost $3.4 million per year to operate, and Keiko was the 

only animal cared for in the sea pen.   Transitioning an orca from an aquarium setting to a 

sea pen setting was immensely challenging.   Food costs, professional staff costs, and sea 

pen maintenance costs were overwhelming.   I cared for Keiko while he was in the sea pen.  

                                                           
3    Please see footnotes 1 and 2 to this Declaration for two minor clarifications of information presented in my 
Report.   
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(c)       One angel donor (Craig McCaw, cell phone pioneer) funded a large part of the 

Keiko sea pen project.   When he discontinued his support after a few years, the sea pen 

project ran out of money, which forced a very deep scale back in operations. 

(d).     Another not-for-profit organization then took over the project.   The new 

organization continued the release effort, though operations and ongoing care were scaled 

back significantly. Keiko died a little more than a year after his relocation to Norway, sick 

with pneumonia and his stomach empty, seeking human care until his last days.  

(e).     My Report focuses on the serious deficiencies in the sea pen proposal that exist 

even if Plaintiffs ever attempt to release Lolita from the sea pen, including the stress to 

Lolita of moving her at age 50 to the sea pen after 46 years at Miami Seaquarium; the 

introduction of new pathogens; the difficultly of continuing to care for her in a new 

unfamiliar environment; and enormous logistical challenges, including disposal of the 

bodily waste of an 8,000 pound animal that might well accumulate in the cove off of  the 

narrow inlet in Orcas Island, Washington State, where Plaintiffs propose to build their sea 

pen, and the need to get permits for the project.   

(f)     Successful long-term maintenance of an orca in a sea pen has never occurred.  

(g)    It is in Lolita’s best interests to remain in her familiar environment at Miami 

Seaquarium and not be transferred more than 3,000 miles away to a sea pen.    

 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing Declaration, including my Report attached 

as Exhibit 1, is true and correct.  

 

 Executed this 10th day of March, 2016 in Orlando, Florida.  

 

    

         ____________________________ 
        Mark Simmons 
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 Mark A. Simmons  Executive Vice President 

Ocean Embassy, Inc.  2405 Rob Lane  Orlando, Florida 32806 

 
 
 
 
 
James H. Lister, Esq. 
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C. 
Suite 1020 
1156 15th Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
 
February 7, 2016 
 
RE: PETA vs. Miami Seaquarium 
 

Dear Mr. Lister: 

Following is my expert disclosure regarding PETA vs. Miami Seaquarium. It is suggested in the Plaintiffs’ 

suit, among other remedies, that Lolita (adult female Orcinus orca currently residing at Miami 

Seaquarium) be relocated to a sea pen and/or open-water bay enclosure. This document explores the 

impracticality of such a remedy including logistical and financial constraints as well as the long-term 

management of open-water housing respective to Orcinus orca.  

Glossary 

Animal Welfare 

Act 

The Animal Welfare Act (AWA) was signed into law in 1966. It is the only Federal law in the 
United States that comprehensively regulates the treatment of animals in research, 
exhibition, transport, and by dealers. The Act is enforced by USDA, APHIS, Animal Care. 

Bay enclosure A bay enclosure usually consists of a protected bay, lagoon or cove with one or more sides 
open to the ocean which are closed off by means of a man-made jetty, netting or similar 
type containment barrier. A bay enclosure is a type of open-water enclosure.  

Behavioral 

Modification 

The application of behavioral theory to change (modify) a specific behavior or pattern of 
behavior. | The differential reinforcement of successive approximations leading to a target 
behavior pattern. 

Cetacean Any of an order (Cetacea) of aquatic mostly marine mammals that includes the whales, 
dolphins, porpoises, and related forms and that have a torpedo-shaped nearly hairless 
body, paddle-shaped forelimbs but no hind limbs, one or two nares opening externally at 
the top of the head, and a horizontally flattened tail used for locomotion (Merriam 
Webster). 

Free Willy-Keiko 

Foundation 

A non-profit foundation formed as a special purpose entity to carry out the release of a 
long-term zoological killer whale, Keiko, to the wild.  
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Keiko Release 

Project 

An experimental project conducted by the Free Willy/Keiko Foundation from 1996 to 2003 
with the primary goal of releasing a long-term (18 year) zoological adult male killer whale 
to the wild. The animal was originally known as Kago, but in 1986 was renamed “Keiko.” In 
conjunction with a fictional movie, “Free Willy” released in 1993 and which portrayed the 
successful release of a killer whale, Keiko became one of the world’s most famous and 
well-known killer whales.  

MMPA The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) was enacted in 1972. The Act established a 
national policy to prevent marine mammal species and population stocks from declining. 
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) is charged with protecting whales, dolphins, 
porpoises, seals, and sea lions. The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), a 
part of the Department of Agriculture, is responsible for regulations managing marine 
mammals in captivity. 

Ontogenetic 

History 

Types of behavior an organism produces caused by its experience and interaction with the 
existing environment. 

Open-water 

enclosure 

Any fixed structure or barrier located in the ocean, protected bay or lagoon and intended 
for the containment and management of cetaceans. An open-water enclosure can be 
either a sea pen or bay enclosure.  

Orcinus orca The scientific name or genus of a killer whale. Killer whales are presently considered to 
form a single cosmopolitan species (IUCN, Rice 1998) 

Phylogenetic 

History 

Refers to the evolutionary history of the species in which the survival of the individuals 
with the particular gene features produces a selection of genetic patterns. Thus, the 
inheritance of a given species is determined by the evolutionary history in which other 
kinds of animals did not survive, rather than in the ontogenetic experience of the organism. 

Sea pen Any man-made structure or vessel that provides complete containment without the need 
of natural borders. It is a stand-alone structure which can be floating and anchored in place 
or fixed to the sea floor by more permanent means.  

USDA/APHIS Animal Plant & Health Inspection Service, a division of United States Department of 
Agriculture which inspects and enforces the provisions of the Animal Welfare Act 
concerning the long-term care of marine mammals in U.S. jurisdiction.  

Zoological 

Sciences 

Of or having to do with zoos and/or animals in human care. | The branch of science that 
involves the study of animals and animal behavior.  

 

Background 

The author, Mark Simmons, has been a professional in the field of marine mammal sciences for 28 

years. He has worked directly with killer whales in a daily capacity for 12 of those years, both in zoos and 

the wild. Additionally, the author has consulted with organizations housing and/or studying wild killer 

whale populations over an additional four years (not concurrently). While under the employ of 

SeaWorld, Mr. Simmons was responsible for the management of the killer whale stadium along with two 

other colleagues. Simmons also worked at Sealand of the Pacific, a floating facility located within a 

marina in Victoria British Columbia and which housed (among other species) three adult killer whales 

(Haida, Nootka and Tilikum).  
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Also, Mr. Simmons has worked with killer whales in open-water enclosures, under the employ of an 

organization seeking to transition a killer whale from captivity in an aquarium, to a sea pen, followed by 

release to the wild. He was the Director of Husbandry for the Keiko Release Project in Iceland where he 

drafted the behavioral and logistical protocols for rehabilitation and release which later became the 

Iceland Ministry of Fisheries Release Permit. In this position Mr. Simmons was responsible for the 

implementation of the release plan, including facility, staff and animal management on a daily basis. 

Simmons is one of very few individuals that have first-hand experience working with a killer whale in a 

sea pen, bay enclosure and open ocean scenarios. Mr. Simmons worked in Iceland with Keiko in a sea 

pen and bay enclosure for a total of 22 months.  

Mr. Simmons is co-founder of Ocean Embassy, Inc., an organization that provides professional 

consulting on all matters related to marine mammals, including zoological, wild animal studies and 

federal protective and regulatory legislation for multiple foreign governments. In his role with Ocean 

Embassy, Simmons has provided professional consultation to over 21 marine mammal organizations 

both in the United States and abroad, including multiple open-water type facilities and three animal 

rehabilitation and release projects. He has extensive experience with facility design, large animal 

transport, protective legislation, U.S. and international animal welfare standards, behavioral sciences, 

wild animal studies, zoological and field research and distressed animal rescue operations.  

Since 2003, Mr. Simmons has assisted and participated in wild animal Health & Environmental Risk 

Assessment involving bottlenose dolphins under NMFS permit and in conjunction with the Georgia 

Aquarium, Southeastern Stranding Network, Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute and Marine 

Mammal Conservancy. In this capacity he has conducted field operations involving animal collection, 

health monitoring, biological sample collection and tagging/tracking of over 300 marine mammals.  

In preparing this document, the author has read the entire text of the Plaintiffs’ suit (Complaint for 

Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, 2015) (Plaintiffs Orca Network and Howard Garrett's Responses and 

Objections to Defendant Miami Seaquarium's First Set of Discovery Requests, 2015) (APHIS Inspector 

Memoranda and Responses to Citizen Complaints filed as Exhibits C, D, E, and G to Miami Seaquarium's 

Amended Answer, 2004, 2011, 2012). Additionally, he has read and researched the document titled 

“Proposal to Retire the Orca Lolita to her Native Habitat in the Pacific Northwest” 

(www.orcanetwork.org) and “Lolita Translocation and Reintroduction Action Plan” (Harris, Foundation, 

OrcaLab, & Nation, 2009). Mr. Simmons has reviewed the proposed relocation site on Orcas Island via 

Google Earth. It should also be noted that Mr. Simmons was at the area and site in 1998 while visiting 

Orca Lab, though no consideration for the proposed use of the site was known at that time.  

The author lives in Orlando, Florida and has seen Lolita and her pool at Miami Seaquarium on multiple 

occasions over the past 20 years. In 2004, Mr. Simmons’ company represented an investment group 

involved in acquiring Miami Seaquarium. During that process, he conducted extensive due diligence of 

the park including Lolita’s facility and her disposition. In 2012, his most recent visit, Simmons brought a 

professional masters class from the University of Miami to Miami Seaquarium where they toured back-

of-house facilities and held a private husbandry conditioning session with Lolita. He has observed many 

interactions with Lolita from poolside which included observations of her behavioral responses, physical 

disposition and overall appearance. Mr. Simmons found Lolita to be highly engaged with the training 

staff and in exemplary physical condition with no outward signs of distress or neurosis.  
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Introduction 

The killer whale Lolita has resided at Miami Seaquarium since 1970, just over 45 years. Lolita is 

estimated to be between 48 to 53 years of age. Lolita is a post-reproductive female (Declaration of Dr. 

Magdalena Menchaca, 2012) of advanced age.  

Sea pens and bay enclosures are immensely challenging and expensive to construct. Ongoing 

maintenance is cost prohibitive as the materials and structure are exposed to corrosive elements and 

harsh environmental conditions.  

Despite these challenges and risks, there are past and present examples of open-water facilities 

effectively utilized in the management of cetaceans. However, it should be noted that open-water 

facilities considered long-term housing are exclusive to smaller animals such as dolphins or sea lions. 

There is no successful example of housing a killer whale long-term in a sea pen or bay enclosure.1  

In addition to environmental, logistical and physical challenges inherent in an open-water enclosure, 

killer whales pose notable unique challenges in achieving responsible animal welfare standards that 

depart from open-water management of similar yet smaller cetaceans.  

Although evaluation of the feasibility of long-term housing of Lolita in an open-water enclosure is the 

primary focus of this opinion, it is abundantly clear the Plaintiff intends for a full scale release of Lolita. 

Orca Networks’ Proposal to Retire the Orca Lolita to her Native Habitat in the Pacific Northwest 

describes at page 12 plans for her release following some time in a sea pen.2 

Further, it is apparent that much of the Plaintiffs’ theory is based on Keiko, from the Keiko Release 

Project experiment. The Keiko release was a failure (Simon, Hanson, Murrey, Tougaard, & Ugarte, 2009), 

resulting in the extended suffering and preventable death of the subject animal. Other references in the 

Plaintiffs’ documents about releases of killer whales to the wild include two killer whales from the 

Pacific Northwest, L98 (Luna) and A73 (Springer), both short-term rescue and rehabilitation cases 

involving young killer whale calves.  Neither A73 nor L98 (killed by the propeller while following a boat) 

                                                           
1 Keiko may be the only zoological whale relocated to a sea pen and bay enclosure. Both open-water enclosures 
specific to the Keiko project were temporary. They were never intended to provide long-term permanent care and 
were constantly subjected to damage and the demands of repair and modification. Sealand of the Pacific was 
another case of a floating facility that used nets as perimeter containment and which held killer whales. However, 
the Sealand facility was located within a marina’s inner harbor surrounded by a double barrier rock jetty. I do not 
consider that facility has any relation to the enclosure contemplated in the plaintiff’s suit and action plans.  
2 Orca Network’s Retirement Plans states the following at page 12: “Phase three - Potential reintroduction 

procedures: After a succession of extended boat-follow exercises for a period of several months, soft-

release will occur for a period of months after she demonstrates normal health and stamina. Soft-release 

is defined as providing a permanent opening in the perimeter fence of the sea-pen, while maintaining the 

infrastructure at the facility to assist her should she return to the sea-pen and solicit companionship or 

food. Medical examinations will continue throughout this time. If soft-release proves successful, as 

determined by her behavior and condition and verified by her veterinarian, post-release monitoring will 

commence, in which Lolita will be located by radio tag or a network of trained observers from shore and 

from boats, and aerial surveys, to be conducted for a minimum of twelve months after initial release. If 

her condition and behavior continue to indicate successful re-adaptation at the end of this period, 

reintroduction will be considered complete and a final report will be submitted to NMFS.” 
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were in the care of man for long, nor were they ever removed from their native environment and 

therefore cannot be compared to the long-standing zoological history of Lolita. I recall that A73 was in 

human care for approximately 32 days and, although attempts were made at confinement, L98 was 

never fully dependent upon human care.  

Listed by category of risk, the following offers a comprehensive overview of the aforementioned 

challenges when contemplating the open-water management of an adult killer whale with a long-

standing history of zoological care.  

Structure 

In order to meet minimal regulatory and operational requirements in the care of a killer whale, an open-

water facility must include certain specialized features:  

Containment: The facility itself, whether a sea pen or bay enclosure, requires a barrier that can safely 

contain the subject animal and keep conspecific animals and other species from entering, while also 

allowing adequate water exchange. In most cases, again considering the management of cetaceans, 

weather and environmental conditions make permanent open-water structures physically and 

financially impractical. Considering cetaceans, the most common containment solution consists of 

barrier netting.  

Access: The facility must be safely accessible from all sides enabling emergency response to personnel or 

animal needs, notwithstanding routine maintenance and repairs both above and below the surface. 

Additionally, the considerable size and weight of a killer whale demands crane access points from both 

land and water (barge) to effectively implement emergency intervention plans. The facility must also 

provide for critical care and be able to meet quarantine requirements.  

Materials: An open-water marine enclosure must withstand the elements of salt water, wind, UV 

exposure, temperature changes and currents. Equally as important, the materials used to construct the 

habitat must be flexible while also maintaining structural integrity against the elements.  

It should be noted that killer whales are characteristically inquisitive and typically manipulate their 

environment whenever and wherever possible. Due to their size and strength, there are few materials 

that can withstand a killer whale’s propensity for habitat destruction.3  

Location & Support: The facility must include nearby support facilities to store and prepare animal food, 

as well as medical and emergency needs, in meeting or exceeding USDA requirements. There must be 

emergency power available, emergency intervention equipment and the storage capacity onsite to carry 

out approved emergency action plans. In the management of killer whales, this equipment requirement 

is extensive.  

Environmental Challenges: Fluctuating water temperatures, salt water corrosion and opposing currents, 

separately and concurrently reduce the integrity of structural materials, including but not limited to 

stainless steel, HDPE, synthetic lines/netting, anchor systems and aluminum alloys.  

                                                           
3 I expect that comparisons to Keiko would likely be made in regard to sea pens and bay enclosures. However, I 
strongly caution that such comparison would be misguided. Keiko was atypical of any killer whale in my experience 
in that he was largely apathetic and disinterested in his surroundings.  
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Influences can include surge currents, movement of the sea bed, sediment shifting, temperature swings, 

rough waves and high winds, to name but a few offenses. Fractures and/or deterioration of the 

superstructure easily go unseen and are subject to increasing risk of stresses related to environmental 

elements. 

Damaged structures can ensnare or mutilate animals held within the structure. Personnel responsible 

for the care and well-being of the animal(s) are placed at risk under such circumstances and often 

exercise poor judgment in efforts to respond to animal needs. Preparedness in the form of planning, 

proper emergency vessels, equipment, training and logistical capabilities may not always be enough. 

These risks, in concert with known challenges of managing a several ton killer whale, can result in 

disaster.  

Cost 

Given the challenges above, coupled with meeting even the most rudimentary animal husbandry 

requirements for the long-term care of a killer whale, costs of both construction and ongoing 

maintenance and repair become prohibitive with respect to an open-water enclosure.  

During the period of housing in both a sea pen and bay enclosure, the Keiko Release Project consumed 

an average of USD $3.4MM each year providing for the care of a solitary adult male killer whale. 

However, over the course of three years Keiko was located in the open-water enclosure, nearly a third 

of the annual expenditure (~USD $900,000 average) related to repairs and maintenance of the open-

water enclosures. The barrier net bay enclosure was utilized for almost three years and the sea pen 

existed for just under five years. In that time the cost of constructing and maintaining both structures 

approached nearly USD $12MM. Although small donations were received from the public throughout 

the project, the majority of funding was provided by Craig McCaw, an angel donor that began his 

involvement in 1998. By approximately 2001 or early 2002, McCaw withdrew funding and the project 

was forced to cut operational expenses relative to staffing and Keiko’s ongoing care.  

The Plaintiffs’ suit and action plan do not adequately consider the enormity of expense related to killer 

whale care in an open-water enclosure, nor propose a feasible or sustainable financial solution in 

contemplating the long-term care of Lolita.  

Animal Welfare Management 

Ontogenetic History 

It should be argued that Lolita is her own eco-type, consistent with that of a long-term zoological animal. 

Her learning history, or more precisely, her ontogenetic history, departs greatly from that of a wild 

whale. This fact is largely misunderstood and undervalued and yet is perhaps the most critical aspect in 

evaluating relocation to an open-water enclosure. It is clearly evident throughout the Plaintiffs’ suit and 

translocation plan that Lolita’s ontogenetic history is not considered.  

Behavioral assessment is limited to physical evaluations conducted by veterinarians not experienced in 

behavioral science and the principles of learning. Successes of the medical model in assessing behavior 

have been limited to treating behavioral problems that stem from biological origins (i.e. genetic defects 

and the side effects of disease). Most learning is better explained by modern behavior principles that 
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explicate learning. (Baldwin, 2001) There is little to no mention of behavioral rehabilitation, learning 

excesses and deficits specific to transfer and acclimation to an open-water enclosure.  

Lolita’s ontogenetic history is the starting point for determining what future decisions are in her best 

interest. She is not a wild whale, she does not possess the learning history of a wild whale, nor the 

physiological conditioning, patterns, social skills, navigation skills, foraging capability, avoidance learning 

and potentially many other learned behaviors vital to adequately survive a significant change of 

environment as contemplated by the Plaintiffs.  

When comparing Lolita’s physiological and ontogenetic history to that of Keiko, there are notable 

differences that should be considered. Despite a five-year effort and nearly USD $40MM in expenditure, 

Keiko failed to demonstrate the ability to survive in the wild. Keiko never learned to forage. Further, 

Keiko demonstrated an inability to navigate on his own, incessantly sought human interaction and never 

integrated with wild whales notwithstanding hundreds of opportunities over the course of three years. 

Keiko’s learning history is nearly identical to that of Lolita’s with one material difference: Keiko was in 

zoological care for only 18 years prior to the release attempt; Lolita has been in the constant care of 

man for over 40 years. When considering cetaceans, there has been no definitive success in the release 

of a long-term zoological whale or dolphin.  

Social/Isolation  

Lolita has not had social interaction with another killer whale since 1980. Even then, her exposure to the 

male killer whale “Hugo” was within the structure of a familiar environment. In that environment, Lolita 

and Hugo would have been conditioned together through pro-social behavioral methods. In other 

words, her social experience with Hugo cannot be considered relative to how she may accept or reject 

conspecifics in an open-water enclosure or the open ocean.  

Arguments have been made by the Plaintiffs that social integration with wild killer whales (in the event 

Lolita is eventually released) is probable based on the fact that she is female and that they can identify 

her original familial pod. There is no basis to support either theory as being influential in her acceptance 

of or by the wild whales. I believe it is more likely that Lolita would be seen as a threat to wild whales 

and chased or possibly injured or killed as a result.  

If no attempt at release is made and Lolita is kept in the proposed open-water enclosure, she will not 

have the benefit of social contact with dolphins which she is accustomed to now in her pool. I am not 

aware of any solution proposed in the Plaintiffs’ plan (beyond release and social exposure to wild 

whales) that addresses social companionship relative to long-term care in an open-water enclosure.  

In either case, the Plaintiffs’ plan of action fails to consider the impact of potential scenarios described 

above. The presence of threat or the lack of social exposure, together or separately, introduce harmful 

negative stress and/or potential for physical injury.  

Health Management 

In providing care for an animal that weighs nearly three tons, nothing is easy. This is especially true if 

that animal becomes sick and unresponsive.  

Cetaceans that have been relocated from closed and managed environments to an open-water 

enclosure more often than not develop problems associated with ingestion of foreign objects. The 
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natural bottom and constant presence of foreign objects is novel. Things like rocks, leaves, mud, sand, 

and wood have been found in the stomach of animals moved from a controlled environment to open-

water enclosures. Naturally occurring or organic objects are not the highest cause for concern. Open-

water enclosures commonly become a catch-all for marine debris. Garbage both on the surface and 

below the water collect within the enclosure.  

Lolita is in her later years. That fact coupled with relocation to an open-water enclosure means she will 

invariably suffer from a host of known and unknown ailments. Medicine placed within food fed by 

humans to a killer whale is the primary means of delivering medication to the animal. If the killer whale 

is unable or unwilling to eat, however, physical intervention becomes the only course of action to 

diagnose problems and administer medications or treatments and adequately monitor her condition.  

In modern facilities housing killer whales, a specially designed medical pool is used to provide critical 

care. For killer whales in aquariums, medical pools are most often constructed of concrete with the 

ability to close the water system independent of outside water systems. This is important in two parts: 

(1) isolating the animal from potential poor water quality, and (2) the ability to lower the water level or 

even completely drain the pool, so that humans may approach the killer whale and are better able to 

manipulate the animal specific to required treatment. In the past 20 years, use of a false-bottom lift 

floor that lifts the animal to the surface has been widely utilized in permanent facilities because they 

reduce stress on the animal and are a quick means of getting frequent access to a sick animal. 

By contrast, building a medical pool into an open-water enclosure could prove to be impractical given 

the size and scale required for a killer whale. The Plaintiffs’ plan does not accurately forecast costs 

associated with critical care in an open-water enclosure.  

I have reviewed Miami Seaquarium’s Amended Answers and Objections to Plaintiffs’ First Set of 

Interrogatories, which discusses the pool gating system and includes a diagram of the pool (2015). In her 

present environment, there is a medical pool available which can be isolated and the water level 

lowered as needed for critical care treatment or for proactive conditioning and routine husbandry.  

The food costs to feed an otherwise healthy adult killer whale approach on average USD $100,000 per 

year. If medical concerns arise, the cost of care can quadruple overnight. As food and food handling is 

the first line of defense in providing healthy nutrition, it is of paramount importance that the source, 

storage and handling of all food-related areas meet or exceed APHIS standards, whether required by law 

or not. The proposed site does not appear to provide adequate infrastructure or space to meet these 

demands. There is no detail offered on how this will be achieved to currently accepted standards.  

Water Quality  

There is no ability to mitigate poor water quality in an open-water enclosure. By definition, under 

Plaintiffs’ plan, Lolita would live in a fixed location off of Orcas Island (or Neah Bay4). Complete exchange 

of the water volume at least twice daily in an enclosure, especially in the case of a large animal 

producing significant waste, is a cornerstone in providing healthy living conditions. Even where 

                                                           
4 At least two relocation and release plans exist for Lolita with some involvement of the Plaintiffs in both sets of 
plans. I have included Neah Bay here as I am unclear as to how the 2009 document “Lolita Translocation and 
Reintroduction Action Plan” may be involved in the Plaintiff’s latest plans. The 2009 plan designates Neah Bay as 
the proposed site for relocation of Lolita.  
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adequate exchange exists, there is little to no means to prevent harmful runoff from the shore or 

prevent water-borne pollution from entering the enclosure.  

Exposure can and would eventually introduce pathogens, bacteria and toxicity that Lolita has not 

experienced and has not developed the immune response to manage.  

Claims and assumptions made in the Plaintiffs’ translocation plan are similar to the claims made 

regarding Keiko’s acclimation to the open-water environment. The continuing assertion that Keiko 

thrived in a sea pen is disinformation. Keiko experienced bacterial infections on numerous occasions 

during the time he lived in the sea pen and bay enclosure requiring repeated treatment involving broad 

spectrum anti-bacterial and anti-biotic medications.  

Nutritional Management 

The Plaintiffs’ plan describes the intent to “immediately” introduce live salmon (and presumably other 

indigenous fish) to Lolita’s diet. Here again, the Plaintiffs demonstrate a lack of experience and 

understanding of zoological management, specifically, the body of knowledge with regard to killer whale 

digestive health. A rapid change in diet of this significance (including the parasitic load of live fish) would 

probably cause harm to Lolita and result in her inability to absorb food and the water content in her 

food. The Plaintiffs’ plan does not demonstrate a knowledge of risks associated with dietary transition in 

killer whales.  

Impact of Noise and Other Unfamiliar Stimuli 

It is often said that cetaceans live in a world of sound; meaning, they are uniquely predisposed to the 

influences of sound or ambient noise. This is especially true of killer whales, which possess a highly 

developed sense of hearing. Ambient noise is a significant factor that can greatly influence Lolita’s 

overall health and well-being. Pressure changes due to naturally occurring seismic events, P-waves that 

are commuted through surrounding bedrock and the constancy of boat traffic noise all contribute to a 

world completely contrasting with Lolita’s present familiar surroundings.  

The Plaintiffs, after placing Lolita in a sea pen, would have no control over these influencing factors. 

Carrying out a plan as proposed by the Plaintiffs is all about change management. Differences in the 

environment, sounds, temperatures, food, foreign objects and other species cannot be approximated 

through a positive process of exposure as she is so thoroughly accustomed to in her present 

conditioning program.  

Sources of chronic negative stress, if not abated, will result in aberrant behavior and eventually manifest 

in physical ailment. The signs and symptoms of this distress are subtle. Killer whales in particular are 

masters of masking stress and illness. Once symptoms become obvious, it is often too late to respond or 

effectively mitigate the causes of distress.  

Human Interference/Compliance & Protective Legislation  

As with any property or business, security is of paramount importance. Considering an open-water 

animal habitat, protecting the entire facility from both land and water access is often a legal 

requirement. In the case of killer whale housing and considering a high-profile animal such as Lolita 

placed in readily accessible location, prevention of unauthorized access becomes vital for the safety of 

the public and the subject animal.  
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Specific to a killer whale, protection plans, emergency response plans and animal welfare standards 

ensure responsible and safe management for all stakeholders. It’s worth noting that should these plans 

be required, any equipment, personnel training/certifications and facilities needed to carry-out those 

plans is also required. Implementing even the most rudimentary safety plans in an open-water enclosure 

is difficult at best.  

The area surrounding Orcas Island is densely populated and boat traffic is common. Human interference 

may be the most difficult of these areas to manage. In similar venues, even those less populated, it is 

commonplace for people to approach the enclosure in attempts to touch and/or feed the animal. 

Should the Plaintiffs be successful in lobbying for local statutes to create a protective barrier (no entry 

zone), it is still impossible to prevent all such interactions from occurring. Accordingly, damage to the 

enclosure can occur and it is fair to say that attempts by unauthorized persons to release the animal 

may occur. There have been numerous cases of unauthorized release from open-ocean enclosures 

housing cetaceans.   

Emergency Medical Management 

Emergency preparedness is paramount in any facility caring for a killer whale. Unique to an open-water 

enclosure, associated risks are many-fold including but not limited to: weather events, surge currents, 

poor water quality, tectonic events, human impact and other species. Overlying all of these 

aforementioned factors is the animal itself and health related emergencies. It is vital that the host 

facility possess the features, capacity, personnel training and onsite equipment to carry out emergency 

response plans. At a minimum, those plans should include:  

Water Safety Conditioning (staff and animal) – Regardless of the Plaintiffs’ intentions in the proposed 

remedy, Lolita is an animal with over 40 years of zoological care. In order to maintain even the most 

basic care, it is necessary to have physical access to the animal which includes people in close proximity. 

For as long as Lolita is dependent upon humans, it is in the best interest of the personnel charged with 

her care as well as the animal’s interest to maintain water safety conditioning. The Plaintiffs’ plan does 

not adequately address this aspect of killer whale management.  

Quarantine – The ability to safely relocate the animal to a controlled environment. This could become 

necessary for a host of reasons including water pollution, air pollution (i.e. heavy smoke or fumes, etc.) 

critical care/illness treatment and habitat damage or destruction.  

Relocation – Plans and equipment readily accessible for emergency evacuation. Considering the size and 

weight of a killer whale, relocation plans would require the presence of or nearby access to a crane 

including the features of the facility necessary to restrain and lift the animal for transport. Likewise, 

there would need to be transport equipment and vehicles available in a reasonable time frame to 

effectively carry out relocation plans.  

Critical Care – At times over the course of animal lives they becomes sick and unable to swim or support 

themselves in deeper water. Given Lolita’s long history in a controlled environment and the vast 

differences (as noted throughout this document) she would experience in an open-water enclosure; it is 

safe to say that she would inevitably require critical care at some interval or intervals. In an open-water 

enclosure the features and/or stability required to either drain a medical pool or lift a three-ton animal 
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where frequent treatment is required would be impossible or, at best, impractical and exceedingly cost 

prohibitive to achieve and maintain.  

Necropsy – In the United States, if an animal dies a necropsy is a legal requirement to provide evidence 

of the cause of death. I do not know of any circumstance where this would not be a requirement within 

U.S. jurisdiction. However, even if a necropsy is not a legal requirement, it is in following all 

internationally accepted standards to conduct this investigation nonetheless. As it is with emergency 

response plans, the equipment and facilities to perform a necropsy must be available onsite or within 

reasonable distance from the open-water enclosure.  

Based on the Plaintiffs’ action plan and related documents, response plans are minimal and lack any 

form of detailed knowledge of animal-related emergencies. I do not believe the facility plan, associated 

budget plans or the personnel plan are sufficient to meet these requirements.  

Environmental Impact 

A three-ton animal such as Lolita produces a significant amount of waste byproduct. When the 

enclosure is in a fixed location and subject to varying tidal amplitude, water volume exchange may or 

may not be adequate to completely flush out waste sediment.  

If waste sediment builds, anaerobic pockets form over time and produce bacteria harmful to the animal 

which can also damage sea grass and corals (Vail, Courtney, 2013) existing in the enclosure and 

surrounding area.  

Understanding and managing environmental impacts during long-term management in an open-water 

enclosure is a foundational requirement in providing healthy living conditions for Lolita. In the event 

water exchange is insufficient to mitigate waste buildup, routine dredging may be necessary which 

presents additional risks. In most cases a problem of this type is only known after the fact and little can 

be done (or done in time) to improve the situation.  

Other environmental factors must be considered and which are not addressed in any of the Plaintiffs’ 

available documents, including but not limited to core samples of the sea bed, (assessment of 

bacteriological risk), soil samples of the surrounding area (identification of sedimentary content in 

runoff) and flora in the immediate area of the enclosure (identification of harmful or poisonous flora). I 

could find nothing of this nature in the Plaintiffs’ plans or online documents. It appears there has been 

no consideration for risks associated with the immediate environment of the proposed enclosure and 

those areas where Lolita would have direct contact.  

Lastly, I have reviewed tidal amplitudes, currents and seasonal winds documented in the last decade 

(USGS, NOAA databases) which appear significant in the area of the proposed open-water enclosure.  

Summary 

Any plausible style or design of an open-water enclosure for the housing of a killer whale would be 

categorically temporary in nature. Given the physical, environmental, behavioral and physiological risks 

associated combined with the size and strength of a large predator, the concept of relocating Lolita, a 

long-term zoological whale, to a sea pen or bay enclosure is impractical and would likely result in her 

unnecessary death and/or suffering.  
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A project of this nature would consume millions of dollars to begin operations by transporting and 

placing Lolita in a sea pen and millions more in annual operational expense to maintain. No readily 

identifiable source of revenue or endowment or detail of same exists in the Plaintiffs’ plans. It is my 

opinion that the Plaintiffs’ plan is wholly inadequate, and further, repeatedly demonstrates a gross lack 

of knowledge of killer whale physiology, behavior, health management and facility management.  

While the prospect of relocating Lolita to an ocean facility may appear logical on the surface to an 

unsuspecting public, Lolita is not a wild animal and should not be considered as such. In evaluating 

decisions regarding her future and well-being, Lolita’s long-standing and unique learning history, and no 

less significant, her positive history in present housing environment should be the central factors under 

consideration.  

My resume and list of publications in the last 10 years are attached. I have not served as an expert 

witness in the last four years. My compensation for my work in this case is that I am being reimbursed 

for expenses and am paid $50 per hour by Defendant Miami Seaquarium. 

The facts and data that I considered in forming my opinions are: (1) my memories of my experience 

working with the killer whale Keiko in open water enclosures in Iceland, (2) my observations of other sea 

peas involving dolphins, (3) my past observations of Lolita in her pool at Miami Seaquarium, and (4) the 

documents referred to in this letter and in my attached list of references.  

 

 

Mark A. Simmons 

Executive Vice President – Ocean Embassy, Inc.   
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Executive Vice-President 
 

 

 
 

 

Title:             Executive Vice President 

 

Expertise:  

              

. Marine Mammal Specialist 

. Executive Administration 

. Marine Life Conservation 

. Author 

. Lecturer   

. Animal Behaviorist 

. Government/Regulatory Liaison 

   . Conceptual Development 

. Facility Program Development 

. Marine Mammal Rescue/Rehab 

 

Experience: 

  

Mr. Simmons has 28 years of experience in the marine mammal field. He is 

a board member and Executive Vice President for Ocean Embassy, Inc. 

and founding member of OERCA, LLC (a Software as a Service Zoological 

& Wildlife management application). Previously, he worked for SeaWorld, 

Inc. (an Anheuser-Busch company) for nine years.  During his career with 

SeaWorld, Inc., he managed the killer whale complex housing eight killer 

whales, participated in show writing, production and performance.  Mr. 

Simmons also conducted talks for professional and educational venues on 

behalf of SeaWorld both in the park and abroad.   

 

Following his career at SeaWorld, Simmons worked with several marine 

mammal zoological and rescue organizations including Marineland 

Foundation, Ocean Futures Society and Harbor Branch Oceanographic 

Institute.  He has led development of several marine mammal programs 

from show production to interactive programs and husbandry 

management.  Under employment of Ocean Futures Society, Simmons 

authored the behavioral reintroduction protocols and co-authored the 

Icelandic Ministry of Fisheries permit for the release of an adult male killer 

whale into Icelandic waters.  As the Director of Animal Husbandry, 

Simmons was responsible for the operational implementation of the 

behavioral rehabilitation strategy. 

 

Adept at working in highly challenging and ambiguous environments, 

Simmons has participated in development of several unique marine 

mammal rescue and research programs.   
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He has worked on the development of marine mammal protective 

legislation and regulation with the governments of Panama, Solomon 

Islands, U.A.E., and St. Lucia.  

 

Through multiple public and private venues, Simmons has conducted 

seminars, informational presentations and lectures for zoological 

professionals, universities, government cabinets, business professionals and 

investors.   

 

Mr. Simmons was integral in the initial concept development of new 

display facilities at SeaWorld such as the Manatee Exhibit, Sea Lion and 

Otter Stadium, Shamu Stadium expansion and Wild Arctic Preserve.  He 

designed and implemented the animal interaction program at 

Marineland in 1998 which increased park attendance and resulted in an 

80% increase in ticket receipts.   

 

Upon the creation of Wildlife International Network, he authored the SEC 

Regulation D Private Placement Memorandum in 2002 and subsequently 

raised over USD $8MM in private investment capital for the establishment 

of a marine life zoological facility.  Between 2003 and 2006, Simmons 

conducted hundreds of investment and informational presentations on 

marine life zoological display and business operations.  He incorporated 

and currently manages the daily business operations of four multi-national 

corporations and acts as the administrator for a 501(c)(3) non-profit, 

Embassy Blue Institute.   

 

He has developed a number of animal interactive programs under the 

Ocean Embassy brand as a consultant for reputable zoological facilities in 

the United States, Caribbean, Asia, South Pacific, Central America, North 

Africa, Middle East and Europe.   

 

Mr. Simmons serves on the Board of Directors for Ocean Embassy, Inc., 

Ocean Embassy Panama, Inc., and Wildlife International Network and as 

an advisor to the Board for Embassy Blue Institute and the Marine Mammal 

Conservancy.   

 

Representative Experience: 

 

 OERCA, LLC. Co-founder/Managing Partner and lead on concept 

design. In addition to product design and development, Mr. Simmons 

manages sales, client intake, user training and service/support. The 

OERCA system is currently in three languages operating in six countries 

with over 1,000 client-side users managing more than 6,000 animals.  
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 Ocean Embassy, Inc.   Founding Partner/Board Member/ Executive 

Vice President responsible for business operations, financial 

management and investor relations. Also responsible for business 

development, implementation and growth of wildlife management 

and conservation objectives and media and public relations for 

Ocean Embassy and subsidiaries.  He works directly with government 

agencies including representatives of The Republic of Panama, United 

Arab Emirates, The Bahamas, the United States, St. Lucia, St. Maarten, 

Antigua/Barbuda and others, providing Cabinet level briefings and 

strategies for program development and conservation of wildlife.   

 

 Wildlife International Network, Inc.   Founding Partner/Member of the 

Board of Directors.  Wildlife International Network is a marine life 

consulting firm, specializing in new product development, training 

programs for staff development, animal behavior management, in-

depth analysis/reports for wildlife awareness and assisting companies 

in the implementation of animal revenue programs.   

 

 Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute.  A marine mammal specialist 

in the Rescue and Rehabilitation division of HBOI, Simmons was part of 

a highly specialized team of responders dedicated to marine mammal 

rescue and rehab management.  Over the course of his involvement 

with HBOI, Simmons developed the first comprehensive stranding 

database for use in the marine mammal rescue/rehab field. He also 

contributed to the Dolphin Abundance Study led by Dr. R.H. Defran, 

San Diego University.      

 

 Ocean Futures Society.  Director of Animal Husbandry, Simmons was 

directly responsible for the design and implementation of all behavioral 

rehabilitation protocols related to the whale Keiko, of “Free Willy” 

notoriety.  This included management of two onsite rotational teams, 

logistical operations and constant maintenance resulting from severe 

weather and high seas conditions.  He authored the behavioral 

rehabilitation plan which resulted in the Icelandic government’s 

approval for official release permits.  Simmons and business partner 

Robin Friday, achieved the first successful open ocean conditioning of 

a long-term captive killer whale and the first killer whale trained to 

follow a designated vessel in the open ocean.    

 

 Marineland Foundation.   Manager of the Animal Training Department 

responsible for care and training of California sea lions, dolphins, and 

African Penguins.  Duties included husbandry, food preparation, 
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education programs, staff training, show production, interactive 

program development, water safety development, facility 

improvements, park schedules and research assistance. 

 

 SeaWorld of Florida.   Senior Behaviorist in charge of Killer Whale 

complex.  Responsible for show production/performance, operational 

quality, animal food preparation, animal training plan, staff 

management, animal husbandry and guest services.  Participated in 

the acquisition and relocation of three adult killer whales from Sealand 

of the Pacific.  Developed initial concept designs for Manatee, Sea 

Lion, Killer whale expansion, and Artic exhibits.  Conducted numerous 

educational presentations to associations, university and high school 

students, professional groups and veterinary students.  1986 to 1996. 

 

Related Experience: 

 

Professional Consultations.   

 Zoological Organizations: Dolphin Cove, Ocho Rios; Theater of the Sea, 

Marathon Key, Florida; Dolphin Research Center, Marathon Key, 

Florida; Atlantis Resort, Bahamas; Brevard Zoo, Florida; Dolphins 

Plus/Dolphin Cove, Key Largo, Florida; Six Flags, Ocean World, 

Dominican Republic, Resorts World Sentosa, Singapore; Changfeng 

Oceanpark, China; Mosquarium, Russia; Miami Seaquarium, Florida; 

SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, San Diego/Orlando.       

 Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute health and environmental risk 

assessment research project; Indian River Lagoon, 2002, 2003, 2005, 

2010, 2011 and 2013.   

 U.S. National Marine Fisheries health and environmental risk assessment 

in response to ongoing UME (unusual mortality event), Gulf of 

Mexico/Port St. Joe, 2006.   

 U.S. National Marine Fisheries health and environmental risk assessment 

research project, Charleston, S.C., 2014.   

 Georgia Aquarium/U.S. National Marine Fisheries health and 

environmental risk assessment research project, Indian River Lagoon, 

2015.   

 

Laboratory Experience.  Trained on blood sampling, surgical preparation, 

cultures, injection, intravenous fluids, and necropsy/tissue 

sampling.  Conducted or assisted in surgeries, x-rays, sonograms, and 
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various diagnostics and procedures.  Assisted in domestic and exotic 

animal surgery, collection, restraint, transport, pre-surgical preparation 

and post surgical care/observations.      

Volunteer Work (current)   

 Board Member – Marine Mammal Conservancy 

 Advisory Board – Embassy Blue Institute 

 

Academic Background:  

 

 B.S. Business Administration - University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL. 

(1998). 

 A.A. General Studies – Valencia Community College, Orlando, FL.  

(1996). 

 

Special Training: 

 

 SCUBA certified: Master Diver – 1986 

 Certified Crane Operator: Orlando, Fl. - 1992 

 Public Relations Media and Crisis training: Fleischman Hillard - 1995 

 Water Rescue, CPR and First Aid training, 2002 – 2012 

 Forklift certified: Orlando, Fl. - 2008  

 HAZCOM Certification – Gulf Oil Crisis; National Marine Fisheries Service 

- 2010 

 HAZWOPER Certification – Gulf Oil Crisis, BP – 2010 

 Public Relations Media Training: TWSquared – 2014/2015 

 

 

Coordinated and Assisted Research: 

 

 Woods Hole Research Institute – Ethogram Data Research, Keiko 

Reintroduction Project, Iceland 1999/2000.   

 Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute – Dolphin Abundance Study, 

Indian River Lagoon (Dr. R.H. Defran, University of San Diego) 

 Hubbs/SeaWorld Research Institute – Vocalization development in killer 

whale calf (Dr. Anne Bowels).   

 SeaWorld – Chaining/Sentencing acoustic tone signals and recognition 

- trial data collection (Dr. Odell) 

 Embassy Blue Institute – Solomon Islands Dolphin Abundance Project - 

Data collection, research logistics for Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins 

(Dr. R.H. DeFran – University of San Diego).  
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 NOAA Health & Environmental Risk Assessment – Wild dolphin 

collection, biological sampling, tag and release. Indian River Lagoon, 

Florida 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013. Charleston, S.C. 2003, 

2014. Port St. Joe, Gulf of Mexico, 2006.  

 

Lectures & Seminars: 

 

 Essentials of Animal Training, One day seminar sponsored by 

International Marine Animal Trainers Association, Atlanta, Georgia, 

2009.   

 Advanced Behavior, seminar sponsored by International Marine Animal 

Trainers Association, Atlanta, Georgia, 2009. 

 University of Miami, Assistant instructor for Marine Mammal Sciences 

Professional Masters program, 2011 to present.  

 International Marine Animal Trainers Association 2014 and 2015 annual 

conferences and regional conferences (numerous topics). 

 Killing Keiko book launch event, Georgia Aquarium, Georgia 2014. 

 Ethics of Animals in Human Care opposite Dr. Thomas White, Aquarium 

of the Pacific, California 2015. 

 Keiko Case Study, Moorepark College, California 2015. 

 Media Panel, Alliance of Marine Mammal Parks & Aquariums, Annual 

Meeting 2015. 

 Killing Keiko – The Cautionary Tale of One Whale, Animal Welfare 

Congress, Mexico City 2015. 

 Faculty Colloquium on Keiko, Media and Blackfish, Eastern Kentucky 

University, Kentucky 2015. 

 Zoos and Current Media Trends, guest instructor, Eastern Kentucky 

University, Kentucky 2015. 

 

*Not listed: Multiple other appearances such as book signing events 

and lectures on topics relevant to Keiko and Mr. Simmons book “Killing 

Keiko.” 

 

 

Media Appearances & Publications (not a complete list of all appearences): 

 

 CNN & CNN Europe. Keiko Reintroduction Project, Iceland, 1999. 

 Headline News.  Keiko Reintroduction Project, Iceland, 2000. 

 Today Show NBC.  Keiko Reintroduction Project, Iceland, 2000.  

 Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.  International trade in wild-caught 

dolphins, 2008.  

 Orlando Sentinel. Guest Columnist – “Look at good works in rating 

captivity’s ethics” March 2010  
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 Nightline. On the release of captive killer whales, 2010.  

 Orlando News 13.  SeaWorld trainer death, killer whale management, 

2010.  

 Outside Magazine.  Key witness on ethics of whales in captivity – Tim 

Zimmerman, July Issue 2010.   

 KIRO Radio "On The Water: Killing Keiko" - August 24, 2014. 

 UBNRadio.Com "Animal Magnetism" - September 7, 2014.  

 Aquarium of the Pacific - August 22, 2014. 

 CNN “Tonight” Killer whales in human care. April 2015. 

 Sharkcon Conference “Killing Keiko” book lecture/signing, July 2015. 

 Bloomberg Television SeaWorld and earnings report, June 2015. 

 El Universal Newspaper/print interview, October 2015. 

 Radio & Television (multiple) Interviews on animals in human care, 

Mexico City, October 2015. 

 AwesomeOcean.com “Killing Kastka – when animal rights come before 

animal welfare” – October 2015. 

 San Diego Union Tribune. Op-ed – “Sea Pens for whales not ideal 

solution” – November 2015. 

 Numerous appearances on local Orlando news stations - 2006 to 

present. 

 Numerous other print interviews published on private websites 2010 to 

present.   

  

Affiliations:  

 

 Southeastern Stranding Network (NMFS) via Marine Mammal 

Conservancy (current). 

 

 International Marine Animal Trainers Association (IMATA) – Corporate 

Member. 

 

 American Zoological Association (AZA) – Organizational Member. 

 

 American Society of Training and Development (ASTD) – past member.  
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, 
Inc.; Animal Legal Defense Fund; 
Howard Garrett; and Orca Network, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 
v. 

 
Miami Seaquarium; Festival Fun Parks, 
LLC, d/b/a Palace Entertainment, 
 

Defendants. 

 
 
Civ. No. 1:15-cv-22692-UU 
 
Plaintiffs’ Statement of Material Facts 
in Support of Their Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 

 
PLAINTIFFS’ STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS IN SUPPORT OF 

THEIR MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Pursuant to S.D. Fla. L.R. 56.1, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc., 

(“PETA”), Animal Legal Defense Fund (“ALDF”), Howard Garrett, and Orca Network 

(collectively, “Plaintiffs”) hereby submit this statement of material facts as to which there does 

not exist any genuine issue.  

A. Defendant Has Confined Lolita to a Small Tank for More Than 45 Years  

1. Defendant, Festival Fun Parks, LLC, doing business as Palace Entertainment, 

owns and operates the Miami Seaquarium (“Seaquarium”), a marine animal park that confines 

and exhibits marine animals in Miami-Dade County, Florida. (See Docket Entry (“DE”) 22, 

Defendant’s Amended Answer (“Ans.”), ¶¶ 23, 32.)  

2. The Seaquarium has confined an orca (Orcinus orca) named Lolita since 1970, 

after she was captured from the wild. (Ans. ¶¶ 32, 38.)  

3. Lolita is twenty-feet long and weighs approximately 7,500 pounds. (Id. ¶ 40.) 

4. Lolita is held in a tank that is, at its deepest point, only twenty-feet deep. 

(Id. ¶ 42.) The tank is eighty-feet across at its widest point. (See Ex. A, Def.’s Response and 

Objections to PETA’s First Set of Requests for Admission (“Adm.”) to Ex. 1, Goodman Decl. 

¶¶ 8-9, Request No. 14.)1 

                                                 
1 The exhibits to this Statement are attached and referred to as “Ex. ___.” 
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5. Lolita has not seen another orca since 1980, when her companion, an orca named 

Hugo, died. (Ans. ¶¶ 57, 63.)  

6. The tank’s only shade comes from the surrounding stadium seating, leaving Lolita 

with no shade when the sun is at its highest. (Ans. ¶ 50.) 

B. Lolita Is Protected Under the Endangered Species Act  

7. In 2015, the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) promulgated a final 

rule granting Lolita protection under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”). See 80 Fed. Reg. 

7380 (Feb. 10, 2015). This rule, which became effective on May 11, 2015, recognizes Lolita as a 

member of the “L-pod” of the endangered Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SKRW”) Distinct 

Population Segment (“DPS”). (Id.) 

8. Plaintiffs allege that the conditions of Lolita’s confinement are unlawful because 

they harm and harass Lolita and thus amount to a “take” under the ESA. (See DE 1, Complaint 

(“Compl.”), ¶¶ 41-46 (tank size), ¶¶ 47-56 (shade), ¶¶ 57-66 (companionship).)  

9. Defendant does not have a permit to “take” Lolita under the ESA. (See Adm. 

at 5-6 (Request No. 6).) 

10. The Seaquarium has made many statements to the public, asserting that the 

manner in which Lolita is held and exhibited is both lawful and humane and “Lolita is healthy 

and thriving.” (See Goodman Decl. ¶ 7 & Ex. C.)  

C. Facts Related to PETA’s Diversion of Resources 

11. Plaintiff PETA is a national non-profit organization headquartered in Norfolk, 

Virginia, that is dedicated to protecting animals from abuse, neglect, and cruelty. (Ex. 2, 

Kerr Decl. ¶ 3.)  PETA focuses its efforts on the areas in which the largest numbers of animals 

suffer the most intensely for the longest periods of time, including the entertainment industry. 

(Id. ¶ 3.) A central tenet of PETA’s mission is to expose the inhumane treatment of animals 

trained and used for entertainment; to educate the public about such treatment; and, ultimately, 

to encourage people to choose alternative forms of entertainment. (Id. ¶ 3.) 

12. To achieve its mission, PETA uses public education, cruelty investigations, 

research, animal rescue, legislation, special events, celebrity involvement, protest campaigns, 

and administrative comments and complaints to educate the public and enforce laws enacted to 

protect animals. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 3.) ]  
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13. PETA focuses these efforts on U.S.-based animal exhibitors and other 

entertainment. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 3.) 

14. The Seaquarium’s treatment of Lolita (which PETA alleges harms and harasses 

her under the law) frustrates PETA’s mission by requiring it to focus its resources on litigation to 

ensure compliance with established laws rather than on other educational and investigatory 

efforts, or on administrative comments and legislation, to ensure that animals are afforded 

appropriate legal protection. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 4.)  

15. The Seaquarium’s treatment of Lolita also frustrates PETA’s efforts to alleviate 

the suffering of other animals held in conditions like Lolita’s. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 4.) The fact that that 

the Seaquarium continues to maintain Lolita in the conditions that it does without legal sanction 

suggests to the public that the conditions at the Seaquarium cannot actually be injuring her and 

significantly disrupting her normal behavioral patterns. (Id.)  

16. The Seaquarium’s representations that Lolita is being treated lawfully and 

humanely also make it harder for PETA to successfully convince the public of its contention that 

Lolita’s living conditions violate the ESA. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 6.) 

17. Since at least 2011, PETA has been, and will continue to be, required to expend 

substantial resources of money and staff time on efforts to prevent the Seaquarium from 

continuing to maintain Lolita in her current conditions (which PETA alleges constitute harm and 

harassment under the law). (Kerr Decl. ¶ 5.) These efforts include, but are not limited to, 

(a) monitoring Lolita’s conditions; (b) organizing and promoting protests against Lolita’s 

conditions; (c) suing the NMFS for excluding Lolita from the ESA listing for Southern Resident 

killer whales, and appealing the dismissal of that suit on a procedural technicality; (d) submitting 

an ESA-listing petition for Lolita to the NMFS; (e) submitting lengthy nonrenewal requests to 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture (“USDA”) asking the agency not to renew the Seaquarium’s 

Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”) license on the basis of the Seaquarium’s failure to provide Lolita 

adequate space, shade, and companionship; (f) suing the USDA for renewing the Seaquarium’s 

AWA license, and appealing dismissal of that suit; and (g) publishing multiple action alerts on 

PETA’s website and affiliated websites asking supporters either to urge the Seaquarium to retire 

Lolita to a coastal sanctuary, or to urge government agencies to act to prevent Lolita’s harm and 

harassment. (Id.; see also Goodman Decl., ¶¶ 15-16, Exs. J-K.)  
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18. Since at least 2011, PETA has also been, and will continue to be, required to 

expend substantial resources of money and staff time on efforts to educate the public about 

Lolita’s current conditions (which PETA alleges constitute harm and harassment under the law). 

(Kerr Decl. ¶ 6.) These efforts include, but are not limited to, (a) organizing and promoting 

protests against Lolita’s conditions; (b) drafting and distributing press releases; (c) conducting 

media interviews; and (e) publishing news stories on PETA’s websites and affiliated websites. 

(Id.; see also Goodman Decl., ¶¶ 11, 14, 16-17, Ex. F, I, K-L.)  

19. To assist in these efforts, PETA has expended, and continues to expend, 

considerable staff time on (a) developing litigation and communications strategies; (b) drafting 

administrative complaints and petitions; (c) preparing and distributing press releases; (d) drafting 

and publishing website content; (e) organizing and promoting protests; (f) recruiting activists; 

(g) preparing materials for protests; (h) writing legal complaints, briefs, and motions; (i) creating 

and coordinating action alerts; and (j) monitoring Lolita’s conditions. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 7; see also 

Goodman Decl., ¶¶ 10, 14-17, Exs. E, I-L.) This does not include staff time expended on the 

current litigation. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 7.)   

20. In addition to staff time, PETA has incurred, and continues to incur, numerous 

costs related to these efforts, including, but not limited to: (a) attorneys’ fees; Westlaw and 

LexisNexis research expenses; (b) filing fees; (c) search fees for court records; (d) long-distance 

phone charges; (e) fees for shipping and printing services; and (f) travel expenses (including 

food, travel, lodging, and parking expenses). (Kerr Decl. ¶ 8) These do not include costs incurred 

in the current litigation. (Id.)  

21. PETA has been forced to divert these resources from other projects and 

campaigns. (Kerr Decl. ¶ 9.) PETA would no longer expend these resources if the Seaquarium 

no longer kept Lolita in conditions that PETA considers to constitute an unlawful “take” under 

the law. (Id. ¶ 10.)  

D. Facts Relating to ALDF’s Diversion of Resources 

22. Plaintiff ALDF is a national non-profit organization involved in every aspect of 

animal law. (Ex. 3, Dillard Decl. ¶ 4.) ALDF is dedicated to preventing animal cruelty and to 

advancing the interests of animals through the legal system. (Id.) 

23. ALDF focuses its attention, in part, on the protection of animals who are used in 

entertainment, and who are subject to cruelty and intensive confinement. (Dillard Decl. ¶ 5.) 
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24. To achieve its mission, ALDF has worked to educate the public about the 

treatment and welfare of animals used in entertainment. (Dillard Decl. ¶ 6.) These efforts 

include, but are not limited to, the production of on-line features, the filing of administrative 

petitions and lawsuits, publishing a regular newsletter and other materials, and organizing press 

and public speaking engagements. (Id.)  

25. The Seaquarium’s possession of Lolita for more than four decades in her current 

conditions, coupled with the Seaquarium’s representations that its treatment of Lolita is lawful 

and humane, suggests to the public that the conditions at the Seaquarium cannot actually be 

harming and harassing her, and this frustrates ALDF’s efforts by making it harder for ALDF 

to persuade the public of its contention that Lolita’s living conditions violate the ESA. 

(Dillard Decl. ¶ 7-9.) 

26. Since 2011, ALDF has expended substantial resources on efforts to improve 

Lolita’s welfare. (Dillard Decl. ¶ 10.) 

27. ALDF has expended, and will continue to expend, substantial resources, including 

money and staff time, separate from the current litigation, to prevent the Seaquarium from 

maintaining Lolita in her current conditions (which ALDF alleges constitute harm and 

harassment under the law); to educate the public about the conditions in which Lolita has been 

kept at the Seaquarium; and to urge the Seaquarium to release Lolita from the conditions 

Plaintiffs allege harm and harass her. (Dillard Decl. ¶¶ 10-11.) 

28. ALDF’s efforts include, but are not limited to: (a) suing the NMFS for excluding 

Lolita from the ESA listing for the SRKW DPS; (b) submitting an ESA-listing petition for 

Lolita; (c) submitting lengthy nonrenewal requests to the USDA asking the agency not to renew 

the Seaquarium’s AWA license on the basis of the Seaquarium’s alleged failure to provide Lolita 

adequate space, shade, and companionship; (d) conducting media interviews; (e) publishing 

news stories about Lolita on ALDF’s website and in ALDF’s newsletter; (f) initiating a 

letter-writing campaign to support Lolita’s protection under the ESA; and (g) filing a complaint 

with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) after documenting Seaquarium 

trainers in the water with Lolita after OSHA had determined this was a workplace safety hazard. 

(Dillard Decl. ¶¶ 11-16.)  

29. ALDF has been forced to divert these resources from other projects and 

campaigns. (Id. ¶¶ 17-20.) ALDF would no longer expend these resources if the Seaquarium no 
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longer kept Lolita in conditions that ALDF considers to constitute an unlawful “take” under the 

law. (Id. ¶ 21.)  

E. Facts Related to Orca Network’s Diversion of Resources 

30. Plaintiff Orca Network is a non-profit organization dedicated to raising awareness 

of the killer whales of the Pacific Northwest and the importance of providing them healthy and 

safe habitats. (Ex. 4, Garrett Decl. ¶ 4.)  

31. Orca Networks seeks to build a “community” that is “increasingly attuned to the 

orca population” and that “cares about and tries to understand the needs of the resident and 

transient orcas that inhabit the Salish Sea.” (Garret Decl. ¶ 4.) Orca Network’s activities include 

tracking and documenting the activities of the SRKW population—including the L- pod from 

which Lolita was captured. (Id.) 

32. To encourage shoreline observation of the SKRWs, to increase awareness and 

knowledge about them, to foster a stewardship ethic, and to motivate a diverse audience to take 

action to protect and restore the habitat, Orca Network created the Whale Sighting Network and 

Education Project, through which sightings and observations of the orca community are gathered 

and disseminated to researchers and volunteers. (Garret Decl. ¶ 4.) Every year, Orca Network 

holds a beachside commemoration of the day Lolita was captured in Puget Sound and separated 

from her family. (Id.)  

33. The Seaquarium’s treatment of Lolita (which Orca Network alleges harms and 

harasses Lolita, in violation of the ESA) frustrates its mission of fostering a stewardship ethic 

toward orcas by perpetuating the message that it is acceptable to use orcas as entertainment in 

conditions that Orca Network asserts are harmful—for example, in Lolita’s case, in an 

inadequate tank, without sufficient shelter, and without any companions of her own species. 

(Garrett Decl. ¶ 5.)  

34. The Seaquarium’s treatment of Lolita also frustrates Orca Network’s efforts to 

encourage people to care about and try to understand the needs of the resident and transient orcas 

that inhabit the Salish Sea, by presenting Lolita—an orca from L-pod—in conditions that Orca 

Network asserts are radically inconsistent with her needs. (Id.)  

35. In addition, the Seaquarium’s representations that its treatment of Lolita is lawful 

and humane suggest to the public that the conditions at the Seaquarium cannot actually be 

harming and harassing her, and this frustrates Orca Network’s efforts by making it harder for 
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Orca Network to persuade the public of its contention that Lolita’s living conditions violate the 

ESA. (Id.) 

36. Since at least 2011, Orca Network has expended, and will continue to expend, 

substantial resources, separate from the current litigation, to prevent Seaquarium from 

maintaining Lolita in her current conditions (which Orca Network alleges constitute harm and 

harassment under the law); to educate the public about the conditions in which Lolita has been 

kept at Seaquarium; and to urge Seaquarium to release Lolita from the conditions that Plaintiffs 

allege harm and harass her. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 6.) 

37. Orca Network’s efforts include, but are not limited to: (a) submitting numerous 

complaints and requests for enforcement to government agencies concerning the conditions of 

Lolita’s confinement; (b) coordinating multiple public letter-writing campaigns to the USDA 

concerning the conditions of Lolita’s confinement; (c) conducting media interviews; 

(d) delivering presentations about Lolita’s living conditions and the feasibility of returning her to 

her natural habitat; (e) publishing content about the Seaquarium’s treatment of Lolita on its 

website; (f) organizing protests and other events; (g) drafting a detailed proposal to retire Lolita 

to her native habitat; (h) submitting an ESA-listing petition for Lolita to the NMFS; 

(i) submitting lengthy nonrenewal requests to the USDA asking the agency not to renew the 

Seaquarium’s AWA license on the basis of the Seaquarium’s alleged failure to provide Lolita 

adequate space, shade, and companionship; (j) suing the USDA for renewing the Seaquarium’s 

AWA license; and (k) appealing dismissal of that suit. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 6.) These expenses are 

separate from the current litigation. (Id.)   

38. Orca Network has been forced to divert these resources from other projects and 

campaigns. (Id. ¶ 7.) Orca Network would no longer expend these resources if the Seaquarium 

no longer kept Lolita in conditions that Orca Network considers to constitute an unlawful “take” 

under the law. (Id. ¶ 8.)  

F. Facts Related to Howard Garrett’s Aesthetic Injury 

39. Plaintiff Howard Garrett lives in Washington State and is the co-founder, 

Director, and President of the Board of Plaintiff Orca Network. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 2.) He has 

worked for Orca Network since its founding in 2001. (Id. ¶ 4.)  

40. Mr. Garrett’s interest in orcas began in 1981, when he became an assistant 

researcher with the Center for Whale Research (then called Orca Survey), where his duties 
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included observing the SRKWs population—the family from which Lolita was captured. 

(Garrett Decl. ¶ 3.) There he learned that orcas are a far-ranging, deep-diving species, constantly 

moving and interacting with their social group. (Id. ¶ 14.) Because of his familiarity with and 

admiration for orcas, Mr. Garrett enjoys observing, studying, and photographing them, and 

appreciating in person their beauty, intelligence, and complexity. (Id. ¶ 9.) 

41. Mr. Garrett developed a personal bond with Lolita upon first seeing her in person 

in 1993. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 10.)   

42. Mr. Garrett has visited Lolita at the Seaquarium on several occasions since: in 

March 1999, May 2001, and January 2002 (Garrett Decl. ¶ 13.) Each time, his ability to enjoy 

observing Lolita was impaired by seeing her held in what he believes to be inhumane and 

unlawful conditions—i.e., an extremely small and shallow tank with inadequate protection from 

the sun, and without any companions of her own species. (Id. ¶¶ 13-14.)  

43. Mr. Garrett is forced to choose between experiencing distress when he visits 

Lolita at the Seaquarium, as well as contributing monetarily to the very facility that he believes 

is causing her suffering, or refraining from visiting her to avoid that distressing event. (Id. ¶ 16.) 

44. In April 1995, Mr. Garrett founded the non-profit Tokitae Foundation, which was 

dedicated to raising public awareness about the feasibility of returning Lolita to the SRKW 

community. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 12.) Mr. Garrett moved cross-country to Miami from September 

1997 to November 1999—unpaid—to raise awareness of the proposed retirement plan. (Id.) 

45. After more than two decades, Mr. Garrett continues to devote a substantial 

percentage of his time to advocating for Lolita. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 15.) Mr. Garrett has submitted 

voluminous materials to both the Seaquarium and the federal government over the years, in an 

effort to convince them to improve the conditions in which Lolita lives. (Id.) Mr. Garrett has 

repeatedly written to the Seaquarium asking it to retire Lolita; submitted complaints to various 

agencies about Lolita’s living conditions; filed a petition with the NMFS urging agency to 

protect Lolita under the ESA; and served as a named plaintiff in a case against the USDA for 

failing to enforce the AWA with respect to the same conditions at issue here, among many other 

advocacy activities on Lolita’s behalf. (Id.) 

46. If the Seaquarium no longer kept Lolita in conditions that he considers injurious 

to her, Mr. Garrett would visit Lolita as often as possible to enjoy observing, studying, and 

photographing her. (Garrett Decl. ¶ 17.) 
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Date: March 11, 2016  Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Paul J. Schwiep__________________ 
Paul J. Schwiep, Fla. Bar No. 823244 
Coffey Burlington, P.L. 
2601 South Bayshore Dr., PH 
Miami, FL 33133 
Phone: 305-858-2900 
Fax: 305-858-5261 
pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com 
 
 
/s/ Jared Goodman________________ 
Jared Goodman (admitted pro hac vice) 
PETA Foundation 
2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
Tel: 323-210-2266 
Fax: 213-484-1648 
JaredG@petaf.org 

 
/s/ Matthew Strugar________________ 
Matthew Strugar (admitted pro hac vice) 
PETA Foundation 
2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
Tel: 323-210-2263 
Fax: 213-484-1648 
Matthew-S@petaf.org  
 
/s/ Caitlin K. Hawks________________ 
Caitlin K. Hawks (admitted pro hac vice) 
PETA Foundation 
2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
Tel: 206-858-8518 
Fax: 213-484-1648 
CaitlinH@petaf.org 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

Case No. 15-cv-22692-UNGARO/OTAZO-
REYES 

 

 
 

DEFENDANT’S ANSWERS AND OBJECTIONS PLAINTIFF PEOPLE FOR THE 
ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC.’S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR 

ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT 
 

Defendant Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Palace Entertainment d/b/a Miami Seaquarium 

(“Miami Seaquarium” or “Defendant”), pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 and 36 and Local Rule 26.1(g), 

hereby responds and objects to Plaintiffs’ First Set of Requests for Admission (the “Requests”) as 

follows. 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

1.    Defendant objects to Plaintiffs’ Instruction No. 3 to the extent that it seeks to impose 

requirements and obligations on Defendant that are in addition to or different from those imposed by 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and/or Local Rules of this Court.  See Fed. R. Civ. P 26(e).    

 
PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 
TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC., 
ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 
HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 
NETWORK, 

 
Plaintiffs, 

 
v. 

 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and 
FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a 
PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 

 
Defendants. 
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2.     Defendant objects to Plaintiffs’ Instruction No. 4 to the extent that it purports to impose 

requirements and obligations on Defendant to seek out and obtain information from “all sources,” 

which may include privileged communications with counsel and/or consulting experts, on the grounds 

that such an instruction exceed the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 and 36. Attorney client 

privileged communications, attorney work product, trial preparation materials are certain categories of 

expert information are shielded from discovery by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3), 26(b)(4), and 26(b)(5).  

See also Fed. R. Evid.  501-502. 

3.     Defendant objects to Plaintiffs’ Requests on the ground that they are not reasonably 

limited in time.  In support of this objection, Defendant notes that almost none of Plaintiffs’ Requests 

have time parameters.  As a result, some of Plaintiffs’ Requests seek admissions as to purported 

“facts” that could have existed over 45 years ago and/or may have changed over the years.  See, e.g., 

Request Nos. 16-19, 24.  These Requests are unreasonable since Lolita was not even added to the 

Southern Resident Killer Whale population (“SRKW Population”) protected by the Endangered 

Species Act (“ESA”)1 until May 11, 2015 (“ESA Listing Date”).  As a result, any Request that seeks 

admissions relating to actions that substantially pre-date the ESA Listing Date are overly broad, 

unduly burdensome and harassing.   

4.     Defendant objects to the scope of Plaintiffs’ Requests on the grounds that these Requests 

are overly broad in scope, seek information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) and 26(b)(2)(C).  In support of 

this objection, Defendant notes that this lawsuit involves narrow claims of an alleged “take” of Lolita 

                                                 
1 The ESA was enacted in 1973. 
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under the ESA.  In their pre-suit demand2 and Complaint, Plaintiffs reference only three bases for this 

alleged “take” relating to: a) the size of Lolita’s pool; b) the adequacy of Lolita’s protection from the 

sun; and c) the absence of orca companions.  See Complaint and Notice of Intent to File Citizen Suit 

(“Notice of Intent”) attached to the Complaint as Exhibit “A.”  Given the highly focused nature of 

Plaintiffs’ three core claims in this case, there is a limited amount of objective evidence that is 

actually needed to assess whether these claims are amount to a “take” of Lolita under the ESA which 

did not become applicable to Lolita until May 11, 2015.  This relevant evidence does not include 

evidence relating to alleged sunburns that Lolita purported to have suffered in the 1970s, nor does it 

include evidence regarding alleged aggressive behavior that Lolita may have displayed 10, 20, 30 or 

45 years ago.  See Request Nos. 18, 24.3   

5.    Discovery in this case has just begun.  Defendant’s Responses to Plaintiffs’ Requests 

below are based upon documents and information currently known to Defendant. Defendant reserves 

the right to supplement its initial Responses to Plaintiffs’ Requests based upon its further 

investigation and acquisition of information which it does not either possess or recall at this time.  

Such supplementation, if any, shall be made only in accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e) and/or any 

order entered by the Court. 

RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUAL REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 

Subject to and without waiving the objections referenced above, Defendant responds to 

                                                 
2 This May 11, 2015 pre-suit demand was appended to the Complaint as Exhibit A.   
3 See Amended Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1) (enacted December 1, 2015) (“Parties may 
obtain discovery regarding any non-privileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or defense 
and proportional to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the issues at stake in the 
action, the amount in controversy, the parties’ relative access to relevant information, the parties’ 
resources, the importance of the discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden and 
expense of the proposed discovery outweighs the likely benefit.”) (Emphasis supplied.) 
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Plaintiffs’ individually numbered Requests as follows: 

Request No. 1 

Admit that Lolita is a member of the Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SRKW”) Distinct 

Population Segment (“DPS”). 

Response to Request No. 1   

Defendant admits that the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) issued a Final Rule in 

February 2015, which became effective on May 11, 2015, that expanded the “endangered” listing of 

the SRKW DPS to include SRKW in captivity, and found Lolita to be a captive member of the 

SRKW DPS.  See 80 Fed. Reg. 7380 (Feb. 10, 2015).   Defendant does not concede Lolita is a 

SRKW.  The time period for seeking judicial review of NMFS’s findings has not expired.   

Request No. 2 

Admit that Lolita was captured from the wild. 

Response to Request No. 2   

Defendant admits that Lolita was captured from the wild in 1970 before the enactment of the 

Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) and the Marine Mammal Protection Act (“MMPA”). 

Request No. 3 

Admit that members of the SRKW DPS remain in the wild off the coast of Washington 

State. 

Response to Request No. 3   

Defendant admits that members of the SRKW DPS remain in the wild and have been seen off 
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the coast of the Pacific Northwest from California to the South to Canada to the North, a range which 

includes Washington State. 

Request No. 4 

Admit that members of the SRKW DPS that were alive when Lolita was captured off the coast 

of Washington State are still alive today. 

Response to Request No. 4 

Defendant lacks sufficient information to determine the truth of the matters alleged in the 

Request, and therefore denies them.  Upon information and belief, some persons claim that two of the 

approximately 83 SRKW which were alive in 1970 are still alive today.  Defendant does not know 

whether or not this claim is true.  

Request No. 5 

Admit that Lolita has been held at Miami Seaquarium since approximately September 24, 1970. 

Response to Request No. 5 

Defendant admits that Lolita has been cared for at Miami Seaquarium since approximately 

September 24, 1970. 

Request No. 6 

Admit that Seaquarium has not applied for a permit to “take” Lolita pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 

1539. 

Response to Request No. 6 

Defendant denies that it is committing “take” of Lolita.  Defendant admits that Miami 
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Seaquarium has not applied for a permit to “take” Lolita pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 1539 as of the 

filing of its responses to these Requests for Admission.     

Request No. 7 

Admit that Lolita is the only orca at Seaquarium. 

Response to Request No. 7 

Defendant admits that Lolita is the only orca at the Miami Seaquarium at this time. 

Request No. 8 

Admit that the platform in Lolita’s tank measures approximately 45 feet by 5 feet. 

Response to Request No. 8 

Defendant admits that the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (“APHIS”) has determined 

that the platform in Lolita’s pool measures 45 feet by 5 feet.   Defendant notes that the platform is 

slightly curved rather than completely rectangular.  As the pool surrounds the platform, the platform 

is referred to as an “island” in response to other Requests to Admit below. 

Request No. 9 

Admit that the structure that supports the platform in Lolita’s tank is made of solid material. 

Response to Request No. 9 

Defendant admits that the structure that supports the island platform in Lolita’s pool is made 

primarily of solid materials. 
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Request No. 10 

Admit that the structure that supports the platform in Lolita’s tank reaches all the way to the 

bottom of the tank. 

Response to Request No. 10 

Defendant admits that the structure that supports the island platform in Lolita’s pool reaches to 

the bottom of the pool. 

Request No. 11 

Admit that Lolita is unable to swim through the structure that supports the platform in her pool. 

Response to Request No. 11 

Defendant admits that Lolita is unable to swim through the island structure that supports the 

platform in her pool, but also states that she is able to swim around it and does so on a regular basis.   

The platform thus does not impair her from reaching all areas of the pool.  

Request No. 12 

Admit that the dimensions of the area to which Lolita has unobstructed access are 

approximately 80 feet by 35 feet. 

Response to Request No. 12 

Defendant denies the allegations in this Request.  Please see Exhibit C to the Amended 

Answer (the Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary of APHIS described more fully in the 

Response to Request to Admit No. 13), which includes a diagram showing the much larger 
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dimensions available to Lolita.     

Request No. 13 

Admit that personnel employed by the USDA determined that the tank in which Lolita is kept 

meets the relevant Animal Welfare Act standard regarding the requisite size of the tank only if the 

concrete structure that supports the platform is disregarded. 

Response to Request No. 13 

Defendant denies the allegations in this Request.  See Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, 

VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, Eastern Region, USDA APHIS Animal Care to 

Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch and Betty Goldentyer, et al. dated June 29, 

2011 (Exhibit C to Amended Answer); see also Letter from Elizabeth Goldentyer, DVM, Eastern 

Regional Director, USDA APHIS Animal Care to Katharine Meyer dated March 29, 2012 (Exhibit 

D to Amended Answer).  See also response to Request No. 14 below. 

Request No. 14 

Admit that the dimensions shown in the images attached hereto as Exhibit A, Exhibit B, and 

Exhibit C accurately reflect the dimensions of the tank. 

Response to Request No. 14 

Exhibit A to Requests to Admit.  Defendant admits that the diagram from 1995 attached as  

Exhibit A to the Requests to Admit is an accurate drawing, with the following exceptions:  First, 

more recent APHIS measurements show the width of the concrete platform to be 5 feet wide, rather 

than 5 feet and 2 inches wide.  See Memorandum of Dr. Mary Moore of APHIS to Dr. Greg Gaj of 

APHIS, April 25, 2011 (Exhibit E to Amended Answer).  Second, the two ovals drawn into the 
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diagram do not represent actual structures that exist in the pool.  The reasons the ovals appear in 

the diagram are unclear.   If the ovals provide space to insert writing on the diagram, any writing 

within the ovals is not legible.  Third, no admissions are made as to any very faint notations, as 

repeated copying appears to have obscured or eliminated some of the writing on the diagram.    

Exhibit B to Requests to Admit.  Defendant admits that the diagram from 1995 attached as  

Exhibit B to the Requests to Admit is an accurate drawing, with the following exceptions:  First, 

the circles drawn within the deep section of the pool contain notations that are difficult to read, so 

no admission is made regarding the information in those circles.   Second, the circles do not 

represent actual physical structures in the pool   It is unclear why the left circle and middle circle 

appear to refer to twenty foot diameters while the right circle appears to refer to a ten foot 

diameter.  Third,  the handwritten mathematical calculations in the lower right corner are only 

partially shown by the copy supplied by Plaintiffs and therefore cannot be verified, so Defendant 

cannot admit the accuracy of those partially-displayed calculations.  

Exhibit C to Requests to Admit.  Defendant denies that the diagram attached as  Exhibit C 

to the Requests to Admit accurately reflects APHIS judgments regarding pool dimensions.  This 

older diagram presents measurements that do not reflect the most recent decisions of APHIS 

regarding measurement of the pool.  Notations on the diagram suggested that Minimum Horizontal 

Diameter (MHD) was 35 feet or a little more than 35 feet absent a waiver, and implied that a 

waiver of the MHD rules was in place.  By contrast, current APHIS rulings conclude that the MHD 

is 60 feet because the island (the concrete workstation platform in the pool) does not interrupt the 

calculation of MHD (Lolita can swim around the island unimpaired), so no waiver is needed.   See 

March 28, 2012 letter to Plaintiffs’ attorney Katherine Meyer from Dr. Elizabeth Goldentyer of 
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APHIS (Exhibit D to the Amended Answer) in which Dr. Goldentyer concludes that the APHIS 

rules regarding MHD (9 CFR § 3.104) do not require that a “partial obstruction” such as the 

concrete island be treated as interrupting the calculation of MHD.   In this letter, APHIS further 

concludes that the pool complies with the MHD rules.  See Exhibit C to the Amended Answer (an 

APHIS drawing and set of calculations supplied under a June 29, 2011 cover memorandum, in 

which APHIS concludes that the MHD of the pool is 60 feet).   

Request No. 15 

Admit that Lolita’s tank is 12 feet deep in the area identified as the “Annex” in the image 

attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

Response to Request No. 15 

Defendant admits that Lolita’s pool is 12 feet deep in the “Annex” area referenced in Exhibit B 

and further states that the main pool area is 20 feet deep.  

Request No. 16 

Admit that there are no natural structures that shade any portion of Lolita’s tank. 

Response to Request No. 16 

Defendant objects to this Request as being vague and ambiguous in that it does not describe the 

“natural structures” referenced therein with reasonable specificity.  Assuming that this reference to 

“natural structures” means trees or other organic matters, Defendant admits that no such natural 

structures exist inside the stadium in which Lolita is housed or outside the stadium at a location that 

provides direct shade over the tank.    
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Request No. 17 

Admit that there are no artificial structures that overhang and provide shade to any portion of 

Lolita’s tank. 

Response to Request No. 17 

Defendant denies this Request as stated and notes that the roofing over the seats in the whale 

stadium provides shade to portions of Lolita’s pool during different times of the day.  Further, the 

pool walls and a billboard also cast shadows.  Additionally, although perhaps not “shade,” the pool 

water itself limits penetrations of the sun’s rays deeper into the pool. 4 

Request No. 18 

Admit that Lolita has sustained sunburns while at Seaquarium. 

Response to Request No. 18 

Defendant objects to this Request to the extent that its seeks an admission as to purported facts 

that existed many years ago (Lolita has been cared for at Miami Seaquarium since 1970) as such  

information is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relating to whether Defendant has violated the ESA’s “take” prohibition since that 

prohibition went into effect on May 11, 2015.  Defendant further objects to this Request to the extent 

that it purports to impose an investigative burden on Defendant (considering facts back to 1970) that 

is disproportional to the needs of this case.   

Subject to and without waiving these objections, Defendant denies the allegation contained in this 
                                                 
4      The extent to which the sun’s rays reach Lolita also depend on the angle of the sun to the 
horizon, which varies with the season as well as time of day, and Lolita’s position and body 
orientation within the pool.  
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Request based on knowledge for the period 1995 to the present.  Defendant denies the allegations 

contained in this Request based on information and belief back to 1980, based on the more limited 

information available from that earlier era.  Defendant denies the allegations as to periods of time 

before 1980 (which was 35 years ago) based on lack of sufficient information to admit or deny, 

because the knowledge of current employees simply does not reach back that far.     

Request No. 19 

Admit that Lolita has been diagnosed with dental infections while at Seaquarium. 

Response to Request No. 19 

Defendant objects to the request because it is not reasonably limited in time and therefore seeks 

information regarding matters occurring long before the ESA “take” prohibition went into effect on 

May 11, 2015, and therefore seeks very old information that is not relevant to the issues in the case 

and imposes investigatory burden on Defendant that it not proportional to any limited relevance older 

information may have.  Further, dental infections were not a matter raised in the Notice of Intent to 

and thus are not part of the lawsuit, so the issue’s marginal or non-existent relevance makes the 

request to investigate far back in time particularly disproportionate. 

Subject to and without waiving these objections, Defendant will respond based on knowledge 

back to November 17, 2011, which is the date of filing by Plaintiffs of their first lawsuit alleging that 

the ESA “take” prohibition should be extended to Lolita, and on information and belief back to 1995, 

the date of hire of its long-serving employee with care responsibility for Lolita. 

Based on these time parameters, Defendant admits that Lolita had one dental infection that 

required work on her tooth in 2011 and was then cured.  Further, on two other occasions, Defendant 
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has noticed tooth root inflammation that was then successfully treated with antibiotics before any 

major issues developed – Defendant denies that those incidents should be classified as “dental 

infections” but notes them for completeness.  By way of further response, Defendant states that over a 

decade ago, representatives of APHIS noted that Lolita’s teeth are “among the best that [the APHIS 

representative has] seen in a killer whale this age, wild or domestic.” See Report of Site Visit to 

Miami Seaquarium prepared by Laurie J. Gage, DVM, USDFA Marine Mammal Advisor attached to 

December 23, 2004 letter from Gregory S. Gaj to Robert Rose (Exhibit C to Amended Answer).   

For time periods earlier than 1995 (i.e., more than 20 years ago), the request is not admitted but 

will be further investigated if the objections stated above (i.e.,lack of a reasonable time limitation and 

issue not raised in the Notice of Intent) are  overruled.   

Request No. 20 

Admit that the orca named Hugo, who used to share space with Lolita in a tank at Seaquarium, 

died in 1980. 

Response to Request No. 20 

Defendant admits that Hugo shared Lolita’s pool and died in 1980.   

Request No. 21 

Admit that Lolita has been housed without any other orca since Hugo’s death. 

Response to Request No. 21 

Defendant admits that Lolita has not been housed with another orca since Hugo died.  She has, 

however, been housed with a variety of dolphins over the years, including the Pacific white-sided 

dolphins with which she is currently housed. 
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Request No. 22 

Admit that, on July 1, 2014, Marine Exhibition Corporation d/b/a Miami Seaquarium (“MEC”) 

was sold in a stock transaction in which 100% ownership of the company transferred from MEC’s 

parent company, Wometco Enterprises, Inc. (“Wometco”), to buyer Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a 

Palace Entertainment (“Palace”). 

Response to Request No. 22 

 Defendant admits the allegations contained in this Request. 

Request No. 23 

Admit that, as of July 1, 2014, MEC became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Palace and merged 

into Palace, at which time MEC ceased to exist as a corporate entity. 

Response to Request No. 23 

Defendant admits the allegations contained in this Request, except that Defendant notes that the 

filing that effectuated the merger was made on July 3, 2014, and further notes that MEC is deemed 

under Florida law to continue to exist as part of the merged entity, but not as a standalone entity.  

Request No. 24 

Admit that Lolita has acted aggressively (including, without limitation, by biting, mouthing, 

striking, or swimming toward at high speed) toward one or more of the animals housed in her tank 

during the time that she has been in the possession, custody, or control of Defendant. 

Response to Request No. 24 

Defendant objects to the request because it is not reasonably limited in time and therefore seeks 

information regarding matters occurring long before the ESA “take” prohibition went into effect on 
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May 11, 2015, and therefore seeks very old information that is not relevant to the issues in the case 

and imposes investigatory burden on Defendant that it not proportional to any limited relevance older 

information may have.  Further, aggressive behavior by Lolita towards other wildlife was not a matter 

raised in the Notice of Intent and therefore is not part of the lawsuit, so that issue’s marginal or non-

existent relevance makes the request to investigate far back in time particularly disproportionate. 

Subject to and without waiving these objections, Defendant will respond to the request based on 

knowledge back to November 17, 2011, which is the date of filing by Plaintiffs of their first lawsuit 

alleging that the ESA “take” prohibition should be extended to Lolita, and on information and belief 

back to 1995, the date of hire of its long-serving employee with care responsibility for Lolita.  

Based on these time parameters, Defendant denies this allegation as stated since it presumes that 

certain activities, such as swimming at high speeds and mouthing, are aggressive behaviors.  By way 

of further response, Defendant states that Lolita has, from time to time, engaged in natural behaviors 

that have resulted in superficial rake injuries on other marine mammals that have shared her pool over 

the years.  As noted by an APHIS inspector, such rake marks are “part of their normal behavior and 

activities.”  See Memorandum from Nicolette Petervary, VMD, Regional Animal Care Specialist, 

Eastern Region, USDA PHIS Animal Care to Administrative Investigations and Compliance Branch 

and Betty Goldentyer, et al. dated June 29, 2011 (Exhibit C to Defendant’s Amended Answer). 

For time periods earlier than 1995 (i.e., more than 20 years ago), the request is not admitted but 

will be further investigated if the objections stated above (lack of a reasonable time limitation and 

issue not raised in the Notice of Intent) are overruled.   

  Request No. 25 

Admit that, in the wild, orcas and Pacific white-sided dolphins do not live together in social 
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groups. 

Response to Request No. 25 

Defendant currently lacks knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of 

this statement and therefore denies it.  By way of further response, Defendant notes that the following 

informal report in a publication sympathetic to Plaintiffs provides information on interactions 

between Pacific white-sided dolphins and Southern Resident Killer Whales in the wild, and was 

considered in the preparation of this response:  

http://blog.seattlepi.com/candacewhiting/2010/09/28/southern-resident-orcas-and-dolphins-interact-
together-in-the-wild-is-it-play/ 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Michael G. Murphy, Esq. 
Fla. Bar No. 139890 
murphymg@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
450 South Orange Ave., Suite 650 
Orlando, FL  32801      
Telephone: (407) 420-1000 

 
Jennifer B. Moore, Esq. 
(Admitted Pro hac vice) 
moorej@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
Terminus 200 
3333 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 2500 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Telephone: (678) 553-2100 

/s/ James H. Lister 
James H. Lister, Esq. 
(Admitted Pro hac vice) 
jlister@dc.bhb.com  
Birch, Horton, Bittner & Cherot, P.C. 
1156 15th Street, NW, Suite 1020 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Telephone: (202) 659-5800 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I certify on December 9, 2015, I served the foregoing by electronic mail addressed to counsel 

for Plaintiffs as follows:  Paul J. Schwiep, Esq., Coffey Burlington, P.L., 

pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com; Jared Goodman, Esq., PETA Foundation, JaredG@petaf.org; 

Matthew Strugar, Esq., PETA Foundation, Matthew-S@petaf.org; Caitlin Hawks, Esq., PETA 

Foundation, CaitlinH@petaf.org, Counsel for Plaintiffs  

 

/s/ James H. Lister 
James H. Lister 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
Case No. 1:15-cv-22692-UU 

 
PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 
TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC.,  
  
 Plaintiff,  
 
v.          
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM, et al., 
      
 Defendants.  
_________________________________________/ 
 

ORDER 
 
 THIS CAUSE comes before the Court upon Defendant Miami Seaquarium’s Motion to 

Dismiss and for Judgment on the Pleadings and Incorporated Memorandum of Law in Support 

Thereof.  D.E. 25. 

 THE COURT has considered the Motion, the pertinent portions of the record and is 

otherwise fully advised in the premises. 

 On July 20, 2015, Plaintiff filed its Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief 

against Defendants.  D.E. 1.  On September 18, 2015, Defendants filed their Amended Answer to 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief.  D.E. 18.  Thereafter, Defendants 

filed their Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, arguing that the Court does not have subject-

matter jurisdiction over this action and the Court should enter judgment on the pleadings 

pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(c).  D.E. 25.  On March 11, 2016, Defendants 

filed their Motion for Summary Judgment and Incorporated Memorandum of Law in Support 

Thereof, raising the same issues there were raised in their prior Motion.  D.E. 134.  In light of 

Defendants’ recently-filed Motion and in considering the exhibits incorporated in Defendants’ 
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Motion, the Court no longer finds it necessary to rule upon Defendants’ prior Motion.  D.E. 25.  

See Ramey v. Interstate Fire & Cas. Co., 32 F. Supp. 3d 1199, 1203 (S.D. Fla. 2013) 

(“Generally, a court must convert a motion for judgment on the pleadings into a motion for 

summary judgment if it considers materails outside the pleadings.”).  Accordingly, it is hereby 

 ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Defendant Miami Seaquarium’s Motion to Dismiss 

and for Judgment on the Pleadings and Incorporated Memorandum of Law in Support Thereof. 

(D.E. 25) is DENIED AS MOOT. 

 DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida, this 14th__ day of March, 

2016. 

      
                                                                                                                                     
              ________________________________                                                     
                                  UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE  
cc:   
counsel of record via cm/ecf 
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Docket Entry 163 

(Filed Under Seal) 
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Docket Entry 164 

and 

Docket Entry 164-1 

through 164-33 

(Filed Under Seal) 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

Case No. 15-cv-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 
 

 
PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 
TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC., 
ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 
HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 
NETWORK, 

 
Plaintiffs, 

 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and 
FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a 
PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendants. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
AMENDED JOINT PRETRIAL STIPULATION 

The Parties jointly file the following amended pretrial stipulation pursuant to S.D. Fla. 

Local Gen. Rule 16.1(e). The original pretrial stipulation was filed on March 25, 2016 (ECF 

Doc. 147). Changes to the original stipulation are as follows: (1) the Parties have added a 

Statement of Issues of Law on Which There is Agreement and (2) Defendant has amended its 

Exhibit List (adding one exhibit, Dx. No. 466) on an unopposed basis (subject to the “H” and 

“UP” objections raised by Plaintiffs). 

1. Statement of the Case of Each Party 

a. Plaintiffs 

This lawsuit seeks to enjoin Defendant’s ongoing “take” under the Endangered Species 

Act (“ESA”) of the endangered orca named “Lolita.”1 Lolita was captured in 1970 from waters 

                                                           
1 Defendant and its employees refer to Lolita by alternate names, including “Tokitae,” and 
“Toki.” In certain documents submitted to outside laboratories, Defendant’s veterinarian 
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off the coast of Washington State. Since that time, she has been held at Miami Seaquarium in the 

same barren concrete tank, which is no deeper than she is long (20 feet), and measures 80 feet at 

its widest point. She has performed two, sometimes three, shows per day, seven days per week, 

52 weeks per year since being placed in Defendant’s tank. 

Lolita is a member of the Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SRKW”) Distinct Population 

Segment (“DPS”), a group of animals whose numbers were drastically reduced during the 1960s 

and 70s due, in large part, to captures for marine parks such as Miami Seaquarium. The SRKW 

pod was listed as endangered on November 18, 2005. 50 C.F.R. § 224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 

(Nov. 18, 2005). Lolita was specifically added to the SRKW DPS listing in 2015, following a 

lawsuit and petition filed by Plaintiffs PETA, ALDF, and others challenging the National Marine 

Fisheries Service’s prior unlawful exclusion of her from her pod’s listing. See 80 Fed. Reg.7380 

(Feb. 10, 2015). 

The Complaint alleges that Defendant has harmed and harassed Lolita, thereby 

committing a “take” in violation of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(1)(A). Defendant’s harm and 

harassment include confining Lolita to an inadequate, small, shallow, barren concrete tank, 

without adequate protection from the sun, and without appropriate companionship. Indeed, 

evidence demonstrates that Lolita is repeatedly harassed by the Pacific white-sided dolphins 

placed in her tank to perform with her. One of these dolphins, named Liko, was found dead in 

her tank last summer from a “subdural hematoma.”  

In order to remedy Defendant’s “take,” Plaintiffs request (1) a declaration that 

Defendant’s treatment of Lolita violates the ESA’s prohibition on the “take” of an endangered 

species; (2) a declaration that Defendant has violated and continues to violate the ESA by 

possessing Lolita, an animal who has been unlawfully taken; (3) an injunction barring Defendant 

from continuing to violate the ESA and its implementing regulations; and (4) an injunction 

barring Defendant from continuing to possess Lolita, an unlawfully taken animal. As part of their 

requested injunction, Plaintiffs request that the Court order that Lolita be transferred to a sea pen 

in her native waters where she would have the opportunity to behave naturally in an 

environmentally stimulating setting that prevents her from being further “taken.”  

b. Defendant 
                                                                                                                                                                                           

sometimes refers to Lolita as “Tik,” or “Gypsy” to preserve the confidentiality of her health 
information. 
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This lawsuit seeks to needlessly alter a successful care regime that has resulted in Lolita 

(known to Miami Seaquarium staff as “Toki”) continuing to be in good health at age 51.   She 

has lived longer in a zoological setting than any other orca in the world, except that she may 

share that record with another elderly female at SeaWorld Sand Diego named Corky.  The video 

and pictures taken by Plaintiffs during the site inspection in this case and introduced by 

Defendant into the record on Defendant’s pending summary judgment motion confirms that 

Toki’s body condition and skin are in excellent shape, and that she is still fit enough to jump 

entirely out of the water.  Plaintiffs’ expert witnesses grudgingly acknowledge that her public 

performances provide her with exercise and that “I don’t think there were any signs [during the 

inspection] of her being in bad physical condition.”2   The video is also inconsistent with 

Plaintiffs’ claim that Miami Seaquarium is allowing much smaller dolphins to “harm” or 

“harass” Toki.   

As reviewed in Defendant’s summary judgment motion, the two regulatory agencies that 

implement ESA, the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) and the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service (“FWS”), have both acknowledged that the ESA does not specify detailed 

standards for the care of the many members of endangered species exhibited in zoos and 

aquariums across the United States.   Both agencies have recognized important role of the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture’s Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service (“APHIS”) in adopting 

and enforcing detailed standards of care applicable to endangered species.    Both agencies have 

indicated that APHIS’s judgments are important in evaluating whether care given to an 

individual member of an endangered species is so poor as to be “take” in violation of the ESA.   

In that regard, APHIS has expressly rejected Plaintiffs’ claims that the size of Toki’s pool is too 

small, that she is not provided sufficient companionship or that her companions (pacific white-

sided dolphins) are incompatible with her, and that she lacks protection from the sun.   

The facts also do not support Plaintiffs’ claim for an injunction.  Plaintiffs have not 

shown that Defendant is committing “take” of Toki (whether by “harm” or “harassment”).  

Plaintiffs have certainly not shown that “irreparable harm” is occurring, as is needed for an 

injunction.   Nor have Plaintiffs shown it in the “public interest” to rip Toki out of her 

accustomed home after 46 years and move her across the Nation to the unbuilt, unfunded and 

                                                           
2  Dr. Gallego Deposition, 92:19-93:4; 221:20-232:2.   
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unreasonably risky “sea pen” that Plaintiffs estimate would cost them $916,000 to operate for 

just the first year alone.  Indeed, Toki’s immune system has naturally declined with age to the 

point that she has limited ability to ward off the new pathogens she would certainly encounter in 

such a new environment.    Comparison of Plaintiffs’ cruel “sea pen” proposal with the current 

successful care regime leads to the conclusion that Toki is best off remaining exactly where she 

has been cared for and loved by Miami Seaquarium staff and patrons for more than four full 

decades – and is not being “harmed” or “harassed.” 

2. Basis of Federal Jurisdiction 

This parties disagree regarding whether the Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant 

to Section 11(g) of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g), and 28 U.S.C. § 1331.  

Plaintiffs assert that the Court has jurisdiction over all of Plaintiffs’ claims, including 

their claims that Defendant commits a “take” of Lolita, in part, because it fails to provide 

appropriate companionship to her.  

Defendant asserts that the Court lacks jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ claim that Defendant is 

committing “take” through housing Toki with pacific white-sided dolphins, because Plaintiffs 

did not mention dolphins in the jurisdictionally-mandatory pre-suit notice required by 16 U.S.C. 

§ 1540(g). A copy of that letter is Exhibit A to the Complaint. Defendant also contests Plaintiffs’ 

standing to sue.   

3. Pleadings Raising the Issues 

a. Plaintiffs’ Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (ECF No. 1); 

and 

b. Defendant’s Amended Answer to Plaintiffs’ Complaint for Declaratory 

and Injunctive Relief (ECF No. 22). 

4. List of All Undisposed of Motions or Other Matters Requiring Action by the 

Court 

a. Plaintiffs’ Motion for Bifurcation of Proceedings into Separate Trials 

Concerning Liability and Remedy (ECF No. 116); 

b. Plaintiffs’ Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Standing (ECF No. 

133); 

c. Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Improper Opinion Testimony by Clinton 

Thad Lacinak (ECF No. 112);  
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d. Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Improper Opinion Testimony by Former 

Seaquarium Veterinarian Michael S. Renner, DVM (ECF No. 113);  

e. Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Improper Opinion Testimony by Dr. Grey 

Stafford (ECF No. 114);  

f. Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Improper Opinion Testimony by Dr. Jeffrey 

L. Stott (ECF No. 115);  

g. Plaintiffs’ Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to Additional 

Observation of Lolita by Defendant’s Proffered Experts (ECF No. 142);  

h. Plaintiffs’ Unopposed Motion to Unseal (ECF No. 140); 

i. Defendant Miami Seaquarium’s Motion for Summary Judgment (ECF No. 

134, unredacted version filed under seal as ECF No. 126); 

j. Defendant’s Motion for Leave to File Certain Exhibits to the Declaration 

of James H. Lister and Declaration of Magdalena Rodriguez (Including 

Hard Drive and Four DVD/CDs) Conventionally Under Seal in 

Connection with Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment (ECF No. 

121); 

k. Defendant’s Motion to Seal the Unredacted Version of its Motion for 

Summary Judgment (D.E. 126) and Unredacted Version of its Statement 

of Material Facts in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment (D.E. 127) 

(ECF No. 128); 

s. Defendant’s Motion to Seal Regarding its Notice of Filing Certain 

Deposition Transcripts Under Seal (D.E. 123) and Notice of Filing Certain 

Declarations Under Seal (D.E. 130) in Support of its Motion for Summary 

Judgment (ECF No. 132); 

l. Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Testimony of Plaintiffs’ Identified Expert 

Dr. Maddalena Bearzi (ECF No. 117);  

m. Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Testimony of Plaintiffs’ Identified Expert 

Dr. Pierre Gallego (ECF No. 118);  

n. Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Testimony of Plaintiffs’ Identified Expert 

John Hargrove (ECF No. 119);  
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o. Defendant’s Motion to Exclude Testimony of Plaintiffs’ Identified Expert 

Dr. Ingrid Visser (ECF No. 120). 

p. Defendant’s Motion to Seal Regarding its Four Motions to Exclude 

Plaintiffs’ Experts (D.E. 117, 118, 119 and 120) (ECF No. 124); 

t. Defendant’s Motion In Limine to Preclude Plaintiffs from Introducing 

Evidence, Testimony and Argument that Lolita’s Pool at Miami 

Seaquarium Should be Larger or Deeper (ECF No. 141); 

u. Defendant’s Motion in Limine to Exclude All Evidence and Argument 

Regarding Plaintiffs’ Dolphin Incompatibility Allegations or, in the 

Alternative, to Dismiss Such Allegations for Lack of Subject Matter 

Jurisdiction (ECF No. 144);  

v. Defendant’s Motion in Limine to Limit Admissibility of Evidence of 

Events Occurring Before ESA Listing Date May 11, 2015 (ECF No. 145); 

and 

w. While not yet ripe for consideration by the Court, Plaintiffs’ counsel state 

that they learned on March 23, 2016, that the individual plaintiff, Howard 

Garrett, may be undergoing medical treatments that make it impossible for 

him to travel at the time of trial. Plaintiffs’ counsel promptly advised 

Defendant of this development in an email that same day. In the event the 

possibility of Mr. Garrett’s unavailability comes to fruition for these 

medical reasons, Miami Seaquarium reserves the right to, among other 

things, seek a continuance of the trial and/or request a full trial deposition 

of both Garrett and Orca Network so that they both can be thoroughly 

cross examined by Miami Seaquarium at trial. 

5. Statement of Uncontested Facts which will Require No Proof at Trial 

For the purposes of this Joint Pretrial Stipulation, the Parties stipulate to the following 

facts: 

a. The orca known as “Lolita” was captured from the wild in 1970. 

b. Members of the SKRW DPS remain in the wild off the coast of 

Washington State. 
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c. Lolita has been held at Miami Seaquarium since approximately September 

24, 1970. 

d. Defendant does not possess and has not applied for a permit to “take” 

Lolita pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 1539. 

e. Plaintiffs have not applied for a permit to “take” Lolita pursuant to 16 

U.S.C. § 1539 in connection with their proposed sea pen remedy. 

f. Lolita has been the only orca at Miami Seaquarium since her former pool 

mate, an orca by the name of Hugo, died in 1980. 

g. A diagram of Lolita’s pool is attached to this Joint Pretrial Stipulation as 

Exhibit A. 

h. The platform (also referred to as the “island”) in Lolita’s pool measures 45 

by 5 feet. Lolita can slide onto the middle of the platform for husbandry. 

i. The structure that supports the platform in Lolita’s pool is made primarily 

of concrete. 

j. The structure that supports the platform in Lolita’s pool reaches all the 

way to the bottom of the pool. 

k. There are gates on either side of the platform in Lolita’s pool that can be 

opened and closed. 

l. When the gates are closed, Lolita is unable to swim around or through the 

platform in her pool. 

m. When the gates are open, Lolita is able to swim around the platform 

(because it is an island). 

n. The area behind the platform is considered “B pool” and consists of the 

rear portion of the oblong-shaped pool, plus an extension known as the 

Annex.  B pool is 12 feet deep.  

o. The area in front of the island is considered “A pool” and consists of the 

front portion of the oblong-shaped pool. “A pool” varies in depth from 12 

feet to 20 feet.    

p. Lolita’s pool is 80 feet across at its widest point. 

q. The maximum distance between the platform (island) in Lolita’s pool and 

the outer edge of A Pool is approximately 35 feet.  
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r. The maximum distance from the back of B pool to the front of A pool is 

approximately 72 feet, 6 inches (5 of those feet are the island). 

s. On July 1, 2014, Marine Exhibition Corporation d/b/a Miami Seaquarium 

was sold in a stock transaction in which 100% of the company transferred 

from Marine Exhibition Corporation’s parent company, Wometco 

Enterprises, Inc., to buyer Festival Fun Parks, LLC d/b/a Palace 

Entertainment. 

t. At some point between July 1, 2014 and July 3, 2014, Marine Exhibition 

Corporation became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Palace Entertainment 

and merged into Palace, at which time Marine Exhibition Corporation 

ceased to exist as a separate corporate entity. 

u. Lolita is approximately twenty feet long. 

v. Lolita weighs approximately 8,000 lbs. 

w. Lolita is approximately 51 years old. 

x. There is no shade structure directly over Lolita’s pool, but portions of the 

pool are shaded at certain times of the day by the roofing over the stadium 

seating and by other structures in and around the whale stadium, such a 

sign behind the B pool. 

y. The sunburn allegation referenced in Paragraph 52 of the Complaint is 

based upon a declaration from Patricia Sykes, a former trainer who 

worked at the Miami Seaquarium in the early 1970s. Ms. Sykes is now 

deceased.3 

z. A sea pen that Plaintiffs propose as an alternative home for Lolita would 

be located in the State of Washington. 

aa. Plaintiffs do not possess another orca whale that could be housed in this 

sea pen with Lolita.4 

                                                           
3 Plaintiffs do, however, contend that there is other evidence of more recent sunburn damage in 
the records of Defendant. This contention is disputed by Defendant. 
4 Plaintiffs contend, however, that members of Lolita’s pod may choose to visit her at the 
proposed sea pen location and that they would be able to interact with her through netting or, if 
she is ultimately taken on “sea walks,” outside of the pen. This contention is disputed by 
Defendant as being speculative, among other reasons. 
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6. Statement of Issues of Fact which Remain to be Litigated at Trial 

Plaintiffs contend, as set forth in their motion for partial summary judgment (ECF No. 

133), that no issues of fact remain as to standing. Defendant will file an opposition to that motion 

on March 28, 2016 and Plaintiffs will file a reply on April 7, 2016.  

Defendant contends, as set for in its motion for summary judgment on all claims (ECF 

No. 133, filed under seal) that no material issues of fact remain to be resolved as to the merits or 

standing to sue. Plaintiffs will file an opposition to that motion on March 28, 2016 and 

Defendant will file a reply on April 7, 2016.  

The issues of fact that remain for trial will not be known until rulings on the parties’ 

motions for summary judgment are made. 

A guide to the issues that may remain for trial if the motion(s) for summary judgment are 

denied in full or in part is provided in Plaintiffs’ Statement of Material Facts (ECF Doc. 133, 

filed under seal), submitted in support of its motion for a partial summary judgment, and 

Defendant’s Statement of Material Facts (ECF Doc. 127 under seal, ECF Doc. 135 public 

redacted version), submitted in support of Defendant’s motion for summary judgment. The 

parties, in opposing each other’s motion for summary judgment, will be filing counter statements 

of material facts pursuant to Local Rule 56.1 on March 28, 2016. Those counter-statements will 

provide further guidance on issues of fact that may remain for trial if the summary judgment 

motions are denied.5  

7. Statement of Issues of Law on Which There is Agreement 

a. The ESA defines an “endangered species” as “any species which is in 

danger of extinction.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(6). 

b. The SRKW DPS is listed as endangered under the ESA, 50 C.F.R. § 

224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 (Nov. 18, 2005). 

c. Lolita is specifically included in the listed SRKW DPS. See 80 Fed. 

Reg.7380 (Feb. 10, 2015). 

                                                           
5     Defendant is not challenging in this case the determination of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS) that Lolita is a Southern Resident, but reserves the right to do so in a judicial 
review against NMFS under 5 U.S.C. § 706.    NMFS is not a party to this case.   As noted in the 
motion in limine it filed on this issue (D.E 145) Defendant contends that this NMFS 
determination was effective May 11, 2015.  80 Fed.Reg. 7,360 (Feb. 10, 2015) 
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d. Section 9(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B), prohibits the 

“take” of any endangered animal.  

e. The ESA defines the term “take” to include “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, 

shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any 

such conduct.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19).  

f. The terms “harm” and “harass” are not defined by the ESA.  

g. The National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) is the entity charged 

with regulating some endangered marine mammals under the ESA, 

including the SRKW.  See 16 U.S.C. § 1533. 

h. NMFS regulations define “harm” as “an act which actually kills or injures 

fish or wildlife. Such an act may include significant habitat modification 

or degradation which actually kills or injures fish or wildlife by 

significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including, breeding, 

spawning, rearing, migrating, feeding or sheltering.” 50 C.F.R. § 222.102. 

i. The NMFS has not adopted any official definition of “harass.” The U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) is the entity charged with regulating 

endangered species under the ESA that are not regulated by NMFS.   FWS 

has adopted a definition of “harass,” as discussed below, and the parties 

disagree regarding the relevance of that definition.   
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8. Statement of Issues of Law which Remain for Determination by the Court 

The parties have been able to agree on certain statements of issues which remain for 

determination by the Court, but not all of the statements proposed by each side. Below is a 

breakdown of the issues on which agreements could be reached and the additional issues 

suggested by each party to which the other party has objected. 

The following are issues of law which remain for determination by the Court upon which 

the parties can agree: 

a. To the extent not already decided on summary judgment, whether 

Plaintiffs PETA, ALDF, and Orca Network have Article III standing under 

Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363. (1982) and its progeny, 

which address diversion of resources injuries. 

b. To the extent not already decided on summary judgment, whether Howard 

Garrett has Article III standing under case law governing aesthetic injury.  

c. To the extent not already decided on summary judgment, whether 

Plaintiffs satisfy the redressability element of standing to sue as to their 

various claims. 

d. Whether the conditions in which Defendant maintains Lolita constitute a 

“take” in violation of the ESA. 

e. Whether, if the conditions described in 7.d. above do constitute a take, it is 

a violation of the ESA for Lolita to remain in Defendant’s possession, and 

whether injunctive relief should be ordered. 

f. To the extent not already resolved in connection with Defendant’s Motion 

in Limine referenced in Section 4 above, whether Defendant may be held 

liable for alleged violations of the ESA that purportedly occurred before 

May 11, 2015, the effective date of the Final Rule expanding the 2005 

endangered listing of wild Southern Resident Killer Whales to include 

captive Southern Residents. 

g. Whether the claims asserted by Plaintiffs in this case are barred under 

principles of res judicata or collateral estoppel. 

h. Whether the issues raised in this case that are within the concurrent 

jurisdiction of the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) and this 
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Court may be within the primary jurisdiction of NMFS and, if so, whether 

those issues should be referred to NMFS pursuant to the doctrine of 

primary jurisdiction.  

i. Whether this Court is required to or should defer to APHIS regulations or 

findings regarding pool size, shade, and companionship in determining 

whether a “take” has occurred under the ESA. 

j. To the extent not already resolved in connection with Defendant’s Motion 

in Limine or in the Alternative Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject 

Matter Jurisdiction referenced in Section 4 above, whether the Notice of 

Intent attached to the Complaint as Exhibit A satisfied the statutory pre-

suit notice requirements set forth in the ESA with respect to the allegation 

in Paragraph 65 of the Complaint that: “Seaquarium holds Lolita with 

numerous Pacific white-sided dolphins, a species with which Lolita is not 

compatible and would not interact in the wild. Upon information and 

belief, Seaquarium’s forced pairing of Lolita and these dolphins causes 

additional stress and physical harm to Lolita.”  

k. Whether the language of the Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) regulation 

defining “harass” in 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 as “an intentional or negligent act or 

omission which creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it 

to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns 

which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering” 

should be applied to marine mammals regulated by NMFS and relied upon 

by this Court as persuasive authority in determining whether a “take” has 

occurred under the ESA. 

l. Whether the language of FWS regulation 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 regarding 

compliance with “generally accepted . . . [a]nimal husbandry practices that 

meet or exceed the minimum standards for facilities and care under the 

Animal Welfare Act” should be applied to marine mammals regulated by 

NMFS and be relied upon by this Court as persuasive authority in 

determining whether a “take” has occurred under the ESA. 
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m. Whether Plaintiffs’ request for the remedy of transferring Lolita to a sea 

pen facility such as the one proposed in Washington State is a request for 

forfeiture and, if so, whether Plaintiffs are allowed to seek this remedy in 

this citizen suit.  

n. Whether the instant lawsuit constitutes a challenge to any APHIS findings 

regarding Defendant’s compliance with the Animal Welfare Act 

(“AWA”).  

 

The following are additional issues of law which remain for determination by the Court 

upon which the parties could not agree and are submitted solely by Plaintiffs: 

o. Whether ESA and AWA are distinct statutory schemes, or whether the 

ESA protections are merely coextensive with the protections afforded by 

the AWA with regard to captive marine mammals. 

p. To the extent that Defendant’s questions below regarding 9 C.F.R. § 

3.109 are deemed to be properly before the Court, whether an aquarium 

may house an endangered marine mammal with another animal known to 

cause the endangered animal harm or harassment in reliance on the 

regulation’s social housing requirement where the regulation specifically 

provides that  “marine mammals that are not compatible must not be 

housed in the same enclosure” and “marine mammals must not be housed 

near other animals that cause them unreasonable stress or discomfort or 

interfere with their good health.” 

q. Whether Plaintiffs satisfy the two prong test for injunctive relief under the 

ESA: (1) success on the merits; and (2) a substantial threat that the 

plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury if the injunction is not granted. 

Florida Key Deer v. Brown, 386 F. Supp. 2d 1281, 1284 (S.D. Fla. 2005) 

aff'd sub nom. Florida Key Deer v. Paulison, 522 F.3d 1133 (11th Cir. 

2008). 

 

The following are additional issues of law which remain for determination by the Court 

upon which the parties could not agree and are submitted solely by Defendant: 
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r. To extent not already resolved in connection with Defendant’s Motions in 

Limine referenced in Section 4 above, and if arguendo rake marks from 

one cetacean to another constitute an injury, whether an aquarium can be 

held liable under the ESA for the actions of one animal in injuring another 

animal in the same exhibit.  

s. To the extent not already resolved in connection with Defendant’s 

Motions in Limine referenced in Section 4 above, and if arguendo rake 

marks from one cetacean to another constitute an injury, whether an 

aquarium’s duty under 9 C.F.R. § 3.109 to provide a marine mammal with 

companionship of a member of the same or a biologically-related species 

breaks the causation chain or otherwise negates any liability of an 

aquarium under the ESA for an alleged injury to an endangered marine 

mammal caused by another marine mammal placed in the same pool by 

the aquarium.  

t. Whether the ESA requires that Defendant provide a pool for Lolita that is 

larger than what the AWA regulations require in 9 C.F.R. § 3.104(b) in 

order to avoid liability for “take.” 

u. Whether the ESA requires that a Southern Resident orca be provided with 

conspecific companionship in order to avoid liability for “take.” 

v. Whether the ESA requires that a marine mammal be provided with a 

greater degree of protection from the sun than is currently provided to 

Lolita. 

w. Whether the AWA’s requirement that animals exhibited to the public be 

provided with “humane” care is relevant to the proper construction of the 

ESA’s “take” prohibition when applied to a member of an endangered 

species. 7 U.S.C. § 2131(1), 2143(a)(1). 

x. Whether the Plaintiffs have demonstrated the following four factors 

necessary for an award of permanent injunctive relief: (1) that they have 

suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law, such as 

monetary damages, are inadequate to compensate for those injuries; (3) 

that, considering the balance of hardships between the Plaintiffs and 
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Defendant, a remedy in equity is warranted; and (4) that the public 

interest would not be disserved by a permanent injunction.  .Linen v. 

Dutta-Roy, 810 F.3d 767, 774 n.16 (11th Cir. 2015) (quoting Monsanto 

Co. v. Geertson Seed Farms, 561 U.S. 139, 156–57 (2010), a National 

Environmental Policy Act case);  Winters v. U.S., 555 U.S. 7, 24, 32 

(2008) (same environmental context); Animal Welfare Inst. v. Martin, 

623 F.3d 19, 26-27 (1st Cir. 2010) (applying four part injunction 

standard in ESA “take” case, also citing Monsanto); Arkansas Project v. 

Shaw, 775 F.3d 641, 643 (5th Cir. 2014) (all traditional injunction 

elements apply to ESA “take” case;  “balancing of harms” element must 

take into account ESA purpose).  

9. Exhibit Lists 

Plaintiffs’ Exhibit List was submitted  Schedule A to the original Pre-Trial Stipulation 

filed on March 25, 2016. Defendant’s original Exhibit List was submitted as Schedule B to that 

filing. Defendant’s amended Exhibit List (adding one exhibit, Dx. No. 466) on an unopposed 

basis (subject to the “H” and “UP” objections raised by Plaintiffs) is attached as Schedule B1 to 

this Amended Pre-Trial Stipulation.  

10. Witness Lists 

Per the agreement of the Parties, neither party will call Mike Brown (former owner of 

Miami Seaquarium) as a witness except to the extent that (a) Plaintiffs introduce evidence of Mr. 

Brown’s statements or writings, and a rebuttal from Mr. Brown is needed, or (b) Plaintiffs 

persuade the Court to allow admission of evidence of matters occurring before Robert Rose 

joined Defendant in 1995, and a rebuttal of such evidence is needed. 

a. Plaintiffs’ Witnesses 

Expect to Present 

(1) Dr. Ingrid Visser (Expert) 

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 
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(2) Dr. Pierre Gallego (Expert) 

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 

(3) Dr. Maddalena Bearzi (Expert) 

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 

(4) John Hargrove (Expert) 

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 

(5) Howard Garrett6  

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 

(6) Corporate Representative of Defendant 

c/o Defendant’s counsel 

May Call 

                                                           
6 Mr. Garrett’s testimony may need to be presented by means of a deposition or by telephone for 
reasons related to medical treatment. Plaintiffs will inform Defendant and the Court of whether 
that will be required as soon as possible. Defendant reserves all of its rights regarding Mr. 
Garrett’s possible unavailability at trial, as set forth more fully in Paragraph 4(w) above. 
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(7) Kenneth C. Balcomb, III 

355 Smugglers Cove Rd. 

Friday Harbor, WA 98250 

(360) 378-5835 

(8) Jeff Kerr 

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 

(9) Carter Dillard 

c/o Jared Goodman 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

(323) 210-2266 

(10) Lyndsay Cole 

APHIS Assistant Director of Public Affairs  

4700 River Road, Unit 84 

Riverdale, MD 20737 

(970) 494-7410 

b. Defendant’s Witnesses   

* = employee working at Miami Seaquarium, 4400 Rickenbacker 
Causeway Miami, FL 33149.   

**=c/o James Lister, Birch Horton Bittner and Cherot, P.C., Suite 1020, 
1156 15th Street, NW, Washington D.C.  20005 (202) 659-5800.  

***=APHIS employee at 920 Main Campus Drive, Suite 200, Raleigh, 
NC 27606 (some may travel while conducting inspections) 

 
    Expect to Present     

(1) *Robert Rose (curator, fact and expert witness) 

(2) *Dr. Maya Rodriguez (in-house veterinarian, fact and expert 

witness) 
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(3) *Heather Keenan (manager of  animal training, fact and expert 

witness) 

(4) **Dr. Michael Renner (former in-house veterinarian, fact and 

expert witness,) 

(5) **Dr. Jeffrey Stott (regular outside immunologist, fact and expert 

witness,  

(6) **Clinton (Thad) Lacinak (expert witness)  

(7) **Dr. Grey Stafford (expert witness)  

(8) **Mark Simmons (expert witness) 

(9) Howard Garrett, individually and as corporate representative of 

Orca Network (live or by trial deposition)7 

                             May call 

(10) *Marni Wood (training supervisor, fact and expert witness)  

(11) Rolf Paegart (chief operating officer, Festival Fun Parks, LLC, 

4590 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 400 Newport Beach, CA 92660) 

(12) Dr. Barbara Kohn (APHIS, 4700 River Road, Unit 84, Riverdale, 

MD 20737 – name appears in multiple documents produced by Plaintiffs) 

(13) **Dr. Elizabeth Goldentyer (APHIS) 

(14) **Dr. Nicolette Petervary (APHIS) 

(15) **Dr. Mary Moore (APHIS) 

(16) **Dr. Gregory S. Gaj (APHIS) 

(17) **Dr. Lauri Gage (APHIS) 

(18) **Dr. Mario Mercado (APHIS) 

(19) Dr. Carolyn Cray (University of Miami Comparative Pathology, 

University of Miami, Rosenthal Medical Science Building, 1600 N.W. 

10th Avenue, Room 7101A, Miami, Florida 33136 – narrow laboratory 

issue regarding LDH test results cited by Dr. Gallego) 

(20) Eric Lovorn (Antech Diagnostics Regional Vice President, 

Southwest, Antech Diagnostics, 11021 Plantside Drive, Louisville, 

                                                           
7  See Paragraph 4(w) above. 
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Kentucky 40299 – narrow laboratory issue regarding LDH test results 

raised by Dr. Gallego). 

(21) Kenneth Balcomb  P.O. Box 1577  Friday Harbor, WA 98250 (live 

or by deposition). 

(22) Susan Berta  (Orca Network co-founder) 485 Labella Vista Way, 

Freeland, WA  98249.  

11. Estimated Trial Time 

The parties jointly estimate that trial in this matter will take two weeks. 

12. Estimated Maximum Attorneys’ Fees Allowable 

Plaintiffs estimate that the maximum allowable attorneys’ fees in this action will not 

exceed $800,000.    Defendant estimates that the maximum attorneys’ fee claim it may assert in 

this action will not exceed the range of $2.5 to 2.9 million.   

 

     Respectfully submitted,  
 

By:      s/ Paul J. Schwiep  ____________ 
Paul J. Schwiep, FBN 823244 
pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com 
Scott A. Hiaasen, FBN 103318 
shiaasen@coffeyburlington.com  
Coffey Burlington, P.L. 
2601 South Bayshore Drive, PH 
Miami, Florida  33133 
Telephone: (305) 858-2900 
Facsimile: (305) 858-5261 
Secondary: yvb@coffeyburlington.com  
Tertiary: service@coffeyburlington.com  
 
/s/ Jared Goodman____________________ 
Jared Goodman (admitted pro hac vice) 
PETA Foundation 
1536 16th St. NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
Telephone: (202) 540-2204 
Facsimile: (202) 540-2208 
JaredG@petaf.org  
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/s/ Matthew Strugar ___________________ 
Matthew Strugar (admitted pro hac vice) 
PETA Foundation 
2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
Telephone: (323) 210-2263 
Facsimile: (202) 540-2208 
MatthewS@petaf.org   
 
/s/ Caitlin Hawks ___________________ 
Caitlin Hawks (admitted pro hac vice) 
PETA Foundation 
2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90026 
Telephone: (206) 858-8518 
Facsimile: (213) 484-1648 
CaitlinH@petaf.org  
 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on April 5, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing with the 

Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF.  I also certify that the foregoing document is being served this 

day on all counsel of record on the Service List below via transmission of Notice of Electronic 

Filing generated by CM/ECF.   

 
      s/ Paul J. Schwiep__________________ 
 

Service List 

Jennifer B. Moore, Esq. 
moorej@gtlaw.com  
     (admitted pro hac vice) 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
Terminus 200 
3333 Piedmont Road NE 
Atlanta, Georgia  30305 
Telephone: (678) 553-2100 
 
Counsel for Defendants 
 

James H. Lister, Esq. 
jlister@dc.bhb.com  
   (admitted pro hac vice) 
Melinda L. Meade Meyers, Esq. 
mmeademeyers@dc.bhb.com  
   (admitted pro hac vice) 
BIRCH HORTON BITTNER & 
    CHEROT, PC 
Suite 1020 
1156 Fifteenth Street, NW 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Telephone: (202) 659-5800 
 
Counsel for Defendants 

William A. Earnhart, Esq. 
wearnhart@bhb.com  
   (admitted pro hac vice) 
BIRCH HORTON BITTNER & 
    CHEROT, PC 
1127 West 7th Avenue 
Anchorage, Alaska  99501 
Telephone: (907) 263-7285 
 
Counsel for Defendants 

Evelyn A. Cobos, Esq. 
cobose@gtlaw.com  
Mark S. Salky, Esq. 
Salkym@gtlaw.com  
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
333 Southeast 2nd Avenue, Suite 4400 
Miami, Florida  33131 
Telephone: (305) 579-0500 
 
Counsel for Defendants 

Stefanie Wilson, Esq. 
swilson@aldf.org  
   (admitted pro hac vice) 
170 E. Cotati Avenue 
Cotati, California  94931 
Telephone:  (707) 795-2533 
 
Counsel for Animal Legal Defense Fund 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
CASE NO. 1:15-cv-22692-UU 

 
 

PEOPLE FOR THE  
ETHICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANIMALS, INC., et al, 
  
 Plaintiffs,  
 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and  
FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC,  
d/b/a PALACE ENTRAINMENT, 
 
 Defendant.          
______________________________________/ 
   

ORDER 
 

THIS CAUSE is before the Court on cross-motions for summary judgment.  Plaintiffs 

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (“PETA”), Animal Legal Defense Fund, The Orca 

Network, and Howard Garrett move for entry of partial summary judgment on the threshold 

issue of standing. D.E. 131. Defendant Miami Seaquarium and Festival Fun Parks, LLC, d/b/a 

Palace Entertainment (the “Seaquarium”) moves for entry of summary judgment on the grounds 

that Plaintiffs lack standing to maintain their claims and on the merits. D.E. 126. 

 THE COURT has reviewed the Motions, the pertinent portions of the record, and is 

otherwise fully advised of the premises.  
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I. BACKGROUND 

This case concerns the welfare and humane treatment of a captive killer whale named 

Lolita (a/k/a “Toki”) that resides at the Seaquarium.1  Plaintiffs seek to redress injuries that 

Lolita is suffering due to the conditions under which she is confined at the Seaquarium, claiming 

that such injuries amount to a “take” in violation of section 9(a)(1)(B) of the Endangered Species 

Act (the “ESA”), 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B) (1988). 

Lolita is a Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SRKW”)2 that was legally captured off the 

coast of Washington State in 1970 when she was approximately five years old. Compl. ¶ 33.  

Seaquarium purchased Lolita soon after her capture, and she has lived at the Seaquarium since 

September 24, 1970. D.E. 147 at 6.  She is now approximately 51 years of age. D.E. 147 at 8.  

Her current age exceeds the median life expectancy of SRKWs.3  

Lolita weighs about 8,000 pounds and is twenty-five feet long. D.E. 147 at 8.  For as long 

as she has been housed by the Seaquarium, she has lived in an oblong tank that, at its widest 

                                                           
1 Miami Seaquarium is the entity that operates the marine animal park under the same 

name where Lolita resides. Compl. ¶ 24. For readability purposes, this Order will use 
“Seaquarium” to refer to both the park and entity Defendant.   

 
2 In the northeastern Pacific Ocean, where Lolita was caught, there are three discrete 

ecotypes of killer whales:  “residents,” “transients,” and “offshores.”Listing Endangered or 
Threatened Species: Amendment to the Endangered Species Act Listing of the Southern Resident 
Killer Whale Distinct Population Segment, 80 Fed. Reg. 7380 (Feb. 10, 2015) (codified at 50 
C.F.R. pt 224). These three groups are distinguished by morphology, diet, and behavior. See 
Endangered Status for Southern Resident Killer Whales, 70 Fed. Reg. 69903, 69911 (Nov. 18, 
2005) (codified at 50 C.F.R. pt. 224.101). Within the “resident” ecotype, there exist four distinct 
populations: Southern, Northern, and two Alaskan groups. 80 Fed. Reg. at 7381. The Southern 
Resident Killer Whales (“SRKW”), for example, consist of three pods (J, K, and L), who range 
during non-winter months in the waterways of the Puget Sound, Strait of Juan de Fuca, and the 
Southern Georgia Strait. Id.  

 
3 Female SRKWs have a median life expectancy in the wild of approximately 38 years, 

according to Seaquarium, D.E. 22-2 at 5, and 50 years according to Plaintiffs. D.E. 164, Ex. N at 
22:1-9. The life expectancy of captive killer whales in United States facilities is twelve years. 
D.E. 164, Ex. CC at 11. 
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point, is eighty (80) feet across, and at its lowest point, is twenty (20) feet deep. D.E. 22 ¶ 42. 

Since the 1980s, the tank has been surrounded by stadium seating. D.E. 22 ¶ 47; D.E. 147-1. For 

a time, Lolita shared her tank with Hugo, another SRKW.  However, Hugo died in the 1980s.  

For the last twenty years, Lolita has shared her tank with pacific white-sided dolphins 

(“PWSDs”), who are of a biologically related species in that they are taxonomically members of 

the same family (i.e., the dolphin or “delphinidae” family). D.E. 22-4. 

Until very recently, Lolita was not protected by the ESA.  Although the National Marine 

Fisheries Service (the “NMFS”) (the agency charged with administering the ESA with respect to 

various marine mammals, discussed infra) recognized the SRKW as an endangered species in 

2005, it excluded from the listing those members of the population held in captivity. 70 Fed. 

Reg. 69903, 69911 (Nov. 18, 2005). 

In January 2013, PETA submitted to the NMFS a petition:  (1) to recognize Lolita as a 

protected SRKW; and, (2) to remove the captive member exclusion from the ESA.  PETA was 

successful, and in May 2015, the NMFS recognized Lolita as protected. Accordingly, Lolita, the 

only SKRW presently held in captivity, is now protected by the ESA.  Listing Endangered or 

Threatened Species: Amendment to the Endangered Species Act Listing of the Southern Resident 

Killer Whale Distinct Population Segment, 80 Fed. Reg. 7380 (Feb. 10, 2015) (codified at 50 

C.F.R. pt 224).4  

Shortly after the effective date of the rule recognizing Lolita as a member of an 

endangered species, Plaintiffs commenced this action.  In their Complaint, Plaintiffs seek 

declaratory and injunctive relief, claiming that the Seaquarium has committed an unlawful “take” 

of Lolita in violation of the ESA section 9(a)(1)(B), 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B) (“section 

9(a)(1)”).  Compl. ¶¶ 73-76 (a)-(d). More specifically, Plaintiffs allege that a “take” has occurred 
                                                           

4  The effective date of the rule was May 11, 2015.  
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because Lolita is suffering “harm” and “harass[ment]” in violation of the ESA section 9(a)(1)  

(making it unlawful to “take” an endangered species, which is defined as, among other conduct, 

“to harass [or] harm”) from the conditions under which she is confined.  

In support, Plaintiffs allege that the conditions of Lolita’s captivity do not meet the 

minimum standards for captive marine mammals applicable to exhibitors under the Animal 

Welfare Act (“AWA”), 7 U.S.C. §§ 2131, et seq., and its implementing regulations, Title 9 of the 

Code of Federal Regulations, parts 1, 2 and 3. See Compl. ¶¶ 45, 56, 66. The alleged harmful 

conditions are that she is maintained in an undersized tank, is not provided with adequate 

protection from the sun, and the PWSDs with which she shares her tank are of an incompatible 

species. Id. These conditions harm Lolita, according to Plaintiffs, because they create physical 

and psychological stress, deprive her of the ability to engage in natural behaviors, expose her to 

excessive radiation from the sun, and cause physical injuries. Compl. ¶¶ 46, 55, 64. 

While the NMFS is charged with administering the ESA with respect to marine 

mammals, the AWA is administered by the Animal Plant Health Inspection Services  

(“APHIS”) under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (“USDA”).  APHIS also 

is the agency that licenses the Seaquarium to hold and exhibit Lolita (D.E. 164, Ex. GG) subject 

to its compliance with APHIS, which establishes minimum standards for the humane handling, 

care, and treatment of captive marine mammals.  In June 2011, the Administrative Investigations 

and Compliance Branch of APHIS responded to a telephone complaint and a letter writing 

campaign concerning the alleged injuries to Lolita at the Seaquarium.  APHIS arrived at the 

following conclusions:  

In general, Seaquarium’s inspection history shows Lolita and the other marine 
mammals at the facility to be healthy and receiving appropriate veterinary care.  
Animals may develop superficial (“rake”) injuries as part of their normal behavior 
and activities:  such lesions are promptly identified and treated.  
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Animal enclosures have adequate shade, protection from weather, and compliant 
perimeter fences. [S]hade and protection from weather is provided by the stadium 
seating around Lolita’s pool, and based on the facility’s inspection history, Lolita 
has none of the skin and eye lesions associated with inadequate shade.  
 
Many people have expressed concern about the size of Lolita’s pool. Therefore, 
our agency has re-evaluated the measurements. Based on this re-assessment, we 
have determined that the pool meets the AWA space requirements for marine 
mammals.  

 
See D.E. 22-3 at 3.  

 
In March 2012, APHIS again reviewed the conditions of Lolita’s captivity in response to 

a letter from the Animal Legal Defense Fund and PETA concerning harms related to Lolita’s 

tank dimensions and the sharing of her tank with the PWSDs. APHIS found the Seaquarium 

compliant with the AWA’s space and social companionship regulations:  

[W]e have determined that [Lolita’s] pool meets the AWA space requirements for 
marine mammals . . . [and] exceeds the minimum requirements in all required 
dimensions.  
 
Miami Seaquarium meets section 3.109 of the AWA regulations requiring that 
social marine mammals, such as orcas, be housed with at least one compatible 
animal of the same species or biologically related species. Lolita has shared her 
tank for many years with Pacific white-sided dolphins that are, like Lolita, 
cetacean mammals and therefore a biologically related species.  
 

See D.E. 22-4.5  

 In their Notice of Intent to File Citizen Suit Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act, 

which served as a precondition to the initiation of this lawsuit, Plaintiffs acknowledged that 

 “ … generally accepted husbandry practices that meet the Animal Welfare Act (AWA) 

requirements are exempt from the regulatory definition of ‘harass’ under the ESA.” D.E. 1-4 at 

3. Nonetheless, Plaintiffs contest APHIS’ findings herein and assert that Lolita is the subject of 

                                                           
5 Plaintiffs do not challenge the authenticity of the APHIS documents. The documents are 

also filed as exhibits to a declaration in support of Defendant’s motion for summary judgment. 
D.E. 130-1. 
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an unlawful “take” pursuant to the ESA section 9(a)(1). 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B).  On this 

basis, Plaintiffs request that this Court enter an order enjoining Seaquarium from continuing to 

violate the ESA, requiring Seaquarium to forfeit possession of Lolita, and requiring Seaquarium 

to transfer Lolita to a sea pen. D.E. 22-4 at 17. 

In order to resolve the pending motions, the Court must determine as a threshold matter 

whether one or more Plaintiffs have standing to pursue the ESA claims as alleged in the 

Complaint.  Assuming standing, the Court next must construe and apply the relevant portions of 

two federal statutes, the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531, et seq., and the Animal 

Welfare Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 2131, et seq., and those Acts’ implementing regulations, taking into 

consideration the interrelationship of these laws and their associated regulatory frameworks.   

II. LEGAL STANDARD 

Summary judgment is authorized only when the moving party meets its burden of 

demonstrating that “the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories and admissions on file, 

together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 

that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. When 

determining whether the moving party has met this burden, the court must view the evidence and 

all factual inferences in the light most favorable to the non-moving party. Adickes v. S.H. Kress 

& Co., 398 U.S. 144, 157, 90 S.Ct. 1598, 26 L.Ed.2d 142 (1970); Rojas v. Florida, 285 F.3d 

1339, 1341-42 (11th Cir. 2002). The party opposing the motion may not simply rest upon mere 

allegations or denials of the pleadings; after the moving party has met its burden of proving that 

no genuine issue of material fact exists, the non-moving party must make a sufficient showing to 

establish the existence of an essential element to that party’s case and on which that party will 

bear the burden of proof at trial. Celotex Corp. v. Catrell Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 
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91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986); Poole v. Country Club of Columbus, Inc., 129 F.3d 551, 553 (11th Cir. 

1997); Barfield v. Brierton, 883 F.2d 923, 933 (11th Cir. 1989). 

If the record presents factual issues, the court must not decide them; it must deny the 

motion and proceed to trial. Envntl. Def. Fund v. Marsh, 651 F.2d 983, 991 (5th Cir. 1981) 

(citation omitted).6 Summary judgment may be inappropriate even where the parties agree on the 

basic facts, but disagree about the inferences that should be drawn from those facts. Lighting 

Fixture & Elec. Supply Co. v. Cont’l Ins. Co., 420 F.2d 1211, 1213 (5th Cir. 1969) (citation 

omitted). If reasonable minds might differ on the inferences arising from undisputed facts then 

the court should deny summary judgment. Impossible Elec. Techniques, v. Wackenhut Protective 

Sys., 669 F.2d 1026, 1031 (5th Cir. 1982) (citation omitted); see Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 477 

U.S. 242, 248, 106 S.Ct. 2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986) (“[T]he dispute about a material fact is 

‘genuine,’ . . . if the evidence is such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the 

nonmoving party.”). 

Moreover, the party opposing a motion for summary judgment need not respond to it 

with evidence unless and until the movant has properly supported the motion with sufficient 

evidence. Adickes, 398 U.S. at 160. The moving party must demonstrate that the facts underlying 

all the relevant legal questions raised by the pleadings are not otherwise in dispute, or else 

summary judgment will be denied notwithstanding that the non-moving party has introduced no 

evidence whatsoever. Brunswick Corp. v. Vineberg, 370 F.2d 605, 612 (5th Cir. 1967). The 

Court must resolve all ambiguities and draw all justifiable inferences in favor of the non-moving 

party. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. at 255. 

 

                                                           
6 The Eleventh Circuit has adopted as precedent the decisions of the former Fifth Circuit 

prior to October 1, 1981. Bonner v. City of Prichard, 661 F.2d 1206, 1209 (11th Cir. 1981). 
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III. DISCUSSION 

A. PLAINTIFFS’ CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON STANDING 

The ESA’s citizen-suit provision permits “any person” to commence a civil suit to enjoin 

alleged violations of the ESA or regulations issued under its authority. 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)(1). 

Described as “an authorization of remarkable breadth,” the citizen-suit provision expands 

standing to the full extent permitted under Article III of the Constitution and eliminates any 

prudential standing requirements. Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 164–66, 117 S.Ct. 1154, 137 

L.Ed.2d 281 (1997). To establish standing, therefore, Plaintiffs need only satisfy the “irreducible 

constitutional minimum of standing.” Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560, 112 S.Ct. 

2130, 119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992). That is, they must show:  (1) an injury in fact that is concrete and 

particularized and actual or imminent; (2) that the injury is fairly traceable to the defendant’s 

challenged conduct; and (3) that the injury is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision.  Id. 

at 560–61, 112 S.Ct. 2130 (internal quotation marks omitted).7 

“[E]ach element of standing must be supported in the same way as any other matter on 

which the plaintiff bears the burden of proof, i.e., with the manner and degree of evidence 

required at the successive stages of the litigation.” Bischoff v. Osceola Cty., Fla., 222 F.3d 874, 

878 (11th Cir. 2000) (internal citation and quotation omitted).  Because this action is at the 

summary judgment stage, Plaintiffs can no longer rely on mere allegations, “but must set forth 

by affidavit or other evidence specific facts.” Florida Pub. Interest Research Grp. Citizen Lobby, 

Inc. v. E.P.A., 386 F.3d 1070, 1083 (11th Cir. 2004) (internal citation omitted). 

                                                           
7 Despite the Supreme Court’s ruling in Bennett, Plaintiffs devoted a portion of their 

standing brief arguing they had satisfied prudential standing requirements. Because the Supreme 
Court has held the ESA citizen’s suit provision negates the “zone-of-interest” test, the Court 
need not address this argument. Bennett, 520 U.S. at 164.     
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 “[I]n reviewing the standing question, the court must be careful not to decide the 

questions on the merits for or against the plaintiff, and must therefore assume that on the merits 

the plaintiffs would be successful in their claims.” Culverhouse v. Paulson & Co., Inc., 813 F.3d 

991, 994 (11th Cir. 2016). 

i. ORGANIZATIONAL STANDING UNDER HAVENS  

In Sierra Club v. Morton, the Supreme Court held that organizations “who seek to do no 

more than vindicate their own value preferences through the judicial process” generally cannot 

establish standing.  405 U.S. 727, 740, 92 S.Ct. 1361, 1369, 31 L.Ed. 2d 636 (1972) (footnote 

omitted). Subsequently, in Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, the Supreme Court held that an 

organization can establish Article III standing if it can show that the defendant’s actions cause a 

“concrete and demonstrable injury to the organization’s activities” that is “more than simply a 

setback to the organization’s abstract social interests.” 455 U.S. 363, 379, 102 S.Ct. 1114, 1124, 

71 L.Ed.2d 214 (1982). 

In Havens, a nonprofit seeking to promote equal opportunity in housing argued that it had 

standing to sue the owner of an apartment complex in its own right, because the owner’s racial 

steering practices frustrated its efforts “‘to assist equal access to housing through counseling and 

other referral services[,]’” and caused the organization to devote resources to counteracting the 

unlawful practices.  Id.  (quoting complaint). Taking these allegations as true, the Supreme Court 

held that “[s]uch concrete and demonstrable injury to the organization's activities—with the 

consequent drain on the organization's resources—constitutes far more than simply a setback to 

the organization’s abstract social interests,” id., and distinguished the case from Sierra Club, 

where the organizational plaintiff had alleged nothing more than a “‘mere interest in a 

problem.’” Id. (quoting Sierra Club, 405 U.S. at 739, 92 S.Ct. 1361). 
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Following Havens, the Eleventh Circuit held that an organization claiming standing to 

sue on its own behalf must show that “the defendant’s illegal acts impair its ability to engage in 

its projects by forcing the organization to divert resources to counteract those illegal acts.” 

Common Cause/Georgia v. Billups, 554 F.3d 1340, 1350 (11th Cir. 2009) (quoting Fla. State 

Conference of N.A.A.C.P. v. Browning, 522 F.3d 1153, 1165 (11th Cir. 2008)). To satisfy this 

requirement, an organization must demonstrate that the asserted illegal acts are in conflict with 

the organization's mission. See Arcia v. Fla. Sec’y of State, 772 F.3d 1335, 1342 (11th Cir. 

2014); see also Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union v. United States, 101 F.3d 1423, 1430 (D.C. 

Cir.1996).  And, at the summary judgment stage, the organization must provide evidence of an 

injury independent of the “expenditure of resources on that very suit,” Cent. Ala. Fair Hous. Ctr., 

Inc. v. Lowder Realty Co., 236 F.3d 629, 642 (11th Cir. 2000) (emphasis added), and 

independent of “the cost of detecting [the defendant’s] illegal practices  . . . .”  Browning, 522 

F.3d at 1166.  

a. PETA 

i. INJURY-IN-FACT 

In order to establish that PETA has suffered an actual injury for standing purposes, PETA 

has submitted an affidavit from its General Counsel, Jeffrey S. Kerr (“Kerr”), to show that 

PETA’s mission is to protect animals from abuse, neglect, and cruelty, and documents 

demonstrating that it has been diverted from its mission by the conditions of Lolita’s captivity.  

For the reasons explained below, the evidence is sufficient to satisfy the “injury in fact” element 

of the standing analysis.  

First, in his affidavit, Mr. Kerr avers that PETA’s mission is to protect animals from 

abuse, neglect, and cruelty. (D.E. 133, Kerr Dec. ¶ 3); and, as part of this mission, PETA seeks to 
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expose the inhumane treatment of animals trained and used in the entertainment industry, and to 

educate the public about such treatment. Id.  He further explains that to achieve its mission, 

PETA uses public education, cruelty investigations, research, animal rescue, legislation, special 

events, celebrity involvement, protest campaigns, and administrative comments and complaints 

to educate the public and enforce laws enacted to protect animals.  Id.  Accordingly, the asserted 

illegal act—the claimed unlawful “take” of Lolita under the ESA8—is in direct conflict with 

PETA’s mission of protecting animals from abuse as described by Mr. Kerr. 

Second, with respect to diversion of resources, the evidence supplied by PETA shows 

that since 2011 its staff:  has organized and promoted protests against Lolita’s conditions, (id. ¶ 

5); has sued the NMFS for excluding Lolita from the ESA, (id.); has submitted an ESA-listing 

petition for Lolita to the NMFS, (id.); has submitted non-renewal requests under the AWA to the 

USDA regarding the Seaquarium’s exhibitor license, (id.);  has sued the USDA to deny renewal 

of the Seaquarium’s exhibitor license under the AWA, (id.); has shared information with the 

public about Lolita’s condition through various social media websites (D.E. 133, Exs. G, H); has 

conducted interviews with news outlets (id., Ex. F; Kerr Dec. ¶ 6); and, has published multiple 

action alerts on PETA’s website and affiliated websites asking supporters either to urge 

Seaquarium to retire Lolita to a coastal sanctuary, or to urge government agencies to act to 

prevent Lolita’s harm and harassment, (id., Ex. J).   

This evidence, none of which is challenged, demonstrates that PETA’s diversion of 

resources to address Lolita’s captivity, apart from this lawsuit, has impaired its mission of 

protecting animals from abuse through legislative and educational efforts. And this showing is 

                                                           
8 As noted above, under the ESA, “take” is defined in pertinent part as an act that 

“harm[s]” or “harass[es]” an endangered species. 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). The Plaintiffs claim that 
Seaquarium is actively “harm[ing] and “harass[ing]” Lolita based on her captive conditions in 
violation of section 9(a)(1), 16 U.S.C. § 1531(a)(1)(B).   
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sufficient, by comparison to other cases, to establish that it has incurred a concrete injury 

entitling it to maintain this action. See Arcia, 772 F.3d at 1341-42 (finding standing at summary 

judgment where the organizational plaintiffs, whose missions included voter registration and 

education, challenged the Florida Secretary of State’s voter purging practices and an 

organizational plaintiff submitted an affidavit in which a representative stated, generally, that the 

defendant’s conduct caused it “to divert resources to combat Defendant’s unlawful practices.”9); 

see also Hispanic Interest Coal. of Ala. v. Governor of Ala., 691 F.3d 1236, 1240 (11th Cir. 

2012) (finding standing where the organizational plaintiff, Alabama Appleseed Law & Justice 

(“Appleseed”), whose mission was “to identify root causes of injustice and equality in Alabama 

and to develop and advocate for solutions,”10 claimed injuries arising from an Alabama law, Ala. 

Code § 31-13-8, which prohibited an unlawfully present alien from “enroll[ing] in or attend[ing] 

any public postsecondary education institution”; the court found sufficient Appleseed’s 

declarations, submitted through its Executive Director, which declared, inter alia, that in 

response to the passage of the law it “hosted presentations to convey information about the 

consequences of the law, including its education provision,” and, expended time and money on 

the execution of those presentations that “diverted resources from other immigration policy 

work.”).  Therefore, by diverting resources to address specifically the conditions of Lolita’s 

captivity to the detriment of its other organizational objectives—e.g., educational or legislative 

efforts directed at raising public awareness of animal cruelty—PETA’s mission of protecting 

animals from abuse has been impaired.  Arcia, 772 F.3d at 1341-42.  

                                                           
9 The quoted language is available at: Arcia v. Detzner, 908 F. Supp.2d 1276 (S.D. Fla. 

Oct 29, 2012) (Case No. 1:12-cv-22282-WJZ) (D.E. 65-7 ¶ 4). 
10 The quoted language is available at: Hispanic Interest Coal. of Ala. v. Bentley, No. 

5:11-CV-2484-SLB, 2011 WL 5516953, at *1 (N.D. Ala. Sept. 28, 2011), aff'd in part, vacated 
in part, rev'd in part sub nom. Hispanic Interest Coal. of Ala. v. Governor of Ala., 691 F.3d 1236 
(11th Cir. 2012)  (D.E. 37-6 ¶ 3). 
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Nonetheless, Seaquarium maintains PETA lacks standing on the following grounds:  (1) 

PETA’s mission includes litigation and, as such, PETA is engaging in a regular activity in 

pursuing this action, which cannot constitute a diversion of resources; (2) PETA has not been 

“forced” or “required” to incur the expenses it claims as injuries; (3) and, PETA has not shown 

an actual injury because it has failed to demonstrate a net economic loss from its activities apart 

from this lawsuit on Lolita’s behalf. The Court addresses each in turn.  

With respect to the role of litigation in PETA’s mission, Seaquarium cites an affidavit 

Mr. Kerr submitted in related litigation challenging the AWA license,11 in which Mr. Kerr 

averred that PETA’s activities include litigation to enforce animal protection laws. That PETA, 

at times, undertakes litigation to accomplish its mission, as sworn in the prior affidavit, is distinct 

from litigation itself being PETA’s organizational goal.12  In Havens, standing was not 

foreclosed because the organization pursued its mission of promoting equal access to housing 

through counseling and referral services by also engaging in litigation to counteract 

discriminatory housing practices. Havens, 455 U.S. at 363. Subsequently, in Hispanic Interest, in 

reversing a district court’s dismissal of a constitutional challenge to an Alabama law requiring 

schools to collect data about the immigration status of public school students, the Eleventh 

Circuit relied on a declaration from the executive director of an organization, wherein he attested 

that:  “[t]o fulfill our mission we undertake network/coalition organizing and development, 

research, education, advocacy . . . our staff and network of pro bono lawyers work in partnership 

with . . . the legal and judicial communities.”  See Hispanic Interest Coalition of Ala. v. Bentley, 

                                                           
11 Animal Legal Def. Fund, et.al. v. U.S. Dept of Agric., et. al., Case No., 13-cv-20076-

JAL, Southern District of Florida. 
12 The prior affidavit reads in pertinent part: “PETA is a national non-profit organization  

. . . dedicated to protecting animals from abuse . . . and undertakes these efforts through public 
education, cruelty investigations, research . . . and lawsuits to enforce laws enacted to protection 
[sic] animals.” D.E. 161-1, ¶ 3. 
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case no. 5:11-cv-02484-SLB, 2011 WL 5516953 (N.D. Ala. Sep. 28, 2011) (D.E. 37-6 ¶ 3).  And 

in Arcia, in affirming the district court’s finding of standing for three organizational plaintiffs 

whose missions included, inter alia, voter registration, the Eleventh Circuit cited three affidavits 

submitted by the plaintiffs, one of which declared that it was dedicated to “securing full equality 

for Puerto Ricans living in the U.S. through advocacy” and that the Florida chapters were 

“actively involved in safeguarding Puerto Rican voting rights.” Arcia, 772 F.3d at 1341-42.13 

Thus, Havens, Hispanic Interest, and Arcia make clear that utilizing litigation to achieve 

organizational goals does not negate Article III standing.  

As for Seaquarium’s claim that PETA lacks standing because it voluntarily chose to 

divert its resources, there simply is no legal support.  An organization’s voluntary decision to 

divert resources to counteract the asserted illegal acts, unrelated to the legal challenge itself, 

qualifies as an injury: the drain on resources, the Eleventh Circuit has observed, “is simply 

another manifestation of the injury to the organization’s noneconomic goals.” Browning, 522 

F.3d at 1166 (“The Secretary attempts to draw a distinction between an act or law negating the 

efforts of an organization, which is admittedly an injury under Havens, and an act or law merely 

causing the organization to voluntarily divert resources in response to the law, which he claims is 

not an injury cognizable under Article III. This distinction finds no support in the law, and it 

misses the point.”) (internal citation omitted).  Thus, PETA’s choice to divert its resources to 

address the asserted illegal acts does not disqualify it from claiming injuries under Havens.  

Seaquarium’s final argument, that PETA and the other organizational plaintiffs have 

failed to establish injury-in-fact because they actually benefit from Lolita related activities by 

taking in substantial contributions that exceed their litigation costs, also fails for lack of legal 

                                                           
13 The quoted language is available at: Arcia v. Detzner, 908 F.Supp.2d 1276 (S.D. Fla. 

Oct 29, 2012) (Case No. 1:12-cv-22282-WJZ) (D.E. 65-7). 
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support.  The showing of an actual, concrete injury is a modest requirement for Article III 

standing, which does not require quantification. Browning, 522 F.3d at 1165 (quoting Crawford 

v. Marion Cty. Election Bd., 472 F.3d 949 (7th Cir.2007), aff’d, 553 U.S. 181, 128 S.Ct. 1610, 

170 L.Ed.2d 574 (2008) (“The fact that the added cost has not been estimated and may be slight 

does not affect standing, which requires only a minimal showing of injury.”); accord Defs. of 

Wildlife, 504 U.S., at 562–563, 112 S.Ct. 2130 (“Of course, the desire to use or observe an 

animal species, even for purely esthetic purposes, is undeniably a cognizable interest for 

purposes of standing.”). And, in any event, Seaquarium concedes that PETA has suffered an 

economic loss attributable to its diversion of resources to address Lolita’s predicament separate 

from the expenses incurred in this litigation. Seaquarium claims PETA took in $13,823 in 

donations primarily related to Lolita in the last three years and acknowledges that PETA 

expended over $27,000 in litigation and administrative expenses from its earlier efforts to 

challenge the Seaquarium’s  exhibitor’s license for Lolita under the Animal Welfare Act. See 

Animal Legal Def. Fund v. U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 789 F.3d 1206, 1209 (11th Cir. 2015).14 

Consequently, PETA has incurred a net economic loss from its decision to challenge the 

conditions of Lolita’s captivity.   

Moreover, adopting Seaquarium’s novel theory would lead to the bizarre outcome that an 

organization whose mission has been frustrated by certain conduct, which in turn generates a 

high level of donor largesse to counteract such conduct, would be forced to show a net loss in 

dollars to establish Article III standing.  Such an accounting is contrary to the express standard, 

which is “diversion” of resources, not a verifiable monetary loss.  

                                                           
14 In the AWA litigation, Marine Exhibition Corporation d/b/a Miami Seaquarium was an 

intervening party. Animal Legal Def. Fund v. U.S. Dep't of Agric., 789 F.3d 1206, 1213 (11th 
Cir. 2015). 
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ii. Causal Connection and Redressability 

Having found PETA has suffered actual injuries, the Court is “easily satisfied that the 

other two requirements of standing are met.” Ga. Latino All. for Human Rights v. Governor of 

Ga., 691 F.3d 1250, 1260 (11th Cir. 2012) (holding organizational plaintiff satisfied Havens 

standard). The diversion of resources and the conflict with PETA’s mission is directly traceable 

to the asserted unlawful “take” in violation of the ESA and would be redressed by enjoining 

Seaquarium from violating the ESA section 9(a)(1). Id.; see also Conservancy of Sw. Fla. v. U.S. 

Fish & Wildlife Serv., No. 2:10-CV-106-FTM-SPC, 2011 WL 1326805, at *5 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 6, 

2011), aff'd sub nom. Conservancy of Sw. Fla. v. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., 677 F.3d 1073 (11th 

Cir. 2012) (assessing redressability in ESA action seeking declaratory and injunctive relief and 

finding that declaratory judgment would be of value to the plaintiffs, and regarding injunctive 

relief, that plaintiffs “need not obtain ultimate goal . . . so long as it relieves discrete injury to 

plaintiff.”).15 

Finally, because PETA has standing to raise both claims, the Court need not decide 

whether either of the remaining plaintiffs also has standing to do so. Am. Civil Liberties Union of 
                                                           

15 Seaquarium argues that Plaintiffs have not established redressability because in their 
Complaint they seek an order that “Seaquarium . . . forfeit possession of Lolita.” Under the 
citizen-suit provision of the ESA, Seaquarium claims Plaintiffs have no legal right to sue for 
forfeiture. Seaquarium additionally argues that Plaintiffs’ lack-of-companionship injury is not 
redressable because this Court cannot “issue an order directing that another wild orca be captured 
for housing with Lolita.” However, these are not Plaintiffs’ exclusive requests for relief. 
Plaintiffs seek an order enjoining Seaquarium from continuing to violate the ESA, and they also 
seek declaratory relief. Compl. ¶¶ 76b.-d. “Redressability is established when a favorable 
decision would amount to a significant increase in the likelihood that the plaintiff would obtain 
relief that directly redresses the injury suffered.” Mulhall v. UNITE HERE Local 355, 618 F.3d 
1279, 1290 (11th Cir. 2010) (internal quotation marks and alterations omitted). Here, 
redressability goes to PETA’s diversion of resources and an order enjoining Seaquarium from 
violating the ESA—e.g., by removing the PWSDs from Lolita’s tank or requiring it to provide 
Lolita more protection from UV exposure—would significantly reduce the likelihood that PETA 
would have to divert resources to challenge the asserted illegal acts.  
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Fla., Inc. v. Miami-Dade Cty. Sch. Bd., 557 F.3d 1177, 1195 (11th Cir. 2009) (citing Watt v. 

Energy Action Educ. Found., 454 U.S. 151, 160, 102 S.Ct. 205, 212, 70 L.Ed.2d 309 (1981)). 

B. SEAQUARIUM’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 

Having found PETA has standing to maintain the ESA claims, the Court next determines 

whether Seaquarium is entitled to an order granting summary judgment on the merits.  As noted 

above, in their Complaint, Plaintiffs seek declaratory and injunctive relief, claiming that the 

conditions of Lolita’s confinement at the Seaquarium and her alleged injuries constitute a “take” 

in violation of the ESA section 9(a)(1), 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B); and, that the Seaquarium is in 

possession of an animal that has been “taken” in violation of section 9(a)(1)(D), 16 U.S.C. § 

1538(a)(1)(D).  Compl. ¶¶ 73-76.  More specifically, Plaintiffs argue that Seaquarium is 

“actively ‘harming’ and ‘harassing’ [defined infra] Lolita by keeping her in an undersized tank, 

without adequate shade, and with incompatible animals . . . .” (D.E. 163 at 11-12). To that end, 

Plaintiffs have proffered evidence, through expert testimony, of the following injuries: 

1. Due to the size and configuration of the pool in which she is housed, Lolita cannot engage 
in normal swimming or diving behaviors, even as compared with other orcas in captivity, 
causing her physical and psychological injury. D.E. 164 ¶ 102, Ex. DD at 8. 
 

2. The PWSDs are not socially compatible animals and do not provide an appropriate 
substitute for social contact. Id. ¶ 104, Ex. DD at 9. 
 

3. The PWSDs cause Lolita frequent physical injury in the form of raking her skin with their 
teeth. Id. ¶ 105, Ex. F-A at 27-28, 32; DD at 11-12; Ex. F-D at 7-8. A rake is a skin 
abrasion occurring when one cetacean (which includes whales and dolphins) places its 
teeth on another cetacean swimming by.  These rakes can cause bleeding, which require 
treatment with antibiotics to avoid infection.  Id.16  
 

4. Because Lolita has learned to anticipate certain aggressive behavior by the PWSDs, she 
shows physical signs of stress every time they approach. Id. ¶ 107, Ex. F-D at 5, 9.  
 

                                                           
16 It is undisputed that cetaceans rake each other in the wild and in captivity. Plaintiffs’ 

expert rated Lolita’s marks as a 3 to 4 on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the least raked killer 
whale observed in the wild and 10 being the most raked killer whale in the wild. Gallego Dep. 
55:9-19.   
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5. The PWSDs engage in “inappropriate” sexual behavior toward Lolita that would not 
happen in the wild. Id. ¶ 107, Ex. BB at 44:19-46:2; Ex. DD at 10-12. Ex. M at 36:22-
37:8.  
 

6. Since the 1980s, Lolita has suffered from an irreversible condition known as “surfer’s 
eye” as a result of  “prolonged exposure to UV radiation” (D.E. 164-CC at 8) for which 
she is administered eye drops twice daily. D.E. 134 at 20 ¶¶ 24, 75. The condition leads to 
“discomfort.” Id., Ex. CC at 5. 

 
7. Lolita has exhibited blisters and wrinkles that might be caused by sun exposure. Id. ¶ 112, 

Ex. F-A at 32, 33. 
 

8. Unlike orcas in the wild, she is treated with “antibiotics, antifungals, pain medication, 
hormones” and antacids to treat ulcers. D.E. 164, Ex. CC at 8. These treatments might be 
necessary because of the stress of her tank dimensions and sun exposure, or stressful 
cohabitation with the PWSDs, or both.  Id. at 8-9. 
 

9. Lolita is generally unhealthy as shown by the following: (a) she suffers from a mild, non-
fatal kidney impairment, id. ¶ 117, Ex. CC at 7-8; Lolita has a higher number of bacteria, 
“more than has been described in literature,” compared to orcas in the wild and captivity 
combined,  id. ¶ 118, Ex. DD at 21-23; Lolita “appears to have had” treatments for 
infections to her respiratory tract, and, she might have a recurring lung condition,  id. ¶ 
117, Ex. CC at 8.17   

 
10. Lolita engages in abnormal behavior known as “stereotypies,” which includes listless 

floating, lying motionless near an inflow valve, bobbing, pattern swimming, and rubbing 
her body against her tank. Id. ¶ 113, Ex. F-A at 13, 30-31; Ex. DD at 6-7, 16-17; Ex. CC at 
5-6; Ex. F-D at 11-12.  
 

11. Lolita has significant wear in six of her teeth, which might result from a stereotypic 
behavior of biting the side of the tank or the gates within it.  Id. ¶ 114, Ex. CC at 8.  
 

12. Lolita has had at least one tooth drilled multiple times.  Id. ¶ 115.  
 

13. Lolita’s captivity conditions “likely reduce the likelihood of realizing her potential 
lifespan than in the wild.”18 Id. ¶ 120, Ex. N, 22:1-9.  

                                                           
17 Lung diseases, according to Plaintiffs’ expert, are the most common illnesses for orcas 

in terms of “mortality” and “morbidity.” D.E. 164, Ex. CC at 8.   
18 Plaintiffs’ evidence regarding Lolita’s injuries are contained in four expert reports, 

three of which Seaquarium has moved to exclude under F.R.E. 702. Because the Court finds that 
as a matter of the law the injuries Plaintiffs have proffered do not constitute a “take” under the 
ESA section 9(a)(1), infra, the Court need not address whether the proffered testimony satisfies 
the Daubert standard. However, the Court has reviewed the reports and notes the absence of 
disclosures showing that the experts employed reliable methodologies for all or most of their 
opinions, and that the experts’ opinions regarding causation for many of the alleged injuries are 
speculative and unreliable.   
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Seaquarium largely does not dispute that Lolita has medical issues for which she receives 

treatment.19  Rather, Seaquarium maintains that, as a matter of statutory construction, the injuries 

Plaintiffs complain of do not amount to a “take” within the meaning of the ESA and therefore are 

not actionable.  Therefore, the Court must construe the term “take” as used in the ESA and apply 

the term, as construed, to the injuries identified by PETA. 

i. THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT  
 

By way of background, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, 87 Stat. 884, 16 U.S.C. § 

1531 (1988 ed. and Supp. V), contains a variety of protections designed to save from extinction 

species designated as endangered or threatened.  Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Cmtys. for a 

Great Or., 515 U.S. 687, 690, 115 S.Ct. 2407, 2409, 132 L.Ed. 2d 597 (1995).  The stated 

purposes of the ESA are twofold: (1) “to provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which 

endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved” and (2) “to provide a 

program for the conservation of such . . . species.” See 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b); Forest Conservation 

Council v. Rosboro Lumber Co., 50 F.3d 781, 785 (9th Cir. 1995).  

At the most basic level, these twin purposes are furthered by requiring that the Secretaries 

of Commerce and the Interior maintain a list of endangered and threatened species (“listed 

species”) and designate their critical habitats. Fla. Key Deer v. Paulison, 522 F.3d 1133, 1138 

(11th Cir. 2008) (citing 16 U.S.C. § 1533). The Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) administers 

the ESA with respect to terrestrial species under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior, 

                                                           
19 Seaquarium acknowledges that Lolita receives treatment for “surfer’s eye” and, in 

2011 had a serious tooth infection, which occasionally recurs. D.E. 127 ¶ 24. Defendant disputes 
that Lolita’s medical records suggest the possibility of a lung disease and that she has too many 
harmful bacteria in her body (D.E. 130-7; Renner Dec. ¶¶ 8-11). Defendant also disputes that 
Lolita displays “stereotypical behaviors,” (id.-2; Keenan Dec. ¶ 13) and that any stomach ulcers, 
for which she receives treatment, would have bled “moderately or intermittently,” (D.E. 164, Ex. 
CC at 10) as indicated in Plaintiffs’ expert report. (D.E. 127 ¶ 21; Rodriquez Dec. ¶ 8)    
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and the NMFS, part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, relevant here, 

administers the ESA with respect to marine mammals, which is under the jurisdiction of the 

Secretary of Commerce. Id. (citing Nat’l Ass’n of Home Builders v. Defs. of Wildlife, 551 U.S. 

644, 127 S.Ct. 2518, 2526, 168 L.Ed.2d 467 (2007); id. (citing 50 C.F.R. §§ 17.11, 222.101(a))).  

 The ESA protects listed species in several ways. For example, section 5, 16 U.S.C. § 

1534, authorizes the Secretar[ies], in cooperation with the States, see § 1535, to acquire land to 

aid in preserving listed species. Section 7 mandates interagency cooperation, requiring all 

“federal agencies to ensure that none of their activities, including the granting of licenses and 

permits, will jeopardize the continued existence of endangered species or result in the destruction 

or adverse modification of habitat of such species which is determined by the Secretary . . . to be 

critical . . . unless such agency has been granted an exemption from the Secretary.” Babbitt, 515 

U.S. at 692 (citing 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2)).  

Section 9(a)(1) of the ESA makes it unlawful to:  import or export; deliver, receive, carry, 

transport, or ship in interstate or foreign commerce in the course of commercial activity; or sell 

or offer for sale in interstate or foreign commerce, any endangered or threatened species. See 16 

U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1).  

Pertinent to the controversy before the Court, section 9(a)(1) also prohibits the “tak[ing]” 

of any member of a listed species within the United States, the territorial sea of the United States, 

or on the high seas.  16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B); id. (a)(1)(C). The ESA defines the term “take” as 

“to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to 

engage in any such conduct.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19).  

 In implementing the ESA, the NMFS has defined “harm” in the definition of “take” as:  

“[A]n act which actually kills or injures fish or wildlife. Such an act may include significant 
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habitat modification or degradation which actually kills or injures fish or wildlife by significantly 

impairing essential behavioral patterns, including, breeding, spawning, rearing, migrating, 

feeding or sheltering.” 50 C.F.R. § 222.102 (emphasis added). The NMFS has not promulgated a 

definition of “harass.”  

a. TEXTUAL CONSTRUCTION  
 

In determining whether Congress intended the ESA to extend to the injuries Plaintiffs 

complain of, the starting point is to analyze the plain meaning of the text of the statute. 

Warshauer v. Solis, 577 F.3d 1330, 1335 (11th Cir. 2009) (internal citation omitted).  However, 

in answering this question, the Court does not “interpret the relevant words . . . in a vacuum, but 

with reference to the statutory context, ‘structure, history, and purpose.’” Abramski v. United 

States, 134 S.Ct. 2259, 2267, 189 L.Ed.2d 262 (2014) (quoting Maracich v. Spears, 570 U.S.  

––––, ––––, 133 S.Ct. 2191, 2209, 186 L.Ed.2d 275 (2013)).  

  Section 9(a)(1) reads in pertinent part: “it is unlawful for any person subject to the 

jurisdiction of the United States to[] take any such species within the United States or the 

territorial sea of the United States.” 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B) (emphasis added). The statutory 

term “take” is defined in the ESA with ten (10) prohibited acts:  “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, 

shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” 16 

U.S.C. § 1532(19).  

  As recognized by the Supreme Court, the proscribed conduct overlaps in some respects. 

For example, there is no meaningful difference between the terms “trap”20 and “capture”21; and, 

                                                           
20 “Catch (an animal) in a trap.” The New Oxford American Dictionary (2010).    
21 “Take into one’s possession or control by force.” Id. 
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there is only a pedantic distinction between “wound”22 and “harm,”23 the former and more 

narrow term involving the piercing or laceration of skin, and the latter, broader term involving a 

physical injury of some kind. Babbitt, 515 U.S. at 721 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“[T]he word “trap” 

in the definition otherwise  . . . adds nothing to the word “capture.”); see also Endangered and 

Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Final Redefinition of “Harm,” 46 Fed. Reg. 54748 (Nov. 4, 

1981) (“It is obvious that there is considerable overlap in many of these terms and it would be a 

fruitless and impractical exercise to attempt to define any one of these terms to the exclusion of 

the others so as to have no overlap of prohibited actions.”).  In analyzing “take” in section 

9(a)(1) of the ESA, the Supreme Court observed “[t]o the extent the definition of ‘harm’ may 

have applications that overlap with other words in the definition reflects the broad purpose of the 

Act.” Babbitt, 515 U.S. at 698 n.11. 

While the ESA’s purpose is “broad,” id., construing statutory language is not merely an 

exercise in ascertaining “the outer limits of [a word’s] definitional possibilities,” Dolan v. Postal 

Service, 546 U.S. 481, 486, 126 S.Ct. 1252, 163 L.Ed.2d 1079 (2006). Rather, courts should 

interpret proximate statutory terms in light of one another. Gustafson v. Alloyd Co. Inc., 513 U.S. 

561, 575, 115 S.Ct. 1061, 131 L.Ed.2d 1 (1995). By construing a statutory term “by the company 

it keeps” courts avoid giving “unintended breadth to the acts of Congress,” id. (quoting Jarecki v. 

G.D. Searle & Co., 367 U.S. 303, 307, 81 S.Ct. 1579, 1582, 6 L.Ed.2d 859 (1961)), which 

becomes even more pertinent when the proscribed conduct, like the term “take” in the ESA 

section 9(a)(1), is defined with a list of overlapping words. United States v. Costello, 666 F.3d 

1040, 1046 (7th Cir. 2012) (“[T]hat a clause is broadly worded to stop up loopholes doesn’t 

                                                           
22  “Inflict an injury on (someone)” id., when used as a verb, and “an injury to living 

tissue when caused by a cut, typically one in which the skin is cut or broken,” when used as a 
noun. Id.    

23 “Physically injure.” Id. 
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justify a literal interpretation that carries far beyond any purpose that can reasonably be imputed 

to the drafter. When a statute is broadly worded in order to prevent loopholes from being drilled 

in it by ingenious lawyers, there is a danger of its being applied to situations absurdly remote 

from the concerns of the statute’s framers.”) (internal citation omitted). In that regard, noscitur a 

sociis is the common sense principle that statutory terms, ambiguous when considered alone, 

should be given related meaning when grouped together.  E.g., S.D. Warren Co. v. Maine Bd. Of 

Env. Protection, 547 U.S. 370, 378, 126 S.Ct. 1843, 164 L.Ed.2d 625 (2006) (citations omitted). 

Here, the common denominators among the terms are conduct that:  constitutes seizure 

(“trap,” “capture,” “collect”); is gravely threatening (“kill,” “shoot”); or, has the potential to 

seize or gravely threaten the life of (“pursue,” “hunt,” “wound”) a member of a listed species.  

The remaining terms “harm” and “harass” should, therefore, have the same essential character as 

the eight associated terms. Or put another way, as Seaquarium argues, “harm” and “harass” 

should be interpreted with the same level of “impact” to the listed species as the other eight 

terms denote. And, indeed, by replicating the word “kill” in the definition of “harm” the NMFS’s 

interpretation emphasizes the degree of harm the Act requires:  “[A]n act which actually kills or 

injures fish or wildlife.” 50 C.F.R. § 222.102 (emphasis added).  

 An alternative statutory canon, esjudem generis, yields the same result.  This canon 

holds “that general words or principles, when appearing in conjunction with particular classes of 

things, will not be considered broadly, but rather will be limited to the meaning of the more 

particular and specific words.”  Doe v. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., 768 F.2d 1229, 1232 

(11th Cir. 1985). As noted above, the more general word “harm” appears in relation to specific 

terms which denote grave harm:  “cause the death of a (person, animal, or other living thing)” 

(“kill”), The New Oxford American Dictionary (2010); “pursue an animal in order to kill or for 
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sport” (“hunt”), (id.); “kill or wound (a person or animal) with a bullet . . . .” (“shoot”), (id.); and, 

“to follow someone or something in order to catch or attack them” (“pursue”), id.      

In United States v. Hayashi, 22 F.3d 859 (9th Cir. 1993), the Ninth Circuit Court of 

Appeals engaged in a similar analysis of the term “harass” as used in the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act (“MMPA”), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1361, et seq.24 The word “harass,” the Court explained, 

should have a symmetrical degree of harm when viewed with its associated terms:  

The statute groups “harass” with “hunt,” “capture,” and “kill” as forms of 
prohibited “taking.” The latter three each involve direct and significant intrusions 
upon the normal, life-sustaining activities of a marine mammal; killing is a direct 
and permanent intrusion, while hunting and capturing cause significant 
disruptions of a marine mammal's natural state. Consistent with these other terms, 
“harassment,” to constitute a “taking” under the MMPA, must entail a similar 
level of direct intrusion. 
 
Interpreting “harassment” under the MMPA to involve a direct and significant 
intrusion also comports with a common understanding of the term “take,” of 
which “harass” is simply one form. To “take” a marine mammal strongly suggests 
a serious diversion of the mammal from its natural routine. Congressional concern 
in passing the MMPA about marine mammals “in danger of extinction or 
depletion as a result of man's activities” supports this conception of “take.” 
MMPA § 2(1), Pub. L. No. 92–522, 86 Stat. 1027 (1972) (findings and 
declaration of policy). Killing, capturing, and hunting fit the common 
understanding of the term. “Harassment” under the MMPA, to constitute a 
“taking,” must entail a similarly significant level of intrusiveness. 

 
Id. at 864.  
 

                                                           
24 The MMPA is directed to the protection of marine mammals in the wild and declares it 

unlawful for any person to “take” a marine mammal in United States waters. See 16 U.S.C. § 
1372(a)(2)(A). The term “take” in the MMPA is defined with similar, albeit fewer, terms as the 
ESA, and is defined as: “to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to harass, hunt, capture, or 
kill any marine mammal.” 16 U.S.C. § 1362(13). Like the ESA, the MMPA prescribes both civil 
and criminal penalties, see 16 U.S.C. § 1375(b), is also administered by the NMFS, and advances 
a similar purpose:  the prevention of the extinction or depletion of marine mammals. 16 U.S.C. § 
1361(1). As such, “take” within the meaning of the MMPA should be analyzed reasonably 
consistent with the ESA. See, Northcross v. Bd. of Ed. of Memphis City Sch., 412 U.S. 427, 428, 
93 S.Ct. 2201, 2202, 37 L.Ed.2d 48 (1973) (stating the similarity of language in two statutes “is, 
of course, a strong indication that the two statutes should be interpreted pari passu.”).  
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 Accordingly, the Court’s textual interpretation  of “harm” and “harass” as used to 

describe “take” in the ESA section 9(a)(1) is human conduct that amounts to a seizure or 

is gravely threatening, or has the potential to seize or gravely threaten the life of a 

member of a protected species. 

b. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

In addition to the interpretation of “take” yielded by the rules of statutory construction, 

the legislative history accompanying the ESA provides strong evidence that use of the terms 

“harm” and “harass” to describe a “take” were intended to encompass only conduct amounting to 

a seizure, that is gravely threatening, or has the potential to seize or gravely threaten the life of an 

endangered species.   

Importantly, the Senate Report to the ESA highlighted two causes of extinction the ESA 

was designed to reverse: “hunting” and “destruction of natural habitat.” S. Rep. No. 93-307 

(1973).  Senator Tunney, for instance, echoed these two concerns in discussing the need for 

providing a mechanism in the ESA through which the FWS could acquire land for endangered 

species’ use, stating:  

Although most endangered species are threatened primarily by the destruction of 
their natural habitats, a significant portion of these animals are subject to 
predation by man for commercial, sport, consumption, or other purposes. The 
provisions in S. 1983 would prohibit the commerce in or the importation, 
exportation, or taking of endangered species.... 
 

Babbitt, 515 U.S. 687, 706 n.19 (citing 119 Cong.Rec. 25669) (1973) (emphasis added). 
   

Representative Sullivan, the House floor manager in 1973, reflected the Senate’s view of  
 
the two causes of species extinction: 
 

“[T]he principal threat to animals stems from destruction of their habitat....  
 
“Another hazard to endangered species arises from those who would capture or 
kill them for pleasure or profit. There is no way that the Congress can make it less 
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pleasurable for a person to take an animal, but we can certainly make it less 
profitable for them to do so.”  

 
Babbitt, 515 U.S. at 728 (1995) (citing 119 Cong.Rec. 25669) (1973) (emphasis added). 
 
 These two causes of species extinction—habitat destruction and predation—are also 

reflected in the cornerstone of the Act, section 4, which prescribes the actual designation of a 

species as endangered. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(1).  Pursuant to the ESA and its implementing 

regulations, a species is threatened or endangered  based on any one or a combination of the 

following section 4(a)(1) factors:  “the present or threatened destruction, modification, or 

curtailment of its habitat or range; overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or 

educational purposes; disease or predation; [] inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; or 

other natural or manmade factors affecting [the species’] existence.” Id.25  

Given the foregoing, analyzing the plain meaning of “take” and its attendant verbs—

harm, harass, hunt, shoot, kill, wound, capture, trap, pursue, collect—relative to the ESA’s 

purpose and the two causes of species extinction Congress sought to counteract, it is clear that in 

formulating the ESA, “harm” and “harass” within the definition of “take” were intended to 

proscribe acts that are gravely threatening, constitute the seizure of, or have the potential seize or 

gravely threaten a member of a listed species.  

 

 

 
                                                           

25 The NFMS’ decision to list Lolita as endangered did not cite any of the § 4(a)(1) 
factors. Rather, the acceptance of Lolita’s petition was based on the biological information 
regarding her “genetic heritage and consideration of the applicability of the ESA to captive 
members of an endangered species.” 80 Fed. Reg. 7380, 7382 (Feb. 10, 2015). In other words, 
Lolita’s genealogy and the decision to remove the exclusion of captive Southern Resident Killer 
Whales from the ESA—rather than any extant manmade factors or disease or lack of regulatory 
mechanisms—were the exclusive factors in the listing.    
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ii. NMFS’ AND FWS’ INTERPRETATIONS OF “TAKE” UNDER  
SECTION 9   

While the courts are the “final authorities on issues of statutory construction, ” FEC v. 

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Comm., 454 U.S. 27, 31–32, 102 S.Ct. 38, 70 L.Ed.2d 23 

(1981) (internal citations omitted), reviewing courts, when confronted with a statutory 

interpretation issue regarding the ESA, grant deference to the NMFS’ and FWS’ interpretations 

of the ESA. Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S. 1, 16, 85 S.Ct. 792, 13 L.Ed.2d 616 (1965) (“When faced 

with a problem of statutory construction, this Court shows great deference to the interpretation 

given the statute by the officers or agency charged with its administration.”); Defenders  of 

Wildlife v. U.S. Dep’t of Navy, 733 F.3d 1106, 1122 (11th Cir. 2013); United States v. 

McKittrick, 142 F.3d 1170, 1173 (9th Cir. 1998). 

The reasoning behind this deferential review is that when Congress ambiguously 

expresses its intent, “considerable weight should be accorded to an executive department's 

construction of a statutory scheme it is entrusted to administer.” Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Nat. Res. 

Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 844, 104 S.Ct. 2778, 81 L.Ed.2d 694 (1984) (“Chevron”). 

Deference to agency interpretation is also appropriate, as is the case here, where the subject 

being regulated is complex and requires an expertise exceeding the “normal province of 

Congress.” Babbitt, 515 U.S. at 708 (holding deference owed to FWS’ interpretation of “harm” 

in the ESA).  

In situations where Chevron deference is not appropriate, some deference to 

administrative interpretation is nonetheless due pursuant to Skidmore. See Skidmore v. Swift & 

Co., 323 U.S. 134, 140, 65 S.Ct. 161, 89 L.Ed. 124 (1944) (holding agency interpretations and 

opinions “constitute a body of experience and informed judgment to which courts and litigants 

may properly resort for guidance”). Skidmore holds that some deference is owed to “a non-
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binding administrative interpretation . . . [based] upon the thoroughness evident in its 

consideration, the validity of its reasoning, its consistency with earlier and later pronouncements, 

and all those factors which give it power to persuade, if lacking power to control.” Quinchia v. 

U.S. Att’y Gen., 552 F.3d 1255, 1259 (11th Cir. 2008) (citation omitted).  Whether the Court 

affords the level of deference enunciated in Chevron or in Skidmore, or any level of deference in 

between, a court must “first ask whether congressional intent is clear.” Wilderness Watch & Pub. 

Employees for Envtl. Responsibility v. Mainella, 375 F.3d 1085, 1091 (11th Cir. 2004) (citation 

omitted). If Congress’ intent is clear and unambiguous, “that is the end of the matter;” the Court 

must apply the statute in accordance with the Congressional directive. Id.  As explained in 

section III.B.(b)(i), supra, Congress’ express intent in the ESA is to halt species extinction, but 

the statute could be viewed as ambiguous on the question of the degree of “harm” or 

“harass[ment]” necessary to constitute a “take,” and how the ESA’s “take” provision applies to 

animals in captivity. Accordingly, the Court considers the guidance provided by the NMFS and 

the FWS.         

 In July 1994, the NFMS and the FWS issued a joint policy stating that, to the extent 

known at the time a species is listed as endangered, the agencies would address specific activities 

that will not be considered likely to result in a “take” in violation of the ESA section 9(a)(1). 

Notice of Interagency Cooperative Policy for Endangered Species Act Section 9 Prohibitions, 59 

Fed. Reg. 34272 (July 1, 1994). Accordingly, with respect to Lolita’s listing as an endangered 

species, the NFMS made three relevant statements, each of which was in response to a number of 

public comments: 

First, in responding to comments regarding the permissible captive care activities for 

Lolita, the NMFS stated:  “depending on the circumstances, it would likely not find continued 
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possession, care, and maintenance of a captive animal to be a violation of ESA section 9.” 80 

Fed. Reg. 7380, 7385 (Feb 10, 2015). Though this statement was not linked to any factual 

findings, it reflects the “general” (id.) view of the agency charged with administering the ESA 

and aligns with the textual interpretation of section 9(a)(1) that appears supra. Second, also in 

responding to concerns regarding Lolita’s care at the Seaquarium, the NMFS stated that Lolita’s 

“captive care requirements” are regulated by APHIS, under the Animal Welfare Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 

2131, et seq.—and thus, are not within the jurisdiction of the NFMS. Id.  Finally, and relevant to 

Plaintiffs’ proposed remedy in this case, the NMFS, in responding to many comments supporting 

Lolita’s relocation to a sea pen or release into the wild, further interpreted section 9(a)(1) by 

stating that release of a captive animal into the wild could itself constitute a “take” under section 

9(a)(1) of the Act. Id. The NMFS noted concerns arising from disease transmission between 

captive and wild stocks; the ability of released animals to adequately forage for themselves; and 

behavioral patterns developed in captivity impeding social integration and affecting the social 

behavior of wild animals. Id. 

The FWS also has interpreted “take” under the ESA in relation to the captive status of a 

listed species.  In promulgating a definition of “harass” the FWS acknowledged that the ESA’s 

prohibitions extend to captive-wildlife, but interpreted “harass” to have a different character 

when applied to an animal in captivity than when applied to animal in the wild. See Captive-

bred Wildlife Regulation, 63 Fed. Reg. 48634, 48636 (Oct. 13, 1998). This interpretation was 

informed, the FWS found, by the purpose of the ESA as being “best served by conserving 

species in the wild along with their ecosystems”—captive animals, the FWS stated, are 

“removed from their natural ecosystems and have a role in survival of the species only to the 

extent that they maintain genetic integrity”: 
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It is true that the Act applies to all specimens that comprise a “species” (as 
defined in the Act) that has been listed as endangered or threatened, and in 
general does not distinguish between wild and captive specimens thereof. 
However, the definition of “take” in the Act clearly applies to individual 
specimens or groups of specimens, and the captive or non-captive status of a 
particular specimen is a significant factor in determining whether particular 
actions would “harass” that specimen or whether such actions would “enhance the 
propagation or survival” of the species.  

 
To decide otherwise would place those persons holding captive specimens of a 
listed species in an untenable position. If providing for the maintenance and 
veterinary care of a live animal were considered to be “harassment”, those 
persons holding such specimens in captivity would be forced to obtain a permit or 
give up possession since any failure to provide proper care and maintenance 
would be an unlawful “taking”. Since Congress chose not to prohibit the mere 
possession of lawfully-taken listed species in section 9(a)(1) of the Act, the 
Service believes that congressional intent supports the proposition that measures 
necessary for the proper care and maintenance of listed wildlife in captivity do not 
constitute “harassment” or “taking”. 
 

 Id. (emphasis added). 
 

Consistent with this view, the FWS promulgated a definition of “harass” as:  “an 

intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by 

annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which 

include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering”—and excluded from the 

definition, when applied to “captive wildlife[,] . . . generally accepted [a]nimal husbandry 

practices that meet or exceed the minimum standards for facilities and care under the Animal 

Welfare Act.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 (emphasis added). 

While the NMFS’ interpretations of the ESA section 9(a)(1) were outside the formal rule-

making process and are not entitled to Chevron deference, see Skidmore, 323 U.S. at 140; cf. 

U.S. v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 218, 232–234, 121 S.Ct. 2164, 150 L.Ed.2d 292 (2001); Reno v. 

Koray, 515 U.S. 50, 61, 115 S.Ct. 2021, 132 L.Ed.2d 46 (1995), and the FWS’ statements and 

definition of “harass” are not binding with respect to the applicability of ESA section 9(a)(1) to 
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marine mammals, both agencies’ statements are due some deference under Skidmore given the 

autonomy and interpretive power granted to them in implementing the ESA, see Babbitt, 515 

U.S. at 728, the text and design of the ESA, and the validity of the statements in light of the 

policy objectives of the ESA.      

The NMFS’ and FWS’ statements, thus, further confirm the ambit of the ESA discussed 

in the textual analysis section, supra. That the types of harm—more specifically, the acute 

nature of harm—the ESA was designed to safeguard against are, on the whole, distinct from 

concerns regarding the humane treatment and welfare of an animal in captivity, which are at 

the core of Plaintiffs’ complaint. See Compl. ¶¶ 1, 7-9, 11-12, 15-17, 20-22, 64, 67.  As 

discussed infra, the humane treatment and welfare standards governing Lolita’s captivity are 

provided for in a different federal law: the Animal Welfare Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 2131 et seq. 

iii. THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT AND THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 

In arguing that it has not “tak[en]” Lolita in violation of the ESA, Seaquarium highlights 

the fact that Lolita is maintained under conditions that have been found by APHIS to comply 

with the AWA’s implementing regulations.  Plaintiffs, on the other hand, dispute the relevance 

of the AWA as to the proper interpretation of “take” under the ESA. The parties’ arguments thus 

require this Court to consider the relationship between the ESA and the AWA insofar as they 

both apply to animals held in captivity, particularly those trained and used for entertainment 

purposes. In doing so, the Court adheres to well-established statutory interpretation principles 

that “statutes relating to the same subject matter should be construed harmoniously,” that in 

apparent conflicts between statutes, the more specific statute controls over the more general one, 

Southern Nat. Gas Co. v. Land, Cullman Cty., 197 F.3d 1368, 1373 (11th Cir. 1999), and that 

“rules applicable under one statute should not be applied to a different statute without careful and 

critical examination.” See Gross v. FBL Fin. Serv., 557 U.S. 167, 174, 129 S.Ct. 2343 174 
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L.Ed.2d 119 (2009) (citing Fed. Express Corp. v. Holowecki, 552 U.S. 389, 393, 128 S.Ct. 1147, 

1153, 170 L.Ed.2d 10 (2008)). 

The Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”), first passed in 1966, Pub. L. No. 89-544, 80 Stat. 

350, provides for the humane treatment of animals by persons who use them for exhibition and 

research purposes. 7 U.S.C. §§ 2131, et seq. In other words, unlike the ESA, it deals exclusively 

with captive animals, and specifically, animals that are exhibited in licensed facilities such as the 

Seaquarium. 7 U.S.C. §§ 2131, et seq. To this end, the AWA authorizes the Secretary of 

Agriculture to license exhibitors, see 7 U.S.C. § 2133,  and promulgate standards for the proper 

care and treatment of animals in their care, see 7 U.S.C. § 2146, which the Secretary has 

delegated to the Administrator of APHIS. See 907 Whitehead St., Inc. v. Sec’y of U.S. Dep’t of 

Agric., 701 F.3d 1345, 1347 (11th Cir. 2012). 

  “[T]he supervisory goals of the [AWA] . . . [are] realized through a regime of 

administrative enforcement, with a right of judicial review for an aggrieved facility.” Int’l 

Primate Prot. League v. Inst. for Behavioral Research, Inc., 799 F.2d 934, 940 (4th Cir. 1986) 

(citing 7 U.S.C. §2149(b)). However, in contrast to the ESA, the AWA’s goals are not advanced 

through private causes of action.  Id.; see also Moor–Jankowski v. The Board of Trustees of New 

York University, 1998 WL 474084 *1, *8 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (“Congress did not intend to extend 

beyond the administrative action by the Secretary of Agriculture to include a private cause of 

action; the main purpose of the Act is to confer authority to the Secretary of Agriculture to insure 

the proper care and treatment of animals and that the Secretary be the exclusive investigator and 

enforcer of the AWA.”).  

In implementing the policy considerations enacted in the AWA, APHIS first established 

detailed regulations for the humane handling, care, treatment, and transportation of marine 
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mammals used for exhibition purposes in 1979. Animal Welfare; Marine Mammals, 81 Fed. Reg. 

5629 (Feb. 3, 2016). The regulations, which have been modified from time to time, are contained 

in Title 9 of the Code of Federal Regulations, parts 1, 2 and 3. The standards contained therein 

govern Lolita’s captive care requirements at the Seaquarium, and, fundamentally, address many 

of the types of injuries identified by Plaintiffs in this case. 

For example, section 9 C.F.R. § 3.103(b) contains the standards for providing shelter for 

marine mammals housed in outdoor facilities. It requires that natural or artificial shelter as 

appropriate for a particular species “be provided for . . . marine mammals kept outdoors to afford 

them protection from the weather or from direct sunlight.”  Id. (emphasis added). In a recent 

proposed rule, APHIS stated it intended to adjust the regulation regarding UV exposure, 

acknowledging that:  “[b]ecause marine mammals are susceptible to overheating and sunburn 

and/or eye damage from direct and/or reflected sunlight, and UV light reflections can cause or 

exacerbate damage to marine mammal eyes, we are proposing to amend § 3.103(b) by adding 

that the shade must be accessible and must cover sufficient area to afford all the animals within 

the enclosure protection from direct sunlight while not limiting their ability to move or not be too 

close to another animal.” Animal Welfare; Marine Mammals, 81 Fed. Reg. 5629 (Feb. 3, 2016).  

Section 3.104 requires exhibitors to hold marine mammals in enclosures that satisfy 

minimum horizontal dimension, depth, and volume standards so that they are able to make 

normal postural and social adjustments. 9 C.F.R. § 3.104.  

The regulations also establish minimum husbandry standards, and contain detailed 

requirements for feeding, water quality, sanitation, and veterinary care. See 9 C.F.R. Ch. 1, 

Subch. A, Pt. 3, Subprt. E. And, section 3.109 prescribes a companionship component under the 

AWA, requiring that marine mammals be “housed in their primary enclosure with at least one 
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compatible animal of the same or biologically related species . . .  unless it is not in the best 

interest of the marine mammal’s health or well-being.” 9 C.F.R. § 3.109. 

Thus, from a wide angle, the AWA deals with a subject similar to that addressed by the 

ESA:  the protection of animals from people.  But the AWA is sharply focused on the “humane 

treatment” of captive animals used for exhibition and research, see 7 U.S.C. § 2131(1).  Indeed, 

the terminology “humane treatment” is employed repeatedly in no fewer than five different 

sections in the statutory scheme, and it is the overriding concern reflected in the implementing 

regulations. See 7 U.S.C. §§ 2131, et seq; 9 C.F.R. Ch. 1, Subch. A, Pt. 3, Subprt. E.  By 

contrast, the ESA promotes a different congressional objective—the protection of endangered 

species from habitat destruction and predation. See 16 U.S.C. § 1531. 

Careful review of the legislative history of both statutes shows that in the forty-plus years 

since their respective enactments, Congress has not disturbed this balance. The 91st Congress 

first addressed the humane treatment of animals by exhibitors in 1970 when it amended the 1966 

version of the AWA.  See H.R. Rep. No. 91-1651(1970) (“[T]his bill represents a continuing 

commitment by Congress to the ethic of kindness to … animals … [by] regulat[ing] more people 

who handle animals.  It will bring into the regulatory framework of the Act for the first time 

exhibitors …”); Animal Welfare Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-579, section 2, 84 Stat.1560 (1970) 

(“[I]n order to … insure that certain animals intended for exhibition purposes … are provided 

humane care and treatment, it is essential to regulate the transportation, purchase, sale, housing, 

care, handling, and treatment of such animals by person or organizations engaged in using them 

for . . . exhibition purposes.”). At the same time Congress was formulating the AWA, and the 

subsequent amendment in 1970, it was also developing endangered species legislation, the first 

comprehensive attempt of which was the Endangered Species Preservation Act of 1966. Safari 
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Club Int’l v. Jewell, 960 F. Supp. 2d 17, 26 (D.D.C. 2013), appeal docketed, (Oct. 18, 2013) 

(citing S. Rep. No. 97-418, at 1(1982)). “The 1966 Act was an important step toward conserving 

endangered species, [but] it had serious drawbacks[,] including its failure to prohibit the taking 

of endangered species.” Id. To address these problems, the 91st Congress—the same Congress 

which amended the AWA in 1970—enacted the Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969 

to “correct[ ] several of the weaknesses of the 1966 Act.” Id.; see also Pub. L. No. 91-135.  That 

the same Congress addressed the humane treatment of animals by exhibitors and researchers 

while contemporaneously addressing shortcomings in the ESA’s predecessor statute is strong 

evidence that the ESA was not intended to serve as a surrogate for the AWA. Bryan v. Itasca 

Cty., Minnesota, 426 U.S. 373, 389, 96 S.Ct. 2102, 2111, 48 L.Ed.2d 710 (1976) (interpreting 

scope of federal law conferring jurisdiction to federal courts over civil causes of action on Native 

American reservations and finding “congent proof” that that same Congress expressed its intent 

“directly” in other Native American legislation); United States v. Kattan-Kassin, 696 F.2d 893, 

898 (11th Cir. 1983) (recognizing different language in the Bank Secrecy Act and the RICO 

statute passed by the same Congress indicated deliberate congressional intent); see also Nat’l 

Ass’n for Advancement of Colored People v. Civiletti, 609 F.2d 514, 525 n.15 (D.C. Cir. 1979) 

(stating the inference that an omission in a federal law is “deliberate and significant” is “more 

plausible if the same Congress draft[s] the two statutes”). 

Following the enactment of the Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969, Congress 

still perceived deficiencies in the endangered species program, namely that “[t]here . . . were no 

prohibitions on the taking of endangered species, and the habitat protection provisions were 

limited.”  S. Rep. No. 97–418, at 2 (1982). What followed in 1973 is the statutory scheme of the 

current ESA, which resolved the flaws in the prior two bills, and which has been described as 
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“the most comprehensive legislation for the preservation of endangered species ever enacted by 

any nation” in the world, Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 180, 98 S.Ct. 2279, 57 

L.Ed.2d 117 (1978), ultimately striking a proper balance between “economic growth and 

development with adequate conservation measures.” H.R. Rep. No. 97–567, pt. 1, at 10 (1982). 

Notably, given the Congressional intent to provide for a “take” provision in the ESA, and the 

sheer sweep of the legislation, nowhere in the 1973 statutory scheme, it bears emphasizing, is 

there a reference to the humane treatment of captive animals. See Endangered Species Act of 

1973, Pub. L. No. 93-205, 87 Stat. 884.      

Subsequent amendments to the ESA in 1976, 1978, 1979, and 1982, for example, 

illustrate that a principal concern of Congress was habitat destruction from commercial activity, 

with each amendment primarily fashioned to “increase the flexibility in balancing species 

protection . . . with development projects.” H.R. Rep. No. 97–567, pt. 1, at 10 (1982). Congress 

has amended section 9 three time since its passage—1978, Pub. L. No. 95-632, 1982, Pub. L. 

No.100-478, and 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-653—and on each occasion Congress elected not to 

prescribe captive care requirements in the ESA, or expand the definition of “take” to include the 

humane treatment of endangered species in captivity.26  Instead, it left such responsibility with 

the Secretary of Agriculture under the authority granted by the AWA and his delegee, APHIS. 

See 907 Whitehead St., 701 F.3d at 1347.  

Thus, it is clear that the AWA is intended for the specific purpose of protecting animals 

in captivity that are used by licensees for exhibition or research purposes. 7 U.S.C. § 2131(1).  It 

                                                           
26 See S. Rep. No. 95-874 (stating 1978 amended section 9 to clarify breeding activities 

for captive produced raptors); S. Rep. No. 97-418 (stating 1982 amendment resolved statutory 
contradiction between section 7 and 9 by exempting permitees or other federal agencies from the 
“take” prohibition in section 9 following authorization of a project under section 7); S. Rep. No. 
100-928 (stating 1988 amendment modified § 1538(a)(2)(B) regarding endangered plants and § 
1538(d) regarding importing and exporting listed species). 
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is equally clear that APHIS has implemented the Congressional intent embodied in the AWA for 

the humane treatment and care of such animals by promulgating regulations concerning subjects 

such as the appropriate spatial dimensions for captive marine mammals’ enclosures, social 

companionship, and veterinary care. See 9 C.F.R. Ch.1, Subch. A, Pt. 3, Subprt. E. Nonetheless, 

Plaintiffs argue that this Court should address the conditions of Lolita’s captivity under the ESA 

section 9(a)(1) because the Seaquarium has independent obligations under the ESA not to 

“harm” or “harass” Lolita in the manner alleged (D.E. 163 at 15), and because APHIS, when 

issuing its findings, failed to consider “compliance issues” uncovered during discovery in this 

matter—i.e., that Lolita’s rakes are not superficial, that the PWSDs exhibit “inappropriate” 

sexual behavior toward her, that she is not afforded adequate protection from the sun, and that 

her tank might not be compliant with AWA minimum horizontal dimension requirements. D.E. 

164-13 (relying on March 22, 2016 Miami New Times article quoting an APHIS representative’s 

statement regarding the minimal horizontal dimension calculation with respect to the work island 

in Lolita’s pool, and indicating the APHIS’ prior determination might be incorrect).   

The flaw in Plaintiffs’ position is that their expansive interpretation of the words “harm” 

and “harass” in the ESA section 9(a)(1), if adopted by this Court, would bring the ESA into 

conflict with the AWA. It would  displace a long established regulatory framework providing for 

licensing and oversight of exhibitors and researchers by APHIS, it would expose licensed 

exhibitors and researchers to liability to special interest groups despite their compliance with 

APHIS’ captive care standards, and would substitute the judgment of a federal trial court judge 

for the technical expertise of the responsible agency. Marsh v. Oregon Nat. Res. Council, 490 

U.S. 360, 375-77, 109 S.Ct. 1851, 1860, 104 L.Ed.2d 377 (1989); see Tug Allie-B, Inc. v. United 
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States, 273 F.3d 936, 941 (11th Cir. 2001) (holding courts should avoid a construction of two 

statutes that leads to a “dichomotous result”).   

IV. Conclusion 

  The Court recognizes that a person can “take” a listed species in captivity under the ESA 

section 9(a)(1). 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B). The Court also agrees with Plaintiffs that the 

Seaquarium must comply with both the ESA, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531, et seq. and the AWA, 7 U.S.C. 

§§ 2131, et seq. However, the plain terms of the ESA, its legislative history, and its coexistence 

with the AWA and the MMPA persuade this Court that a licensed exhibitor “take[s]” a captive 

animal in violation of the ESA’s section 9(a)(1) only when its conduct gravely threatens or has 

the potential to gravely threaten the animal’s survival.   

  That being said, the Court has thoroughly considered the conditions and consequent 

injuries identified by Plaintiffs.  They fall into three categories: (a) physical and psychological 

injuries due to inadequate pool size and design; (b) physical and psychological injuries due to 

aggressive and inappropriate behavior by the PWSDs; and (c) inappropriate veterinary care. 

There is simply no evidence from the experts or otherwise that these conditions and concomitant 

injuries, individually or collectively, gravely threaten Lolita’s existence.27 Thus, while in a literal 

sense the conditions and injuries of which Plaintiffs complain are within the ambit of the 

ordinary meaning of “harm” and “harass,” it cannot be said that they rise to the level of grave 

harm that is required to constitute a “take” by a licensed exhibitor under the ESA. 

                                                           
27 The Court notes the speculative and unreliable quality of the experts’ causation 

opinions: that Lolita’s blisters and wrinkles might be caused by sun exposure (D.E. 164 ¶ 112, 
Ex. F-A at 32, 33); that her illnesses might be caused by, and her medications might be 
necessary, because of the stress of her tank design and cohabitation with the PWSDs (id., Ex., 
CC at 8-9); and she might have wear in her teeth due to stereotypic behavior, (id. ¶ 114, Ex. CC 
at 7-8). 
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The conditions in which Lolita is kept, and the injuries the Plaintiffs have presented to the 

Court, are largely addressed under a different federal law—the Animal Welfare Act. Under these 

facts, Plaintiffs remedy is not under the ESA, but rather with Congress, where their efforts to 

improve Lolita’s less than ideal conditions can be addressed through legislation.  Accordingly, it 

is  

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Plaintiffs’ Motion (D.E. 131) is GRANTED. 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Defendant’s Motion (D.E. 126) is GRANTED IN 

PART AND DENIED IN PART, as provided for in this Order. This case will be administratively 

closed in a separate order.    

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, Miami, Florida, this _1st__ day of June, 2016. 

 
_____________________________ 

       URSULA UNGARO 
       UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE   
 
 
copies provided: 
counsel of record 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 
CASE NO. 1:15-cv-22692-UU 

 
 

PEOPLE FOR THE  
ETHICAL TREATMENT OF 
ANIMALS, INC., et al, 
  
 Plaintiffs,  
 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and  
FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC,  
d/b/a PALACE ENTRAINMENT, 
 
 Defendant.          
______________________________________/   

 
FINAL JUDGMENT 

 
 Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58 and this Court’s Order on Summary 

Judgment (D.E. 203), it is 

 ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that a Final Judgment is hereby entered against Plaintiffs 

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Animal Legal Fund, Orca Network, and Howard 

Garrett and in favor of Defendant Miami Seaquarium and Festival Fun Parks, LLC, d/b/a Palace 

Entertainment with respect to the claims in the Complaint. (D.E. 1). The Court  retains 

jurisdiction to assess costs. 

 DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Miami, Florida, this _2d__ day of June, 2016. 
 
 
 
         ________________________________ 
         URSULA UNGARO 
         UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
 
copies provided:  
counsel of record 
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